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This thesis is primarily a sociolinguistic and historical study of the
descendants of Northern Middle Siglish long vowels and diphthongs in the
Border Scots dialects of Hawick and Yetholm, and the Northumbrian ones of
Iffool^er and Bellingharn.

Hie first chapter outlines my data-collecting techniques, which in¬
volved semi-random sampling from voters' rolls (with sexes sampled sep¬
arately, in proportion to their ratios in the population), aid a taped
interview using a Questionnaire designed to elicit exannles of speech
styles, ranging from a fairly casual one to the formal reading style used
when reading word lists. Hie class, sex, and age characteristics of the
sanole pre compared to those of the towns' populations, using Census re¬
ports- they are found to he accurate enou^i for, at least, showing general
speech variational tendencies at wide. I also give a method for delineating
the various speech styles I have elicited, aid construct-an index for de¬
termining social class breakpoints using occupation,father's occupation,
and educational attainment as factors. I follow,generally, the procedures
established by Trudgill (1974) in his Norwich study.

The actual class breakdowns are made using consonantal variables and
the social class index in the first part of Chapter Two. The number of
classes is found to depend on the size of the community, fro™ 4 in the tovJi
of Hawick, to ? in the small village of Yetholm.

The rest of Chanter Two sets out my format for anal/ring speech vari¬
ables, with reflexes rated as to prestige, from the most Standard-like to
the most localised. Both Trudgillian scoring tables and frequency tables
are used; I make my analysis by comparing responses for different class, sex,
and age groups, f£id in different styles, &nd noting where trends occur. In
Chapter Two, the consonants variables are studied in this manner.

In Chapter Three, the ssfie procedures are applied to the NHE vowel
classes, with viiich I api mainly concerned. In general, there is a Pattern
that more prestigious, Standard-like variants are used the most by (1), mem¬
bers of high-prestige social classesj(2) wonenj(2>) the young; and in (4)
formal speech. Most Variables exhibit this pattern,at least in part. How¬
ever, deviations occur mostly due to (l) unusual sarnie characteristics, or
(s* possible sound change in progress. Localised Variant frequencies pre
19ore likely tp be sex- or age-tied in Northunberlrind than in Scotland;
this perhaps indicates a difference in prestige of the "local dialect" due
to non-linguistic factors.

Chapter Itour is the historical section, where all sound changes pro¬
ducing modem localised forms are analysed in detail, fro: 1250 onward.
In general, some types of change, e.g. vowel raising and fronting, or var¬
ious assimil ative processes seem esoecielly favoured over others, as they
are recursive in the dialects' histories. These could provide clues for
future developments, if they are really favoured tendencies.

However, I laave not stopped here; I have derived non-localised forms
as well, by analysing the process of borrowing, by which such forms entered
the Border Area. These forms seem to appear first in unf^niliar words and
are generalised over time theou^iout the lexicon, becoming available during
the process to more and more speakers, possible due to the effects of ling¬
uistic prestige. Hie initial date of borrowing is assumed to be the time when
the donor and receutor (local) dialects diverge in development, ,

Use other side 1} necessary.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In the nineteen-sixties, there was a shift of emphasis in the

focus of dialectological work in English. Up to this point, most

studies in this field were of the .traditional type; that is, their

purpose was to elicit the most localised phonological, lexical, and/

or syntactic features of a community's speech, and, often, to put

these in some kind of historical perspective, especially in

geographically limited-area, in-depth surveys such as Murray (187?)»

Wright (1892), Cowling (1925), Reaney (1927), Dieth (1931), Orton

(1935)» Zai (1942), Wettstein (1942), and Hedevind (19&7)• Tde data-

collecting methods used were geared to such an end - a small number

of informants, preferably older agricultural workers having a low

level of educational attainment, were specially selected for their

knowledge of the localised dialect in its most conservative varieties,

relatively untouched by Standard influence. These informants were

then interviewed (and sometimes recorded), often over a period of

weeks, to arrive at a large corpus of data. The communities to be

surveyed were carefully chosen as well; many of the studies (not all)^
were concerned with the speech of small, relatively isolated villages,

where the isolation from the mainstream of communications would be

expected to minimise outside influences and ensure the preservation

of older speech features.

In general, comprehensive linguistic surveys such as Orton et al.,

(1962, 1964» 1967t 1969)^ tried to achieve the same kind of

objectives as the limited-area studies. Again, the emphasis remained

on elicitation of localised forms; so, these surveys used roughly the



same techniques, modified for large-scale use' (e.g. in the employment

of a standardised questionnaire so that data could be gathered

quickly and systematically. Both types of traditional survey

accumulated large corpora of data on localised varieties of English

that would possibly have died out unrecorded otherwise, and this

information has proved a great use to linguists in all fields. Yet,

because of the aims of traditional studies, non-localised varieties

of English spoken in the communities could not be examined in depth,

nor, in general, the problems of speech variation, even in the most
3

localised forms of dialects, be adequately handled. In many surveys,

for instance, differing pronunciations of a word were merely noted as

"free variants" with no indication of the conditions under which

each one was elicited. Some new type of study had to be developed to

describe such variations, and, with the aims of dialectology largely

directed to this task, an interest was shown, in the nineteen-sixties,

in the painting of a hopefully more representative picture of a specific

community's speech, with all its varieties described, not just those

that were localised or archaic.

The application of sociolinguistic techniques to dialectological

work provided one means of constructing such an analysis. In surveys such

as Labov (1966,1972), Shuy et al. (1968), and Trudgill (1974)» speech

communities were examined using a large, quasi»random sample of

informants to try to ensure representativeness; a classification of these

informants by such factors as social class membership,sex, age, and

possibly ethnic group to examine their effects on linguistic variation;

and a questionnaire designed to control strictly the social context

of the interview, so that effects of formality of speech setting



could also be studied. These surveys have concluded that many types

of speech variation are due to such factors as mentioned above, and

so, have shed some light on the conditions that make it likely that

a specific variant will be selected. They have also expanded the

English data base^ available .to linguists (Labov et al., (1972) in

particular) by their inclusion of more varieties of the spoken
Cj

language than just the most localised forms.

It must be noted, however, that all the above examples, and,
£

indeed, almost all subsequent sociolinguistic studies, have dealt

with the speech of urban areas. There seem to be two reasons for

this: firstly, that many dialectological surveys of the traditional

type in English ignored urban speech to a large extent (but cf.

note 1), so that such dialects were not already adequately covered;

secondly, that, since the social structure in a city may be more

complex than it is in a small town or village (Barber, 1957! 95-4),

this might be reflected in a greater diversity of speech forms. In

my view, this situation is a strong limitation; it has long been

recognised by sociologists that the village, too, is a socially

heterogeneous community ^Garchat, 489 ), and one would expect that

speech differences would also exist in it, perhaps conforming to the

same kind of tendencies and depending on similar factors as those

found in cities.

In the first part of my project, I attempt to study the

different types of speech variation affecting vowels derived from

Middle English long vowels and diphthongs in a rural area - in this

case, part of the Scottish-English Border Area comprising
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Roxburghshire and Northern Northumberland - and give evidence to strengthen

the argument that the same factors affect speech variation here as do

in urban dialects. I have chosen four localities, two on each side

of the Border, two in the East of the Border Area, two in its Central

part (Hawick and Yetholm, Roxburghshire; Vooler and Bellingham,

Northumberland; see Appendix A: Map of the Area), ranging in population

from a town of 17»250 to a small village of 626. In each place, I

have employed techniques of data collection and analysis similar to

those adopted by Trudgill (1974) in his Norwich study, although

slightly modified for use in rural areas. I took a quasi-random sample

from each community's electoral rolls, and classified the speakers

selected by social class membership, sex, and age. When interviewing

the speakers, I used a questionnaire that attempted to control, as far

as possible, speech context so that four different stylistic ranges

could occur and "be analysed. In this way, several factors that could

possibly influence choice of vowel realisation were isolated for study

of their effects. I then analysed the variants for each vowel class

for each community separately, and then compared the results between

the four towns, resulting in a comparison of Border Scots and Northumbrian

vowel systems. I outline the background of the communities and describe

my techniques in detail in Chapters One and Two; the analysis of my

data is presented in Chapter Three, which ends the part of this work

concerned with synchronic phenomena.

The second part of the thesis, Chapter Pour, traces the history

of the various Middle English long vowel and diphthong classes from

about 1250 to the present day in the Border Area, and compares their
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paths of development in Roxburghshire and Northern Northumberland.

To describe sound changes, I write rules using a modification of

Chomsky & Halle's (1968) distinctive feature matrices, and a /v/

vs. /W/ analysis of vowel length differences. I also mean to

examine the pressures on the sound system that lead to certain types

of change instead of others. This will hopefully lead to the

appreciation of the action of "phonological space" considerations

within the system and show what types of change appear to be

iterative in Border dialects. Metarules such as those found in Lass

(1976! Chapter 2) will be used to describe certain large-scale sound

shifts. Where similarities in development to other dialects,

especially Northern English or Scots ones, occur, these will be

invoked as evidence for a particular pathway of change for a specific

vowel in the cases where direct evidence is lacking.

I A historical analysis of a dialect has been

done many times before (e.g. in Orton (1953)> Dieth (1931)» Zai

(1942) and others^, but due to the traditional nature of most earlier

dialectological studies which supply much of the evidence for such

historical surveys' claims, attention has been almost exclusively

directed to purely native, regular sound changes leading to modern

localised results. In my analysis, I will also cover changes not

native to the Border Area but borrowed in some or all Border speech

varieties, including those that are non-localised. I thus intend

to expand the scope of the historical Burvey as well as the

synchronic one by trying to furnish an account relevant to all types

of speech in this area. I intend also to argue that such borrowed

changes or "substitutions" (nomenclature following Lass (1976:124,



note 8), are Just as important as native ones, and can produce new

mergers, splits, and other profound effects on modern—day phonologieal

systems. They will he considered as loans from other varieties of English

(usually the Standard), and may make inoperative, to a greater or lesser

degree, native historical processes, so that the sound change rules seem

not to apply to some or all lexical items in a class. To my knowledge,

this is not often done in historical analyses.

Before I proceed to the body of the work, I wish to give credit

to and thank those who aided the completion of this project in any

way: to my supervisors, Br. Roger Lass and Br. Hans Speitel for their

insightful comments and knowledge on all questions dealt with here;

to all previous dialectologists and sociolinguists for providing a

foundation on which to build; to John Esling, for posing questions on

the relationship of sound change to articulatory setting; to Lachlan

Mackenzie, Katherine MacLeod Wiltshire, Steven and Eleanor Allan, Karen

Currie de Carvalho, Hugh McGuinness and others for furnishing other Scots

data for comparison with mine, especially in giving examples of Scottish

Standard varieties; to Christine Buhlmann, Marja Groenewoud, Maria Jessen,

and Lene S^rensen for providing me with data on other Germanic dialects; of

course,to all 67 informants in the four communities, without whom this

study would be impossible; and to anyone who has brought encouragement

to me in completing this study successfully, including all the above.

I shall now proceed to give some historical background on the

Border'.'Area and its dialects, and begin to describe the data collection

techniques I used.
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FOOTNOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION:

r

1. For instance, early surveys such as Ellis (1889) and Wright (1905)»
who covered many urban areas, including Edinburgh and (for Ellis),
Newcastle; Hepher (1949)* who dealt with the dialect of Scotswood,
a ward of Newcastle-upon-Tyne; Orton et al.(1962,1 964.1966,1969),
who included urban areas such as York, Leeds, Sheffield, Hackney
(London) in their surveys, plus many urban fringe communities
(e. g. , in the North, Heddon-on-the Wall and Earsdon, Nhb.;
Washington,Dur.; Ecclesfield, Yorks.; Harwood and Ealewood, Lanes.).
Cf. pg. ?4. Kurath and McDavid (19^1) also included many of
the major cities of Eastern America in their study.

2. An exception is Kurath and McDavid (1961), who covered educated
speech as well, and stratified their informants according to
educational attainment. Others, such as WSlck (1955)* also took
non-localised varieties into account.

3. To name just one study, many of the entries in Orton and Halliday
(1962) gave more than one phonetic realisation. Cf. pp. 448,702.

4. Of course, sociolinguistic dialectological studies are not confined
to English. Examples in other languages include Sankoff and
Cedergren (1971) for Canadian French; Cedergren (1970) for
Panamanian Spanish; to some extent, Gumperz (1964) for Norwegian,
and various Indian languages, and others. Cf. Labov (1972:205-6).

5. Not without disadvantages, however. It seems exceedingly hard,
using a sociolinguistic approach, to find out much about lexical
variation, mostly because very common words tend to predominate in the
data, at the expense of rarer ones, which may be localised. Here,
traditional dialect surveys seem to have the advantage.

6. Pahlsson (1972) is a rare exception; his study of Northumbrian /r/
realisations was done sociolinguistically in the small Coquetdale
village of Thropton.

7. My reasons for adopting the /V/ vs. /W/ model follow those in
Lass and Anderson (1975' Ch. 1, 6) and Lass (1976:21-39. 75"102)
(although they did not originate it, cf. Lass (1976:31) for ref¬
erences, particularly Vachek (1959))f that synchronic generative
and/or historical grammars can be expanded to cover many more types
of dialects, that phenomena such as monophthongisation and
diphthongisation can be described more clearly, and that the
connection between long vowels and diphthongs can be captured
using a bimoric analysis of both types. Since I am doing a historical
survey, the second reason is especially important. Note that I
do not assert that any dialect "has" or "'had" double vowels,
merely that the pattern of change can be seen more easily using
this approach than a conventional one. Cf. Lass (1976:38-9).
Consistent with my analysis, ME vowel classes traditionally labelled
/a/, /i/,/u/ etc. are given as /aa/,/ii/,/uu/ throughout the work.
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In most of these works, only localised forms are derived;
occurrences of other variant pronunciations are simply mentioned
as being borrowings from other dialects, without comment as to
their development.
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CHAPTER i; BACKGROUND AND TECHNIQUES:

1,1; THE TOWNS AND THEIR AREA:

At this point, it would perhaps be useful to characterise the

area and the communities I have studied from a geographical and

historical viewpoint in order to reveal some possible influences on

Border speech.

The dominant feature of the Border Area, geographically, is the

range of hills following the Scottish-English political boundary in

a northeasterly to southwesterly direction. Some of these hills,

such as the Cheviot, near Vooler, are over 2500 feet high, and the

highest part of this range extends along the Border all the way to

Eskdale, north of Carlisle. On both the east and west sides of this

range, however, lies a moderately wide expanse of coastal plain which

contains the richest agricultural lands in the area. Here, only

rivers separate the two countries, and access is fairly easy across

the Border. Numerous river valleys lead away on both sides from the

central spine, and in them, settlements sprang up that became the

Border towns and villages of today. (See Appendix £: Map of the Area).

Outside these valleys, the land is mostly wild moorland, suitable only

for grazing by hardy Cheviot and Blackface sheep, and on the lower

slopes, by beef cattle. The raising of these animals is the main form

of agriculture in the area. The moorland and what forests did exist

formed barriers to communication between the river valleys, and it is

only in recent centuries that roads have somewhat broken their

isolation. Given this situation, one might expect each river valley
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to have developed its own distinctive form of speech, with the

greatest differences between Scottish and English Border dialects

apparent in the central part of the area (and indeed this seems to

be the case)^; and for the inhabitants, helped by historical factors

described below, to have a strong sense of regional identity which

might be reflected in the preservation of distinctive Border

dialectal features against outside influence. Cf. Speitel (19^9s 41 >•

Several different peoples have occupied the Borders over the

centuries. The Romans established outposts here, but never held the

area for long, soon being driven back to the line of Hadrian's Wall

and the Tyne Valley. The Northumbrian Angles drove the British of

the area westward into Strathclyde and Cumbria in the sixth and

seventh centuries, pacifying the region for a short time. It was

during this period that the Angles were Christianised and abbeys

such as Lindisfarne, Jarrow, Monkwearmouth (Sunderland), and later,

Hexham, were established. These became important cultural centres,

and, in fact, during the late seventh and early eighth century, the

kingdom of Northumbria (then extending to Edinburgh) was the

cultural capital of Britain (Blair, 1966: 41-7» 69-72). The arrival

of Norse invaders at the end of the eighth century interrupted this

peaceful period and ended the cultural dominance of this district.

The Vikings however never really conquered the Borders, although

some influence is reflected in the Norse element of the modern

dialects' vocabulary (exactly how much is open to dispute: cf.

Taylor, 197 )•

It was in the period from 1000 to 1603 that the Border Area
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became a true "no-man's land". The expansion of Scotland proper

southwards and of Norman England northwards met at the Tweed, and

the region was, by turns, part of both countries until the Treaty of

Newcastle (1345) settled the eastern and central sections of the

political boundary where they are today (Fraser, 1974s Chapter 2).

However, the warring did not stop here. Repeated expeditions were

made to secure Northumberland for the Scots, or the Scottish Borders

for the English - this is the land of Otterburn (1388), Flodden (1514)j

and the great Anglo-Scottish wars of the early sixteenth century.

Even in times of official peace, the Northumbrian and Border families'

"Border reiving" activities kept the area a dangerous one to live in.

Only after stern pacification measures were instituted by James I

(VI of Scotland) did this general state of warfare cease, although
3

sporadic raids took place until well into the eighteenth century.

With the coming of peace, the region stabilised into an

agricultural district as it is today, and a centre for Bmall

industries dependent on agriculture for raw materials, such as

textile manufacture, especially on the Scottish side. Access to a

wider market by improved communications brought some measure of

relative prosperity to the area, although in recent decades, railways

have closed except along coastal routes and the region is once more

relatively isolated.

The four towns in this survey were picked so that a comparison

could be made between four different types of Border speech. Two,

Hawick and Yetholm, lie in Roxburghshire in Scotland; the other two,

Wooler and Bellingham, in Northern Northumberland. Also, Yetholm
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and Vooler are in the eastern zone of this region, while Hawick and

Bellingham are in the central part. Thus both north-south and east-

west (or east-central) comparisons can be made.

Hawick is the largest town I chose. Its 1971 population was

17»250.^ Although it was already an established Border town in

medieval times, and seat of the Douglas and Scott families, its main

period of growth was in the nineteenth century (pop. 5»400 in 1801,

20,556 in 1891) owing to the establishment of a local hosiery- and

tweed-making industry during that period. Textile production is still

the main industry in Hawick, but with the closure of the railways and

increased isolation from the rest of Scotland, several mills have

closed, accompanied by a steady population decline. Hawick, however,

still serves as the main agricultural market town for Teviotdale and

Western Roxburghshire generally, and has had some overspill from
5

Edinburgh and Glasgow. Hawick dialect is Border Scots of the

Teviotdale type.

Yetholm or, strictly speaking, the villages of Kirk and Town

Yetholm - lies on the Bowmont Water at one of the few passes in the

Cheviot Range. It was formerly the headquarters of the Scottish

Gypsies, and many of my informants made allusions to their own gypsy

descent. Hence, many Romany words have been passed into the dialect.^
The main occupation of the area is horse breeding, although sheep

and cattle raising are important also. At one time, Yetholm was a

market town, but these facilities have been moved to Kelso, where many

7
of the inhabitants work. The population has stabilised in recent

years (612 in 1931} 656 in 1971) hut the village was once much larger -



1,352 in 1851. The migration out of Yetholm seems to have been

counteracted by Central Belt overspill and the increasing use of the

village as a retirement centre for Northumbrian farm workers.

Indeed, I found the highest proportion of non-natives contacted here

- 50% of contacts, which accounts for the absence of informants aged

over 55. The dialect is basically Border Scots of the Tweeddale type,

though the differences between this and Berwickshire Central Belt ^
Scots have been blurred, and Yetholm speech could be considered as

belonging to either group.

Vooler, Northumberland lies at the foot of the Cheviot Range in

the Till Valley, which runs south from the Tweed. It is the main

market town for the Glendale district, although it is rapidly losing

its facilities to Berwick. There is not much industry here, although

a small brewery once existed and there are a few electronics plants

outside; horse, cattle, and sheep raising are still the main economic

activities. The population has risen from 1,529 in 1881 to 1,833 i°

1971» although this last figure represents a slight decline from the

1961 population of 1,976. Probably the cause of this growth is the

increasing use of Vooler as a retirement centre for Glendale farm

workers, and to a lesser extent, Tyneside and Northumbrian Coalfield

(i.e. Bedlington-Ashington-Morpeth-Blyth) overspill. ' The local

dialect is basically Northumbrian with some Scottish features (e.g.

merger of the NME /aa/ and /ai/ classes, loss of phonemic length in

short environments for modern high vowels, various vocabulary items)1 ^
and so belongs to the set of transition subdialects characterised as

Northern Northumbrian.
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Bellingham is the main market town for North Tynedale and lies

on the Tyne itself. Like the other communities, its economic

mainstay is sheep and cattle raising, although quarrying and forestry

are also very important, and iron mining was practiced here in the

last century. In the last few years, construction workers for the

Kielder Dam project have been moved here, and there is some commuting

between Bellingham and Hexham, or even Newcastle. The population has

shown a steady slow decline from 1,493 in 1881 through 1,392 in 1931
to 1,151 in 1971. There is some influx from rural communities to the

south and east, but very little Tyneside overspill as such (cf. note

9). The dialect is Northumbrian of the North Tynedale type and

exhibits typical Northumbrian characteristics.

The picture of the Border Area today is that of an essentially

rural area of declining population with several textile towns

1<4scattered in the river valleys on the Scottish side. ' Outside of

the larger communities, industry is rare, and agriculture supports

the local economy. The speech forms, outside of Tweeddale, retain

their Border Area character, but overspills'from Tyneside, Edinburgh

and Glasgow have had increasing influence on them. Their

characteristics at the present day will be dealt with in Chapters 2

and 3» For now, I turn to outlining the sampling techniques I used

in the survey of these four communities.
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1.2: SAMPLING TECHNIQUES:

In order to achieve a reasonably realistic picture of present-

day Border speech, one must first isolate the domains for variation,

and second, ensure a representative choice of informants. There

appear to be two types of variation that characteristically emerge

from sociolinguistic studies of this type: A. variation along

intrinsic social parameters like class, sex, and agej and B. context-

determined variation along parameters like style, interaction type,

etc. The first type is controlled in a survey by the uses of

reliable sampling methods; the second, by techniques described below

(cf. 1.5).

To ensure a representative sample of kthe population of each town, I

consulted the most recent electoral rolls for the towns and took a

quasi-random sample from them, using the procedures established by

Trudgill (1974: Chapter 2). First, I constructed a long list of 125

residents of Hawick, 50 of Yetholm, and 75 each of Wooler and

Bellingham. I took the sample from the rolls of the town as a whole,

except in the caBe of Hawick, where I selected names ward by ward so

that each ward would have a representation proportional to that of

its population compared with that of the whole town. To do this, I

divided the total electoral population into the number n desired;

the resulting number is called the sampling fraction. Then, I

selected at random a number smaller than the sampling fraction, and

starting with this, put every nth name on the list, resulting in a

sample of population n. Electoral rolls were deemed suitable for

this, since, as Trudgill (1974s21) has pointed out, they are
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generally arranged by street name or voter's last name, matters which

are probably not likely to have much of en effect on linguistic

behaviour.

I then constructed a "short list" from the long one, consisting

of 28 people from Hawick, 10 from Yetholm, and 15 each from Vooler

and Bellingham. These numbers were picked so that the ratio to the

total population of the towns would be greater than that found in most

urban studies, and therefore the sample would probably be more

YD
accurate and less vulnerable to chance factors; * yet, containing a

population small enough to permit me to complete my survey within six

weeks of actual fieldwork. 1 rolled dice for each person on the long

list; if a two or twelve came up for them, they were put on the short

list. When compiling each list, men and women were selected separately

so that the sex ratios in the sample would reflect as accurately as

possible those in the actual town populations.

Once the sample was taken, I then mailed out letters to each

prospective informant. These were written on University letterhead

and mentioned both the University of Edinburgh and the Linguistic

Survey of Scotland, to reassure the informant of the official nature

of my research. Their purpose was to inform the person concerned of

my studies, and to gain his general goodwill and permission for an

interview, if possible. Three or four days later, 1 personally

visited each informant, gave him more detailed information about my

project, and secured permission or denial of my request to interview

him. In most cases where permission was given, the interview took

place at this point, though there were some deferrals. It was
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conducted with the aid of a tape recorder, and took only about

fifteen to twenty minutes per informant.

In about 48^ the cases, however, I met with some kind of

refusal, either on the informant's part, or on my own since the

prospective informant had not lived in the area for ten years or

more, (i felt that newcomers' speech may not be typical or

representative of community norms, and might throw -unnecessary

complications into the data. Here, and in my selection of ten years'

residence as the minimum period, I follow Trudgill (1974:22)^).
About 60% of refusals were of the latter type. The most frequent

reason for a refusal given by the informant seemed to be a general

fear of the interviewing process or of talking to a stranger. This

seemed especially common with older people living alone, especially

if they had spent most of their lives on isolated hill farms, where

chances of meeting strangers are rare. Other reasons included illness

or infirmity; lack of time; removal outside the area; and, in one

case, death.

In each case, I selected replacements from the long list as

before by use of dice, and continued -until the desired number of

informants for each community was interviewed. Refusals were not

followed up because, according to Labov (1966:138,152), the speech

of persons giving them will probably not be significantly different

from that of the interviewees. It was also essential to keep the

trust of the villagers; in a small community, any suspicion of

pushiness on my part could be instantly spread to neighbours and

throughout the village, and make my task of finding informants more



difficult. All in all, to secure 67 informants, I mailed out 129

letters, and the total actual fieldwork took about six weeks out of

a period extending from November 1975 "to June 1976.



1.5: THE SAMPLE AND THE POPULATION:

To compare the accuracy of my sample with regard to factors

likely to influence linguistic behaviour, such as social class

membership, sex and age ratios, and terminal education age, to the

populations of the four communities, I have laid out tables dealing

with each factor. The data for the total populations in each case

were taken from the appropriate Census reports compiled by the

General Register Offices for England and Vales, and for Scotland.

1971 figures were used except in the case of terminal education age,

where the data were not available; here, 1961 figures were used

instead. In each case, the smallest area studied in the Census

containing each town was chosen for comparison. This is each town

itself for sex ratio data, and social class membership and age data

dealing with Hawick only; the rural district containing each town,

for Wooler and Bellingham, for all other factors, and, for Yetholm,

for age and social class membership; and the county of Roxburghshire

for terminal education age in Scotland.

I have also modified the breakdown of social class index (by

occupation alone) the same way as Trudgill (1974: 36-7) did, so that

direct correlation could be made between Census data and my

occupational index scores (cf.1.4). Therefore, my figures differ

slightly from the Census's own; although it must be noted that my

method of breakdown is based on the socio-economic group figures

listed in Census material.^"

First, I compare the sex makeup of my sample to that of the
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towns:

TABLE 1.3A: SEX RATIOS FOR THE SAMPLES AND POPULATIONS;

HAWICK YETHOLM

Total No. °Jo Males 1° Females Total No. °lo Males io Females

Pop. 16,286 46 54 636 45 55

Sample 27 45 55 10 50 50

W00LER BELLINGHAM

Total No. io Males 1° Females Total No. ia Males io Females

Pop. 1,833 46 54 1.151 48 52

Sample 15 47 55 15 47 55

Due to the methods of selecting informants for the short list

separately by sex, a good approximation to the population's sex ratio

is achieved. Even the slightly less than discrepancy observed for

Yetholm is the best approximation possible, given a sample of ten.

There is thus no significant sex bias in the sample.

Second, I compare the age characteristics of my sample and the

towns. Age groups used here comprise people aged 20 to 40, 40 to 60,

and over 60; since no children were interviewed, those under 20 are

not included. AJL1 but the Hawick figures are for the appropriate

rural district, viz. Kelso E.I), for Yetholm, Glendale R.I), for Vooler,

and Bellingham R.I), for Bellingham.
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TABLE 1.3B: AGE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLES AND POPULATIONS:

HAWICK

ME Population &
Total 20+ 11,565 100.0

20-39 3,870 33.4

40-59 3,890 33.6

£o+ 3,805 33.0

Age Population 1
Total 20+ 2,350 100.0

20-39 745 31.2

40-59 760 33.8

60+ 845 35.0

Age Population %
Total 20+ 4,335 100.0

20-39 1,310 30.2

40-59 1,555 35.9

60+ 1,475 33.9

Age Population %
Total 20+ 3,180 100.0

20-39 1,030 32.4

40-55 1 ,180 37.1

60+ 970 30.5

YETHOLM

WOOLER

Sample J? % Discrepancy
27 100.0

9 33.3 - 0.1

9 33.3 - 0.3

9 33.0 +0.3

Sample % "/ Discrepancy
10 100.0

6 60.0 + 28.8

4 40.0 + 6.2
0 0.0 - 35.0

Sample % Discrepancy

15 100.0

8 53.3 + 23.1

4 26.7 - 9.2

3 20.0 - 13.9

BELLINGHAM

Sample # # Discrepancy

15 100.0

5 33.3 + 0.9

7 46.7 + 9.6

3 20.0 - 10.5

A near perfect fit was obtained at Hawick, but not in the other

communities, where the younger age groups are over-represented at the

expense of the 60+ group. The fact that the figures for these

communities are for the total rural district, not just the town, may

partially account for this. Many elderly people might live on farms
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outside village boundaries.. In Yetholm, this age group was quite

likely to contain non-natives, due to the influx of retired

Northumbrians. I also had a high rate of refusals among

Northumbrians over 60| 10 out of 16 refusals came from people of

this age. Whatever the reasons, my samples for all towns except

Hawick are heavily biased towards the young, especially in the

Eastern Borders.

I now compare Census socio-economic group figures to my social

class figures as defined by my occupational index in the sample.

The techniques of breakdown follow Trudgill (1974s36-7). Again,

rural district figures are used for Yetholm, Wooler, and Bellingham.



TABLE 1.5C: SOCIAL CLASS CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SMPLES AND POPULATIONS:

HAWICK

Social Class Population £ Sample £ °!o Discrepancy
Total 4,470 100.0 27 100.0 -

I 80 1.7 1 3.7 + 2.0
II 550 12.5 0 0.0 - 12.3
III 620 15.9 5 18.5 + 4.6
IV 2,190 49.0 7 26.0 - 23.0
V 790 17.7 12 44.5 + 27.7
VI 240 5.4 2 7.4 + 2.0

YETHOLM

Social Class Population £ Sample £ io Discrepancy

Total 1,180 100.0 10 100.0 —

I 10 0.7 2 20.0 + 19.5
II 270 22.9 0 0.0 - 22.9
III 70 5.9 5 30.0 + 24.1
IV 280 24.0 1 10.0 - 14.0
V 520 44.0 5 30.0 - 14.0
VI 50 2.5 0 0.0 - 2.5

WOOLER

Social Class Population £ Sample £ alo Discrepancy
Total 1,820 100.0 15 100.0 —

I 20 1.1 1 6.7 + 5.6
II 440 24.2 0 0.0 - 24.2
III 110 6.0 5 55.5 + 27.5
IV 420 23.0 1 6.7 - 16.3
V 680 57.4 6 40.0 + 2.6
VI 150 8.5 2 15.5 + 5.0

BELLINGHAM

Social Class Population £ Sample £ fs Discrepancy
Total 1,440 100.0 15 100.0 —

I 40 2.8 1 6.7 + 5.9
II 190 13.2 1 6.7 - 6.5
III 120 8.3 5 55.5 + 25.0
IV 510 35.4 5 20.0 - 15.4
V 500 34.7 5 55.5 - 1.4
VI 80 5.6 0 0.0 - 5.6
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Rather large discrepancies appear here between the social class

indices of the four towns and those of my sample. For the three

smaller communities, the excess of Class III informants can be

explained by the presence of shopkeepers in my sample, who are more

likely to reside in villages and small towns than in the rest of the

rural district supplying the figures. The smaller discrepancy for

Hawick seems to support this view.

The shortages of Class II and IV informants are harder to explain.

For Hawick, it is possible that some textile mill workers who have

been employed for a short period of time were put down as Class V

(semi-skilled workers) when they should have been Class IV (skilled

workers), due to faulty job description. Classes II, IV, and V also

contain farmers and farm workers, who would be likely to live outside

village boundaries.

In any case, it seems that (l) figures for the rural districts

are not necessarily accurate for the larger villages and small towns

they contain, and (2) in no case could I possibly derive a 6- or

even a 5-class breakdown from my sample. Due to the scarcity of

Class II and IV informants, a 3-class breakdown might be expected,

and for communities the size of Wooler or Bellingham, this is

precisely what I have derived. It might also be likely that

boundaries between classes would appear sharpened, since two are

scarce.

Finally, I compare the Census data for terminal education age

with the characteristics in my sample. Here, again, rural district
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figures are used for the Northumbrian towns, while the Scottish

ones are compared to Roxburgh County data, the smallest unit of this

area covered by the Census. These are 1961 figures as those for

1971 were unavailable.

TABLE 1,3b: TERMINAL EDUCATION AGE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLES AND
POPULATIONS:

HAWICK AND YETHOLM

Age Population Hawick Sample °k Yetholm Sample k
Total 27,100 100.0 27 100.0 10 100.0

14- 19,230 71.0 13 48.1 0 0.0

15 3,760 13.9 7 26.0 6 60.0

16 1,450 5.4 4 14.8 1 10.0

17-19 1,300 4.7 1 3.7 2 20.0

20+ 1,350 5.0 2 7.4 2 20.0

W00LER

Age Population t Sample k
Total 4,010 100.0 15 100.0

14- 3,140 78.1 4 26.6

15 390 9.7 8 53.4

16 130 3.5 1 6.7

17-19 210 5.2 2 13.3

20+ 140 3.5 0 0.0

BELLINGEAK

Age Population Sample i
Total 3,220 100.0 15 100.0

14- 2,350 73.0 8 53.4

15 340 10.5 5 23.3

16 180 5.6 0 0.0

17-19 200 6.2 2 13.3

20+ 150 4.7 0 0.0



My informants seem to show a higher level of educational attainment

than the Census figures would predict. There are several possible

reasons for this. One is that the Census figures are seventeen years

out of date. People are more likely to stay in school longer than

before (Trudgill, 1974:40) and the standard school-leaving age has

been raised recently in both Scotland and England. Of the 25 people

in my sample who left school before their fifteenth birthday, only

one was over 40. A corollary to this is that, where age bias toward '

the young exists in my sample, the most marked differences in

educational level will be shown. This is borne out by the Yetholm

and Vooler figures. There may also be a tendency for village- or

town-dwellers to stay in school longer than people from strictly

rural environments. Because of this bias toward higher educational

attainment in my sample, especially in the Eastern communities, more

Standard-like forms than would be expected may have been elicited,

owing to the informants* longer exposure in the schoolroom to some

form of Standard English.

In summing up, my sample is somewhat biased toward the young

and toward people of higher educational attainment than would be

expected, especially in Yetholm and Wooler. This could result in

higher frequencies of Standard-like pronunciations at the expense of

localised ones. The sample should also show sharper class

differentiations than expected, where class has an effect on speech,

because certain classes (il and IV in the Census) are under-

represented. Nevertheless, the picture shown of Border speech

should be good enough to show general tendencies of pronunciation

variation at work.



1.41THE SOCIAL CLASS INDEX AM) ITS CALCULATION:

Once the sample is collected for a study of this type, in order

to study the effects of social class membership on speech, the

surveyor must, firstly, define what is meant by a "social class" in

the society surveyed, and secondly, develop some technique for

assigning each informant to a specific class, these in turn being

ranked according to criteria appropriate for that society. The

technique I have used is the constriction of a social class index, or

ranking mechanism, based on ratings of three factors: each informant's

occupation, his father's occupation, and his level of educational,

attainment. I have derived, for each informant, a social class index

score from this in order to aid me making social class membership

breakdowns for each sample.

A good definition of the notion of social class is supplied in

Barber (1957 s73)s "a set of families that share equal or nearly equal

prestige according to the criteria of evaluation in the system of

stratification". Such criteria, of course, vary widely from society

to society, but in an industrialised Western one such as Britain, one

criterion for determining social class membership and prestige is

occupation (Barber, 1957:96-120).

Occupation has long been used as a determining factor of social

class membership by social surveys, at least since the time of Booth's

study of social classes in London (1902: data from Marsh, 1965:196).

The Census, since 1911, has also constructed its own ranking for

Britain using occupational prestige alone, and so have many other
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surveys. Occupation, or the somewhat related one of family income,

has thus become the determiner par excellence of membership in a
f

social class. It has also been used in index construction in most

sociolinguistic studies, for example Labov (1966), Shuy et al., (1968),

and Trudgill (1974). Therefore, I have also used it in making up my

own social class index. The scale I used is the same as Trudgill's

(1974524)» which is similar to and dependent on the Census' own

ranking, and also similar to that given in Barber (19575102-4,174)•

It seems to be appropriate for Western industrial societies, such as

Britain.

The scale used is this one:

TABLE 1:4A: OCCUPATIONAL INDEX SCALE'.

SCOBE SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUP

(Per Census definition)

5 III, IV

4 I, II, XIII

3 V, VI

2 VIII, IX, XII, XIV

1 VII, X, XV

0 XI

TYPE OP WORKERS

Professionals

Managers, employers, farm
managers

Other non-manual workers

Skilled manual workers, foremen
own-account workers and farmers

Semi-skilled manual workers,
farm workers, personal service
workers

Unskilled workers, labourers

Each working informant's occupation is rated on this scale. In
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the case of working married women, their own score has been used

unless their husband's is higher; it is likely that society will

recognise their higher status in this case (Trudgill, 1974:36).

Housewives have been given their husband's score in all cases, and

unmarried working women have been given their own score or their

father's, whichever is higher, similar to working married women.

Father's occupation was also a factor in the construction of

my index. I felt that the linguistic behaviour of a person, initially

acquired in the home from parents of a certain social class, would be,

in some ways, affected by these early influences, as well as by any

later social mobility (Labov, 1966:271-2). Scores for this factor

were computed in the same fashion as above, taking the father's last
16

or most recent job as the determining one (except in special cases) ,

since it is most likely his highest level of occupational attainment

(Trudgill, 1974:36).

Income, although used by both Labov and Trudgill, was not used

as a factor in the index. I felt that the request for personal

income information might be regarded as "too personal" by many

informants, and so, could affect their relationship to me, and thus,

their linguistic behaviour during the interview. There is also

traditionally a view linking income level to occupational status

within limits (cf. Marsh, 1965:245? Barber, 1957:184) in Western

societies, although this might not be true anymore in modern Britain.

Still, I felt that occupation alone would be as good an indicator as

would be needed in these matters.
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The third factor in my social class index was educational

attainment. This too has long been regarded as an indicator of

class membership; the more education someone has, the higher up the

social ladder he is likely to be. The professions, and increasingly

the managerial class occupations, often demand a certain high standard

of education, often involving University- or college-level

attainment. In addition, despite the extension of secondary education

to all in Britain through the Comprehensive School system, at least

in England (and probably to an extent in Scotland) educational level

attained is still highly dependent on occupational level of the

parents (Marsh, 1965:196).

From a purely sociolinguistic point of view, education is well

known to have a marked effect on linguistic behaviour as well.

Students are exposed to some kind of Standard speech, be it Standard
'17

English or Educated Scots or any other Standard variety, and the

length of exposure to it increases with length of education. It is

thus in the school as much as in the home that the student learns the

"proper", i.e. Standard, pronunciation of words and which forms are

socially stigmatised. Education was used as an index factor (indeed,

the only one) in Kurath and McDavid's study of Eastern U.S. dialects

(1961), and subsequent surveys (Labov, 1966; Shuy, 1968; Trudgill,

1974) have also included it. To regard it as a factor in any social

class index seems to be a well-established procedure.

The index I used for education is again similar to Trudgill's

(1974:37)- It is given overleaf:
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TABLE 1,4B: EDUCATIONAL INDEX SCALER

SCORE EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

5
.

University of college level

4 / A-grade/Scottish Higher grade
3 O-grade/Scottish Ordinary grade
2 No such examinations, left school at 15+
1 Left school at 14

0 Left school at 13-

In many social and sociolinguistic surveys, including Trudgill's

(1974)» Loth locality and ownership and type of housing were

considered socially significant, and indices were devised for them.

I disregarded these factors for this study. Obviously, locality

cannot be included in the index for small villages such as Yetholm,

Vooler, or Bellingham; these communities are simply too small to have

any such internal differentiation. Even in a town like Hawick, which

is large enough to have five wards, the average index scores by ward

were within; two points of each other, while a single street in

southern Veensgate ward contained informants of index scores 8 and 3

living in the same type of housing. I therefore decided to ignore

locality as a possible index factor.

I also discarded housing type and ownership as possible factors.

There seemed to be not that much variation in type of housing in the

smaller communities; usually many older cottage type (Yetholm) or

pre-1914 stone houses (Northumberland towns) with a smattering of

council houses around the edges of the village. There seemed to be
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little difference in index scores between informants living in the

older village and those on the estates in all four communities; often

there were larger differences between persons living on the same

street. One council housing estate in Slitrig ward, Hawick,

furnished me with informants ranging in index score from 11 to 4» and

another one in Bellingham contained people scoring from 9 "to 5. Since

there seemed to be little correlation between housing type and the

other factors I used, I decided to ignore it, and to compute my index

using the sum of the occupational, father's occupational, and

educational index scores alone.

My sample is arranged by total social class index score as

follows:

TABLE 1.4G: SAMPLE BY COMBINE!) SOCIAL CLASS INDEX SCORE

SOCIAL INDEX NO. OF INFORMANTS IN SAMPLE
SCORE HAWICK YETHOLM WOOLER BELLINGHAM

15 0 0 0 0

14 0 0 0 0

15 0 0 0 0

12 0 10 0

11 3 0 0 1

10 1100

9 10 0 1

8 2 0 3 1

7 3 3 2 3

6 2 10 3

5 8 2 4 2

4 5 0 4 1

3 12 0 3
2 10 10

1 0 0 10

0 0 0 0 0
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Using this index, I succeeded in ranking the informants on a

scale of social class membership and prestige. Although it is too

fine for work in determining the effects of class membership on

speech variables, it was used as the main tool in breaking down each

sample into social class groups, where variables occuring in speech

were used in the selection of suitable break points between groups.

(My methods in doing this are described in more detail in Chapter 2).
I used the resulting class breakdowns in all the synchronic analyses

of the different vocalic variables studied in this work.
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1,5; STYLISTIC VARIATION AND THE QUESTIONNAIRE:

As pointed, out before, speech variation is not only dependent
18

on the social class, age, sex, etc. of the speakers themselves, but

also on social context of the discourse, Speakers have many styles of

discourse available to them, the choice depending (partly) on social

context, and their pronunciations and forms will most likely vary

accordingly. Thus, if one is collecting one's data by interview, the

make-up of the questionnaire should (1) facilitate the elicitation of

as many different styles as possible and (2) give sufficient examples

of each variable in each style so that the effects of style can be

analysed.

Stylistic differences, of course, do not vary discretely along a

scale ranging from the most informal speech to the most formal with

nothing in between; they are, in fact, on a continuum (Trudgill, 1974:41).

Obviously, to study the infinite nuances of style would be impossible

in practice. Yet as with any continuous spectrum, e.g. that of

electromagnetic radiation, the stylistic continuum can be broken up

into segments, ranges of styles, which can be labelled and defined.

Comparison between the ranges can then be made, and the impossible

task becomes manageable.

In defining the segmentation of styles I use, I have followed

Trudgill's (1974:41-52) classifications, which rely heavily on those

of Labov (1966). I have defined the same four ranges, "casual style"

(CS), "formal style" (FS), "reading passage style" (RPS), and "word

list style" (WLS). Two of these styles are found in actual speech,
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and. the other two in a more formal speech-based activity, reading

aloud. My questionnaire was constructed in such a way as to obtain

enough examples of each style for easy analysis (See Appendix B).

Formal style can be defined as the type of speech elicited in

response to the direct questions on the questionnaire, unless channel

cues show otherwise, and is assumed to be the normal mode of discourse

produced in a taped interview with a stranger. All parts of the

questionnaire but those designed to be read aloud gave me such forms

in practice, and I designed Parts 1, 3» 5 especially to produce

this style range. Varying amounts of FS discourse were elicited, in

that some speakers, especially the more apprehensive ones, tended to

answer questions with very short utterances, but all speakers

furnished at least some examples of FS. The absolute formality (if

one can talk about such a thing) probably varied from informant to

informant, depending on his personality and my mode of approach, but

as the graphs of the type illustrated in the next two chapters showed

FS scores between CS and RPS ones in the majority of cases, its

relative order in formality appears to be valid.

Casual style speech can be defined as the type received in

narratives; in speech to a third party; and in remarks not in response

to questions asked, especially when channel cues such as in increase

in the speech rate, modulation in pitch, change in the rate of

breathing, or occurrence of laughter indicate a decrease in formality

from FS. Any responses to question 4» part 5» which called for a

narrative, were also included in the CS style range. It is to be

noted that in all these cases, the formality of the situation is
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likely to be forgotten, and so the informant is more apt to "loosen

up" and be more informal with the interviewer than when answering

questions directly. Again, Parts 1, 3 and 5 of the questionnaire

produced varying amounts of CS speech, largely dependent on the

speaker's personality. There may be some age bias here since older

people tended to give more narratives than the younger informants.

For all cases, the setting of the interview in the informant's own

home, preferably with other members of the family present, reduced

the apparent level of formality, and made collection of CS utterances

a bit easier; enough CS speech was recorded for each group examined.

It is highly probable, however, that actual casual speech to

family members and close friends is in a range even more informal

than CS. The informants were always aware that they were being taped,

and that the interviewer was a linguist, a University student, and a

speaker of another dialect of English (Southern Hudson Valley

American). While doing my survey, I noticed many localised,

typically Border Scots or Northumbrian pronunciations that were rare

in my recorded data. Some of these were even produced by my

informants in conversation with other locals, off-tape. It is hard

for me to see how these forms could be elicited unless the linguist

doing the survey were locally-born, bidialectal, and used another

data collection technique than the taped interview. It may be best

to regard CS as a range less formal than FS instead of the least

formal style of discourse available to speakers.

The third style range covered is reading passage style (EPS),

elicited when the speaker is reading a connected passage aloud, in
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this case, Part 4 of the questionnaire. This was adapted from one in

a Hawick newspaper which dealt with an informal topic of local

interest. To standardise the type of RPS elicited and to keep the

speech connected, the informants were asked to read the passage as

naturally as they could. I regarded the results as more formal than

FS, since the mode of discourse was switched (cf. Trudgill, 1974:48).

The most formal style studied is word list style (WLS), the

range used when reading words in isolation aloud. Two word lists

were used (Parts 2 and 6 of the questionnaire); one, a list of 120

lexical items giving examples of all vocalic variables to be studied;

the other, a list of 46 minimal- or near-minimal pairs that were

either homophonous in the most localised dialect and not in Standard

English, or the reverse. The purpose of including this style is to

elicit the most formal style range available to a speaker under

normal conditions. This high degree of formality would result

because he would concentrate on one item at a time, and during the

pairs test, might realise what variables are being pointed to. For

instance, I frequently received comments on an item like flair/floor

that the pronunciation of both using Ce:rJ was "right Scots".

A criticism of the above procedures might be advanced in that

different modes of discourse are used between CS and FS on one hand,

and RPS and WLS on the other, and so the results are not comparable.

However, it seems to me that reading aloud is a speech-based activity

available to all literate informants; it involves the pronunciation

of words, as does speech; VLS, especially, can elicit something very

close to a speaker's "canonical" norms, and produce, for instance,
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variants found mostly in lento speech; and its use is probably the

only way I could extend the formality spectrum beyond FS under

normal interviewing conditions. A number of spelling pronunciations

and mistakes that do not occur in speech per se do in my reading

style data, but only to about a V% extent. Furthermore, localised

pronunciations supposedly more likely to occur in CS and FS (e.g.

the pronunciation of NME /SO/ as J in Northumberland) show up

in the reading styles as well to an extent. The difference seems to

me to be one more of degree than kind.

My questionnaire followed the format of Trudgill's (1974) for

the most part. However, it was shorter, since many questions asked

in Norwich seemed inappropriate for a rural study of this type.

Those dealing with linguistic insecurity were felt to be possibly

damaging to the rapport between me and the informants in a region of

such intense local pride. I thought other questions such as "Do you

find there is much to do in X?" simply inapplicable for a village of

636 people. Whether this sort of question should be asked or not is

best left to the individual linguist with a fair knowledge of the

social conditions prevailing in the community to be surveyed.

With all the responses to the questionnaire classified in one

of the four style ranges defined above, I now proceed to my examination

of the effects of stylistic and other types of variation upon Border

Area speech.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 1 :

1. cf. Glauser (1974:256-75). Various prior surveys have
classified Border dialects (roughly) by river valley, including
Zai (1942:11) and Ellis (1889: 374,709-10).

2. Illustrations of the sense of regional identity can be seen in
the motto of the town of Hawick, which asserts the need to keey,
"independence", and in the strength of nationalist movements in
the area, which is quite marked (and not only in Scotland; many
Northumbrian informants objected to being called "English").

3. An example of an eighteenth—century Border raid is the Long Pack
robbery at Bellingham. Data from several Bellingham informants.

4. General Register Office, 1971 Census for Scotland. Census figures
are used in this section, as well as population statistics given
in Bartholomew's Gazetteer of the British Isles (1887, 1931).

5. 1971 Census for Scotland: Migration Report.

6. One informant here gave me a list of 18 expressions, including
barrigadgie "man" (Hindi bara, literally "good man");
barrimanishee "woman" (Sanskrit manushi); joogle "dog" (Romany
djukal); and pannie "water" (Mindi panl). All these show Indie
origin and were gypsy words. Etymologies from Sampson (1926)
and Russell (19144 »

7. 1971 Census for Scotland: Place of Workplace.

8. Central Belt (here, and throughout the work) is meant in an
extended sense- not only the industrial areas of Greater Glas¬
gow, Edinburgh, and the area in between,but wherever Ellis's
(1889: ) Mid-Lowland localised dialects are spoken. This
would include Berwickshire, East Lothian, part of Peeblesshire,
Fife, fart of Stirlingshire and Dumbartonshire, Ayrshire, and
Galloway as well as the industrialised zone. .Similarly,
Border Scots localised dialects correspond to Ellis's Soyth Lowland
ones, as I use the term; and Northumbrian ones, to his North Norther:
group, with the exception of the Carlisle area. Cf. Ellis (1889:63/

9. 1971 Census for England and Wales: Migration Report.

10. Besides those expressions common to both Scots and Northumbrian
more specifically (Border) Scots words such as brat "rough apron",£oke "bag", and gumpfh) "to fish with the hands77"^ used at
Vooler. Cf. Glauser (1974: 59,75,81).

11. Other such towns include Galashiels, Kelso, Jedburgh, and Selkirk.

12. Compare my roughly 0.57' sample for Hawick,or 1.2?^ for Yetholm
with Trudgill's 0.06°/ (1974) for Norwich. However, it has been
pointed out to me that the number of informants in each town
is too small for a completely statistically rigorous studyt I
did not know this at the time of my field work. Nevertheless,
the patterns shown in this work are at least suggestive of the
true scheme of speech variation, in my opinion, owing to their
general regularity. All conclusions, I emphasise, are only
tentative.
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13» In certain cases, I used my discretion as to admitting non-
natives who had lived in the area over ten years into the sample.
One Welsh-bom woman who had lived in the Hawick area for only
twelve years was admitted since she showed many Hawick
characteristics in her speech, but a man bom in County Armagh,
Northern Ireland, and a Hawick resident for thirty years was not,
since his pronunciations seemed more typical of Southern Ulster
speech.

14. The Census subdivides each socio-economic group into different
social classes contained in it; classification involves knowing
the very specific nature of the job concerned.

15. Population of economically active people in the appropriate
district.

16. It is true that in some cases the last job may not be the one
of highest prestige. However, for the most part, the informants
gave me a whole list of jobs their fathers had done and
indicated which was his main occupation. In these cases, I took
that one.

17. Standard Scots , or Educated Scotsj I define as those speech varieties
used by the Scotifcish—born (and -educated) UMC members, intermediate
in structure between the Standard used in England and other Scottish
speech varieties. Hawick UMC and Yetholm MC norms in my data
are examples of one type of it. Perhaps better known (and
possibly more prestigious ) are the MC speech varieties of major
cities such as Edinburgh or Glasgow.

18. Although I use such terms as factor dependency or tying, and
even of the "effects" of a factor on a variable, the relation
between a factor (class,style,etc.) and the variable in question
is not strictly causal. There is nothing in the vocal tract of
a WC speaker that especially makes him have localised forms. Rather,
there is a correlation (or may be one) between the class of a
speaker and what forms he uses. The use of causal terms is a
(perhaps unfortunate) form of shorthand on my part.
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CHAPTER 2: GROUP BREAKDOWNS AM)

EXEMPLIFICATION OP PROCEDURES:

2.1: OBTAINING SEX. AGE. AND CLASS GROUPINGS:

In the preceding chapter, I have discussed some of the factors

influencing speech variation. In particular, I devised a method for

analysing style variation by dividing the stylistic continuum into

defined ranges of styles, and drawing up a questionnaire so that

enough examples of each could be elicited and compared. I also

devised a ranking system, the social class index scale, that could

measure more or less where on the class prestige spectrum a given

speaker belongs, once his occupation, father's occupation, and

educational attainment level are known. However, such a scale, with

16 different gradations of prestige laid out, is probably too fine

for use in studying and analysing linguistic variables; a way is

needed to reduce the number of apparent class groups from 16 to a

more manageable (and probably more sociologically realistic (cf.

Williams, 1955) )» number, say, three, four or five.

I have set forth my method for doing this, among other things,

in this chapter. It involves using actual linguistic variables; for

each social class index level, the speakers' behaviour with respect

to these variables is compared, using a scoring system to rank the

possible variants. Class boundaries are drawn where the largest

number of great differences in score occur between adjacent levels.

I also have delineated here my sex and age groupings used in the

analysis of these factors' effects; illustrated my scoring system;
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and outlined a technique that will correlate all these factors with

style variation. The last sections of this chapter are analyses of

the variables I used to obtain my class breakdowns, exemplifying my

procedures followed when studying the reflexes of the descendants of

the Middle English long vowel and diphthong classes in the Border Area.

This chapter, therefore, serves as a prelude for the main part of my

synchronic analysis presented in Chapter 3»

By far, my easiest task of those mentioned above is to delineate

my sex and age groupings, since they are straightforward.

Obviously, to determine the effect of sex on linguistic behaviour, I

merely compare the pronunciations of males and females in my sample,

using some sort of ranking system for the variants (see 2.2), so that

the differences can be quantified. I have followed a similar

procedure when studying the effects of age on the variables. For

this study, Trudgill's (1974:94) method of dividing the population

into decades of age (e.g. 10-20 years old, 20-30, 30-40, etc.) seems

too fine for relatively small samples like mine, so my age groups

cover larger ranges: those under 40 years old, those 40-55» those

over 55. Since no children were interviewed, and few elderly people

over 75» each age group can be taken as roughly representing a

generation.

My sex groups were divided by social class, so that class bias

in the sample could be screened out; my age groups were not, since

the samples of each town were too small. Therefore, one must check

the class (and sex) makeup of these groups before drawing any

conclusions about age variation. In addition, there may be style
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bias in the results broken up by sex and age, since each group's

score was taken from all instances of a variable over all styles.

This was necessary to avoid cases where fewer than ten examples of a

variable were recorded for a group, which could result in anomalies
1

due to relative scarcity of data.

Determination of class groupings, however, is not so straight¬

forward. As stated above, the number of groupings suggested by the

index scale must be pared down to a realistic level, about three or

four for the size of community studied here. One way to do this is

arbitrarily, for instance, at every fifth number, so that the groups

would be all speakers of index 0 to 5, 6 to 10, etc. However, the

resulting groups may not reflect the actual class structure of the

community, either linguistically or sociologically. Perhaps, in

practice, the linguistic behaviour of an index 9 speaker is closer to

that of one scoring 11 than to one scoring 6. Being arbitrary, this

procedure has no other basis but the numbers themselves, rather than

any social or sociolinguistic conditions in the community concerned.

A more adequate way of defining class break points is required.

A better technique, followed in prior sociolinguistic studies,

(Trudgill, 1974:55-63; Labov, 1972:84,86,103,104) is the examination

of data for a number of linguistic variables, for each index score

level, noticing where large differences in score (derived by some

ranking/scoring system for the variants) occur with the most

regularity. If these variables are indeed clas.i-dependent, the

levels at which these differences occur most regularly should

correspond to actual social class break points. Variables chosen for
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this purpose should (1) be relatively free from linguistic change,

so that the age factor will not complicate the results; (2) have

easily distinguishable variants, so that transcription will be

accurate; (3) be class-dependent outside the Border Area, or have

localised reflexes greatly divergent from the Standard ones, so that
2

variation is likely to be due mainly to the class factor. Trudgill

(1974:55-63) has chosen morphological variables for this task in his

Norwich study. I only chose one of these, not having studied Border

morphology to any great extent^; the other variables I selected were

phonological ones that might satisfy the above criteria, namely,

certain consonantal ones.

Consonantal variables were chosen because they have more or less

a discrete range of articulatory possibilities, and therefore more

easily distinguishable variants, than vowels. Also, for the most

part, English consonants have been more resistant to linguistic

change than vowels; there has been, for instance, no "Great

Consonant Shift" in English corresponding to the Great Vowel Shift.

Therefore, fewer complications resulting from present-day linguistic

change are likely to enter consonantal than vocalic variation patterns.

Seven variables occurring in Border Area speech will be

covered, namely:

1. dealing with the. nature of the consonant in the verbal

ending, -ing, as in walking, working. Variants include

and jj-nJ . This is my only morphological variable.

2.3. (tM), (tF), dealing with /t/ in medial^ and final positions

respectively; variants include Qt^J, [tJ , \ft] , and [?] among

others.
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4.5«6. (pi), (tl), (kl), dealing with initial /p/, /t/, /k/

respectively; variants include aspirated and unaspirated types.

7. (^)» dealing with initial, postconsonantal, and intervocalic

/r/ in Northumbrian alone; variants include anterior and

posterior (uvular) types.

These particular variables were selected because most of them

have been shown to be class-dependent in other varieties of English

(Trudgill, 1974:51-6 for (fj), (tM), (tF); Fahlsson, 1972:17-28 for
(r) ) and might be expected to vary markedly by class in this area

also. I selected more than one variable to determine class break

points, since, if "different variables have different degrees of

social significance...and will also...(reflect)...breaks in the class

continuum at various points" (Trudgill, 1974s59)» it would be

reasonable to expect that the points where several variables in

several styles coincide in showing large differences in score to

reflect class division points that much more accurately than if one

variable alone were used.

I have examined the scores obtained for each index level for

such large differences and made my cuts where they occur most
f

frequently, especially in casual and formal styles.
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2.2: THE SCORING SYSTEM:

The main scoring system used here to quantify the speech

behaviour of a speaker or group is that developed by Trudgill

(1974:82). It gives what amounts to a weighted mean of the scores

given to each variant. For instance, let us take a hypothetical

variable (x) with variants faj , [bj , [c j for a certain group in a

certain style. Let us say that [a jis the reflex of (x) in the

Standard, highest-prestige dialect, [~cj is the most localised, lowest-

prestige variant, and QbJ is intermediate between the two
phonetically (and I assume, in prestige value). I first assign

numerical values, going up by hundreds, to each reflex. The localised

reflex is always assigned the value 000, so this value goes to c

The variant of next-highest prestige is given the value 100, the next

one, 200, and so on in this fashion to the Standard variant. The

endpoints of the scale are discovered by the evidence of previous

studies of the localised dialect and of the Standard; of the inter¬

mediate varieties, a variant closer phonetically to the Standard form

than another one gets a correspondingly higher score. (There is,

however, a danger in this ranking system, which I return to below).

The result of this procedure is a numerical ranking of the prestige

of each variant called a scale key. In this case, for (X), the key

would be:

Key (X): (x)-1 = aj = 200

I then count the number of instances of each variant and
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multiply that by the appropriate value on the scale key. Next,

the resulting products of all variants (the preliminary scores) are

added together, and this sum divided by the total number of instances

of all variants. This process results in the final score.

EXAMPLE: A group G used 24 (x)'s in their speech in a certain style,

of these, 12 were |aj , 6 , and 6 [c] . What is group G's final
score for (X)?
STEP ONE: PRELIMINARY SCORE CALCULATION:

According to Key (x), [VJ = 200, (_bj = 100, and [cJ = 000.
4

Therefore, the preliminary scores, are, for £a,~J = 12 x 200 = 2400.

STEP TWO: SUMMING OP PRELIMINARY SCORES:

Add the preliminary scores together. Thus, 2400 + 600 + 0 = 3000.

STEP THREE: FINAL SCORE CALCULATION:

Divide this number by the number of instances of all (x), thus

3000/24 = 125. Group G's final score for (x) is 125.

As Trudgill has done (1974:83)» I have treated groups as units

in scoring. The individual speakers' scores are never averaged, to

prevent bias from speakers with only a few utterances containing the

variable in question. I use this scoring system in developing my

class breakdowns and to describe general trends in variation

throughout the work.

In showing specific trends, i.e. typical values for a certain

group in a certain style, I have devised frequency tables as well.

6 x 100 = 600

6 x 000 = 000
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These measure the proportion (in percentage) of each variant

contained, in the total number of instances of a variable in each

case; this number is called the frequency of that vahiant. Thus for

Group G in the example above the frequency of [aj (henceforth
symbolised as F [aj ) is 50/°» F [pj = 25^, and F [cj = 25$>. The
variant having the largest frequency is called the majority form of

that variable in each specific case; in the example above, this would

be ^jaj .

Before listing the scale keys for each variable, I must discuss

and solve two problems involving the scoring system and its use. One

involves significance of differences between scores or frequencies;

the other, the prestige ranking of variants.

I have already stated that I would make my class cuts where

large differences (usually decreases) in score value occur. The

question remains: how large is "large"? Or, in other words, what is

my criterion for determining significance? The best thing to do

would be to use an approved statistical significance test that would

apply to cases like those studied here, using a scoring system like

mine. Since each speech event going into my data is an independent

event (more or less) and the scoring system I use is a discrete one,

i.e. a variant is assigned a score like 000,100, etc. but not, say,

054, and the number of instances going into a score varies so

widely (from under ten to over three thousand), no such test I can

5
find will apply.

This is truly an unfortunate situation, not helped any by
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previous surveyors' convictions (Trudgill, 1974:91» quoting Labov)

that statistical tests of significance are not necessary for this

type of work. Yet they, and all sociolinguists have had to make use

of some working definition of significance, however arbitrary, when

comparing groups of speakers' behaviour. In this work, I propose

this one: two scores are significantly different if they are more

than 10^ of the whole ranking scale apart, i.e. 20 points for a

scale 000-200, 30 points for one 000-300, etc.); two frequencies, if

they are more than 10^ apart.

I am well aware that my definition is arbitrary, but for a large

enough sample of instances should work out to a 5$ significance level,

at least/ In any case, differences between scores of over 10^ of

the total ranking scale should result in radically different

proportions of each variant.

The second problem, that of determining prestige rankings, is

also a serious one. As I have already stated, the endpoints of the

scale can be taken from previous studies of the localised and

Standard dialects, and intermediate values are assigned on the basis

of phonetic proximity to the Standard. But what if "phonetic

proximity" can be defined in different ways, depending on how one

looks at the vowel chart, especially when several reflexes are

grouped together and given one score. Which of the possible ranking

systems is right to use?

To take a vocalic example, there are 18 possibilities in Border

speech for the first element of the vowel in the out, house, cow
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class. I have reduced this to a scale of four levels (see 3*6).

Among other groupings, I combined Q\]with [V], which shares its

backness, rather than with{jdJ , which shares its height. Granted,

the standard reflex is around [aj , and H. being central ,

is closer to than^_/\]is. But \h\, being lower, is also closer

than . Why is the important criterion in making up my key scale

backness rather than height?

The answer seems circular: because the frequencies of j/\Jvary
in the same way as those of [Vj, increasing as one goes down the

social scale and decreasing as style becomes more formal, while

frequencies show (somewhat) the opposite pattern. A cut made here

produces the clearest variational pattern when scored of any possible

ranking setup I could make.

Yet, this is really not as circular as it sounds. The very

fact that my frequency tables, which do not use a ranking system,

show different majority forms for different classes makes it likely

that this variable is class-dependent. My next task is to discover

what the class variation pattern is, what the typical forms are for

each class, and if I can show the clearest pattern of any possible

one, it is probable that the ranking scale I arrive at is the one

which will show, if you will, the possible "phonetic levels of
"I

significance" for that variable. However, my findings, by any

means, are not exact.

With these problems somewhat cleared up, I can list my key

scales for the seven consonantal variables, as follows:
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1. Cq") : This variable has appeared in many previous sociolinguistic
studies (TrucEgill,1974584; Labov, 1966:394-9) and. seems to be an

important marker of prestige in many dialects of English. The

Standard variety is probably while [yy/ appears in most

localised regional dialects. Therefore:

Key (,)): ( 9 )-1 = H-ip = 100.
( f) )"2 = [-n] = 000.

2.3. ("tM),("fcp*) : These variables refer to realisations of /t/ in

medial and final positions respectively, as in bottle and pot. It

has been known that in many British localised dialects, the form of

/t/ in these positions is the glottal stop,L?J (Trudgill,1974s81;

Orton and Halliday, 1962:711.4.5). Glottalised jjft] also appears

to occur in Northumbrian and to some extent in Scottish local dialects

(Lass,1976:149-50), and in these districts, /p k/ may also undergo

glottalisation. The Standard forms in either position include{V^j
(medially, finally under emphasis) and (otherwise). There are other

varieties of /t/ found in the Borders, namely (rare), and

elective [t 0 • O*1 gT'Oimds of phonetic similarity, I have grouped

these with[*] and C4] respectively (as ejectives must 'have a

glottal closure.

Key (tM),(tF): (tM),(tF) -1 = [thy* tsJ = 300.

(tM),(tF) -2 = [t] = 200.

(tM),(tF) -3 = f?t ^ t«3 = 100.
(tM),(t?) -4 = [?~J = 000.

4.5.6. (pi),(tl),(kl): Many traditional studies of localised Scots

(Dieth,1951:100-01; Zai,1942:20) have commented on the lack of

aspiration on initial voiceless stops in this group of dialects.

Since Standard English has aspirates in this case, I have ranked this

variable:

-2S
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Key (pi), (tl), (kl): (pi), (tl), (kl)-1 = [ph] , [th], [kh] = 100.

(pi), (tl), (kl)-2 = [pj , [t] , [kj = 000.
These variables are also studied for the Northumbrian towns to test

for affinity with Scots in this respect.

7. (r): This variable measures the proportion of uvular /r/ in

initial, intervocalic, or postconsonantal position in Northumbrian.

Studies have been made of this feature, typical of this district,

before (Pahlssen, 1972), and it has been shown to be class-tied, with

uvular varieties typical of working class speech. I test here if this

holds true for Wooler and Bellingham speakers, (r) is not studied for

the Scots towns, although uvular /r/ appeared about 4^ of the time.
10

All uvular /r/'s are grouped together, be they trills, fricatives,

or approximants, rounded or -unrounded; all anterior varieties are

also combined in scoring. Anterior types recorded included j/rH (rare),

, fricative L|i] and C-A], the last being the most common.
Key (r): (r)-1 = Anterior /r/ = 100.

(r)-2 = Posterior /r/ = 000.

At this point, with the variables and my ranking system

illustrated, I lay out my class breakdowns for each town, starting

with Hawick.



2.3; THE SOCIAL CLASS BREAKDOWN!

2.3.1: jHaVHCR:

CS and FS scores compfkd as above for the Hawick social class

index levels for the consonantal variables are arranged in Table

2.3.1A. The levels range from score 11 to 2, with no empty cells

present between these values. Where fewer than ten instances were

used to calculate a score, making it questionable, the score has

been starred. Dotted lines are drawn between large drops in score

value, and where no instances of a variable were obtained, a line

appears.

TABLE 2.3.1A: SCORES BY INDEX LEVEL FOR THE CONSONANTS; HAWICK.

SCORES

INDEX
LEVEL

(Q>CSJ FS
(tM)

CS FS
(tF)

CS FS
(Pi)

CS FS
(tl)

CS FS
(kl)

CS FS

11 069 089 220 250 150 183 033 055 055 066 050 071

10
• •• ••• •••

000* 050* 060* 233
• • •

050
• • •

106 071* 100* 093

9 — 100* 233 157 217 040* 100* 100*

8 057* 073 194 233 159 169 033 028 035 035 071 081

7 043 063 221 246 111 121 050 056 062 071 062 077

6
• • • • • •

020* 029
• • •

161
• • •

180 108 124 000* 005 017* 042 040* 047

5 025 036 189 240 149 148 018 030 035 063 023 050

4
• • • • • •

000* 018 179
• • •

211
• • •

07 6
• • •

090
• • •

000* 029
• • • • • •

006 029
• • •

025 038

5
• • •

000
• • •

080 200 094
• • •

061 000*
• • •

000 029 043 050 050

2 000* 000 125 227 100 089 000* 011*
• • • • • •

000* 010
• • • • • •

000 033
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To determine where the class cuts should be made, I set forth

a list of the number of significant decreases in score between each

pair of adjacent levels, as shown in Table 2.3.1B;

TABLE 2.3.1B: NO. OF DECREASES BETWEEN ADJACENT INDEX LEVELS: HAWICK;

LEVELS DECREASES

11-10 5

10-9 1

9-8 5

8-7 2

7-6 10

6-5 1

5-4 9

4-3 4

3-2 4

The first thing that can be noticed from the table is that large

drops in score value may occur anywhere on the scale, and although

these potential cuts are often consistent for a given variable in

different styles, they are not as commonly so between variables.

However, there are a few points where five or more decreases in score

are found.

Two spots are rather striking in having a large number of break¬

points. They occur between levels 7 and 6, and 5 and 4. At these

places, well over half the columns show large decreases in score.

Between levels 7 and 6, only (tF) scores do not decrease radically;

large drops in value occur in 10 out of 12 cases, with especially
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marked drops in frequency of initial stop aspiration, and (tM)

score. It seems that there is a fundamental class division at this

point, which, as will be seen, is that between the middle and

working classes at Hawick.

Levels 5 4 also seem to belong to different class groups;

in all, 9 ou"t of 12 cases show decreases. Above this level, (fj )-1
and (pl)-1 appear in at least some cases, while level 4 shows

consistent use of [j-n] and [jp-j , and nearly consistent use of [t-J
as well. This is also the point where (tF) scores fall below 100

for both styles, indicating that glottal stops appear often in level

4 and below speech. I make a cut here, that between the upper- and

lower-working classes.

There are two places where class cuts within the middle class

could be made. One is between levels 11 and 10, the other between

9 and 8. At each point, 5 decreases are found. Between the higher

two levels, (rp and (tF) scores in both styles drop dramatically,
as do (tM) scores in CS; between the lower two, all variables but

(tM) show decreases in FS.

I have chosen to make a cut between levels 9 and 8 only. There

are two reasons for this. F#rst of all, many CS "scores" at level 9

are really empty cells; given the consistency of breakpoints with a

variable between styles, it is quite possible that, if enough

examples of (y\), (tM), and the initial stops had been obtained,

that breakpoints would occur in CS as well as in FS. The second

reason has to do with the educational achievement of the speakers.
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All but one level 9 (°^ over) informant has had some university or

college education, and that one stayed in school until she was 17;

no speaker of level 8 or 7 stayed longer than 16. This would mean

that level 9+ speakers have had more exposure to the Standard dialect

through the school than those scoring below 9# and this might

influence their own linguistic behaviour. Also, the role that

education plays in social class determination has been mentioned

before in the last chapter. In contrast, level 11 and 9 speakers

have nearly equal educational attainment levels. The cut I make here

divides the upper- from the lower-middle class.

I break down my Hawick sample into four class groups; the upper-

middle class (UMC) of index score 9#10 and 11, consisting of

professionals and clerical workers having (usually) some college- or

university-level educational attainment; the lower-middle class

(LMC - scores 8 and 7) of other non-manual workers; the upper-

working class (UWC - scores 6 and 5)> mostly composed of skilled

manual workers, foremen, and some clerical workers of low educational

level attained; and the lower-working class (LWC - scores 4#5 and 2),

consisting of semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers.

2.3-2; YETHOLM:

Since Yetholm is a smaller community than Hawick, and it is a

small agricultural village without industry, one might expect that a

less finely differentiated class structure would be found. The

linguistic data, in fact, reflect this. Table 2.3.2A gives the

scores for the consonantal variables, as above, in CS and FS, and
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Table 2.3.2B the number of decreases between adjacent levels. Note

that there are empty cells at levels 11, 9» 8, and 4» which might

reflect potential class breakpoints:

TABLE 2.3.2A: SCORES BY INDEX LEVEL FOR THE COESONANTS: YETHOLM:

SCORES

INDEX (l\) (tM) (tP) (pi) (tl) (kl)
LEVEL CS u FS CS FS CS FS CS FS CS FS CS FS

12 033* 100* 231 258 166 153 020* 055 073* 080 063* 083

10
• • • • • •

025* 064 194 243 173 184 050* 062
• • • • • •

060 061 088* 079

7
• • •

006 061 195 211 105 138 000 006 035 052
• • •

050 075

6
• • • • • •

000* 160* 196 111*
• • •

106 000* 011
• • •

000* 044 080

5 025* 011 145 212
• • •

082 103 014 029 045 052
• • •

050* 066

3
• • •

000* 017 188 220 082 108 025 047
• • •

025 056
• • •

038* 080

TABLE 2«3»2B; NO. OF DECREASES BETWEEN ADJACENT INDEX LEVELS; YETHOLM?

LEVELS DECREASES

12-10 4

10-7 8

7-6 4

6-5 2

5-3 3
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For this town, there is only one place at which score decreases

occur more than a third of the time, between levels 10 and 7» where

the gap in index scores is also indicative of a cut. At this point,

score drops occur in both styles for (tF), and (pi)} in CS for (rj )
and the other initial stops, and in FS for (tM). Eight decreases

are shown; a clear indication of a cut. Also, levels 12 and 10

speakers are University-educated professionals, while those of index

7- are manual workers of all types, farm workers, and small village

shopkeepers. I thus make a single cut here, calling those above

index level 9 "the middle class (MC) and those below the working class

(VC), and obtain a two-class breakdown.

2.5.5: W00LBR:

This town has a population intermediate betv/een Hawick and

Yetholm; like the former, Wooler is a market town for its area, but

like the latter, has no appreciable industry. One might expect,

therefore, a social class structure of intermediate type, namely, a

three-class breakdown. The linguistic data, in fact, support this

view, as can be seen by the following tables, laid out in similar

manner to those above. Wooler has a sample population of index score

between 8 and 1, with empty cells at levels 6 and 3:
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TABLE 2.5.5A; SCORES BY INDEX LEVEL FOB THE CONSONANTS: WOOLER:

SCORES

INDEX (n) (tM) (tF) (pi) (tl) (kl) (r)
LEVEL CS J FS CS PS CS FS CS PS CS FS CS FS CS FS

8 000* 033 15'0 236 127 135 100* 090 07 6 083 088 094 087 099

7 057* 100 283 276
• • •

097 161 100* 094 080* 093 100 095 100 100

5 011* 047 100* 209 058 122 100* 097 092 090 100 097
• • •

089
•

CO
•

r—
•

0

4 000 010 227 203 069 137 088* 086 054 075 080 089 067 069

2 000 022
•

CO
•

r*-
•

T—
• • •

181 139 157
• • •

038* 100
• • •

032 067
• • •

065
• • •

075
•

0
•

0
«

0
• • •

000

1
• • •

000* 000* 200 176
• • •

118 150
• • t • • •

000* 071 033
•

0
•

IT\
•

O 100 000* 015

TABLE 2.3.3B: NO, OF DECREASES BETWEEN ADJACENT INDEX LEVELS: WOOLER:

LEVELS DECREASES

8-7 1

7-5 8

5-4 8

4-2 8

2-1 5

In this town, there appear to be, at first sight, three places

where cuts could be made. Between levels 7 and 5» decreases take

place in eight instances, with quite marked ones for Oj)» ("tM), and
(tP). With respect to the first two variables, level 7 speakers use

\

quite Standard-like reflexes at least as majority forms, as revealed

by the high scores; level 5 speakers do not. Level 5 informants use

at least some uvular /r/ as well, while those at level 7 have only
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anterior reflexes in both styles. There is also a difference in

occupation here; those above level 7 tend to be professionals,

managers of small businesses or clerical workers, whereas level 5

speakers are skilled manual workers. This breakpoint thus reflects

a natural class division, in this case, between the middle and

working classes.

Another point at which eight breakpoints are found is between

levels 4 and 2, and once more, an empty cell intervenes. Here, (r)

scores show the biggest drop; the majority form for level 4 is an

anterior reflex, while speakers of index 2 use consistent uvular /r/.

(pi), and (tl) scores also show a difference in majority form in CS;

drop radically. There is also a difference in occupation here;

level 4 speakers tend to be semi-skilled workers, whereas level 2

contains farmworkers.

Yet, the table above would indicate that there is just as

strong a case for making a cut above level 4 as below it, as eight

decreases are found at this point also. This, for instance, is the

level where (pi) and(tl) scores drop to indicate the use of

appreciable percentages of unaspirated initial stops (also true for

(kl) in CS) by speakers of index 4; these speakers also have nearly

consistent ( x 2 in FS, and the proportion of uvular /r/ jumps

from one-ninth to one-third in CS. At which point may cuts be made,

or should they be made both above and below level 4?

I have decided to cut only below this level. Both level 5 and



4 speakers are manual workers, skilled and semi-skilled, with no

appreciable difference in occupational rank. The main difference

between the makeup of the two groups seems to be in their sex

characteristics. There are three women and one man scored at level

5, and the converse, one woman and three men at 4» This might

suggest that any sex dependency of the variables, if present, is

influencing some of the scores in addition to dependency of class.

In contrast, levels 5 7 have similar sex characteristics -

level 7 is composed of two women; and so do index scores 4 and 2-2,

in fact, has one male speaker only in it. Therefore, the sex

dependency of any variables would not influence the number of break¬

points between these levels. I have chosen accordingly to make two

cuts only, between levels 7 and 5> and 4 and 2.

The sample at Wooler thus is arranged in a three-class break¬

down: at index score levels 7 and 8, a middle-class group; at 5 and

4, an upper-working class one of skilled and semi-skilled manual

workers; and at 2 and 1, a lower-working class one of farmworkers.

2.3.4: BELLIHGHAM:

Since Bellingham is about equal in size to Wooler, and is also

a market town and agricultural centre of its district, a similar

three-class breakdown might be expected. Index scores for the

Bellingham sample range from 11 to 3» with an empty cell at 10.

Tables similar to the above are laid out as follows:
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TABLE 2.5.4A: SCORES BY INDEX LEVEL FOR THE CONSONANTS: BELLINGHAM*.

SCORES

INDEX (H) (tM) (tP) (pi) (tl) (kl) (r)
LEVEL CS * FS CS FS CS FS CS FS CS FS CS FS CS FS

11 090 094 256 283 159 177 100 100 082 085 100 096 093 095

9 014 005 200 230 104 131 100 097 048 081 100 097
• • •

066
•

r—
•

CO
•

O

8 000 0 onO*
• • •

147
• • •

144
• • •

070
• • •

111 100 100 078 082 094 091 080 090

7 100 083 187 224 168 134 100* 100 088 092 095 100 100 099

6 011* 029 140 204 057 118 075* 091 080 088 095 098
• • •

027
•

co
•

-V
•

0

5 088 093 267 263 149 146 097 097 085 089 100 100 100 099

4 000* 022 000* 200 025* 115
• • • • • •

050* 050*
•

D—
•

VQ
•

O 100*
• • •

088
• • • • • •

033* 035

3 000 022 127 251 088 134 088 087 050 079 097 092 042 049

TABLE 2.5.4B: NO. OF DECREASES BETWEEN ADJACENT INDEX LEVELS; BELLINGHAM:

LEVELS DECREASES

11-9 9

9-8 4

8-7 0

7-6 8

6-5 0

5-4 12

4-3 0

There seems to be an especially strong case for making a cut between

levels 5 an'i 4 in Bellingham. Large decreases in score are found in

all cases but two - (pi) and (kl) in CS. This seems to separate a

lower-working class group from the rest. Marked drops occur with
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( pj), (r), (tF), and (tM), with the lower level group showing high
use of localised reflexes with respect to level 5 speakers and

appreciable percentages of unaspirated fpj and [tjare. also found.

Although the sex makeup of the population at these index scores

probably heightens the differences somewhat (Level 5s "two females;

Level 4: one male), the consistency of the occurrence of breakpoints

is so high that probably a class cut is still justified.

The next highest number of decreases occurs between levels 11

and 9, where an empty cell is present. Here, ( tj ) scores drop nearly
the length of the scale, and decreases are present as well in (r),

(tM), (tF), and, in casual style, (tl) scores. There, however, is a

major problem in making a cut here. In my sample, level 11 consists

of one speaker, the only professional in the list of Bellingham

informants, a teacher. If I divided the sample here, she would be

the Bellingham "middle class" and instead of describing a social

class dialect, I would describe an idiolect. However, there are

difficulties in including any other index level in the class. The

next lowest spot I could make a cut is at index 7» aod here I would

be including a few skilled workers in my middle class. Furthermore,

I would be separating index 7 from index 6 speakers, and skilled

workers are contained in both groups. Besides, level 7 comprises

only women, while 6 a man and a woman, with the man contributing all

the GS utterances and 83% of the FS ones. If these variables are

sex-tied, there could be distortion in the scores.

Failing this, I could just cut between levels 5 aod 4» but this

leaves me with an exceedingly diverse "middle class" with occupations
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as different as teacher and lumberjack, and educational attainment

levels ranging from college to the leaving of school at 14. Also,

nine breakpoints out of fourteen is a very high percentage - perhaps

too high to ignore.

I conclude that a cut should be made between levels 11 and 9

regardless, not only on the linguistic evidence, but also in the

interest of occupational and educational homogeneity of my class

groupings. However, it should be noted that what are analysed as

Bellingham MC utterances are really those of a single speaker, and

may show individual peculiarities. I thus arrive at a three-class

breakdown; a middle class at index score 11, an upper-working class

at levels 5 through 9» comprising skilled workers and shopkeepers,

and a lower-working class at levels 3 a^d 4 of farmworkers, small

farmers of low educational attainment, and semi-skilled workers.

To summarise, I arrange my final class breakdowns in each town

by index score in Table 2.3.4C:

TABLE 2.3.4C; THE SOCIAL CLASSES BY INDEX SCORE:

SOCIAL GLASS INDEX SCORES

HAWICK YETHOLM WOOLER BELLINGHAM

Upper Middle 9,10,11 -

Lower Middle 7,8
Middle - 10,12 7,8 11

Upper Working 5,6 - 4,5 5,6,7,8,9
Lower Working 2,3,4 - 1,2 3,4

Working - 3,5,6,7
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When examining a population with a view of obtaining a class

breakdown using linguistic variables, one will usually find that

concentrations of decreases in score between two adjadent index levels

indicate class divisions at these points. However, this is not a

necessary conclusion. The evidence should always be checked,

especially with small samples, against the occupation, age and sex

makeup of each putative class group to make sure that none of these

factors is distorting score values. Also, optimally, nearly equal

numbers of utterances for each speaker should be obtained to guard

against any bias toward one speaker. However, if all these conditions

have been checked, one can arrive at a breakdown reflecting the social

class divisions in the community, that can be used in further study,

thus paring down the number of gradations implicit in the social class

index to a realistic level.

In this area, the communities I examined do not seem to have the

same number of social classes; it depends on the size of the community.

Villages such as Yetholm will have but two - undifferentiated middle

and working classes. Market towns of a medium size with little or no

industry, such as the Northumbrian communities, can be expected to

have a middle, an upper-working, and a lower-working class. A larger

town which does have industry, such as Hawick, might show both middle

and working classes to be subdivided into upper and lower subclasses.

I can now exemplify my linguistic analysis of variables using

these class breakdowns, as well as those designed for other factors,

to examine the effects of class, style, sex, and age on their

different reflexes. I start with the consonantal variables discussed

above, in particular, (n).
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2.4; THE VARIABLE ( H);
u

The first phonological variable to be considered is ( \J) in the
ending -ing in such participial and gerundive forms as working,

fighting, etc. This 0j ) has been studied by Trudgill (1974s9*l—5)
and others (e.g. Reid, 1975;124-5) and has been shown to be class-

and style-dependent, and at Norwich, dependent on sex as well. The

proportion of £ jjj to all (ij) increases with formality of speech
and the speaker's prestige in other varieties; I wish to see if the

same kind of variation patterns exist in the Border Area.

To show this, I have designed tables similar to those used by

Trudgill (1974)• The class groups are placed on the left-hand side

of the table, and scores for each are arranged in rows. Similarly,

scores for each style are set down in columns. The amount of effect

of stylistic variation can be measured by the difference in scores

along a row, that of class, down a column. The results may also be

plotted in graph form, where the y-axis is score value, and the

x-axis, formality of style; each group's scores are expressed in

curves connecting all points plotted at the appropriate intersections.

The effect of style is then measured by the steepness of slope of the

curves (the steeper, the more style-dependent the variable is); of

» class, by the distance between curves. When analysing sex or age

variation patterns (and sometimes in other cases), I use frequency

tables instead, so that the precise reflex favoured by a group may

be pinpointed. I use my "working definition of significance", as

explained above, as a guideline in interpreting the charts.
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My word list has no forms with ( r) in it; therefore, only CS,
v

FS, and EPS scores are given for this variable. Table 2.4A gives

the final scores for each class in each style in the four communities.

The scale key is given on page 51. Consistent IjJ would be
indicated by a score of 100, and [j-nj by 000. As the key is bi¬
polar only, each score gives the frequency of employed by

each group.

Table 2.4A is immediately followed by a graph set based on it,

a format used throughout this work.
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TABLE AND GRAPH SET 2.4A: ( tj) BY CLASS AMD STYLE :

EAVICK YETHOIM VOOLER BELLINGHAM

CLASS CS FS RPS CS FS RPS CS FS RPS CS FS RPS

UMC
LMC

065
048

088
068

100
100 025* 071 092 033 058 100 090 094 100

UWC
LWC

024
000

054
014

058
075 007 034 090 005

000
026
020

075
039

043
000

055
021

085
028

GRAPHS

HAWICK YETHOLM

\

J
WOOLER BELLINGHAM
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It can be seen from the data that ( Ij) is indeed class- and style-
dependent in all four Border communities. Style-tying is proved by

the marked upward slope of all curves in all cases where (n )-2 is

found to any appreciable extent. TTWC groups (WC at Yetholm) show the

most marked style variation in this area, except at Hawick. This is

consistent with their social position, since they would be in some

contact with MC and Standard norms, and might seek to gain some

prestige by their use of such norms in formal contexts. At Hawick,

however, it is the LWC who is most responsive to stylistic effects.

This may be mainly due to the women of this class, who use 90% (jj )-1
when reading. This is not unusual; in British society, women are

encouraged to speak in a "refined" (usually meaning Standard-like, or

what the community takes to be Standard-like) manner, which would

lead to higher scores and strong stylistic variation. (Trudgill,

1974:94).

(kj) also seems to exhibit marked dependency on class in the
Border Area, especially in casual styles, as shown by the vertical

differences between the curves. This is perhaps a little less true

for the subdivisions of the Vooler WC, but, even here, the general

trend seems to hold. In addition, subdivided WC and MC groups are

closer in score to each other within each class than between classes;

this may indicate that (|j )-2 is viewed as a WC characteristic. It
may be noted, however, that all groups use at least some ["-nj in CS;
in fact, it is the majority form among the Hawick HMC in this style.

Consistent )-1 in reading, however, seems to be a mark of MC

membership.
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One interesting point about (lj) Border Area English: unlike
some other dialects (including my own), there is no phonetic

conditioning factor, such as occurrence after dentals,- that would

favour [n^ . I found enough cases of both variants in all phonetic
contexts in all three styles, and there seemed to be no discernable

difference in variant frequencies between environments.

I now examine the effect on sex on (jj). I have constructed a
frequency table measuring proportions of (|])-1 to all (/,) separately
for men and women of each class in the four towns, a format I follow

throughout the work. All styles are combined in the frequencies, so

that factor can be treated as more or less constant. Dependency on

sex would be shown by significant differences between males and

females of the same class in ( (j )-1 frequency. Only classes with
members of both sexes present in my sample are given frequencies.

Thus, the Yetholm and Bellingham MC (exclusively female) and the

Vooler LVC (exclusively male) are not included.

TABLE 2.4B: ( P> )-1 FREQUENCY BY CLASS AND SEX:

HAWICK YETHOLM W00LER BELLINGHAM

CLASS MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE

UMC
LMC
UVC
LVC

98
65
33
51

69
72
54
51 56 69

52

52

87

56 46
13

85
31

Sex dependency is found throughout the strata examined only in

two towns, Yetholm (marginally; the difference is only 15/0
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Bellingham. In the latter town, the differences are especially

noticeable, with females preferring the Standard-like reflex by a

margin of 28-39%. This is the expected pattern.

Elsewhere, the pattern is inconclusive. At Wooler, MC females

have a decided preference for [~lj] » but TJWC females, like males of
both classes, use both variants in roughly equal proportions. Such

differences as exist seem mainly to be due to varying sensitivity to

style (RPS frequencies: males, 60%; females, 85%). The only

conclusion that can be drawn is that ( jj) is a sex-tied variable only
among the MC.

At Hawick, the picture is even more unclear. The UVC exhibits

the "normal" pattern, and the differences between the sexes in (lj )
use among LMC speakers falls just short of significance, while there

is no sex-tying with the LVC, and the UMC shows the opposite pattern.

Since both "borderline" class groups (LMC and UWC) and women would

be concerned with status matters in speech for reasons advanced above,

it might be expected that the women of these class groups would show

the expected sex-tying pattern most clearly, which they do in this

case. The women of the other classes are more firmly within a class,

and have less need to prove their status; this may provide a reason

for the lack of sensitivity to (fj) in the other cases. This might
be especially true with UMC women, since they are in a class that,

in a sense, defines the local standard norms anyway.

To test for age variation, I construct a frequency table

similar to that above, this time for each age group (all classes, all
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styles combined) in each community. Differences between age groups

would indicate dependency on that factor.

For Bellingham, however, I have compiled the age group data

separately by sex. Whereas all age groups in all other towns contain

both men and women, the over-55 group in my Bellingham sample is

exclusively female, and the 40-55 group mainly so. Where sex

dependency exists, the frequencies would appear distorted if I did

not do this, and a false picture of the variation by age would result.

TABLE 2.4C: ( Q)-1 FREQUENCIES BY AGE GROUP;

BELLINGHAM

AGE GROUP HAWICK YETHOLM WOOLER MALE FEMALE

39- 61 61 58 32 50

40-55 66 62 59 27 93

55+ 50 — 48 80

There seems to be a slight preference for (fj)-1 among younger,
relative to older, speakers at Hawick and Wooler, as frequencies of

this variant are about 10c/o higher among those under 59 than those

over 55. It is tempting to conclude that this is true of Yetholm

as well, with the empty cell concealing a frequency of about 50/5

if the oldest group ha^ been interviewed; certainly figures for the

other two groups are similar to the respective ones at Hawick and

Wooler. I, however, can only say this might be the case, given the

empty cell. This trend toward greater use of the Standard reflex
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may "be partly due to the higher educational attainment of younger

speakers, and the resulting greater exposure to some form of Standard

English, and so, could be viewed as an expected pattern. The

situation among Bellingham males is unclear; middle-aged and younger

males use about, the same proportion of (lj)-1, but it is impossible
to say what figure would go into the empty cell. However, younger

females at Bellingham show a JOfo greater use of (ij)-2 than those in
the oldest group; apparently, it is becoming more acceptable there

for women to use forms formerly more common in men's speech, and

what is revealed is a change in the importance of sex as a factor in

( ry variation.

I sum up the variation pattern in tabular form: a format I will

use throughout this study. A "+" in a column means that the "normal"

or expected pattern of variation occurs in a town. This would be,

say, greater use of higher-prestige variants by higher class groups

(class), women (sex), and the young (age) in more formal contexts

(style). A "-" would indicate that the variation pattern is

opposite to that expected, while a "0" shows that that factor does

not affect the variable concerned. Thus, for (H):

TABLE 2.4D; VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY TABLES: (C) )

FACTOR HAWICK YETHOLM W00LER BELLIHGHAM

CLASS + + + +

STYLE + + + +

SEX +(LWC),0 (Elsewhere) + +(MC),0(WC) +

AGE + +(?) + ?(male)-(female)
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The most consistent factors on ( /j ) variation in the Border Area
are thus class and style.
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2.5: THE VARIABLE (Tl):

I now turn to a variable which exhibits an even more regular,

expected pattern of variation than (lj)^».(Tl), which measures the
frequency of aspiration on the initial stops, /p/, /t/, and /k/, and

so, is a combination of the (pi), (tl), (kl) used to obtain my class

breakdowns. Although each stop shows a slightly different likelihood

of aspiration (in Border Scots, the order of this, from the lowest

to the highest, is /p/, /t/, /k/; in Northumbrian, /t/, /p/, /k/,

these variables were found to have the same factors influencing their

realisations, and so could be combined; £ in (Tl) represents any

voiceless stop. It has been mentioned by several traditional dialect

researchers that Border Scots possesses unaspirated initial stops

(Zai, 1942:20; Wettstein, 1942:5)» but that Northumbrian has strongly

aspirated ones (Orton and Halliday, 1962:17). This difference, if

present, should result in contrasting scores between the two areas.

The scale key for (Tl) is found on page 51 (for the individual stop

variables); since it is bipolar, the scores in the table and graph

set below represent frequencies of (Tl)-1, the aspirated variety.
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TABLE 2,5.A: (Tl) BY CLASS AND STYLE:

HAWICK YETHOLM

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

UMC
LMC
UVC
LWC

052
056
024
014

067
060
044
032

085
059
047
038

091
081
066
043

065

029

071

054

074

052

100

064

WOOLER BELLINGHAM

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC
UWC
LWC

086
076
043

090
087
071

091
087
073

099
091
070

092
088

07 6

092
093
084

093
089
084

100
100

096

HAWICK

WOOLER BELLINGHAM

GRAPHS

100

80

60

40

20

0

YETHOLM
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Here, aside from a few inconsequential overlaps, the "regular"

pattern of higher class groups having higher scores is borne out.

The amount of difference in score between classes appears to depend

on what the lowest class group's score is; where it is low, as in

the Scottish towns, there will be a more marked class variation

pattern than, say, at Bellingham, where the lowest score is 076.

The differences are greatest in Scotland between MC and WC groups;

it is evidently a WC characteristic to use high frequencies of

unaspirated initial voiceless stops, and it is only with this class

where these are the CS (and FS at Hawick) majority form. In

Northumberland, the same can be said about the LVC, although the

frequencies are higher, and only at Wooler does even this group use

a majority of (,Tl)-2. It can also be seen that the lowest (Tl)

score for a town depends on locality; Hawick, well into Scotland

shows the lowest minimum (Tl) level, then come Yetholm and Wooler,

and finally Bellingham, the town farthest into Northumberland. The

Northern Northumbrian dialects (at least Wooler) seem to form a

transition zone in respect to (Tl).

Scores for this variable also rise as the formality of speech

does, revealing a tendency for speakers to correct to the aspirated

variety. Except for the higher class groups (MC and UWC) in

Northumberland, who have high proportions (Tl)—1 anyway, the

proportion of this form increases by anywhere from 209S to 45^> over

the contextual spectrum covered. Thus, the stylistic variation

pattern is also of the "regular" type.

The two tables below measure frequencies of aspirated initial
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stops by sex and age respectively.

TABLE 2.5.B: FREQUENCY OF (Tl)-1 BY SEX:

HAWICK YETHOLM W00LER BELLINGHAM

CLASS MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE

UMC
LMC
UWC
LWC

70
49
30
31

84
72
59
55 49 63

CDCD
1-*•CD

94

94 88
88

97
84

TABLE 2,5.C: FREQJJEHCY OF BY AGE;

BELLINGHAM

AGE HAWICK YETHOLM W00LER MALE FEMALE

39- 58 58 90 88 95

40-55 65 62 84 88 93

55+ 40 - 79 - 89

Except at Bellingham, and among the Vooler MC (where aspiration

levels are high anyway), (Tl) shows a dependency on sex in all cases.

The pattern is the "regular" one, once again; females prefer the more

prestigious aspirated form found in the Standard dialect. The

differences between the sexes are most marked among the Scottish WC,

where aspiration levels are lowest, and even in Northumberland, the

UWC especially. This is another instance of females just below MC

status avoiding the use of so-called "unrefined" WC characteristic

forms, as was found with (n ).
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At Hawick and Wooler, at least, younger people also favour

(Tl)-1 slightly, by an 11-18$ margin over the over-55 group. As

with ( |j), the frequencies at Yetholm are similar to the equivalent
ones at Hawick, and it would be tempting to conclude that the same

pattern would prevail here; no firm judgment can be made, however,

as the over-55 group is an empty cell. Since Bellingham has nearly

consistent aspiration of initial stops for all groups, no significant

change toward even higher levels of (Tl) would be expected to happen

here, although women's speech shows a 6$ increase with the youngest

group respective to the oldest.

TABLE 2.5D; VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY TABLES: (Tl):

hawick yetholm wooler bellingham

class + + + +

style + + + +

sex + + +(wc)o(mc) 0

age + +17) + 0

(Tl), then, where there is much variation between groups, as

in all towns with the possible exception of Bellingham, is a "model

variable", dependent on all four factors in the expected manner.
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2.6; THE VARIABLE (r):

The variable (r) measures the percentage of uvular realisations

of /r/ in initial, intervocalic, and post-consonantal positions for

the Northumbrian towns. Uvular /r/ has long been recognised (at

least since the seventeenth century, cf. Fahlssen, 1972:21-6) as a

distinctive localised Northumbrian characteristic. According to

Orton and Halliday (1962:16-9), it is found consistently in all

Northumbrian dialects North of the Tyne, and in those County Durham

dialects associated with Greater Tyneside.

Uvular /r/ was sporadically found in my Scottish sample, about

4io of the time, especially among older Hawick V/C speakers. No

informants of mine used it consistently, but the husband of one

female informant did. Usually it was realised as a uvular flap in

this area. However, its occurrence is so rare that 1 did not

consider using (r) as a variable in Border Scots.

In scoring, all varieties of uvular /r/, fricatives and

approximants, rounded or unrounded, plus the rare tap or trill, are

grouped together. The same goes for anterior /r/, usually QjJ ,

but occasionally DO or even c.0 , often partially devoiced in
some environments. The key is given on page 52.
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TABLE 2.6A; (r) BY CLASS AM) STYLE:

VOOLER BELLINGHAM

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 094. 099 100 100 093 095 098 100

UVC 073 073 077 082 082 086 087 092

LVC 000 007 002 073 041 046 074 075

GRAPHS

VOOLER ' i BELLINGHAM

It can be readily seen that class membership seems to be a

factor in (r) score determination: MC groups in both towns use an

insignificant proportion of uvular /r/'s, while the LV/C, a majority

of them, at least in speech styles. In fact, at Vooler, this class

has nearly exclusive (r)-2 in the speech styles and RPS, showing

that this so-called"Northumbrian burr" is well entrenched here. On

the whole, Vooler speakers seem to use more (r)-2 than those at

Bellingham, possibly because the latter town lies on the periphery
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of the "burr zone"; speakers to the west have anterior /r/ of some

type (Pahlssen, 1972:22).

It is also the LWC that seems most sensitive to stylistic

differences regarding (r) in both towns. Vhile uvular /r/ is the

majority form in CS, FS, and HPS at Vooler, anterior /r/ is the

dominant VLS form, appearing about three-quarters of the time.

Apparently, they recognise the class-markedness of this feature, and

correct their /r/'s to the more Standard-like anterior types. It

would not be likely that the MC groups, among whom (r) is scarcely

a variable, would show much effect of style, but the UVC groups do

not either, even though some posterior /r/ appear in all styles.

Possibly the proportion of these forms is not felt to be significant.

However, it is this class that shows the clearest sex-tying

pattern, as this table shows:

TABLE 2»6B: (r)-1 FREQUENCY BY SEX:

VOOLER BELLINGHAM

CLASS MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE

MC 98 100 «. _

UVC 48 96 76 97
LVC " " 74 50

There are 21-48% differences among UWG speakers in these towns

between male and female (r) frequencies, the higher figure occurring

where (r)-2 is more common, at Vooler. Once again, localised uvular
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realisations of /r/ with this class are only typical of male usage,

while the females avoid the low-prestige form. Paradoxically, the

opposite pattern seems in evidence among LVC speakers at Bellingham.

However, nearly all of the female examples came from one speaker

with nearly, consistent (r)-2, aged 83. As (r) is also strongly age-

tied, as shown below, tvis may account for this apparent reversal of

the pattern.

TABLE 2.6C: (r)-1 FREQUENCIES BY AGE:

AGE WOOLER BELLINGHAM

39- 98 92

40-55 68 76

55+ 34 74

Uvular /r/ seems not only typical of LVC and UVC male speakers'

usage in the Northumbrian Border Area; it is also typical of that of

older people. Whereas informants under 40 employed insignificant

percentages of (r)-2 in their utterances, this form appeared 26% of

the time with the oldest group at Bellingham, and was actually the

majority form at Vooler. Uvulars may be (if Trudgill's views about

this type of age variation reflecting sound change in progress are

true) dying out in this section of Northumberland, as even young LWC

speakers used them only rarely. Again, as for (Tl), forms more

typical of higher class-group speech are seemingly becoming more

popular over (at least, apparent) time.
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TABLE 2.6P: VARIATION LATTERH SUIg'IARY TABLES: (r):

VOOLER BELLINGHAM

CLASS + +

STYLE + +

SEX + +

AGE + +

(r) is thus dependent on all four factors in Northumberland;

the localised form, uvular /r/, is an older LVC and UWC male

characteristic. Other groups tend toward high frequency of anterior

/r/. In fact, the proportion of (r)-2 among the young is so low that

it may be becoming a relic form in this area. It is found more

frequently in Wooler than Bellingham.

So far, all the consonantal variables I have covered have shown

a fairly consistent pattern of the so-called "normal" type. There

has been little overlapping or scores when arranged by class and

style. However, if sex or age factors are more important in

determining variation than these are, overlapping may occur, and an

"irregular pattern" needing explanation might result. This, indeed,

is the case for the next two consonantal variables treated - (tM)

and (tF).
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2.7: THE VARIABLE (tM);

This variable deals with the reflexes of medial /t/, e.g.

butter, centre. In several Scots and English dialects, /t/ in this

environment is often realised as glottal stop \J*J» and in some,

glottalised /t/, |^tl (in the North), occurs as well. Although
previous studies do not mention these forms as usual in the Border

Area (Vettstein, 1942:55* Zai, 1942:191; Orton and Halliday, 1962:
II.4.1 ;V.5.4)» I found both present in my data, along with aspirated

unaspirated ^_t"J , and rarely, ejective and forms with
fricative release such as j[tS][ and Trudgill (1974:96)
examined this variable for Norwich, where both a variety of

glottalised /t/, jjfc?J , and the glottal stop occur, and found it to
be subject to the same kind of class and style dependency as (f))»
with ^th] (one Standard reflex) favoured by higher class groups on
the social scale and in formal contexts. I test to see if this is

true for the Borders as well, and present my data in the same format

as with the preceding variables.

My key is given on page 51. I grouped the fricative-release

forms with since there is a perceptible release without glottal

closure; and £f] with (_^tj , since making a glottal closure is
necessary for producing ejectives.

After laying out the usual tables and graph set, my frequency

table lists figures for all variants, since this is not a bipolar

variable, in CS and RPS to show style as well as class effects. WLS

was not taken as the most formal style in these tables, because in
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most cases, less than ten instances were received for a group, making

scores questionable.

TABLE 2.7A; (tH) BY CLASS AND STYLE?

HAWICK

CLASS CS FS EPS WLS

UMC 210 248 251 280*
LMC 215 241 253 300*
UWC 183 229 215 250
LWC 162 209 216 200*

WOOLEE

CLASS CS FS EPS WLS

MC 200 251 270 260*
UWC 208 206 237 217
LWC 179 184 238 300*

YETHOLM

CS FS EPS WLS

212 254 259 300*

174 212 234 263

BELLINGHAM

CS FS EPS WLS

256 283 262 300*
195 228 235 267*
119 246 253 183*

HAWICK

WOOLEB

300

240

180

120

60

°
CS fS EPS WLS

GRAPHS

YETHOLM

BELLIHGHAM
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)
TABLE 2.7B: FREQUENCIES OF (tM) VARIANTS BY CLASS FOR CS AMD EPS

HAWICK
io (no¬

YETHOLM

°Jo (tM)-
es EPS CS EPS

CLASS 1 2' 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

UMC
LMC
UWC
LWC

50
55
32
18

22 15
19 12
34 19
49 9

13
14
15
24

67
67
54
38

22
24
27
49

6
4
2

4

5
5

17
9

50

31

21

30

20

22

9 61

17 57

24

28

8

8

7

7

W00LEB

1° (tM)-
BELLINGHAM

% (tM)-

cs EPS CS EPS

CLASS 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC
UWC
LWC

38
46
16

37 12
31 8
58 15

13
15
11

81
59
50

10
23
40

6
14
7

3
4
3

68
41
13

20

25
18

12
22

41

0 69
12 56
25 65

28
28
26

0
11

7

3
5
2

As in Norwich, (tM) seems both dependent on class and style in

the Border Area. Class dependency is shown by the distance between

the sets of lines, which, over the whole range, is significant for

all towns - ranging from 31 at Wooler to 137 at Bellingham in CS.

The class differences seem especially noticeable in the speech

styles; the distances between lines are usually less in EPS than CS

and FS. Frequently, however, there are small overlaps. In most

cases, e.g. the Hawick MC groups or the Wooler MC and UWC (in CS),

they are too small to be significant; these groups have nearly

identical behaviour in regard to (tM) over some or all of the

stylistic spectrum. However, the overlap of the two WC groups in
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Bellingham, although less than 10Je of the scale, is quite sizeable.

This may be due to another factor that has a stronger effect than

class does. In the Scottish towns and at Bellingham,' the main class

opposition appears to be between MC and VC groups.

Looking at the frequency tables, one can discover what reflexes

this opposition concerns. These reveal that the marker of MC (or at

Vooler, at least non-LVC) membership is (tli)-1, the aspirate [?]•
Most MC groups use it more than half the time in CS; even when they

do not, as at Vooler, it is still the most common reflex. By

contrast, the LWC in the towns with one has less than 2<yfo (tM)-1 in

this style, and the Yetholm WC, JV/o.

The corresponding VC characteristic form, however, varies from

town to town. In the Scottish communities, both bl and VI are
more common among VC than MC groups, although only slightly so at

Yetholm. At Vooler, the characteristic form seems to be (jtJ alone;

this, in fact, is the CS majority form for the LVC, while all classes

use similar proportions of the glottalised reflexes. At Bellingham,

VC speakers favour both varieties involving glottal closure, with

(tM)-3 being the LVC majority form. TJVC speakers have frequencies

of these variants intermediate between MC and LVC groups, although

(tM)-1 is still the most common in this style for them.

There is also a marked effect of style on this variable.

Disregarding the VLS scores, since they may be questionable, all
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J
classes show rises in score over the stylistic spectrum, sometimes

as high as 59 points. The frequency tables for HPS show the normal

pattern of the MC characteristic form increasing in frequency from

CS levels, with the lone exception of the Bellingham MC, who has the

highest (tM)-1 levels in CS anyway. This variant becomes the

majority form in more formal speech with all groups but the Hawick

LVC, and even here, 20°/o more It j appears in HPS than CS.

However, the VC characteristic reflex of medial /t/ is not

always the one stigmatised in formal speech. It is at Bellingham,

where both (tM)-3 and -4 are rare in EPS. But it is the same two

variants, or at least the glottal stopjwhich vary inversely with

formality level in all towns, even when, as at Vooler, they are used

about to the same extent by all classes (although here, QtJ levels
also drop), or in Scotland, where (tM)-4 is only one VC marker. In

fact, in the latter case, the other marker, j^tjjappears about as often
in EPS as CS. Possibly the reason for this is (tM)-4's (and -3's)

VC marker status in other dialects of Scots (Macaulay, 1975).

Therefore, with (tM), there may well be a difference between

what a community actually stigmatises, and what, so to speak,"should

be" stigmatised in formal speech. Except at Bellingham, the

opposition [th> ^j(and £^]in Scotland) is responsible for the
class variation pattern, but that for style is caused by the

rejection of forms involving glottal closure in formal speech.
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TABLE 2.7C: FREQUENCIES OF (tM) VARIANTS BY CLASS AND SEX;

HAWICK YETHOLM

CLASS UMC LMC BWC LWC WC
SEX M F M F M F M F M F

^(tM)-
1 61 65 34 66 21 56 31 42 44 48
2 26 18 45 19 51 24 51 46 35 27
3 9 8 13 7 18 6 6 4 13 15
4 5 9 8 8 10 14 13 8 8 11

WOOLER BELLIHGHAM

CLASS MC UWC WC LWC
SEX M F M F M F M F

^M)-
1 34 83 35 73 38 73 25 69
2 19 13 30 17 29 17 46 28

3 36 2 28 4 26 5 22 1

4 11 1 7 7 8 5 7 2

TABLE 2.7D: jo (tM) VARIANTS BY AGE:

HAWICK YETHOLM WOOLER BELLINGHAM

AGE 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

39- 50 28 8 14 47 28 15 10 63 15 16 7 52 23 19 6
40-55 58 27 7 6 50 33 11 6 60 26 8 7 48 32 14 6
55+ 41 41 8 11 - - - - 49 34 13 4 71 24 2 3

(tM) shows some dependence on sex and age except at Yetholm

where both sexes and age groups have roughly equal proportions of

variants. All classes except the Hawick MC in the other towns reveal

the usual pattern, a female preference for the MC characteristic form,
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[_thJ • Differences in frequency of this variant between the sexes

are 40$ or more in Northumberland, and 30-34/'- at Hawick among the TJVC

and LMC. Again, in the latter case, it is the classes near the

MC/WC class boundaries who show the strongest sex-tying of (tM).

Reflexes avoided by women include [Vj in Scotland and in

Northumberland primarily, and the other of the pair secondarily. It

is interesting that both these forms are WC membership markers some¬

place in the Border Area; this, again, is the "normal" situation.

There is also a tendency at Hawick and Wooler for younger

speakers to use jV1] at the expense of [t] . This may be yet another
case of longer exposure to Standard norms being reflected in speech

habits. This is also true at Bellingham, although the absence of men

in the 55+ age group conceals the pattern in the table. Women under

40, in fact, employ more (tM)-1 than the oldest group - 81^. of all

instances of medial /t/; men of the same age group have a bhl
frequency of 32$>» compared to 26c/o for middle-aged men.

(tM) thus shows a modification of the "regular" pattern. It is

dependent on all four factors except at Yetholm, where only class and

style determine choice of (tM) variant. The main difference between

this pattern and the others is the aforementioned discrepancy

between what form is avoided in formal contexts and what is the actual

V/C characteristic variant; however, the two coincide at Bellingham.
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TABLE 2.7D: VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY TABLES: (tM);

HAWICK YETHOLM WOOLER BELLINGHAK

CLASS + + + +

STYLE + + + +

SEX + 0 + +

AGE + 0 + +
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2.8: THE VARIABLES (tF-R) and (tF-G);

These variables measure the properties of final /t/, as in pot,

bat in regard to release and glottal closure respectively; they are

the last consonantal variables to be treated. In making my class

breakdowns, I treated final /t/ as a single variable, (tF), with the

same key scale as (tM), as Trudgill (1974:96) did for his Norwich

study, as the same variants occur. However, there are problems in

this approach. One is that, even for (tM), as shown above, different

properties of /t/ were important in class and style variation patterns;

in some areas (like Bellingham), the main marker of class involved

presence of a glottal closure; in others (like Wooler) it was

aspiration, a type of release, as well. Also, final /t/ in the

Borders has a frequent ejective variant [t'J » (frequently dental),
which, although involving glottal closure, is most frequent in WLS,

Q formal style. If a different key scale was constructed taking

release as primary, it could be scored the same as {/} , which is
used more often in formal speech medially, since they are both

released stops, although with different air-stream mechanisms. Yet,

[&]•on strictly phonetic grounds, it is most closely linked to

since both involve alveolar (or dental) and glottal closures. I

felt that breaking (tF) into two variables could resolve these

problems, as both aspects of final /t/ could be treated.

When transcribing, I sometimes had difficulty in distinguishing

unreleased PJ and P]. When possible, I attempted to assign a
value in these cases, but if I could not, the instance was not

counted, in order to avoid inaccuracies.
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The key scales were selected in such a way as to keep as much

P h"7
parallelism to (til) as I could. Thus, |_t J , a released,

unglottalised stop receives the top score of 100 on both scales,

while or unreleased stops with glottal closure, likewise

score 000.

Thus:

Key (tP-H):

(tF-Rl): released stop, e.g. = 100.

(tF-R2): unreleased stop, e.g. £t -rTt"» ?]= 000.
and:

Key (tF-G):

(tF-Gl): no glottal closure, e.g. ^t^t^tSJ = 100.

(tF-G2): glottal closure, e.g. jt'^? t -"■> ?J = 000.

Since both scales are bipolar, the scores in the tables below

are equal to the frequency of the higher-scoring variant.
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TABLE 2,8A; (tF-R) BY CLASS AMD STYLE:

HAVICK YETHOLM

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

UMC 029 .040 047 093 044 033 045 092
LMC 020 029 049 093
uvc 026 030 033 086 016 021 038 079
LVC 018 018 019 086

VOOLER BELLINGHAM

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 025 040 045 100 037 036 045 100
UWC 017 029 035 078 024 047 030 092
LVC 028 035 034 063 018 029 024 096

HAWICK GRAPHS YETHOLM

VOOLER BELLINGHAM
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TABLE 2.8B; (tF-G) BY CLASS AND STYLE;

HAWICK YETHOLM

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

UMC
LMC
UWC
LWC

045
043
050
021

057
050
047
021

059
067
050
037

046
060
037
033

056

024

056

036

O65

051

034

025

WOOLER BELLINGHAM

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC
UWC
LWC

042
021
052

049
048
048

061
059
052

028

057
032

061
040
031

070
060
049

073
065
052

005
040
041

GRAPHS

YETHOLMHAWICK

BELLINGHAMWOOLER
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At Yetholm, both (tF-R) and (tF-G) exhibit a clear class-tying

pattern, with the MC using more unglottalised, released final /t/'s

than the VC in all styles (i.e. )> the expected pattern.

Elsewhere, there are at least small overlaps in score between

classes in all styles. Large overlaps occur at V/ooler with both

variables; in CS, it is the UWC that has the lowest scoi'e in each

case, indicating a higher employment of than any other

class has in this style. When such a pattern emerges, it may mean

that other forms of variation than that by class are the most

13]important in this case. It may be noted that the LWC favours

finally as well as medially in casual speech; this is shown by the

combination of a high score for (tF-G) and a low one for (tF-R),

meaning an unreleased stop without glottal closure.

Elsewhere, at least in CS, a fairly clear picture of class-tying

is in evidence. At Hawick, this affects (tF-G) more than (tF-R);

scores over the whole social scale differ by 24 as compared to 14

points. Furthermore, what differences exist seem to separate only

the LVC from the other three classes. As all groups have low (tF-R)

scores in this style, this class seems to be characterised by their

use of as opposed to the others' unreleased Qt^j . At

Bellingham, a very clear pattern in casual speech is found, with the

MC separated from the VC groups in its preference for stops with

release and without glottal closure ( GhJ )•

(tF-R) is also strongly dependent on style. Although only one

class group, the Yetholm MC, has more than 40/t released ft/ in CS,

in WLS all groups have at least a majority of such forms, and only
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Eastern Border groups have less than an 86% frequency. It is in the

East of the area where the likelihood of correcting to released /t/
in WLS is class-tied. While all Bellingham and Hawick.groups use a

very small (if not insignificant) percentage of unreleased stops,

Eastern Border WC speakers employ anything from 21 to 37% of such

variants.

Yet what are these released stops found in WLS? It might be

expected, on the analogy of (til), that it would be ft j that would

be favoured; with the Hawick LM£ and Wooler HWC, in fact, this is the

case, since (tF-G) scores rise with increasing formality. But with

most classes, either (tF-G) scores show no significant net change

over the stylistic range, or they decline (in some cases drastically,

cf. the Bellingham MC). As (tF-R) scores rise, this indicates the

use of a variant of high (tF-R) score and low (tF-G) score, namely,

ejective

The reason for this might be suggested that most of the declines

take place between RPS and WLS. Up to this point, many classes have

increases in score for both variables. The first three styles have

one feature in common as opposed to V/LS; discourse in them is

connected. In WLS, words are read in isolation, and there is no

connected speech. Also, where ejectives appear in the other styles,

they are nearly always in phrase-final position, where the flow of

the speech is somewhat broken for a short period. It seems that the

occurrence of ejectivej^t'J has nothing to do with formality as such,
but whether or not /t/ comes before a pause - it is a conditioned

variant of (tF).
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as 9 out of 12 classes do show a rise in (tR-G) scores up to

the RPS level, however, I conclude that, as long as speech remains

connected, is the favoured form of final /t/ in more formal

styles. Otherwise, [t'J will appear.

I now study the relationship of sex and age to (tF-G) and (tF-R)

variation.

TABLE 2.8C: (tF-R) AND (tF-G) BY CLASS AMD SEX:

HAWICK

CLASS UMC LMC

%(tF)- M F M F

R1) 41 43 41 38
G1) 61 40 67 50

W00LER

CLASS MC UWC

°/0{tF)- M F M F

R1) 27 55 51 55
01) 41 55 51 52

YETHOLM

UWC LWC WC
M F M F M F

32 40 26 28 31 52
55 51 29 57 58 55

BELLINGHAM

UWC LWC
M F M F

25 60 27 45
45 61 46 48

TABLE 2.81): (tF-R) and (tF-G) BY AGE:

HAWICK YETHOLM WOOLER BELLINGHAM

(^tF)- (R1) (01) (R1) (01) (R1) (01) (R1) (oi:

59- 55 58 52 55 41 46 27 45
40-55 44 55 58 48 45 52 56 55
55+ 55 47 - - 41 57 45 59



As the tables above show, (tF-B) is not sex-tied in the Scottish

towns; males and females throughout have about the same frequencies

within a class group. However, it is strongly dependent on sex in

Northumberland - whereas men here release final /t/ about a quarter

of the time, women do about half. This is again the expected pattern,

with women again using the form characteristic of MC speech. (tF-fi)

is not age-dependent in any town, although the lack of older

Bellingham males makes it look in the table as iif it is here. In

fact, females under 40 use 39% released stops at Bellingham, only 6%

less than the oldest group.

Glottalised reflexes of final /t/, on the other hand, are

typical of younger people's usage throughout the Border Area, being

from 9-14% more common with them than with the oldest group. This is

even true of Bellingham, since women under 40 have (tF-G2) 60% of

the time compared to 41% for those over 55; this rules out any

interference from the sex factor.

Sex differences in (tF-G) seem not as important in determining

variation, or at least, the pattern is inconsistent. In the

Northumbrian towns, it does appear to be the case that women prefer

unglottalised reflexes in the higher class groups; this pattern might

be expected, as these women are most in contact with Standard norms.

No sex-tying is observed for (tF-G) at Yetholm, and an inconsistent

pattern is found at Hawick. Here, VC women have a preference for

(tF-Gl), but MC women for (tF-G2). The latter may be due to their

preference for ejectives - 20% of all final /t/ are elective for UMC

females here, compared to 9% for men of the same class. It might be
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the case that the sex opposition for MC speakers for pre-pausal

variation pattern.

Age differences in (tR-G) could account for the overlapping

shown at Vooler in the class charts. The LVC here is made up of men

only, one middle-aged, the other aged 67, and they would he expected

to show low frequencies of (tF-G2) because of their age. In contrast,

the Wooler UWC contains both sexes, with several aged in their

twenties. Hence, a "crossover" for (tF-G) would tend to occur.

(tF-R) is primarily dependent on style, and in Northumberland,

sex, in the usual manner. Except at Wooler, some class-tying appears,

with high proportions of unreleased reflexes corresponding to WG

status; even in Wooler, sensitivity to style variation is class-tied.

No effect of age is noted.

(tF-G), on the other hand, is mainly dependent on age, with

glottalised reflexes more common with younger speakers. Outside of

Wooler, some class tying shows up, and some style-tying is also in

styles. In pre-pausal position, ejectives are frequently favoured,

especially among Western Border MC groups.

final which would accord with the style

becoming more common in formal, connected
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table 2.8e: variation pattern: summary tables: (tF-R) AND (tR-G):

(tf-r)

factor hawick yetholm w00ler bellingham

class + + 0 +

style + + + +

sex 0 0 + +

age 0 0 0 0

(tf-g)

factor hawick yetholm wooler bellingham

class* + + 0 +

style + + + +

sex -■(mc)+(wc) 0 +(mc)o(wc) 0(LWC)+(else\,here)
age - - - -

* = in connected speech

In the last five sections, I have exemplified the type of analysis

I will use in Chapter 3> I have examined the effects of class, style,

sex and age variations, which is revealed by trends in scoring or

frequency pattern. A "regular" pattern, exemplified by (ij ), (Tl),
and (r) has begun to emerge: Standard-like forms are likely to be

favoured by (1) class groups of higher prestige; (2) women; (3) the

young; and in (4) formal speech. Women of the class just above

where the largest class differences occur will show the most marked

tendency toward MC norms relative to men of their class. Where

irregularities appear in the class/style variation tables, this may

be due to the other factors being more important in the overall

pattern. Care must also be taken in examining the exact

characteristics of the sample with regard to each factor to screen

out bias when the others are studied.
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I now turn to the main concern of the synchronic part of the

work; the present-day reflexes of original Middle English vowels

and diphthongs in the Border Area#
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 2:

1. In most cases, although one style may contain more instances of
a variable than others, the proportions of utterances in each style
to the whole between sex or age groups stayed fairly constant.

2. I realise the circularity of this approach; however, the fact that
a variable is class-dependent outside a given area does not imply
that it is, within it.

3. I am aware of one verbal morphological pattern found here (originally
pre«ME Northern); plural subjects tend to take what look like
singular verbs in localised Border speech, e.g. They gauns (goes;
tae kirk (church) on Sunday. I did not study this variable, but
my hunch is that it is class and style dependent. Cf. Orton and
Halliday (1962: III.10.1).

4. Actually, glottalised /t/ or glottal stop is restricted to
certain environments- intervocalically, after vowel plus liquid
or nasal followed by a vowel, or before a syllabic nasal. Cf.
Lass (1976:149-50).

5. I am told that one has been put on a computer program at University
of Pennsylvania, but,X do not have access to this.

6. Probably below that when examples total 1000 or more, as with (tF).
When the number of instances was lass than 100, I scaled my significance
limit upward at a rate of per 20 instances less than 100.

7. In practice, I have taken class variation of different possible
reflexes as basic; however, other forms of variation may show
different patterns. Cf. 2.7*

8. However, JT-nj also appears in some (usually old-fashioned) Standard
varieties.

9. I have heard this on Tyneside and in Hexham myself. John Pellowe
(personal communication, 19.73) has this variant as one of the
possible forms of non-inilial /1/ in Newcastle.

10. A few trills were given by cne informant only, a male member of
the Wooler LWC, aged 67, together with a few uvular taps. He was
also one of the few informants in Northumberland who had an

un-vocalised variety of /r/ in preconsonantal and final positions
as well.

11. Dental consonants such as LtJ , [c|j , fnJ , etc. were quite frequent
in all towns but Bellingham,' especially^ in Scotland.

12. It is probably best to view these scales as-merely phonetic, rather
than scales of prestige, although final [t'J is an .emphatic
Standard English form.
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CHAPTER 3;

THE PRESENT-BAY REFLEXES OF MIPPLE ENGLISH LONG VOVvELS AND PlRffHONGS
IN THE BORDER AREA

5.0: INTRODUCTION:

This chapter forms the main synchronic section of this project.

Here, the descendants of each Northern Middle English bimoric vowel

cluster (cf. note 6, Introduction) will be examined for variation by

class, style, sex, and age the same way as the consonantal variables

in the previous chapter, and a picture of variant usage will be given

for each appropriate group in the four Border communities.

However, the way I have grouped words into variable classes

requires some comment. I have not used a strictly phonological

approach, examining each phoneme of present-day Border Scots and

Northumbrian within its own system. Instead, I have (roughly)

grouped the words by their origin in Northern Middle English (NME)

or, more precisely, by "rhyme class" or lexical set. A vowel in a

word is counted in the same class as another one if (l) it descends

from the same NME vowel class, or (2) if it assonates with that word,

the vowel behaving as if it did have the same origin in some variety

of Border speech. Thus, break is in the same class with make, even

though it descends from 0E brecan, and therefore NME br^ke, which
should ideally lead to [bri(:)k_J or the like.^ I follow the same

procedure with all words where the nucleftr vowel development is
2

peculiar to that word alone.
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Further, criteria (1) and (2) have equal priority. This means

that in many cases, words may belong to two variable classes. As an

Border Scots, according to which variety is being used. The second

development is the regular localised one, reflecting its origin as

NME /staan/, and so, has the same vocalic nucleus as mane. It

therefore belongs in the same variable class. However, in other

varieties of Border Scots, stone and coat have the same nucleus, so

it is also a member of this class. This reveals that my grouping

system is not strictly by origin either; it is, so to speak, in

between the historical and synchronic phonemic methods of grouping.

With a word like stone, I have put all rounded realisations in

the coat class, since both words share them. I have also set up a

category within this class of "[e/lt] forms" where only words coming
from NME /aa/ will occur, and the frequency will measure the

percentage of /aa/ words undergoing the native development to all

/aa/ and /"X?/ words.^ Meanwhile, the exact phonetic value of the

localised reflexes will be treated in the mane class, and their

occurrences will be instances of both variables. I have thus set up

neither a stane nor a stone class, but a stane/atone class for NME

/aa/ words.

Words such aB old would not be included in this group; there

are varieties (localised ones) that show realisations such as

would then constitute an "old/auld" class. The same kind of dual

classification is found in the treatment of NME /yy/ words (where

example, take stone, which gives either [sttoTj or £stenj[ forms in

which do not occur in stane/stone words. These
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[e(;j] or ) reflexes occur), in NME /an/ and /ou/ words, and in
cases of lexically conditioned changes (or failure of changes) as in

break.

I chose this type of classification to take into account the

differences in vowel-class groupings between localised and Standard

varieties, so that a whole spectrum of Border speech types could be

compared. If I took a strictly phonological synchronic approach to

vowels in words like stone, rounded forms could be treated with coat,

and -unrounded types with mane, but the conditions under which each

general type occurs could not be studied. If I took a historical

approach, all examples would go in the mare class, and Co J - types

would be noted, but their specific phonetic value could not be

studied.

I do not imply, by grouping words partially by origin, anything

about the form of the synchronic grammar of a Border speaker, even

4
one who is fully bidialectal. I do not regard any such person as

a "walking etymological dictionary" who would know the NME ancestor

5
of every vowel in every word in his vocabulary. The grouping was

made so that both questions of vowel-class membership and phonetic

value of variants could be studied.

I label my variables by MME vowel of origin of the majority of

words in that class. Thus, the stane/stone class will be variable

class (aa/^o); the mane class, (aa) or (aa/ai)- the last including

main as well; the white/time class, (ii), and so on. This system

is consistent with my methods of classification, and keeps a necessary
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parallelism with the historical survey I present in Chapter 4.

I have also "broken down my word classes by environment of the

vowel, in terms of the historical rule in Scots that eliminated

phonemic length, namely:

(a) Long vowels and diphthongs shorten everywhere except "before

/r v z "5 /.

("b) Non-high short vowels /e a o/ and the diphthong coming from NME /i

lengthen before /r v z o~tl /.

I call cases where part (a) of this rule would apply in Scots

short environments, and part (b), long environments. Every variable

but (au), (ou), and (oi) has at least these two environments treated

separately. I have even done this in Northumbrian, to test for striking

differences in pronunciation conditioned in the same way as the Scots

rule above.

In some cases, I have treated appearance before pre-consonantal

or final /r/ separate from the other cases in long environments. Thid

seemed necessary since /r/ in Northumbrian is realised as a non-

syllabic vowel, and the preceding vowel may well be modified.

I am well aware that some conditioned variations I am testing

for by this method of grouping by environment occur in more restricted

conditions than these. For instance, Border Scots P&3 from NME /ee ££•/

is found onljr in final position. However, since this would be a

subset only of long environments, any instances of f^t] would cause

differences between short and long environment scores.
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Similarly, variations conditioned by a following voiced consonant

would be favoured by all long environments, but only some short ones,

and differences would accordingly show up in the scoring and frequency

tables. In each case, I have indicated what the conditioning factor

is in the text when variation patterns between environments are

different.

The first variable I treat is (aa/ OD ), the above-mentioned

stane/stone class.
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5.1: THE VARIABLE (aa/ OP):

(aa/ PD) includes both the modern reflexes of those NME /aa/

words stemming from 0E /c*a/,^ e.g. homet stone, no, etc. and NME

/oo/, e.g. coat, coal, foal, etc. In the South and Midlands, and

so, in the ancestral dialects of the Standard, these two classes

were merged in early ME times:

0E EARLY ME ME EARLY MOD E

STONE OD^
D") ^oo etc.

COAT o o^
NAME 0, g Q&— f.£-ee etc.

However, in localised Northern English and Scots, these two vowel

classes were kept apart, as /w/ did not raise and round:

OE EARTY ME ME EARLY MOD E

STONE 30 • aa aa ee, etc.

COAT o o —3D oo, etc.

NAME 3

Traditional studies of Border Scots give (3(07 as "the usual

reflex of NME /aa/ (Wettstein, 1942:40; Zai, 1942:94-101), although

this may have supplanted an -like nucleus that Murray (1873:53 )

seems to describe. The latter form never occurred in my Border Scots

data, although was found occasionally. However the special

development of initial /aa/, /haa/ to [(h) which is present in
a few words (Wettstein, 1942:40; Zai, 1942:98) does seem to imply a

prior

Words of the NME /*Y){ class have what is given as [o(:)J ,
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although from Vettstein's (1942:2) ana Zai's (1942:8) descriptions,

perhaps Cb(:)l is nearer the mark. This, too, may have supplanted

an earlier diphthong of the type, and shows, in earlier

surveys, an analogous development to that of /aa/ initially and after

/h/ to [wA] (Wettstein, 1942:40; Zai, 1942:93)» tut such forms seem

to he extinct now. Neither class lias any special development before

AA

I heard a range of [o&^eA ^ o(:A e(: )^ °(: e(: ) °(:)3
«(:) ^e(: )g(: )^ e(:) 3 for (aa/bb ) with : ^"8 : ] as well before

/r/. I have developed my key scale on the basis of similarity to the
___ *7

Standard Southern English reflex, which is about [e£\3 . The top

score, 300, goes to diphthongs whose second element (V2) is higher

than the first (V1); 200 goes to rounded monophthongs; 100 to

diphthongs where the V2 is lower than the V1; and 000 to all unrounded

monophthongs and diphthongs. This scale is used for (aa/33 ) in all

positions except before /r/.

In this position, I gave low-mid, rounded forms the top score,

200, as the Southern Standard reflex is [? :~oa] J 100 goes to other

rounded reflexes; and 000 to unrounded front ones such as |)e:]j.

Thus, my (aa/D3 ) key scales for Border Scots are:

IN SHORT AND LONG ENVIRONMENTS:

(aa/Db )-1 = [o£S^e:ft3 = 300.

(aa/DD )-2 = [o(:)-e(:)] = 200.

(aa/bb )-3 = [o(:)Ao(:)3-~ e(:) e(:f J = 100.

(aa/D3 )-4 = [e(:)-e:e] = 000.
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BEFORE /r/:

(aar/"X>r)-1 = [j):r ft :rj = 200.

(aar/opr)-2 = |^os3? ^e:rj = 100.
(aar/ Ojr)-$ = £_e:r] = 000.

In Northumbrian, there seems to be a larger range of possible

(aa/ 00) variants. Orton and Halliday (1962:VII.1.18)VII.2.11) show

the regular descendant of /aa/ to be jje: ^ id} at Lowick and Hid} at

Wark (localities 1.1 and 1.5 respectively). As in Border Scots,

initial /aa/ or /haa/ may show a special development to EjC^je]
(ibid: VIII.5.2). For NME /aar/Jj,.0*^ eO^j is usual (ibid: V.1.17).

The usual NME /^0/ isolative reflex at Lowick is [/:J » and
at V/ark, /: ^ with an admixture of forms in the latter

Q

case (marked as "older") . There is a mixture of forms for /ojr/i

has jo:^J , hut ford, , and at 1.5, board hascore

(ibid: 1.8.9, III.8.7, IV.1.3, V.6.5, VI.11.7). It is difficult to

say what the normal dialect form is, but jo:seems to be the most
common.

In my Northumbrian data, od^/a^ffR^e:^ eg */►

all appeared for (aa/oo), and f^: >/-> ft : v03 ^ o d ^£9

QQ e3 J for (aar/CQr). In the first case, I had a

problem in ranking the varieties, although it was clear that the front

unrounded ones should get the lowest, and the forms ending in ,

the highest score. This was due to the presence of both [o:
and 13^/a] in my data. On the analogy of the Scots scale, [0,J
must be ranked higher than both [o^T] and [$'»} since the latter is
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prestigious? In the end, I could not decide, and instead developed

scales rating each element of the variants separately:

V1, SHORT AND LONG ENVIRONMENTS:

(aa/03l)-1 = [ovG>3 = 200.

(aa/30l)-2 = = 100.

(aa/3Dl)-3 = [e^C] = 000.

V2, SHORT AND LONG ENVIRONMENTS:

(aa/ OpIl)-1 = [V] = 200.

(aa/ DDll)-2 = V] = 100 (monophthongs).

(aa/ 0DIl)-3 = D><0 = 000.

In the V1 scale, I included central vowels with front rounded

ones because they vary in the same way. However, this scale will not

give the correct ranking to very Southern Standard-like forms such as

since the V1 is non-back. This variant, however, is rare in

this area, and the scales should work for all other variants.

The range for (aar/ "X)r) includes both uvularised and non-

uvularised varieties; as for (r), I give the forms without uvularisation

the highest score. The lowest will go to Od^J and CeaW]
together, as they seem to represent the normal localised developments

of /DO r/ and /aar/ respectively in this area (Orton, 1933s229-32).

and the like get an intermediate score.

BEFORE /r/ FOR NORTHUMBRIAN\

(aar/D3r)-1 = Q fj + non-uvularised M = 200.
(aar/ CQr)-2 = j~p: ^ G i~j + uvularised /r/ = 100.
(aar/ D3r)-3 = various localised forms = 000.
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5.1-1; HAWICK;

TABLE 5. 1-1A; (aa/^O) BY CLASS AND STYLE: HAWICK:

SHORT LONG (aar/ Op x)

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS VLS CS FS RPS WLS

TOO 226 229 216 226 206 223 225 235 136 119 120* 157
LMC 217 227 223 190 191 212 228 212 135* 150 100* 144
UVC 196 186 190 167 200 203 162 187 122 145 121 147
LWC 175 186 197 179 169 186 190 175 100* 167* 138* 121

GRAPHS

300

240

180

120

060

000

SHORT KNYIROHHENT

U*e

OSFS RPS WIS

LONG ENVTRONMENT

CS PS RPS VLS

BEFORE /r/:
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TABLE 5.1-1B; FREQUENCY OF (aa/ OP) VARIANTS IN CS MP WLS BY CLASS: HAWICK?

CS SHORT LONG (aar/ 3Dr)
%(aa/ 33)- 1 2 5 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3

UMC 26 74 0 0 17 83 0 0 36 64 0
LMC 21 75 4 0 13 75- 3 9 33 67 0
UVC 5 85 10 0 3 95 2 0 22 78 0
LWC 8 75 0 17 3 81 0 16 12 75 13

WLS SHORT LONG (aar/ oot)
^(aa/do)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3

UMC 36 54 10 0 39 56 5 0 37 63 0
LMC 18 62 20 0 18 67 15 0 44 56 0
UWC 2 65 35 0 13 62 25 0 47 53 0
LWC 4 64 32 0 7 61 32 0 21 79 0

For (aa/'JD)t there does seem to be some class dependency

indicated by both the scores and frequencies, although the score

differences are not that great, and some slight crossovers occur,

especially in long environments, in some styles. Furthermore, all

classes in all styles use (usually markedly centralised) as

their majority form for both short and long (aa/ CO). It is the

occurrence of other forms that causes the class dependency.

The MC is set off from the WC, in particular, by their use of

upgliding (aa/0O)-1 to an appreciable extent, even in CS; such forms

appear about a quarter to a fifth of the time in short, and about a

sixth of the time in long environments; V/C frequencies are well

under 10^. As this form is the most Standard-like, one might expect

such a pattern. Also expected is the appearance of localised £<£ (: )j
reflexes in LWC casual speech; this class is the only one having

(aa/ O0)-4 to a significant extent.
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In CS, at least, there is also a steady rise in the use of [ditJ ,

again the most Standard-like form, as one goes up the social scale;

the MC is characterised by their employment of this form over 30/

of the time. Similarly, the LVC is the only class to have any [esrj
forms at all in this style. There are, however, marked crossovers

in other styles; it must be noted that less than ten examples occur

for three classes in RPS and the LVC in FS, and the scores may be

somewhat in error. Other factors than class or style may also play

a role in producing these overlaps. As in the other environments,

appears as the majority form throughout.

Style variation seems to follow an unusual pattern. Taking

only the net change over the stylistic range for (aa/ 33), no class

shows a significant increase in score, and only the VC groups show

one for (aar/OTJr). Many classes in fact, show decreases. It

seems that only the UMC use more (aa/ DI))-1 in more formal contexts;

elsewhere, the only effect of style is to eliminate [e(:)J as a

possible reflex of (aa/ OD) and, especially among VC groups, to

introduce (aa/ D3)-3, [p(t)^ -f] as a usual variant. This
characterises the drops in score shown in the charts, as (aa/3j)-3

only has a score of 100.

It may seem puzzling that downgliding diphlhaigs would be

favoured; after all, they are neither Standard English nor MC

realisations of this nucleus. A possible solution to this problem

can be put forwards the use of (aa/ OI>)-3 has nothing to do with

formality of speech as such. Like final [t'J » it is a conditioned
variant of (aa/ OJ) appearing in lento speech. The much lower
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frequencies in RPS (3-6# in long, 4-8# in short environments) tend to

support this claim. It is also conditioned phonetically, appearing

mostly before dentals, especially ^n 1 d t zj . This would account for
the higher frequencies in short than in long environments. I have

personally observed the same tendency for (aa/Go) - 3 (or something

like it) to appear in the same contexts in lento speech in other

localised Scottish dialects (Edinburgh, Glasgow, Ayrshire, Angus,

Aberdeen)"'^ - its appearance beforeJjT] could be accounted for by the

nucleus needing some kind of transition before the vowel-like (liquid)

retracted consonant, and this could perhaps hold true for [nj as well.

The other cases perhaps result from some (historical or synchronic)

rule extension to cover other dentals. In lento speech, there would

be that much more time to produce the glide, and so I should think it

would become more prominent."'''

Before /r/, it is the LMC and UWC, the classes at the boundaries

of major class position, who tend to use (aar/oor)-1 to a greater

extent in formal speech; this seems to present another case of

attempted gain of prestige by such groups, by use of the MC characteristic

form. Frequencies rise about 11-25# over the stylistic range for

these speakers. The only effect of style among the LVC group seems

to be that the localised [&irJ is avoided in formal styles, as in other
environments; to the LWC, it is only the use of a back rounded vowel

that matters. The UMC, who define the local Standard, show virtually

no effect of style; it may be pointed out that both (aa/~>3)-2 and
12

(aar/72r)-2 are possible Standard Scots reflexes.
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TABLE 5.1-1C: FREQUENCY OF (aa/ 30) VARIANTS BY SEX: HAWICK:

class/sex short long (aar/ oO r
°/o (aa/ DO )- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3

umc-m 34 64 2 0 33 62 3 2 31 69 0
umc-f 28 64 8 0 15 82 0 3 26 74 0

lmc-m 7 83 10 0 5 91 4 0 46 54 0
lmc-f 25 61 14 0 21 74 2 3 54 46 0

uvc-m 1 76 20 3 5 76 3 16 33 67 0
u¥c-f 6 83 11 0 5 83 7 5 39 61 0

lwc-m 1 73 24 2 0 80 10 10 29 69 2
lvc-f 18 71 11 0 18 79 2 1 17 83 0

TABLE 5.1-1B: FREQUENCY OF (aa/ Jo) VARIANTS BY AGE: HAWICK:

age short long (aar/ ojx)
/o(aa/OD)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3

39- 6 71 22 1 5 82 7 6 29 69 2
40-55 20 66 12 2 20 70 4 6 43 57 0
55+ 7 77 16 0 9 81 4 6 25 75 0

This variable does not seem to depend on age at Hawick.

Frequencies of all variants are at most 6/fo different between the

oldest and youngest groups. Middle-aged informants seem to prefer

both (aa/0>2 )- and (aar/DO r)-1, the higher-prestige forms, but this

seems to be due to sample characteristics rather than to any trends.

This age group was predominantly composed of either females or MG

males.

Howeverj (aa/ OD~) does reveal sex-tying, particularly among non-

UMC speakers. LMC and ITV/C females have a marked preference forH,
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and sometimes use it almost as much as the UMC. WC women also seem

to avoid the low-prestige (aa/O0)-3 and -4, both of which are most

common among their class groups. Once again, women's favouring of

more Standard-like forms is shown. This does not apply to (aar/ll^r),

however. Except among the LWC, proportions of variants are about the

same between the sexes. The LWC females' favouring of is quite

surprising; however, the important stigmatised form with this group

in other positions is and it may be that attention is

directed to the rounded-back/unrounded-front opposition here as well,

and not to the height of vowel. Such [e:rj forms as I recorded were
found in male speech only.

TABLE 5.1-1E: (aa/OO) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY; HAWICK:

(aa/Oj) (aar/o^r)

FACTOR SHORT LONG

CLASS + + +

STILE* (UMC)+(LMC,WC>- (UMC)+(LMC,WC)- (UMC,LWC) 0; (UWC,LMC)+
SEX + + 0, (LWC)+
AGE 0 0 0

* (aa/ 99)-5 favoured in lento speech before dentals by WC groups.

CS MAJORITY FORMS: &(:)] , [jJjrlfor all classes.
MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS : [oOj , [o;rJ .
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS : L»(:)M •

LWC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS : , [e:r] .
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5,1-2: YETHOLM:

TABLE 3.1-2A: (aa/ Op) BY CLASS AND STYLE: YETHOLM:

SHORT LONG (aar/ -jjr)

CLASS CS FS RPS VLS CS FS RPS VLS CS FS RPS VLS

00 211* 240* 222* 203
176 182 189 167

200

152
195 208
174 191

210
180

125* 115 150* 121
100 116 113* 108

GRAPHS

SHORT ENVIRONMENT LONG ENVIRONMENT

CS FS RPS VLS

300

240

180

120

060

000
CS FS RPS VLS

(aar/

200

160

120

080

040

000

V.

CS FS RPS VLS
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TABLE 5.1-2B; FREQUENCY OF (aa/SQ) VARIANTS BY CLASS IN CS AND WLS: YETHOLH:

CS SHORT LONG (aar/ DDr)
$(aa/ OD)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 5

MC 11 89 0 0 0 100 0 0 25 75 0
WC 0 85 6 9 2 70 6 22 12 77 11

WLS SHORT LONG (aar/ Opr)
$(aa/OD)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3

MC 10 82 8 0 10 90 0 0 21 79 0
WC 2 66 32 0 3 74 23 0 8 92 0

Class variation shows a similar pattern to that found in Hawick.

Again, [d(:)3 and [tt:r^j ^re majority forms with all classes in all
styles, yet the MC has consistently higher scores (except before /r/)

than the V/C. The frequency tables show that the MC is the only group

with a significant percentage of (aa/p.p)-1 in either CS or WLS,

although even this is very small, much smaller than at Hawick.

(aar/oB>r)-1 is also more popular among MC than WC speakers in CS.

On the other hand, the native development to He(:)J is a WC
characteristic; the MC never use it. In all cases, more localised

forms are found with the former class in CS than with the latter one.

The WC also seems responsive to the effect of style on this

variable, as [e(s)J frequencies drop from 9-22$ to nil in all three
environments over the stylistic range. This, by itself, would produce

rises in score; however, (aa/ Dp)-3 also shows higher incidence of use

in WLS than CS. As in Hawick, frequencies outside WLS are in the

0-10$ range, showing possible conditioning of this variant to lento

speech, (it also appears mostly before dentals in Yetholm as well).
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Thus, drops in score occur for this class between RPS and WLS.

Little effect of style is noted for the MC, except a slight increase

in (aa/0D)-1 frequency in long environments from 0-10?6. In any case,

this variant is rare here, perhaps because of the smaller size of the

community and isolation from lines of communication with the South,

which might inhibit the flow of Standard English-influenced forms

like this one. In any case, there is vacillation in Standard Scots

(see note 12) in the value of (aa/ 30), and a monophthong is more or

less acceptable.

TABLE 5.1-2C: FREQUENCY OF (aa/ -yj) VARIANTS BY SEX: YETHOLM:

CLASS/SEX SHORT LONG (aar/oor)
io (aa/DO)- 1234 1234 123

WC-M 1 82 16 1 3 87 2 8 20 80 0
VG-F 2 70 22 6 3 71 8 18 6 86 8

TABLE 3.1-2D: FREQUENCY OF (aa/ PD) VARIANTS BY AGE: YETHOLM:

AGE SHORT LONG (aar/ DJr)
^Jaa/pP)- 1234 1234 123

39- 3 74 19 4 1 78 5 16 12 84 4
40-55 4 83 11 2 6 87 2 5 20 80 0

The determination of sex or age variation for (aa/oo) here is

quite problematic. It would appear, on the surface, that the

opposite pattern to the normal one is in evidence, with both women

and younger speakers preferring forms, especially in long

environments, where there are 11^ frequency differences between both
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sex and age groups. However, there is some bias here. The person

who supplied most of the WC female and under-40 utterances was a

speaker, aged 33? who used a remarkable number of localised forms

in both CS and FS, while other speakers showed some tendency toward

correction in FS. To reduce the effect of such bias, I have

presented RPS scores for the sex and age groups; in this style, the

informant in question conforms to the rest of the WC in her variant

choice.

HPS SCORES BY SEX:

SHORT LONG (aar/ DV r)

WC-M 192 186 120*
WC-F 186 198 100*

RPS SCORES BY AGE:

SHORT LONG (aar/ Vjx)

39- 194 200 120*
40-55 191 184 120*

There are thus no significant differences between the age

groups in regard to this variable; this is also true for sex, except

for (aar/ There seems in this case to be a male preference for

[j3:rj , similar to that shown by the Hawick LWC. This could be due
to the same reasons - with this class, the opposition of back rounded

to front unrounded vowel would be most important, and women's

attentions would tend to be turned to that, rather than what type of

back rounded (aa/OO)variant is used.
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TABLE 5.1-2E: (aa/ OQ) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: YETHOLM;

(aa/ Dj ) (aar/ 3Dr)

factor short long
class + + +

style* (mc)o , (vc)+ (mc)o,(wc)+ 0
sex 0 0 -

age 0 0 0

* (aa/ Eq)-3 favoured in lento speech before dentals by the WC.

CS MAJORITY FORMS !&(0] » [»:rJ for all classes.
MG CHARACTERISTIC FORMS : C°o1 (long environments);

iP'TJ (also WC male).
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS : ^»(s)pj , [>(:)] , {esrj .
7 i-V VJOOLER'

TABLE 5.1-3A: (aa/ Dp) BY CLASS AMD STYLE; WOOLER:

V1-SHORT V2-SH0RT (aar/ 3D r)

CLASS cs FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 129 167 154 151 124 121 144 122 133* 144 175* 191
UWC 143 150 140 139 081 106 100 057 133* 125 115* 117
LWC 109 120* 106 113 061 060* 065 057 080* 080* 100 118

V1-LONG V2-L0NG

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 167 174 145 165 113 112 158 170
UWC 159 137 140 145 105 102 097 068
LWC 095 147 108 120 071 100 088 070
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VI-SHORT V2-SH0RT
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TABLE 3.1-3B: FREQUENCY OF (aa/OD) VARIANTS BY CLASS IN CS AMD WLS: WOOLER:

cs

CLASS 71 -SHORT 71 -LONG 72 -SHORT 72-L0NG (aar/ odt)
^(aa/oo)- 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

MC 29 71 0 67 33 0 24 76 0 20 73 7 67 0 33
UWC 42 58 0 60 40 0 0 100 0 11 89 0 33 67 0
LVC 9 91 0 20 57 23 0 61 39 0 71 29 0 80 20

WLS

CLASS V1 -SHORT 71 -LONG 72-SHORT 72-LONG (aar/ oor)
Jo(aa/ 00 )- 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

MC 51 49 0 65 35 0 68 15 17 70 30 0 94 3 3
UWC 39 61 0 45 55 0 7 43 50 5 57 38 31 55 15
LVC 13 87 0 20 80 0 0 57 43 0 70 30 27 64 9

As in the Scottish towns, (aa/;?o) in all environments is

dependent on class and style, but in a different way, owing to the

existence of variation along a front-to-back axis [o: as well as

among £ed> oo"J and [ejviff] forms.

Taking the 71 first, there seems to be a main division between

the LVC and the other groups in CS. The top two classes are

characterised by much higher usage of fully back forms; these^in fact,

are the majority form in long environments. The LVC has only 9-20/

frequencies of (aa/ ;o.I)-1. There is a slight crossover between the

MC and UWC in score in short environments; this can be accounted for

by the MC's 24/o frequency of JjbCcTJ (the Standard English diphthong),

which has a non-back first element, and so is scored as (aa/DO_L)-2.

No other class uses this form in this style. Otherwise, backness of

the V1 (or the vowel, in the case of monophthongs) seems to be a

major class marker at Wooler. Front unrounded (aa/ool)-3 is found
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only rarely in short environments (two examples in the whole corpus)
"but in long ones seems to he an LV/C marker, as it was in Scotland;

no other class furnished any instances of it in CS.

The V2 is also class-dependent. Monophthongs are the majority

form for all classes, hut only the MC uses an appreciable number of

[o£o^ forms in both environments in CS, again showing conformity

to Standard norms. Similarly, only the LWC uses &(aa/ to)

nuclei to any significant extent (V=permissible V1 for this variable).

Such high frequencies as 29-59$ show that the occurrence of £vg~] ,

at least for this group, is not conditioned by speech rate as in

Scotland; it is, however, slightly more common before dentals

(especially /l/, /n/). The class opposition pattern is thus MC

o:-^e:] ; UWC Qe: ^o:J ; LWC fji: ^ ^ IfJ , the backer types

being more likely to appear in long environments.

Each class seems to have its own way of correcting this vowel

in formal speech. For the MC, the proportion of upglided Standard¬

like forms rises dramatically, and [v©3 nuclei become the majority

form in VLS. In addition, back V1's become the most common in both

environments, not just long ones. Before dentals in lento styles

such as WLS, there is a slight tendency for £3]] "to appear as a V2,

as in the Scottish towns; the EPS jVs] frequency is 2$, and that in

WLS, 17$. Otherwise, the trend is toward more use of forms higher

up the prestige scale.

On the other hand, the UWC shows little effect of style as such.

If anything, as the frequency tables show for long environments, there
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is a move away from Standard reflexes of (aa/so), a fronting, and

within the (aa/ O3I-2) range, stays about constant in frequency

(38?; in CS, 32-36?b in VLS) and [j$:J increases slightly (8/ and 19?;
in long environments). In addition, ^3^ shows the same propensity

to appear in lento speech that [.aJ did in Scotland, and it may do so

in any environment. As both the fronting and the V2 centralisation

show up most clearly between RPS and VLS (RPS frequencies are

about 9fo; [V 3] , 8-14/), there may be some kind of process relating

the two tendencies, perhaps a kind of "backness harmony" constraint,

whereby, if the V2 is non-back, the V1 must be also. It must be noted

that [o^D was the rarest of the variants, and [Xj never appeared
in my Northumbrian data as a V2 of (aa/x) ) variants.

The LVC, like the equivalent classes in Scotland, does not use

localised forms in NME /aa/ words in formal speech styles; instead

those words having (ecTf forms in the Standard are pronounced most

often with the localised reflex of NME /"X)/- the two classes are

merged. Very little change in reflex pattern happens otherwise,

however.

(aar/^^r) is also class- and style-tied, exhibiting a pattern

similar to (r). The majority use of uvularised forms is a mark of

VC membership, and both the MC and LVC, but not the UVC, use more

C=»*l as stylistic formality increases. The variants given under

(aar/t)Dr)-3 include about 10/ for the LVC in CS; these were

the only cases of this pronunciation. The occurrence of

does not seem to be dependent on class, and only for the MC on style;

however, it does depend on other factors (see overleaf).
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TABLE 3.1-3C; FREQUENCY OF (aa/ Op) VARIANTS BY SEX; WOQLER:

CLASS/SEX V1 -SHORT V1 -LONG V2--SHORT V2-L0NG (aar/ DD r)
%(aa/ DO)- 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

MC-M 44 56 0 54 46 0 15 62 23 0 90 10 57 36 7
MC-F 60 40 0 65 35 0 75 22 3 51 47 2 88 5 7

UWC-M 19 80 1 21 76 3 1 57 42 0 82 18 10 70 20
UWC-F 58 42 0 66 34 0 15 62 23 14 77 9 53 45 2

TABLE 3.1- 3D: FREQUENCY OF ( aa/ ^3) VARIANTS BY AGE: W00LER:

CLASS/SEX V1 -SHORT V1 -LONG V2--SHORT V2-L0NG (aar/^Dr)
5^(aa/ TO)- 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

39- 42 58 0 50 46 4 22 53 25 27 62 11 56 41 3
40-55 69 31 0 65 35 0 22 58 20 10 84 6 51 42 7
55+ 25 75 0 30 65 5 23 50 27 12 74 14 20 56 24 •

(aa/33) seems quite markedly sex-tied at Wooler in all environments.

Again, women tend to favour the more prestigious varieties. Where

upglided diphthongs are common, as among the MC, the main female

marker is the use of (aa/o:> Il)-1, C°co-^e©j| ;any such forms from

other class groups are nearly always received from women. Where

these diphihongs are not frequent, the main point of difference is in

the backness of the V1; among the UWC, £0:]] tends to be used more

often by females, by males. In addition, the employment of

(conditioned with these class groups in lento speech) is found

most often in men's speech. Females also favour non-uvularised

reflexes of (aar/D3 r), these forms being 43-47?- more common in their

speech, than in that of men from the same class.
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Forms characteristic of higher-prestige groups are also more

frequently used by the young and middle-aged than the old. Back V1's

are a majority or near-majority among speakers under 40, but are only

found about a quarter to a third of the time with the over-55 group.

Although all groups have similar proportions of V2 variants in short

environments, \vq} in long environments is more characteristic of

younger persons' speech, and appears twice as often here as in the

other cases. The difference between short and long environment Y2

frequencies is also getting less; possibly, [oGd] is conditioned by

environment somehow in older people's speech, and the young do not

have this (unknown) conditioning factor. The Mc characteristic non-

uvularised varieties of (aar/ODr) are also typical of the usage of

speakers under 55> appearing at the expense of both and any

original forms - in fact, only the oldest age group has any

significant frequency of \/o9^ ot)bJ , and the highest frequencies in

the other tables appear where there are the most over-55 speakers in

any group. It also means that, since this reflex never occurs in

NME /or/ words, a functional contrast of the type or

I>] / Co a] is being lost with the young. This may well reflect a

sound change in progress.^

TABLE 5«1-5E: (aa/ 00) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: W00LER;

(aa/ Or? )V1 (aa/ CO )V2 (aar/ OOr)
FACTOR SHORT LONG SHORT LONG (aar/ 2D r)
CLASS + + + -f +

STYLE* +(MC),0(WC) 0(MC) +(MC),0(WC) +(MC),0(WC) +(MC,LWC)
-fuvc)
+(LWC)

O(Uk'C)

SEX + + + + +

AGE + + 0 + +



GS MAJORITY FORMS : (aa/ DO) = MC [o: -e:J ; WC [p;LWC [/:"]
(aar/^rf = MC CoH ; UWC.LWC [> rJ.

MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS : fo£> ; {jpTl
; (e :-«.(£ JWC CHARACTERISTIC POEMS ; Ce: ^t€J (long environments)',^;?]

WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS : (aar/D9 r) :
CHARACTERISTIC FORMS OF OLDER SPEAKERS: Jj6:J ; [o^^oDbJ = (aar/oor).

3.1-4: BELLINGHAM:

TABLE 3.1-4A: (aa/tO) BY CLASS AND STYLE: BELLINGHAM:

V1-■SHORT V2-•SHORT (aar/ ?Dr)

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS EPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 188 200 200 200 106 120 170 167 200* 200* 200* 200*
UWC 140 143 145 153 099 108 106 107 173 150 140 143
LWC 112 105 129 143 O65 065 087 083 100* 100 100* 122

V1-■LONG V2-■LONG

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 200 200 200 200* 100 109 146 160*
TJWC 142 141 149 170 108 117 106 132
LWC 122 135 123 150 084 100 098 106
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TABLE 3.1-4B; FREQUENCY OF (aa/ DO) VARIANTS IN CS AM) VIS: BELLINGHAK

CS

CLASS V1 -SHORT V1-L0NG V2--SHORT V2-L0NG (aar/ D^r)
%(aa/ 0D)~ 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

MC 88 12 0 100 0 0 6 94 0 0 100 0 100 ' 0 C
UWC 40 6o 0 44 54 2 8 83 9 11 86 3 64 36 0
LWC 12 88 0 44 56 0 0 65 35 2 80 "18 0 100 0

WLS

CLASS V1 -SHORT V1-L0NG Y2--SHORT V2-L0NG (aar/ 20r)
yo(aa/OD)- 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

MC 100 0 0 100 0 0 67 33 0 60 40 0 100 0 0
UWC 53 47 0 71 29 0 23 61 16 34 64 2 43 57 0
LWC 43 57 0 50 50 0 8 67 25 15 81 6 22 78 0

(aa/0"D) seems to Be dependent on class and style at Bellingham

with a clearer pattern than at Wooler; only insignificant crossovers

in score are found. In CS, the main class difference is between the

MC and VC groups in the backness of the V1. The former class is

characterised by a nearly exclusive use of [oH in this style, and a

complete avoidance of uvularised reflexes of (aar/oor) in any style.

The LV.'C is separated oi. from the UWC by the appearance of significant

frequencies of £V"2Tj nuclei (most common before dentals, as the higher

frequency in short environments shows) in casual speech, and in

exclusive use of (aar/o:?r)-2 in the same style. Front V1's

(usually [V:] ) appear especially frequently in short environments.

The UWC has a variant choice pattern, as expected, in between the

other two groups, with [e:^ the CS majority form except before /r/,
but jj5:J being found most often for (aar/ ODt) . No class uses [/V©]
nuclei very much in CS.
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Interestingly enough, [_e: -^Ifjwas extremely rare in this town -

12 examples in all were recorded, and only one case of [f.o'J. |W]
and the like never appeared for (aar/09r)« The NME /a,"3,/ (<0E /&&/)

and jOD / classes seem very close to merger in this part of
14

Northumberland, at least over the stylistic range I have recorded.

Front unrounded nuclei were not found to participate significantly

in any variation pattern of (aa/oo), but as all examples came from

Y/C speakers in CS and FS, the general tendency of distribution of

localised reflexes found in the other towns hold, as far as can be

ascertained.

The effects of style on (aa/ are varied, but mostly show

the expected trend. MC speakers correct by increasing frequencies of

[offij in formal styles; this is the majority form in Y/LS. This is the

most Standard-like form found toary significant extent in this town;

has a very low frequency (on average about 4c/o). The UY/C, as

formality increases, also tend toward higher proportions of CvcJ
(less markedly than the HC), and of forms with back V1's. In short

environments, especially before dentals, in Y/LS, ["atf is found as a V2
to a significant, though small, extent; this is another case of TYsJ
conditioned in lento styles as the RPS frequency is only 6%,(aar/oD r)

shows a curious style variation pattern for this class; the less-

prestigious uvularised actually occurs more often in formal

than casual styles. This cannot be due to the speech rate in Y/LS

either; \^)ij is found to a 60/= extent in RPS. It simply seems that

there is a large fluctuation in the pronunciation of (aar/^lr) by

this class (and perhaps other factors are important here), and in any

case, the U¥C variant distribution is intermediate to the other two
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groups in all styles.

The LWC shows the expected pattern as formality increases; in

short environments especially, backer V1's become more common, and

£v*] proportions increase at the expense of j]vsj > also, some

significant proportion of (aar/DOr)-1 occurs in more formal styles.

It must be pointed out that with this group, as with the equivalent

class at Wooler, Cvs] is not conditioned by speech rate, and is less

common in V/LS than in the other styles.

TABLE 5.1-4C: FREQUENCY OF (aa/ DO) VARIANTS BY SEX: BELLINGHAM:

class/sex V1 -SHORT V1 -LONG V2--SHORT V2-L0NG (aar/ 00 r)
/(aa/ 05)- 1 2 5 1 2 5 1 2 5 1 2 5 1 2 5

UWC-M 21 79 0 25 75 2 2 85 15 5 92 5 6 94 o
trwc-F 79 21 0 76 25 1 55 60 7 26 74 0 80 20 0

LWC-M 9 91 0 17 82 1 5 66 51 1 86 15 0 100 0
LWC-F 61 59 0 51 49 0 7 76 17 7 95 0 18 75 7

TABLE 5.1-4D; FREQUENCY OF (aa/ 90) VARIANTS BY AGE; BELLINGHAM:

AGE V1 -short V1-L0NG V2--short V2-L0NG (aar/ oor)
/(aa/ 95)- 1 2 5 1 2 5 1 2 5 1 2 5 1 2 5

59- 45 55 0 45 54 1 5 87 10 7 85 10 28 71 1
40-55 54 66 0 59 60 1 18 65 19 14 79 7 44 56 0
55+ 77 25 0 75 27 0 55 59 8 20 80 0 49 48 5

At Bellingham, the sex-tying pattern is once again regular. As

at Vooler, women of the top class broken down use more back V1's (50/4

difference) and upgliding diphthongs (20/ difference) than men, and
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show a preference for non-uvularieed. (aar/oDr) forms. The last

are rare among UVC men. The LVC women share the UVC group's

preference for back V1's and. avoid down-/ingliding variants relative

to men, and also have a significant percentage of (aar/ c:>r)-1, [j):l ,

which men never have. In all cases, the women prefer the more

prestigious form favoured by higher class groups; even , as I

have said, is typical of MC casual speech.

As the age table above may show distortion because of the lack

of men in the oldest group, I treat men and women separately when

discussing this type of variation, (aa/ To) forms with back first

elements are actually favoured in the speech of younger age groups

at least in short environments, contrary to the table. Taking the

women alone, (oj as a V1 occurs in 90/ of the cases in short

environments given by the youngest group, compared to 77/ for the

oldest. However, all female age groups have about 75-77/'* £°J in long

environments. Younger men also use more back vowels than the middle-

aged; taking both environments, the frequencies are 50-53?* f°r those

under, and 6-15?* over, 40. Again, the young seem to be tending to

adopt forms more typical of higher class groups who define the local

Standard. There is, however, no change in (aar/ t>?>r) frequencies;

non-uvularisedvariants are found in 2-6/ of the cases for men of all

ages, and younger women have them 55/ of the time compared to the

oldest group's 49/« Monophthongs seem to be favoured by the young at

the expense of both types of diphthongs. Among the women, £o©3 is
getting rarer. It is found over 20/ (up to 40/) of the time in

utterances from the over-40 age groups, but only 7-8/ with those under

40. The same thing is happening with [V2]variants with men - over-40
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speakers use them 15-27^ of the time, younger speakers 1-12Jo. As [v
frequencies for women and jvcO for men are at about the same

insignificant level, the net preference of the young is for mono-

phthongal £o:J . This too may be due to the standardisation process,

combined with a change in the value found in the local Standard, as

expressed by the younger women's rejection of [ott] .

TABLE 3.1-4B: (aa/ to) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: BELLINGHAM:

(aa/oO) V1 (aa/:^ ) V2 (aar/ Djjr)

factor short long short long

class + + + + +

style'* + + + + + (mc,uwc),-(uwc)
sex + + + + +

age + + +(m),-(f) +(m),-(F) 0

* - \j~d] favoured in lento speech by UWC speakers.

CS MAJORITY FOBMS: (aa/ 0O): MC Co-] ; UWC LWC
(aar/ GOr): MC,UWClj3 :] ; LWC [p;6.]

MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: \p: ^-ocQ ;[p:J
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: [1©: ^© 3 -^/a-^os] , Fe: -*l/J(rare

Ce ? J(rare).

3.1-3: CONCLUSIONS:

At the end of the treatment of each variable, I summarise my

findings in outline form. For (aa/ OD):

HAWICK:

1. Class variations Q$:] , [Orr] are the majority forms for all
classes.

a. Significant frequency. of [pffl] is an MC marker.•J

b. » at least in CS, is an MC marker.
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c. » te:rJ in NI-IE /aa/ words included here ii an LVC

characteristic form.

d. GXif] is conditioned before dentals in lento styles, and

is favoured by VC groups.

2. Style variation:

a. favoured slightly in formal styles by KC speakers.

b. Localised /aa/ reflexes not found in formal styles.

c. Q):r1 favoured only by "borderline" class groups in formal

speech.

5» Lex variation:

a. Localised forms, favoured by VC males.

b. \oC>] favoured by LIIC, LVrC females.
c. C°:r J favoured by LV.'C females, perhaps because it is a

back rounded form.

4. Age variation:

none.

YETHOLK:

1. Class variation: As for Hawick, but [od)] less common.

2. Style variation: £e(:\] , £e:r] avoided in formal speech.

3. Sex variation: For (aa/DD), none. For (aar/o^r), like Hawick LV.'C.

4. Age variation: none,

WOOLEH:

1. Class variation;

a. Higher class groups prefer backer V1's and [o<reCj .

b. Lower class groups prefer fat'J , c)J nuclei and localised
/aa/ reflexes (LVC only).
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c. Uvularised (aar/ODr) reflexes are a WC marker.

d. d~\ conditioned "by speech rate in MC, WC speech, and

occurs (rarely) before dentals for the MC.

2. Style variation:

a. Backer V1's preferred by the MC in short environments in

formal styles. Localised forms avoided by the LWC.

b. £pcT[ preferred by the MC in formal speech.

c. For (aar/ "X*r), frequencies rise in formal styles.

3. Sex variation:

a. Women prefer backer V1's, upgliding diphthongs, and non-

uvularised (aar/ 3Dr) reflexes.

b. Men prefer fronter V1's, down/ingliding diphthongs,

uvularisedjps^J , and localised forms.
4. Age variation;

a. Younger speakers prefer backer V1's, and non-uvularised

/r/- combinations,

b. (aar/ 03r)-3t of all types, nearly exclusively used by

those over 55•

BELLINGHAM:

1. Class variation;

a. As for Wooler, but [oG?] only in more formal styles.
Localised front /aa/ reflexes rare.

*>. (yJ nuclei conditioned by speech rate with the UWC.

2. Style variation:

a. In formal speech, backer V1's and [vcO diphthongs favoured.

The MC, UWC also favour Q) f] = (aar/ 03r) •

3. Sex variation; as for Wooler.

4. Age variation:

a. Younger speakers prefer backer V1's, monophthongs, and non-

ntrilnri oq^ /-»'/ r>nm"h"i np + i onR .
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3.2; THE VARIABLE (aa/ai):

3.2-0; INTRODUCTION:

This variable involves the stressed vocalic nuclei of words

descending from two NME word classes; the /aa/ class (from OE /cj/

lengthened in open syllables, e.g. name, plate, rake, cake, dazed, etc.;

and the /ai/ class, e. g. rain, train, tail, pay, play, etc. Bath

classes give rise to Modem Standard English ^eij .

These two classes are merged in many Midland and Southern dialects

(though not in all: cf. Trudgill, 1974'74)» including Standard English,

and also in many Scots localised dialects, such as those of the Lothians,

the Glasgow area, and Ayrshire. The Border Area, however, seems to

have had, at one time, a distinction such as /aa/ = something like [j^J
vs. /ai/ =je(O) (Murray,1£73{104«5»144)« Furthermore, many /ai/ words
had in word-final position, and sporadically, [i^j appeared before

t*n] (Zai,1942:101-4). However, by the time of Vettstein's (1942:40)»
and Zai's (1942:40-3) studies, the two classes were merged underfe( :)J
(probably a close ^(:)j), except for the divergent developments
of /ai/. (esnj seemed to be the normal reflex of /aar air/ except
in one word.

There was no trace ofjj-^j in my Hawick or Yetholm data. The

only divergent /ai/ development I elicited was final [f'lJ in a few

lexical items, e.g. pay,way, May, gey (=very), ay (= always), clay,
15

stay, etc.,.and these seemed fairly rare at Hawick . I have accordingly
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taken NME /aa/ and /ai/ as merged and treat them as one variable

(aa/ai) when analysing Border Scots.

TheO] forms seem to be typical of VC casual speech, but I
have not treated them in the range of this variable. This extends

(: )^e(:) j--e(: ^over the following values: ^e e(:) ^>e(: )^e(:) ^e(:) .

Before /r/, the upgliding diphthongs never occur, but anjtjis
sometimes (generally at Hawick) found in between the Ue(:)] and [jr J .

The occurrence of this brief glide did not seem dependent on any of

the four factors I examined. The most common value for (aa/ai) was

Ct(Ol in all environments.

Earlier surveys such as Orton and Halliday (1962) have shown

that /aa/ was kefi" apart from /ai/ in at least some varieties of

Northumbrian. At Wark (1.5)» /aa/ words such as spade, rake, paste,

bake have , and /ai/ words such as hay, main, nail, way,

, although there is some confusion of classes. (Orton

and Halliday, 1962:1.24; 1.6.3; 1.7.6; II.8.3; II.9.9; III.2.2.;

IV.3.8; IV.9.3; V.11.2). At Lowick (1.1), the classes do seem to

merge as all the above have £e:^e$J . Before /r/, there seems to

be no consistent pattern; /aa ai/ + /r/ =| l> e Ob *0 3^3 (ibid:
III.4.5; III.10.2; IV.11.8; V.2.5; VI.2.1). On the basis of the

17
isolative forms and the evidence of East Yorkshire dialects and

other Northern varieties, I assume that Cl-^represents the original

/aar/ reflex, but the picture is far from clear. The two classes in

my data in this position seemed to be merged, but this was not

necessarily true isolatively. Accordingly, I have treated (aa) and

(ai) separately except before /r/.
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The range of both variables in the two Northumbrian towns I

worked in included all the Border Scots (long) values plus £e;u>e£>"^9^
It*w] , and, in combination with /r/, Q?: eaVpj^eD
I used the same key scale in scoring (aa) and (ai) as they have the

same range. Even though appears for both (aa)/(ai) and the

/r/-combinations, there was no merger between the two; forms with

as the V2 for the isolative vowels outnumbered those with[V] by 9 to

1, and people tending to use downglided diphthongs like these had

uvularised (aar/air) reflexes for the most part.

For the isolative vowels in all areas, I gave the top score,

300, to the diphthongs ending in , since they are identical with

or close to the Standard form. Monophthongs received 200, [ep,^e(:) '

100, and Clt] 000, since it is the farthest away from the Standard

pronunciation.

For Northumbrian (aar/air), the Standard reflex, pf.s] received

a score of 200, the non-uvularised 100, and all uvularised

forms 000. This is roughly parallel to the (aar/ DDr) scale in

that the localised varieties get the lowest score. Thus:

Key (aa/ai): (aa/ai)-1 = [eJ = 300.

(aa/ai)-2 = [e(:/] = 200.

(aa/ai )-3 = [e (:) = 100.

(aa/ai)-4 = = 000.

Key (aar/air) (aar/air)-1 =Jesj= 200.

(aar/air)-2 = 100.

(aar/air)-3 = ] - 000.
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I have not analysed environments where only monophthongs appear,

such as before /r/ for Scotland. Neither have I treated /aa/ in

long environments in Northumbrian. NME /aa/.^ cannot appear word-
finally, and before intervocalic /r/ is universally [V]. Not enough
examples were furnished in other long environments to analyse,

although the minimal pair daze/days was on my word list; this

contrasts /aa/ and /ai/. All speakers merged the two; this may

illustrate that, at least in the more formal styles, the two variables

in this position have similar environments and can be taken as

identical.

A few notes must ncW be added on varieties grouped together in

the scoring. For isolative (aa/ai), both close and open varieties

of \e(:)J and retracted types of each occurred in my data. In

Scotland, the choice of height of monophthongs was greatly dependent

on sex, with women having higher proportions of the closer variants.

In Northumberland, it was not so much the height that was sex-tied,

but the peripherality. Retracted varieties were more common among

men than women, especially among V/C men. MC speakers favoured the

more open monophthongs when they used one; WC speakers, the closer

types.

Two different (aar/air) types differing in the height of the

nuclei vowel also appeared in Northumberland - a common one,

beginning with^J , and a rarer one starting with £e"] . No [/-I'types
were elicited for this variable. The forms with higher V1's were

most common among older speakers in Vooler, especially in the more

formal styles. They were mainly found in /air/ words here; rather
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than this indicating that /aar/ and /air/ are not merged, I have a

feeling some conditioning factor is involved, similar to that

involving Dd (see below). Such forms were rare in Bellingham, but

as the largest frequencies, about 9/» occurred in LY/C speech and the

MC had consistent [£l, there is perhaps some slight class dependency

indicated for height of (aar/air) in this town.

5.2-1: HAWICK?

TABLE 5.2-1A: (aa/ai) BY CLASS AMD STYLE: HAVICKc

SHORT ENVIRONMENTS LONG ENVIRONMENTS

CLASS CS PS RPS VLS CS PS RPS VLS

TWO 225 225 227 218 230 228 230 226
LMC 207 205 210 217 214 208 215 207
UV/C 206 212 209 201 206 204 212 209
LWC 189* 195 204 194 200 200 204 194

GRAPHS

300

240

180

120

060

000

SHORT

:===tJ&£N

CS PS EPS WLS

300:

240

180

120

060

000

LONG
'

it t
■

|
J tA<L

CS PS RPSVLS
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TABLE 5.2-1B: FREQUENCY OF (aa/ai) VARIANTS BY CLASS IK CS AND WLS: HAV/ICK',

CS

CLASS SHORT LONG

$(aa/ai)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

CMC 29 67 4 0 30 70 0 0
LMC 7 93 0 0 14 86 0 0
uwc 8 90 2 0 9 89 2 0
LVC 11 67 22 0 0 100 0 0

VLS

CLASS SHORT LONG

$(aa/ai)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

UMC 20 78 2 0 26 74 0 0
LMC 17 83 0 0 7 93 0 0
UWC 8 86 6 0 9 91 0 0
LV/C 7 80 13 0 3 88 9 0

The distribution by class is somewhat parallel to (aa/ DO),

which, after all, is also a modern high-mid vowel. Again, similar

proportions of tec] , like to 0d] are found in all styles in the

examples coming from the IJMCj the LMC only shows them in long

environments in CS, and elsewhere only in some styles, notably BPS

(10-17$ frequency). The other classes use it rarely, for the most

part, and so it seems to be an MC marker. The LV/C are set apart by

a significant frequency of fe(: , as with {/K:)^j > in CS; this
reflex is conditioned again by dentals (especially [t n gj ), and,
though the table above does not show it,is favoured in lento speech as

well (EPS short environment frequency is 1$). It Is rare in long
environments. However, [e(:)] of some type is the majority form for
all classes in all styles.

However, (aa/ai) does not seem to be as style-tied as (aa/ DO).
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Only one class, the LMC, shows any significant change in variant

pattern over the stylistic range; these speakers increase [etj
proportions by 10/ in short environments, and. even this is at the

borderline of significance. It should be noted, however, that (l)

there are no localised reflexes of (aa/ai) as different from the

Standard as the [eC*)! forms found for (aa/ 03); (2) less prestigi
forms such as are rarer than r<xoA) Prom this, I might

guess that people's attention in formal speech would be drawn more

toward selecting prestigious varieties of (aa/00) than (aa/ai).

TABLE 3.2-1C: FREQUENCY OF (aa/ai) VARIANTS BY SEX: HAWICK:

CLASS/SEX SHORT LONG

f0(aa/ai )- 1 2 5 4 1 2 5 4

UMC-M 30 69 1 0 55 66 1 0
UMC-F 20 78 2 0 24 76 0 0

LMC-M 0 100 0 0 6 92 2 0
LMG-F 15 85 0 0 15 85 0 0

UVC-M 5 95 2 0 1 97 2 0
UWC-F 15 85 2 0 15 85 2 0

LWC-M 0 90 10 0 0 94 6 0
LWC-F 18 81 1 0 15 85 2 0

TABLE 3.2-1D; FREQUENCY OF (aa/ai) VARIANTS BY AGE: HAWICK:

AGE SHORT LONG

/o(aa/ai)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

39- 9 85 6 0 10 85 5 o
40-55 18 81 1 0 18 81 1 0
55+ 12 85 3 0 10 88 2 0
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As frequency differences between the two extreme age groups

show no preference for any variant, there is no dependency on age

for (aa/ai) in this town. The slightly higher proportions of (aa/ai)-1

among the middle-aged are probably more due to sample class

characteristics (see p.UB).

Some sex-tying is exhibited, however. Where the typical UNC

by-form [)e is found to a significant extent among speakers of other

class groups, it is, expectedly, only for the women of that class.

However, there is a preference for OJ within the UMC shown by men;
this seems to be another case of UMC females not having to show

especial preference of highly prestigious forms, since the whole

UMC's usage defines the local standard anyway. , the least

prestigious reflex, may be a male form with the class (LWC) that uses

it most, although the frequencies are too small to be sure of this.

If this were true, it would be an example of the "normal" variation

pattern.

TABLE 5.2-1E: (aa/ai) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: HAWICK:

FACTOR (aa/ai) SHORT (aa/ai) LONG

CLASS + +

STILE* +(LMC);0(otherwise) 0
SEX + +

AGE 0 0

♦ = &(.fl conditioned before dentals, and, to some extent, by
speech rate in LWC speech.
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CS MAJORITY FORMS: &(:)],
MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: £eI
LVC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: C.e"

^:rj for all classes.

5.2-2: YETHOLM'.

TABLE 5.2-2A: (aa/ai) BY CLASS ANI) STYLE: YETHOLM:

SHORT LONG

CLASS CS FS HPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 210 214 211 203 217 205 222* 200
WC 200 206 203 201 200 203 209 204

GRAPHS

SHORT LONG

500

240

180

120

060

000

[AC
t Wi -

os f3 RpS wls

300

240

180

120

060

000

5k-

cs fs rps wls
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TABLE 3.2-2B; FREQUENCY OF (aa/ai) VARIANTS IN CS AND VLS: YETHOLM:

CS

CLASS SHORT LONG

%(aa/ai)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 10 90 0 0 17 83 0 0

VC 4 92 4 0 2 96 2 0

WLS

CLASS SHORT LONG

^(aa/ai)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 3 97 0 0 0 100 0 0
WC 2 97 1 0 4 96 0 0

Although it can be said that the Standard-like (aa/ai)-1 is a

MC marker, at least in CS, since this class is the only one with

significant frequencies, there is otherwise very little class

variation of (aa/ai) in Yetholm, at least with the breakdown of

variants I use here. Furthermore, as formality increases, all

classes eliminate all possible variants but monophthongs in their

speech. This unorthodox correction pattern among MC speakers is

hard to explain; reasons may be that there are such low proportions

of other variants anyhow, plus attention being directed to the

& (:)] / D? (:2 contrast instead. This seems very important here,

and in more formal styles, those groups, such as the MC (44-50%

Df («)]) and WC women (48-53%)» who tend to use close monophthongs
tend to favour more open ones. It must be noted that at least the V1

of the Standard English reflex is more open than cardinal [e^j , and
1 8

such speakers may be conforming to that.
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TABLE 3.2-2C; FREQUENCY OF (aa/ai) VARIANTS BY SEX: YETKOLM:

class/sex short long
%(aa/ai)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

WC-M 3 96 1 0 6 92 2 0
WC-F 5 94 1 0 3 97 0 0

TABLE 3«2-2D: FREQJJENCY OF (aa/ai) VARIANTS BY AGE; YETHOLM:

AGE SHORT LONG

?taa/ai)- 1234 1234

39- 3 96 1 0 4 95 1 0
40-55 7 93 0 0 9 91 0 0

As all sex and age groups have nearly consistent (aa/ai)-2,
these factors play little part in the variation pattern here, at

least according to this analysis of possible forms. However, the

height of monophthongs is sex-tied: close £?(:)] is found 48-53%
of the time in women's speech, 13-16^ in men's. There is no

significant age dependency for closeness of [}(:)] , however.

TABLE 3»2-2E: (aa/ai) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: YETHOLM:

FACTOR (aa/ai) SHORT (aa/ai) LONG

CLASS + (casual styles) + (casual styles)
STYLE - (MC) 0 (VC) - (MC) 0 (VC)
SEX 0 0
AGE 0 0
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CS MAJORITY FORMS: MC [e(:)l, [§:rl ; VC [e(:)] , fe:rl
: te 0 (also WC female;.MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS

WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: None.

5.2-5: WOOLER:

TABLE 5.2-5A: (aa) and (ai) BY CLASS AND STYLE: WOOLER:

(aa)-SHORT (ai)-SHORT

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 200 196 215 250 129* 205 203 226
UWC 125* 104 120 125 050* 077 113 126
LWC 141 065* 108 111 040* 118 109 117

(ai)-LONG (air/aar)

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 190 229 222 236 120 114 148 156
UWC 158 159 152 117 100 100 070 081
LWC 117 148 132 140 004 014 011* 000

GRAPHS

(aa)-SHORT
500

240

180

120

060

000

(ai)-SHORT
300

JAC 240

180
i

V i

120

060

000

\
\

1

a- ■ J WLS '
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(ai)-LONG

300

240

180

120

060

000

» ■ <

i

-cs- cs FS HPS WLS

TABLE 5.2-5B: FREQUENCY OF (aa) AMD (ai) VARIANTS IN CS AED WLS
BY CLASS: WOOLER:

CS

CLASS (aa)-SHORT (ai )-SHORT (ai)-LONG (aar/air)
%(aa/ai)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3

MC 40 30 20 10 14 14 57 15 25 45 25 5 33 53 14
UWC 11 12 63 11 0 25 0 75 6 36 41 14 24 52 24
LWC 0 59 23 18 0 33 0 67 0 39 39 22 0 4 96

VLS

CLASS (aa)-SHORT (ai)-SHORT (ai)-LONG (aar/air)
^(aa/ai)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3

MC 72 11 13 4 62 17 7 14 64 15 13 8 56 44 0
UVC 7 44 17 32 10 36 25 29 0 39 38 23 23 34 43
LVC 0 37 36 27 0 45 18 37 0 48 44 8 0 0 100

The (ai)-short frequencies are perhaps questionable here, due to

less than ten examples given for each group; therefore, I also list

FS frequencies for this variable:
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TABLE 5.2-2C: FREQUENCY OF (ai) IN SHORT ENVIRONMENTS IN FS BY CLASS: WOOLER

CLASS (ai) SHORT
%(ai)- 1 2 5 4

MC 54 14 14 18
UWC 0 15 46 . 59
LWC 0 0 40 60

The graphs show that the MC is set off from the WC groups with

respect to isolative (aa) and (ai), although some crossovers occur

between the WC and LWC. Middle class speakers are characterised by

significant proportions of [etj in all styles; this, indeed, is

their majority form in short environments (taking cases where enough

instances were received) for both (aa) and (ai). The other reflexes,

especially £e£j and [j£J, are characteristic of WC usage, at least

in the more casual styles. In CS, the main differences for (aar/air)

occur between the MC and UWC on one hand, most of whom have some non-

uvularised reflex, and the LWC on the other, who show nearly

consistent (aar/air)-3. The usual pattern of class variation seems

to be once more borne out.

There is also style-tying, but different reflexes of (aa/ai)

are favoured by different classes. The MC tends toward greater use

of Cet3 f°r (aa/ai) and [V.sl for (aar/air) in more formal speech;

these, of course, are the Standard English forms. The UWC tends to
increase Ce=] frequencies at the expense of [e£ - ifj , at least in
short environments; not much change is found for long (ai), however.

The same situation is shown for (aar/air) as for (aar/ 3!>r);

uvularised forms become more frequent with increasing formality. The
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same hypothesis may hold: as long as UWC speakers have significant

proportions of (aar/air)-1 and -2, they can be distinguished from the

class below them on the social scale, and the actual percentage does

not matter.

The LWC pattern of correction of isolative (aa) and (ai) is

rather strange (no effect is shown on (aar/air) ) and perhaps needs

special comment, because of its relationship to the status of (aa)

and (ai) as separate variables. The question is, are these two nuclei

merged at Wooler or not? At first sight, it would seem that they are

not, at least in casual styles with WC speakers. The CS majority

forms for the LVC are: (aa) short =\eij ; (ai) short ={idj 5 (ai) long
= ^e: etj. The pattern in short environments is curious
especially as previous studies (Orton and Halliday:19^2, to mention

one) show that where the nuclei are separate, it is always (aa) that

has the higher V1. Consider the Orton and Halliday (1962) examples

given in the introduction for the Cumbrian dialects: (2.1«6, 3.1-4,

and some Northwest Yorkshire ones, e. g. Dentdale). Here, NME /aa/ =

£ta] , and NME /ai/ = £e: ^ Zi]* In the North and East of Yorkshire

(dialects 6.1-4, 9-11 ,15,19,25,28 ) , /aa/ =[&], and /ai/ = fed],
for the most part. This pattern is quite likely for historical

reasons; /ai/ monophthongised to a: or : after /aa/ had already

raised from these positions, and therefore, it developed "in the wake"

of /aa/, the latter nucleus always being higher. Here, at Wooler,

my LWC data implies a crossover; this is not impossible (e.g. there

could, say, have been a peripherality difference between (aa) and (ai)

reflexes, that permitted (ai) to raise unimpeded), but there seems

to be a plausible alternative to a postulated crossover, or the un-

1 9
likely event of merger and demerger along etymological lines.
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This pother explanation iruns as follows • As stated

before, Orton and Halliday (1962) show the two classes to be merged

at nearby Lowick. In my data, (aa) appeared before all kinds of

consonants; make, take, name, face, place, case and words in -ation

were the most frequent examples. However, short /ai/ appeared about

three-quarters of the time before /n 1 d/. Examples include main,

rain, train, rail, tail, and past tense forms such as paid. Thus

there is a bias toward pre-dental environments for short (ai), but

not (aa). In this town, (aa/showed some tendency to develop a

centring or lowering offglide in this position; the presence of an

V2 in the LVC majority forms for (ai) but not (aa) may be an

example of the same process. But how about the higher first elements

in dental environments?

This, too, in that it must have involved a raising before these

consonants, shows a typical English tendency in sound change.

Examples of context-sensitive raisings of [ej to fji] are quite
common in the history of the language, and they often involve dental

or palatal environments (cf. Lass (1976: 177>179»182-3 for at least

five examples of this for various periods of English). The [iff]
examples in Orton and Halliday for HME /ai/ also involved pre-dental

position. Perhaps this type of change has applied to this vocalic

nucleus in Northumbrian and created a distribution of it as [jx]before
dentals, elsewhere. Then, the two vowels could be taken as

merged in Vooler, with the differences being environmentally

conditioned. I myself believe this to be the most reasonable

hypothesis.
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Note that, in WLS, the majority form is J^e:_j for both isolative
(aa) and (ai), and the second most common form is [e?-l not before

dentals, [kl before dentals. In this case, the tendency in formal

speech is not only toward the more prestigious [e:^] , but toward a

primary reflex which is the same in all environments. This may be

the true effect, of style on (aa/ai) where the LWC are concerned.

TABLE 5.2-3D: FREQUENCY OF (aa/ai) VARHHTS BY SEX: WOOLER:

CLASS/SEX (aa) SHORT (ai) SHORT (ai) LONG (aar/air)
/(aa/ai)- 1234 1234 1234 123

MC-M 0 25 56 19 0 11 41 48 5 34 51 10 48 32 20
MC-F 65 25 10 0 65 29 3 3 60 39 1 0 39 60 1

UWC-M 0 23 35 42 0 21 35 44 1 34 32 33 15 22 63
UWC-F 16 47 20 17 12 40 31 17 9 61 24 6 29 62 9

TABLE 3.2-3E: FREQUENCY OF (aa/ai) VARIANTS BY AGE; WOOLER:

AGE (aa) SHORT (ai) SHORT (ai) LONG (aar/air)
$>(aa/ai )- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3

39- 24 27 26 23 21 24 25 30 21 41 25 14 23 51 26
40-55 18 40 26 16 24 41 24 11 10 64 23 3 31 48 21
55+ 17 38 25 21 19 31 22 28 13 39 31 17 20 8 72

(aa/ai) is quite strongly sex-tied here. red, in fact, seems to

be exclusively a female form in short, and nearly so in long

environments. WC women also favour Ce:l , while the men tend toward

high frequencies of £e £ IXJ for both (aa) and (ai) in all
environments. Downglided variants are even the majority form for MC

men. M combinations are also sex-tied; women have a preference for
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non-uvularised reflexes (especially fj,:J , the MC majority form in CS)
while men prefer (aar/air)-3.

There is not enough difference in variant choice between the

extreme age groups for isolative (aa) or (ai) to be dependent on age

at Wooler, but (aar/air) is in the same way as (r) and (aar/sOr);

the oldest group is distinguished by high proportions of uvularised

forms, while the local Standard variant, (jfcl is typical of the speech

of people under 55* Both sex and age thus exhibit the expected

pattern at Vooler for (ad/ait).

TABLE 3.2-3F: (aa) ABB (ai) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: WOOLER;

factor (aa) short (ai) short (ai) lohg (aar/air)

class + + + +

style +(mc,lwc),o(uwc) +(mc,lvc),o(uvc) +(mc) ,-(uv/c) ,
0(lvc

sex + + + +

age 0 0 0 +

CS MAJORITY FORMS: MC: (aa^ short, (ai) long
(ai) short = fe{l
(aar/air) = fjE : J

UWC: Ce t\ or 0x7. (aar/air^ = [c:7
LWC:je:J or fcfj . (aar/air) = [f -9*]
( 0*7 forms favoured before dentals).

MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: Ce^I (females only), (ei~] (also WC females,
all groups in formal styles):J = (aar/air).

WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: 0*7 • & ' 3*3 = (aar/air).
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3.2-4: BELLINGHAM:

TABLE 3.2-4A: (aa) AND (ai) BY CLASS AMD STYLE: BELLINGHAM:

(aa)-SHORT (ai)-SHORT

CLASS CS FS RPS VLS CS FS RPS VLS

MC 250 225* 275 240 250* 250 243* 244*
UVC 156 120 141 190 140 144 161 185
LWC 033 078 083 123 067* 106 095 118

(ai)-LONG (aar/air)

CLASS CS FS RPS VLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 200 220 233* 256* 127 118 175* 200*
UVC 142 164 179 170 093 103 084 115
LVC 128 125 126 110 032 047 050 071

GRAPHS

300

240

180

120

060

000

(aa)-SHORT

(ai)-LONG

I
- -

-1 1

f

Q T7

cac

Q1 P" OQ UT.Q

(ai)-SHORT

CS FS EPS VLS

(aar/air)

"US FS EPS US F3 HPS VLS
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TABLE 5.2-4B: FREQUENCY OF (aa) AMD (ai) VARIANTS IN CS AM) \VLS:
BELLINGHAM:

CS

CLASS (aa)-SHORT (ai)-SHORT (ai)-LONG (aar/air)
/(aa/ai)- 1 • 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3

MC 20 80 0 0 50 50 0 0 7 86 7 0 31 65 4
UWC 11 52 18 19 0 60 20 20 11 38 32 19 24 45 31
LWC 0 7 19 74 0 o 67 33 0 39 50 11 0 32 68

WLS

CLASS (aa)-SHORT (ai)-SHORT (ai)-LONG (aar/air)
/(aa/ai)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3

MC 40 60 0 0 45 55 o 0 55 45 0 0 100 0 0
UWC 23 54 14 9 29 44 11 16 20 48 15 17 26 64 10
LWC 11 32 26 31 9 34 24 33 10 25 29 36 14 43 43

The usual patterns of variation are found for class and style

with (aa) and (ai) at Bellingham. The MC is characterised by a

preference for in all styles (relative to the other classes;

Qe:~] is the CS majority form). The UWC also has [e:^j most of the

time in casual speech, but also uses significant percentages of more

localised (eC- UZj. The LVC has an over-10/ frequency of fj only in

long environments, and the majority forms sire (e?2 for (ai), and

for (aa). These NME word classes are thus still separate in

most localised Bellingham speech, as was true for nearby Wark (cf.

page Ml). Similarly, (aar/air)-1 and -2 frequencies increase going

up the social scale, while the uvularised varieties are characteristic

of WC (LWC) speech.

In more formal styles, \et\ proportions increase for all groups

(most markedly with MC speakers), as do the non-uvularised (aar/air)
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variants, though only the MC shows conformity in this regard with

the national, rather than the local standard. The LWC does not show

so much any favouring of any variant in formal speech (although the

majority forms become either (e:j[ or Ci<I, depending on what follows;

is most common before dentals, and in final position, so much as

they merge (aa) and (ai); similar variant proportions occur in all

environments for both variables, in WIS.

TABLE 5.2-4C; FREQUENCY OF (aa) AND (ai) VARIANTS by SEX; BELLINGHAM:

class/sex (aa) SHORT (ai) SHORT (ai) LONG (aar/air)
%(aa/ai)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 ro -p». 1 2 3

UWC-M 2 34 25 39 5 35 26 34 3 36 37 24 18 31 51
UWC-F 26 67 6 1 32 62 6 0 29 65 5 1 32 67 1

LWC-M 0 8 18 74 0 11 37 51 0 30 43 27 2 35 53
LWC-F 7 46 34 13 9 23 64 5 8 49 35 8 11 43 36

TABLE 5»2-4D: FREQUENCY OF (aa) AM) (ai) VARIANTS BY AGE: BELLINGHAM:

AGE (aa) SHORT (ai) SHORT (ai) LONG (aar/air)
5&(aa/ai)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3

39- 5 49 19 27 11 49 21 19 9 44 31 16 22 53 25
40-55 12 37 16 35 14 37 22 27 8 49 26 17 16 39 45
55+ 31 49 15 5 26 32 38 4 25 55 14 6 35 54 11

Women show the expected preference for more prestigious (aa/ai)

realisations at Bellingham. Among the uv/c, both [[ef] and j[etT] are

most likely to appear in their speech, while the men of this class

favour downglided diphthongs; LWC women prefer {je:J or [eh] to the

men's M. Female speech also contains a higher proportion of non-
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uvularised (aar/air) forms than that of males, especially in the

UWC.

There is also some age-tying at Bellingham, although the table

above obscures it. The young seem to prefer for short

environments (aa) and (ai) especially; this form is used about 20-

25?' more often by the youngest than the oldest group of females, and

about 20?& by males of the same ages. These increases occur qt the

expense of [el] and tc] for women (frequency decline with younger-

aged speakers: 14/$ for \eC\ and 20/ for ^e£l ) and for men

(decline: about 30/). In addition, (aar/air) = [s.:J is found 39/
of the time with males, and 80/ v/ith females under 40, compared with

the oldest groups* respective 26/ and 54/« Over this age range,

uvularised varieties' frequencies drop from 71/$ "to 35/- (men) and 11/

to 2% (women). The young are tending to use variants typical of

local MC casual speech, and the trend toward fe0 (and [t:] ) is
parallel to that of (aa/39) toward [oij (and [pi] ).

TABLE 3.2-4E: (aa) AMD (ai) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY; BELLINGHAM:

FACTOR (aa) SHORT (ai) SHORT (ai) LONG (aar/air)

CLASS + + + +

STYLE* + + + +

SEX + + + +

AGE + + + +

* _ LVC speakers separate (aa) and (ai) in casual styles; this
distinction disappears in formal styles. Women and younger
speakers also favour the merger.
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CS MAJORITY FORMS: MC: [e:j ; [.£
UWC: Cp:J ; &
LWC: 0£] = (aa); [e&] = (ai); [f '3bj .

MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS; Cet] ; \£zj (in formal styles).
VC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS; £e£^Le,j ; •

3.2^-5; COHCLUSIONS;

HAWICK;

1. Class variation:

a« > [?:rJ 3X6 majority forms for all classes,

b. oa is an UMC marker.

C. te(:)e] is an LWC marker, and is conditioned by dentals.

2. Style variation: little, but the LMC favours [et] slightly in

short environments in formal styles.

3. Sex variation:

a. Outside the IMC, Uei3 is favoured by women.

b. Among the LWC, [e(0£] is favoured by men.

c. Women tend toward closer monophthongs than men.

4. Age variation: None.

YETHOLM:

1. Class variation:

a. Monophthongs are nearly exclusively used, but only the MC

has 10%+ frequencies of jet] . (je(:is rare.

b. The MC tends toward closer monophthongs (although this group

was composed of females only).

2. Style variation:

a. None; except, open C^(:)] favoured in formal speech.
3. Sex variation:

a. Women favour closer monophthongs. Otherwise, none.

£
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4. Age variation: Hone.

Y/OOLER:

1. Class variation:

a* CetJ- is only found, in significant proportions in all styles

in MC speech; the MC and UY/C favour non-uvularised (aar/air).

b. Downglided diphthongs, and uvularised (aar/air) are Y/C markers.

c. (aa) = (ai), but (j-0 is conditioned by dentals, in casual

styles.

2. Style variation:

a. In formal styles: MC tends toward higher proportions of \et]
and (aar/air) =00 .

b. Y/C members use £e0 as their majority form in Y/LS. Conditioning

factors not found. The UY/C have a fluctuating frequency of

(aar/air)-3, but this is always in between that of the other

two classes.

3. Sex variation:

a. \e CJ found in female speech, nearly never in male.

b. 00 aiso favoured by MC,UY/C women; the men tend toward

c. Uvularised (aar/air) a male characteristic form.

4. Age variation:

a. None for isolative (aa) or (ai). The young prefer (aar/air)
= 0:J at the expense of uvularised forms.

BELLINGHAM:

1. Class variation:

a. Higher class groups favour 00 8X1'i non-uvularised (aar/air)
varieties.
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b. £?-' 3X6 VC markers.

c. The LVC separates (aa) = jjX-1 and. (ai) = je&] in CS.

Style variation: In formal styles:

a. (g Q proportions increase for all groups.

b. (aa) and (ai) are merged for the LVC.

c. All groups tend toward use of non-uvularised varieties of

(aar/air); for the MC, this is {.Cdj; the VC, (jj :] .

Sex variation: as at Vooler, and:

a. LVC women also favour (eel to the men's [iij, especially in

(aa) words.

Age variation:

a. The young prefer £e:j[ at the expense of other (aa)/(ai)
variants.

b» For (aar/air), as at Vooler.
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5.5; THE VARIABLE (ee/fX):

5.5-0: INTRODUCTION:

The (ee/ ) class contains words stemming from NME /ee/, e.g.

green, sheep, meet, believe, see, me, here and KITE /£f. / e.g. meat,

bean, deal, wheat, sea, clear, etc. Throughout the Border Area,

these classes have been merged for the most part, although a few

/££ / words such as seat, real may appear with [e(:)J in localised
Border Scots (Vettstein, 1942:41; Zai, 1942:71). Such forms were

rare in my data, and only appeared over the stylistic range I
20

recorded when speakers were consciously reading a passage in dialect.

The usual localised development otherwise is to before a

consonant other than /r/, and [i:r] (Border Scots) and

(Northumbrian) in /r/-combinations. (Wettstein, 1942:41; Zai, 1942:10,

68-81; Orton and Halliday, 1962:1.1.1 ;I.1,4;I7.1.11 ;37 .2.8;IV.6.15;

V.6.11 ;V.7.5;V.7.18jV.8.14;V.10.7;VI.2.7;YI.4.2;VI.5.6;VT.5.11). No

tendency toward diphthongs of the "type is found for medial /ee t£/

in this area in the older studies, although I elicited a few examples

at Bellingham.

However, in final position, the earlier studies have recorded

such diphthongs as usual - j/ibl in Border Scots and (mostly) [scj
in Northumbrian (Murray, 1873:104; Zai, 1942:72-3; Orton and Halliday,

1962:I.8.3;V.7.13;V.8.8;VI.3.2;VI.9.5). This is, within Scots, a

21
characteristic marker of Border speech, and (along with a similar

diphthongisation of /uu/ to t/^) has led to these varieties being

called the yow and mey dialects, from the pronunciation of you and me
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as [^jAfo n m&c] ; however, the tendency is shared with many other

Northern English dialects (plus others, throughout British English,

and even varieties of American like my own).

In my data, at least a few diphthongs for final (ee/ l.f ) appeared

for Hawick, Wooler, and Bellingham, but only one for Yetholm, and this
22

came from a VC speaker who had been born at Jedburgh. The range

of such diphthongs extended over the following values: Q.i ^ S -ti^O
I have only scored this variable isolatively where this type of

variant occurred more than once; in short environments at Bellingham,

and in long ones (including final position) at all towns but Yetholm.

I have used the following key scale:

Key (ee/EE): (ee/ ££)-1 = monophthongs of the &(=)] type = 100.
(ee/CE )-2 = diphthongs ending in ^L~] = 000.

Although I have lumped all monophthongal values together in

scoring, there seemed to be two general types: a very high, front,

peripheral &(■>] , much closer to cardinal jjQ than the Standard
English vowel; and a more open Q^(:)J , identical with Standard
monophthongal varieties. Retracted forms of both (back to sporadic

t-f]) were also elicited. The peripheral type was the majority form

for all groups in Scotland, and for all but MC females in formal

styles in Northumberland; its appearance was more dependent on style

and sex than anything else.

(eer/£E r) was not scored in Scotland as only ji:r] or

were found, the last appearing in the same conditions as jje;S r] ,

only to a greater extent - it was the majority form with all groups
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in all styles at Hawick and Yetholm.

I did, however, score (eer/ PYr) for the Northumbrian
r ok) %' y]

communities; I found a quite varied range of forms61? *"U) J.

My scale does not measure what the syllabic vowel is - it is invariably

Ccj- but the quality of the vocalised /r/. The top score of 200

goes to non-uvularised varieties, 100 to uvularised but unrounded

ones, and 000 to forms both uvularised and rounded. Thus:

Key (eer/LKr) = (eer/££r)-1 = jjX = 200.

(eer/ ££r)-2 = [V3b = 100.

(eer/e.£r)-3 = [o-Oj = 000.

As a final note: it is interesting that this vowel (and Cu(:)l
shows the same kind of length alternatioh by position at Vooler as in

Scots. Short environment (ee/ ) gave a phonetically short vowel;

in long ones, [i: u:J were found. It would be informative to find

out how far into England this phenomenon extends; it was not found at

Bellingham.

5.5-1: HAWICK,"

TABLE 5.3-1A: (ee/gf.") BY GLASS AND STYLE: HAWICKL

(ee/ee) LONG 100

CLASS CS FS EPS WLS 080

UMC 095 100 100 100 060
LMC 100 100 100 100
UWC 098 099 098 099 040
LVC 090 100 097 098

020

000

GRAPH

4

«

I/O'

c S FS EPS WLS
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So few examples of diphthongs were elicited (perhaps inhibited

by the nature of the interview situation, with a non-native

interviewer) that it is difficult to analyse this variable at Hawick.

However, only the LVC in CS uses a significant percentage of

diphthongs (mostly QftJ ), and only the V.'C uses them at all in the

reading styles. The cases of diphthongs among the UMC were either

, which occurs in some varieties of Standard English, or were

illustrations of localised dialect, done for my benefit. Probably

some dependence on class and style is indicated, but I would need

more examples to be sure.

TABLE 3.5-1B: FREQUENCY OF (ee/ f£ ) VARIANTS EY SEX AI5D AGE: HAWICK;

class/sex
#(ee/E,e)-

(ee/££) LONG
1 2

age

J(ee/ ££)-
(ee/ £€) long

1 2

TJMC-M
TJMC-F

LMC-M
LMC-F

98
100

100
100

2
0

0
0

39-
40-55
55+

98
98
99

2
2
1

UWC-M
UWC-F

97
99

3
1

LWC-M
LWC-F

96
100

4
0

Due to the scarcity of diphthongal forms, this data for sex and

age is hard to analyse; however, the fact that 14 out of 15 instances

of (ee/ tt )-2 were given by men possibly indicates sex dependency,

with females favouring monophthongs. As variant frequencies between

age groups differ only by 1%, (ee/ is probably not age-dependent.
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TABLE 3.3-1C: (ee/gl- ) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: HAVICK:

FACTOR (ee/ €£• ) LONG

CLASS + (?)
STYLE + (?)
SEX + (?)
AGE 0

CS MAJORITY FORMS: HAVICK: Ci(:)[ > £i:3r] for all classes.
YETHOIM: Q-(Oj» D-:3rJ ^or aH classes, (universal).

LWC CHARACTERISTIC F0EM(?): [St] (final positions only; mostly by
men in casual styles?)

3.5-2: WOOLER:

TABLE 5.5-2A; (ee/f.Q BY CLASS AMD STYLE: WOOLER:

(ee/££ ) LONG (eer/^fr)

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 079 088 100 096 200* 200 184 200
UWC 088 086 095 086 160* 157 138 136
LWC 074 075 100 100 058 031 082 021

GRAPHS

(ee/ £0 ) LONG (eer/ ££ r)
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TABLE 3.3-2B: FREQUENCY OF (ee/P&) VARIANTS IN CS MP WLS BY CLASS;
WOOLER:

CS

CLASS (ee/ tt) LOHG (eer/?£ r)
^SS7e« )- 1 2 123

MC 79 21 100 0 0
TJVC 88 12 60 40 0
LVC 74 26 0 58 42

VLS

CLASS (ee/&E ) LONG (eer/eer)
^7^ )- 1 2 12 3

MC 96 4 100 0 0
UWC 86 14 43 50 7
LWC 100 0 0 21 79

(ee/£&) does not seem to be very dependent on class, although

other factors seem to be at work in determining its variation pattern;

in CS, the two extreme classes use diphthongs in final position the

most, although a significant difference in frequency is found between

these groups and the UWC. (All classes have a majority of [if] forms,

however).

(eer/^f, r), however, does appear to be class-tied in the same

way as (r) and other /Wr/ combinations. The MC is set apart by

their nearly consistent use of , the Standard English reflex

(two examples of [f'appeared in EPS); the TJV/C does employ

uvularised forms, about half the time, but rarely CL'; this last

variant is characteristic of LV/C speech.

Both (ee/(f ) and (eer/f.f r) are style-tied. The classes that
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use final diphthongs the most in CS axe found with fewer examples of

them as formality increases; insignificant proportions appear in VLS.

The WC shows no change in variant choice with style, perhaps because

they use a barely significant amount of (ee/ ££.)-2 anyway.

(eer/ ?.£r) has a quite unorthodox style dependency pattern.

Scores actually show a net decrease over the stylistic range for the

WC groups, and they show higher frequencies of (jL-sbj (irwc) and

(LV/c). The WC pattern was found for other /r/-combinations, and

perhaps is due to the same reason that there is such a difference

between MC and LVC usage that any intermediate variant choice is

acceptable for them. But why would the LWC favour the localised

reflex of (eer/££ r) in VLS? The G-'^Jfrequency is only 18/> in EPS,

however, and as the largest decrease in score occurs at this point,

this leads me to believe that speech rate may be involved here. VLS

can frequently illustrate a speaker's "canonical norms" - perhaps, in

this case, this is - whereas in more allegro speech, there would

be some low-level phonetic (synchronic) rule possessed by the LWC

unrounding the realisation of postvocalic /r/. In that case, the

dependency would be only on speech rate rather than on formality of

style.
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TABLE 3.5-2C: FREQUENCY OF (ee/ ) VARIANTS BY SSX AND AGE; WOOLER;

CLASS/SEX (ee/vE ) LONG (eer/ fctr) AGE (ee/ee.) LONG (eer/ EE r
/0(ee/Ef )- 1 2 1 2 3 5^e/f£)- 1 2 1 2 3

MC-M 78 22 76 24 0 59- 89 11 61 36 3
MC-F 99 1 100 0 0 40-55 97 5 64 21 15

55+ 84 16 24 49 27
UWC-M 81 19 7 83 10
UWC-F 95 5 80 20 0

(ee/ EE) and (eer/ SSr) exhibit the regular pattern of sex

dependency. Females at Vooler are characterised by a nearly consistent

use of ("is^ > whereas men use diphthongs about a fifth of the time.
Women also favour non-uvularised varieties of the type for

(eer/ E£r); any majority use of (eer/ ££r)-2 seems to be a WC male

marker.

Variants of (ee/ ff) show about the same proportions in the speech

of under-40 and over-55 speakers (only 5/-■ difference), so no age

dependency is indicated. However, (eer/SSr) is age-tied in the same

way as the other /r/ combinations; the young and middle-aged favour

, while the oldest group has the highest proportion of both

uvularised forms. in fact, appears to be a relic form, as the

young (which group includes some WG speakers) do not employ it to a

significant extent.
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TABLE 5.5-21): (ee/gf.) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: WOOLER:

FACTOR (ee/t€) LONG (eer/££r)

CLASS 0 +

STYLE* + -

SEX + +

AGE 0 +

* = LVC speakers favour [tOJ in lento speech.

CS MAJORITY FORMS: WOOLER: MC.UWC fi(:j] , .

LVC Li(:)J ,[k3bj •
CHARACTERISTIC MC FORMBU?J= (eer/^£r), (also V/C female, younger

speakers).
CHARACTERISTIC V/C MALE FORMS: , 0-° J (older).
CHARACTERISTIC MALE FORMS :\u - ei] in final position.

3.5-5: BELLINGHAM:

TABLE 5.5-5A: (ee/tt) BY CLASS AMD STYLE: BELLINGHAM:

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS

MC 100 100 100 100 083 081 100 089 150* 200* 200*
uwc 099 100 100 100 087 088 091 060 135 142 156
LWC 096 090 098 093 059 062 092 058 100* 107 120
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GRAPHS

(ee/ ZJL) SHORT
100

080

060

040

020

000.

t4.c

~Cs PS Hps vls~

(eer/ etr)

(ee/ ££ ) LONG

PS HPS VLS

TABLE 5.3-3B; FREQUENCY OF (ee/VARIANTS IN CS AND VLS by CLASS:
BELLIHGHAM:

GS
CLASS

/(ee/ ££ ).

MC
UVC
LWG

VLS
CLASS

%(ee

MC
UVC
LVC

/<*)-

(ee/ee) SHORT
1

100
99
96

(ee/eC) SHORT
1 2

100 0
100 0

93 7

(ee/ EE.) LONG
2 1 2 1 2 3

0 83 17 50 50 0
1 87 13 35 65 0
4 59 41 0 100 0

ee/se) LONG (eer/ ££r)
1 2 1 2 3

89 11 100 0 0
60 40 68 32 0
58 42 48 52 0
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Class dependency is exhibited for (ee/ ?,£ ) in Bellingham. In

long environments, the frequencies of diphthongs are highest for the

LWC (markedly so in CS) and decrease as one goes up the social scale.

^Ldul (and the like) is thus a LWC characteristic form in CS here.

This class is also the only one using any diphthongs at all in all

styles in short environments, although the proportions are less than

10?'. MC speakers favour [5:J throughout.

(eer/ £?r) is also class-tied in the same way as it was at

Wooler except here, the \^LO^]variant is extremely rare over this

stylistic range (one example in my data, from an LWC speaker). The

MC has a preponderance of (t3 ^l"3j , while WC groups' majority form is

'3 I * this is only true for all styles with the LWC.

As formality increases to the RPS level, (ee/ F,f )-1 is favoured

by all groups; no class has a significant proportion of diphthongs

in any environment in this style. However, diphthong frequencies

increase drastically in WLS (31-34?=) In long environments. This

pattern usually means that this form is favoured in lento styles,

rather than the decrease being caused by changes in formality.

Certainly, in other dialects of English, a lento speech rate will

23
result in more diphthongs in this class of words; it may well be

that the same situation applies at Bellingham.

All classes here favour non-uvularised (eer/ ££r) varieties

over the stylistic range. Again, the pattern is the normal one, as

such forms are also the usual MC realisation.
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TABLE 5.5-3C: FREQUENCY OF (ee/f.Q VARIANTS BY SEX: BBLLINGHAM;

CLASS/SEX (ee/<A£ ) SHORT (ee/ yf.) LONG (eer/fXr)
/(ee/?.£ )- 1 2 1 2 1 2 3

UWC-M 100 0 78 22 19 81 0
UWC-F 100 .0 89 11 99 1 0

LWC-M 99 1 63 37 10 87 3
LVC-F 89 11 71 29 52 48 0

TABLE 3,3-3I>: FREQUENCY OF (ee/ ?£) VARIANTS BY AGE: BELLINGHAM:

AGE (ee/ee) SHORT (ee/ FF.) LONG (<eer/ ££ r)
/(ee/ ££.)- 1 2 1 2 1 2 3

39- 99 1 82 18 36 64 0
40-55 100 0 80 20 48 51 1
55+ 95 5 73 27 88 12 0

(ee/ L£ ) in long environments does exhibit some sex-tying

among the UVC; women have an 115$ preference for the more prestigious

monophthongs; differences are not significant between the sexes for

the LWC however. (eer/ ££r) also shows the normal pattern; WC males

have 80/ or more frequencies of uvularised varieties, while LVC

women only use them half the time, and UVC ones hardly at all - the

last group nearly conforms completely to MC norms in this respect.

However, the LWC women appear to prefer in short environments -

it is only this group who employ them to a significant extent. Most

of these examples came from one speaker alone, and it may be an

idiolectal peculiarity to extend diphthongs to all environments.

The other LWC female informant had £i:J consistently in this position.
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If males and females are taken separately to determine age

variation, a tendency of the young toward greater frequencies of the

MC reflexes, ^i:*} and [Sdj , is evident. This only applies to the

women, actually; men of all age groups have 85Cf3*] and 23-32/

D!(3 in long environments. The only significant proportions of

these variants among women came from the over-55 group (t4=
LeQ = 27%); the young and middle-aged had only 2-3/ uvularised

(eer/ l£ r), and 4-7/3 [.8 C\ . This means that the (dC/f.C ) sex

differences are heightened among these age groups relative to older

ones. (ee/£/f-) short shows no significant age-tying, as diphthong

proportions are too low.

TABLE 3.3-3E: (ee/f-f- ) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY; BELLINGHAM:

FACTOR (ee/fX) SHORT (ee/ Zt) LONG (eer/ Rf.r)

CLASS + + +

STYLE* 0 + (allegro styles) +

SEX 0 + +

AGE 0 + +

* = diphthongs favoured in lento speech by VC speakers for final (ee/££).

CS MAJORITY FORMS: MC: Ci3 :[l0] . WC: fij] ; [(//J .
MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: Ci:3 (finally); = (eer/£f r); also WC female.
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: Ut] (finally); U«0<r](male).

3.3-4; CONCLUSIONS:

HAWICK:

1. Class variation:

a. D(,fl , universal pre-consonantally, including

b. Significant frequencies of [s'J only from the LWC.
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2. Style variation: nearly all finall£XJ elicited in CS, otherwise

ti(:)] •

3. Sex variation: all but one example of was found in male

speech.

4. Age variation: none.

YETHOLM: (ee/ t£) is not a variable at Yetholm. [j-H , {i:SrJ found

nearly consistently. No final^bl .

VOOLER;

1. Class variation:

a. D(o3 universal pre-consonantally, (}/] as the syllabic vowel

in M combinations.

b. No consistent pattern by class for final (ee/?£).
c. MC favours [lb] = (eer/Cc. r); WC groups, uvularised varieties,

a. (Vcd is 6n LWC characteristic form.
2. Style variation:

a. Monophthongs favoured in formal speech.

b. VC speakers favour 9^1 (UVC) and [V 0*3 (LWC) in V/LS, perhaps

due to speech rate factors and that these forms are "canonical

norms'

3. Sex variation:

a. Diphthongs in final position are characteristic of male

usage. Females tend toward 90/ + frequencies.

b. Females favour non-uvularised (eer/g.£,r) realisations.

c. Ci-D*] only found in male speech.

4. Age variation:

a. None for final (ee/t£).
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b. The young and middle-aged favour (eer/?£r) = [at
the expense of uvularised variants; in particular seems

to be a relic form.

BELLINGHAH:

1. Class variation:

a. Ot] and the like characteristic of WC usage; only the LVC

have diphthongs in short environments in all styles. MC =

(mostly) throughout.

b. MC favour non-uvularised varieties of (eer/ ££r); VC,[i.-9^l .
Only one example ofjj/Oj (from an LVC speaker) elicited.

2. Style variation:

a. None for (ee/ ££ ) short.

b. (ee/ ££ ) long: monophthongs are favoured in more formal styles,

so long as the speech remains connected; in lento styles,

final Q is favoured by WC speakers.

c. Non-uvularised (eer/ ?£r) variants are more common in formal

styles.

3. Sex variation:

a. Females slightly favour monophthongs relative to men of the

same class for final (ee/ £.£).

b. They also tend toward higher frequencies (nearly 100/ with

the UWC) of non-uvularised variants of (eer/r) than men have.

c. The apparent LWC female preference for diphthongal realisations

in short environments may be a result of an idiolectal

peculiarity of one such speaker; no other informant from this

group had anything but Li >3 •
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Age variation:

a. Young and middle-aged females tend to use more Ql:] £l/d]
than the oldest group. Ho differences in pattern are noted

for males.

b. Therefore, the sex variation pattern is heightened among

speakers aged under 55 •
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3.4: THE VARIABLE (ii):

3.4-0: INTRODUCTION:

The (ii) class contains words such as time, tide, write, five,

fire, tie, right etc., stemming from either NME /ii/ or j\x/ before

/t/. According to the older surveys, it seems to have undergone a

split development caused by environment (roughly by short/long

types as used in this work, and parallel to quantity distinctions

with the other vowels). The usual Border Scots pattern seems to be

short\ft^ / long [a'C^D'e] , although there are some exceptions to

this distribution (e.g. the "short" j&b] can appear before /r/; Zai,

1942:81-2; Wettstein, 1942:42). In Border Northumbrian, the modern

/ii/ reflexes are short/ [SLl-] long, and there seems to be

little alternation due to the voicing of the next consonant in short

environments, such as can be found in dialects closer to Tyneside and

in County Durham (Orton, 1933:65} Warkentyne, 1964:56). Again,

there are exceptions: /iir/ is often represented by [k.lDbJ ; [a{] is
found for ride, strike at Wark, and \.ZiJ for alive, thigh (if this

does not represent final /ee/, cf. lie = jl^J ) at Lowick. (Orton
and Balliday, 1962: II.3.4}II.9.5}II.9.6;III.5.2;III.13.6;IV.2.1;

IV.2.5;IV.5.1;IV.8.1-F.8.8;IV.10.10;V.2.12;V.10.7;VI.3.1;VI.7.13;

VI.9.3;VI.13.16.).

In my data, the distribution of forms by environment seems to be

similar, with /iir/ going over to the "long" group, especially in

Scotland. The V1 has a range of \jyd"<£^a (the last only in

Northumbrian) in short environments; in long ones, all the preceding
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values were elicited plus \y£j (in Border Scots alone). The range of

the V2 is simply e"] in all towns, the former more common in short,

the latter in long environments, both in Scottish and Northumbrian

dialects.

I have not scored the V2 of (ii) but its height depends

somewhat on other factors besides a short/long environmental

distinction. To some extent, the lower the V1 is, the lower the V2

will be - [se^ae] are not common. The Scottish MC groups, especially

in formal speech, have a tendency to use some of each in both

environments, whereas the Y/C tends to hold a rigid short (i-l/ long [el
distinction. Women follow the MC pattern more than men. In

Northumberland, [e3 as a V2 for short environment (ii) does not appear

with significant frequency, but as formality increases for long

environment (ii), HI becomes nearly universal. At Wooler, there is

also some effect of class for the V2 of long (ii) with [?] being a

characteristic form of WC groups (75-®5^ frequency to 54/£ for the MC

in CS), but at Bellingham, all classes in this style have 80?o+ [ej .

Women also tend towardCmore than men do, in both towns. No age

variation is noted in any community studied for this feature. Note

that in all cases, the group that usually prefers more prestigious

forms here tends to blur the distinction between short/long nuclei

at least as far as the V2 is concerned. (No such distinction exists

in Standard English). This is done in different ways, however - in

Northumbrian, by extendingLl3 "to all environments; in Border Scots,

by using both variants in either Environment.

I have used various key scales in scoring the V1 of this
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variable. In short environments, the distinction low/non-low seemed

the most important on both sides of the Border. I gave the more

Standard-like low realisations (i.e. closest to jjhl] ) 100 points,

and non-low forms 000, thus arriving at a simple bipolar scale:

Key (iiS): (iiS-1) = £<U^ £1^2.1^321.] = 100.
(iiS-2) = dCj = 000.

The scales used in long environments were different in Scotland

and Northumberland, though in both, the backness of the V1 was my

main concern. In the Border Scots towns, examples of front V1's

received a score of 200, low back or central vowels, 100, and the non-

low back £a], 000. The Northumbrian scale is less based on
v

"proximity to the Standard ( [p,(J) ) form" and is more strictly

positional, without regard to prestige, as I wanted to study the

status of fce] here, especially as regards age variation. I scored

£oue-/*'B&] as 200100, and 000. in tabular form:

Key (iiL) in Border Scots: fiiL)-1 =££• e ~ jg-e -"d- e] = 200.
(iiL)-2 e-^a ej = 100.
(iiL)-5 =(/£■ = 000.

Key (iiL) in Northumbrian: (iiL)-1 = Cae^BeJ = 200.
(iiL)-2 = L3.e^aeeJ = 100.
(iiL;-3 = C6»e3<0 = 000.
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3.4-1: HAWICK:

TABLE 3.4-1A: (ii) BY CLASS MID STYLE: HAWICK;

(ii) SHORT (ii) LONG

CLASS CS FS RPS VLS CS FS RPS VLS

UMC 063 080 052 050 144 135 154 168
LMC 066 085 07 6 067 153 157 160 170
UWC 029 041 038 034 128 121 132 111
LVC 014 014 052 029 100 094 068 074

GRAPHS

(ii) SHORT (ii) LONG

TABLE 5.4-1B: FREQUENCY OP (ii) VARIANTS IN CS AMD WLS BY CLASS: HAWICK;

CS WLS

#(ii)-(ii) SHORT (ii ) LONG $>(ii)~ (ii) SHORT (ii) LONG
1 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3

UMC 63 37 44 53 3 50 50 69 31 0
LMC 66 34 55 42 3 67 33 74 23 3
uwc 29 71 35 59 6 31 66 41 30 29
LVC 14 86 3 95 2 29 71 25 25 50

(ii) in both environments exhibits a fairly strong dependence
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on class. The composition, in CS, in short environments, is between

MC /WC C&b]: these being the respective majority forms. In

long environments, the LVC is set apart from the other classes by

their nearly universal use of (a> e^ ; other groups have at least 355&+
even if it is not their majority form. (The crossover

observed between MC groups is possibly due to sample characteristics;

(ii) is sex-tied (see below) and the LMC contains mostly women). ^]
is rare in this style.

The effects of stylistic formality are not so straightforward.

The only class that seems to correct toward MC norms for short (ii)
is the LWC (principally the women in this group). The two

"borderline" classes show little net chang-e in variant frequencies,

while the UMC appears to correct toward non-low V1's in formal speech.

It again seems to be the women of this group who favour such values

(cf. below). There may be a reason for this: Traditionally, the use

of higher front V1's in (ii) and (uu) diphthongs is held to be a

mark of "refined" (or more to the point, "refayned") speech,

especially among women. Some MC areas in the larger Scottish cities,

such as Morningside (Edinburgh) and Kelvinside (Glasgow) are well

known for a certain such style of speech characteristic mostly of

the older women of the area, where the (ii) reflex is (uncentralised)

£■'.} - and these are areas where the WC form also has a non-

low V1 (if a centralised one)I At least one of my Hawick UMC female

informants (aged 71) used similar diphthongs quite a bit (and [^SY^eYJ
for (uu) ) especially in formal styles, so it could be that the same

phenomenon is causing this variation pattern.^
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(ii) in long environments is also style-dependent in an

unorthodox way. The MC (and to some extent, the LVC) behave as

expected - proportions of their characteristic [a»e] increase about

20-25/' over the stylistic range. Combined with the blurring of the

distinction by environment of the V2, this means that in some cases,

the short/long distinction is purely quantitative fat]/ faa] or

[ae] / [a/ e] and does not involve quality differences for these

groups. However, the variant that increases in frequency the most

for WC speakers is which is strongly class-tied in V/LS (50/

frequency for the LVC vs. none for the TJMC), and is the furthest

away from the Standard. Why this form should be favoured in formal

speech, I frankly do not know - whether it is another case of the

"higher V1 = more prestigious (ii) form" phenomenon, or something

more complicated than that. It seems to be one of the more

distinctively localised vowel nuclei in the Hawick system; if MC

speakers consciously "speak dialect",C^'eJ always appears. Further

study^especially an analysis of Hawick speakers' attitudes toward

the prestige of this diphthong is needed to clear up this apparent

25
anomaly in Hawick speech.
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TABLE 3.4-1C: FREQUENCY OF (ii) VARIANTS BY SEX; HAY/ICK

CLASS/SEX (ii) SHORT (ii ) LONG
fo(ii)- 1 2 1 2 3

UMC-M 77 23 40 59 1
UI'IC-F 43 57 59 40 1

LMC-K 61 39 15 80 5
LMC-F 79 21 77 22 1

UWC-M 26 74 19 57 24
OTC-F 42 58 51 39 10

LVC-M 10 90 7 56 37
LWC-F

, 58 42 33 47 20

TABLE 5.4-1D: FREQUENCY OF (ii) VARIANTS BY AGE: HAWICK:

AGE (ii) SHORT (ii ) LONG
1 2 1 2 3

39- 35 65 45 46 9
40-55 58 42 44 47 9
55+ 40 60 31 51 18

Both (ii) short and long seem dependent on sex in the usual

way, in that women prefer j^at] and [a> e] , the characteristic MC

forms, more than men do, except in one case, the UMC for (ii) short,

and this may be due to the same factors as influence style variation.

Characteristic male forms include in short, and pn

long environments. The differences in frequencies between sex

groups can be quite large, as with LMC speakers (expectedly enough)

for long (ii), or LVC ones for (ii) short.

(ii) short is not age-tied, as far as my data can reveal - only
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a % frequency difference of either variant appears between those

under 48 and over 55« However, there is a slight tendency for the

young and middle-aged groups to prefer [a • ej relative to the oldest

speakers at the expense of all forms with back V1's. The frequency

differences are not that great, but the distribution does conform to

the usual pattern in that [a' ej is the variant with the most prestige,

TABLE 5.41 Id; (ii) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: HAWICK;

FACTOR (ii) SHORT (ii) LONG

CLASS + +

STYLE -(UMC); +(LMC,WC) +(MC); -(VC)
SEX +(LMC,WC); -(IMC) +
AGE 0 +

CS MAJORITY FORMS : BMC: [f-0/ [a • e ^ A • e] ; LMC [&(]/ fa • ej ;
VC: L&J/ (a • e],

MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: [Vc] ; [a • e) .
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: £<LQ ; fa . e] eJ (last in formal styles

with older males).
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3.4-2: YETHOLM:

TABLE 5.4-2A: (ii) BY CLASS AHD STYLE: YETHOLM:

(ii) SHORT (ii) LOHG

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS VLS

MC
WC

100
034

089 064
045 039

O

CT\
OT-

o
168
132

189 197
152 134

200

133

GRAPHS

(ii) SHORT

PS RPS WLS"

200

160

120

080

040

000

(ii) LONG

CS PS RPS VLS

TABLE 3.4-2B: FREQHEHCY OF (ii) VARIANTS IN C5 AMD WLS BY CLASS: YETHOLM:

CS (ii) SHORT (ii) LOHG WLS
$(ii)- 1 2 12 3 /i(ii)-

MC
vc

100
34

0
66

68 32 0
40 52 8

(ii) SHORT (ii) LOHG
12 12 3

100 0 100 0 0

39 61 34 65 1

The same dependence on class for (ii) appears at Yetholm as at

Hawick. The MC uses diphthongs with low V1's in shorter environments

exclusively in CS and VLS, and (iiS)-1 is alv/ays their majority form^
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whereas the VG always has a majority of L'riJ realisations, (ii)

long also exhibits the opposition MC [a-^ ej; outside of CS,

the MC hardly employ any forms with back V1's for (ii) in their

speech.

The picture of style-tying is also somewhat similar to Hawick.

Neither class shows any significant net change invariant pattern for

(ii) short, although the MC do have up to 36^1.^3 in PS and RPS.

It must be noted, thoughjthat the most common (ii) short reflex for

this class is , not [a J > and some let] may appear as the V1's

are not that far apart. The MC corrects (ii) long by favouring

[a.ej , their only form in WLS; the WC shows no net change in the

use of back vowels as a whole, and [~A . e] is never found to a

significant extent; it is perhaps best to say that no effect of

style is found on the long (ii) realisations of this group, even

though(a-e] frequencies do increase slightly over the stylistic

range. There is virtually no change in scores, however.

TABLE 3.4-2C: FREQUENCY OF (ii) VARIANTS BY SEX: YETHOLM;

CLASS/SEX (ii) SHORT (ii) LONG
?o(ii)- 12 12 3

VC-M 40 60 48 50 2
VC-F 39 61 14 73 13

TABLE 3.4-2D: FREQUENCY OF (ii) VARIANTS BY AGE; YETHOLM:

AGE (ii) SHORT (ii) LONG
^(ii)- 12 12 3

39- 44 56 32 62 6
40-55 57 43 64 33 3
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The tables above would suggest that (ii) long was dependent on

sex, and both (ii) short and long by age, in the opposite way than

one would expect, with young people ana females preferring the WC

characteristic forms and FcX'^Q . However, a large number of the

WC female and under-39 responses came from the same speaker mentioned

as being anomalous under (aa/ 0~j). If her responses are excluded,

a different picture is obtained. The revised frequencies are:

WC-F (iiS)-1, 58$; -2, 40$. (iiL)-1, 41$; -2, 55$, -5, 4$.

39- (iis)-l, 51$; -2, 49$. (iiL)-1, 55$; -2, 42$, -3, 5$.

By comparing these numbers to those given for WC males and

middle-aged speakers, one can see that the sex-tying pattern for (ii)

short is as expected; women use 19$ more forms with low V1's than men

do, the same type of pattern as was found at Hawick for all groups

but the TJMC. (if) long, however, is not sex-tied; frequencies show

at most a 7$ difference, (ii) in neither environment seems dependent

on age; the frequency differences of 6$ (short) and 9$ (long) between

the two groups is too small to be significant.

TABLE 3.4-2E: (ii) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY; YETHOLM:

FACTOR (ii) SHORT (ii) LONG

CLASS + +

STYLE 0 +(MC),O (WC)
SEX + 0
AGE 0 0

CS MAJORITY FORMS: MC [«.ljJ fez] . WC Ca]/ OveJ
MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: fa-e) .

WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: e^-ej .
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5.4-5: WOOLER;

TABLE 5.4-5A: (ii) BY CLASS AMD STYLE: WOOLER1

(ii) SHORT (ii ) LONG

CLASS CS FS RPS VLS CS FS RPS VLS

MC 055 091 091 080 129 153 131 098
UVC 046 055 O67 044 117 128 129 086
LVC 014 032 035 025 116 136 117 083

(ii) SHORT

100 , MC 200

080 160

060 120

040 UVC_ 080

020 040

000 000

GRAINS

(ii) LONG

CS FS RPS VLS

TABLE 3.4-3B; FREQUENCY OF (ii) VARIANTS IR GS AMD VLS BY CLASS: VOOLER:

CS (ii) SHORT (ii) LONG VLS (ii) SHORT (ii) LONG
*(ii)- 1 2 1 2 3 *(ii)- 1 2 1 2 3

MC 55 45 33 63 4 MC 80 20 0 98 2
UVC -47 53 28 71 1 UVC 43 57 1 64 15
LVC 17 83 19 78 3 LVC 25 75 4 74 22

A strong effect of class is shown on (ii) short variation,

equivalent to the pattern in the Scottish towns. The MC and UWC, in
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CS, are characterised by their use of forms with low V1's (mostly

) about half the time. Such diphthongs only appear about a

fifth of the time in LWC speech; their majority form isjEbj . It

would seem that, at least in this style, some class dependence is

shown for (ii) in long environments as well, although faej is the

most common realisation for all groups. The highest frequency of

this (ii) reflex (the most Standard-like generally found in CS),

however, is found with the LV/C, and there is a regular increase in

£&e] frequency as one goes up the social scale. This seems to be

an unusual pattern, and it does not square with the style or sex

variation picture at all (see below) where [aej is favoured in the

expected cases. However, the occurrence of fe'e7 is strongly age-

dependent (see below), and it is precisely the classes that contain

under-40 speakers that have the largest &e] frequencies
(especially the MC, where they are in the majority). I would tend

to link the differences to that factor, rather than class, and to

say that class variation is not that important for (ii) in long

environments.

However, (ii) in all positions shows dependence on style. An

formality increases up to the RPS level, all classes tend toward

higher proportions of diphthongs with low V1's for (ii) short; the

effect is especially marked for the MC, where |^Lt](in this case)
occurs 91/S of the time in RPS. However, the (iis)-1 frequencies

then dip between RPS and Y/LS, erasing all net change for VC groups.

This may occur because of either the traditional association between

higher V1's and prestige, or, simply that the VC groups' "canonical

norms" have non-low V1's. In any case, the class opposition in VLS
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IS MC O-J/VC £p(3 .

The effect of stylistic formality on (ii) long seems to be to

draw the reflexes closer to those in short environments by fronting

and perhaps slightly. raising the V1 ' s. frequencies drop

drastically over the stylistic range (especially between Rl-S and WLS),
and are not found to a significant extent in the latter style.

Increases occur in the proportions of whatever form is the most common

for (ii) short in Y/LS, MC [kl](used nearly consistently) and WC QrlJ .

That the pattern is to eliminate the environmental conditioning

factor (or at least to make the phonetic distance between

realisations closer) and not to correct to Standard English

(except for the MC), is shown by the increases in frequencies by

the classes that have them most in short environments, and that,

among the forms with low V1's, it is actually that is favoured

by the LY/C. (j3h] frequencies decrease from 617= in HPS to 35, in VLS,

the differences being taken up by However, this tendency, in

a sense, could be characterised as conformity to Standard norms -

Standard English has no such qualitative distinction between

environments. It should be noted that only the MC actually does

"merge" (ii) short and long in VLS (=[3dUl); "the other classes tend
to retain oppositions of the ^£(3 / jjlb{(hV/c); [^J|(L¥C) type.

TABLE 3.4-5C: FREQUENCIES OF (ii) VARIANTS BY SEX: Y/OOLER:

CLASS/SEX (ii) SHORT (ii) LONG
#(ii)- 12 12 3

MC-M 50 50 57 41 2
MC-F 95 7 15 83 2

uwc-M 46 54 29 65 6
UWC-F 64 36 20 77 3
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TABLE 3.4-3D: FREQUENCIES OF (ii) VARIANTS BY AGE; WOOLER;

AGE (ii) SHORT (ii) LONG
°/'(ii)- 1 2 1 2 3

39- 53 47 33 63 4
40-55 72 28 29 69 2
55+ 58 42 10 86 4

(ii) short and long both appear to be sex-tied in the usual way;

women use higher frequencies of |?<L ^ ctft] (or the like) in both
environments than men do. This is the Standard English form, as

stated before, and the conditioning factor of environment is more or

less absent for these speakers. Men on the other hand prefer

realisations like (jtt] short/ [jic] long - the sex oppositicLon is seen

most strongly among MC speakers.

There is no discernible effect of age on (ii) short variation;

the oldest and youngest groups' variant frequencies differ by only 57'•

But the young (and middle-aged) have a marked preference for Ok]
for (ii) long; this form is only found 10fo of the time in the speech

of over-55 informants. This cannot be due to standardisation; after

all, the Standard reflex is that most common with older speakers. It

may represent an incipient sound change. Neighbouring dialects to

the North and West of Wooler in Scotland have^l-g], as mY Yetholm
examples show; also, the town of Berwick, whose catchment area Wooler

can be said to belong to, is in an [he J zone. The influence of

Border Scots and Berwick dialects may be bringing this form into the

Wooler speech, and if so, it is another example of the agreement of

Wooler with Scottish dialects, as with (Tl). It can be noted that
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Go ej is most favoured by MC and IJWC men among the youngest group.

Y/here such a pattern occurs (cf. Trudgill, 1974:105-9 f°r another

such example), any sound change indicated is likely not to be due

to Standard influence (which would come in via female speech) nor to

purely native tendencies (where the WC would lead it) but to

influence of nearby centres' dialects.

TABLE 5.4-5E: (ii) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: W00LER:

FACTOR (ii) SHORT (ii) LONG

CLASS
STYLE
SEX
AGE

+

+ (up to RPS level)
+

0

s
- (VC); +(MC)
+**
+

* - the effect of increasing formality seems to be to make the short/
long environmental distinction phonetically less prominent,
strictly speaking.

**- the young prefer ]/cxd\ (possibly due to the influence of neighbouring
dialects (?) ).

CS MAJORITY FORMS: fell / (ael for all groups.
MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: UtJ= (ii) short, [a Q also = (ii) long in

formal speech.
V/C CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: 0ol3 = (ii) short, and long in formal speech.

tinder the same conditions, also
UNDER -55 CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: = (ii) long.
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5.4-4: BELLINGHAM;

TABLE 5.4-4A: (ii) BY CLASS AND STYLE: BELLINGHAM:

(ii) SHORT (ii) LONG

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 095 080 100 100 150 155 129 106
UWC 069 079 085 066 128 140 128 118
LWC 060 075 084 062 142 134 107 100

GRAPHS

(ii) SHORT (ii) LONG

TABLE 5,4-41): FREQUENCIES OF (ii) VARIANTS IN CS AND WLS BY CLASS:
BELLINGHAM:

CS (ii) SHORT WLS (ii) SHORT (ii) LONG
1 2 1 2 3 %(ii)- 1 2 1 2 5

MC 95 5 50 50 0 MC 100 0 8 92 0
UWC 69 31 29 70 1 UWC 66 34 27 64 9
LWC 60 40 43 56 1 LWC 62 38 8 84 8

The same class-tying pattern for (ii) short is exhibited here

as in the other towns, except that forms with low V1's are more
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frequent - at least 60% with all groups, even in CS. The MC is

differentiated from the other classes by a very low incidence of

Eel] - in fact, an insignificant one outside of FS. (ii) long, on

the other hand, shows no regular trends by class, although the

frequencies of [ae] and [qejfluctuate widely. Some other factor is

probably causing this pattern.

As formality increases, so do(atj frequencies for (ii) short with

all groups, at least up to the RPS level, where even the LVC uses

\jtQ only 16% of the time. However, the same dips in score (resulting
from rises in frequency of ) occur between RPS and WLS as

were noted for Wooler. Again, this is probably due to the same

reasons as there: perhaps another example of the pseudo-prestige of

forms with higher V1's, or of "canonical norms" for (ii) short having

la] among the WC at Bellingham. (ii) long also exhibits a similar

pattern of style variation to Wooler except that [£J never occurs in

this position here to a significant extent (although only WC speakers

have it at all). Forms with back V1's, at least among groups that

use them most, are corrected to the Standard-like [a.J reflexes of (ii)

found in short environments. This could be regarded as a greater

conformity to Standard English norms both as far as value of the

nucleus and lack of an environmental conditioning factor is concerned

in formal speech.

In the age variation tables below, the frequencies for the

separate sexes within an age group sure listed to avoid the distortion

found in the previous tables. This procedure will be followed in all

subsequent sections of this chapter, when discussing this factor at
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Bellingham.

TABLE 5.4-4C: FREQUENCY OF (ii) VARIANTS BY SEX; BELLINGHAK:

CLASS/SEX
*<")-

(ii) SHORT
1 2

(ii) LONG
1 2 3

UWC-M
TJWC-F

56 44
93 7

39 58 3
24 74 2

LWC-M
LWC-F

56 44
85 15

38 60 2
11 87 2

TABLE 5.4-4D: FREQUENCY OF (ii) VARIANTS BY AGE: BELLINGHAM:

AGE (ii) SHORT (ii) LONG
fc)- 1 2 1 2 3

MALES

39- 60 40 49 48 3
40-55 53 47 34 65 1

FEMALES

39- 95 5 21 77 2
40-55 93 7 25 74 1
55+ 87 13 25 74 1

Both sex and age variation patterns bear a strong resemblance

to those found at Wooler. Women at Bellingham use forms with low

71' 8, , about 25-30% more often than men do in short

environments, and about 15% more often in long ones. They thus

have a higher likelihood of using [jRlJ f°r all (ii) and oonforming

to the Standard pattern. Men, on the other hand, prefer [ft] in short

and in long environments, although neither is a majority form.
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(ii) short does not seem to be dependent on age; frequencies

between the extreme age groups differ by less than 10}f for both sexes,

(ii) long is age-tied, though only for males; here, the younger group

tends toward the employment of forms with back V1's, as at Vooler.

The same arguments for a possible sound change in progress could be

made for Bellingham, although not necessarily an imported one, because

the arguments are not as strong: (1), the "change" does not affect

the whole under -40 group; (2) Bellingham is farther away from the

Border and not in the catchment area of any town with^ej. Hexham,

the nearest market town, tends toward G&tl for (ii) long (Varkentyne,

1964:57)* A possible topic for further study could be to see if

is preferred by younger speakers in other areas as well,

particularly Tyneside, to find out how widespread this pattern is,

and to reveal where the tendency is strongest.

TABLE 5.4-4E: (ii) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: BELLINGHAM:

FACTOR (ii) SHORT (ii) LONG

CLASS + 0
STYLE + (up to RPS level) +

SEX + +
^

AGE 0 - (males only)

* - younger males exhibit a preference for jhe^qt] •

CS MAJORITY FORMS: MC: fat]/ Cae] . WC: G&-]/ fae] .

MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: (ii) short = DuJ.
VC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: (ii) short = C£(J.
UNDER -40 CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: (ii) long =(ai^ae3 .
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5.4-5: CONCLUSIONS:

HAWICK;

1. Class variation:

a. The general class variation opposition is; (ii) short,

MC Jal^32u] /WC C?lJ, and (ii) long: MC fa«e^] /vrC ]h'
(the last mostly in formal styles).

2. Style variation;

a. The LMC corrects toward for (ii) short in formal styles,

while the IJMC increases 0^1 frequencies, perhaps due to a

traditional association between non-low V1's and prestige.

b. Most class groups tend toward [a-ej in formal speech; the WC,

however, toward « e^ instead or as well, for unknown reasons.(/

5. Sex variation;

a. Women prefer [aij short/ [a e] long for the most part,

conforming to MC norms, and making the phonetically

qualitative distance between the two environments less.

b. An exception is the IJMC female group, who prefers [kij ,

perhaps for reasons mentioned above.

4. Age variation;

a. No age dependency for (ii) short.

b. The young prefer (a.ej for (ii) long to the older speakers*

Q.The last form in particular is less common

among informants aged 55-•

YETHOIM:

1. Class variation: As Hawick, only [a ■el is rare here.
t
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2. Style variation:

a. No net change for (ii) short.

b. The MC tends to use (ii) long = [a.'ej nearly exclusively

in formal speech; little effect of style is shown for WC

speakers.

3. Sex variation:

a. As Hawick, for (ii) short, without the exception mentioned

under (b).

b. No difference for (ii) long.

4. Age variation: none.

W00LER:

1. Class variation:

a. None for (ii) long.

b. The class opposition for (ii) short is MC /WC [&Cj.
2. Style variation:

a. All classes tend toward higher frequencies of low-Y1 forms in short

environments (MC specifically [at] ) up to RPS level; in WLS,

WC groups tend toward [£cj, perhaps either for the same

reasons mentioned for Hawick, or because these represent WC

"canonical norms".

b. (ii) long reflexes in formal speech get phonetically closer

to the (ii) short ones; only the MC corrects to [jllj , while
the WC increases frequencies of [jetj or KtJ .|o,(^ae]is
typical of casual styles.

3. Sex variation:

a. Women prefer [a.C] (short)/jjae^3-t] (long).
b. Men tend toward (ii) short = [jE(3 , and younger men toward[aej

in long environments.
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4. Age variation;

a. (ii) short is not age-dependent.

b. Younger speakers preferin long environments

(perhaps a sound change in progress(?) under possible Berwick/

Border Scots influence (?) ) at the expense of £ae"J , etc.

BELLINGHAM:

1. Class variation: as at Wooler, only short (ii) forms with low V1's

are more common.

2. Style variation; as at Wooler, only \ae^»aLJ is more specifically

favoured in long environments.

3. Sex variation: as at Wooler.

4. Age variation: as at Wooler.
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5.5: THE VARIABLE (yy):

3.5-0: INTRODUCTION;

The (yy) class includes words stemming from NME /yy/ or ////,

which corresponds to SME /oo/, Modern Standard English /uu/ (or /V,

if shortened late). This includes words such as tooth, moon, fool,

poor, soothe, do, too and wood, good, foot, hook. These two sub¬

classes (Southern /uu/, /<£/) are here treated together, as in Scots
p n

and some Northumbrian (see below), they never separated.

The (yy) reflex appears to have changed values several times in

localised Border Scots, Just in the last century. Murray (1873:111-2)

states that "the Border Counties ud ( = (yy) ) is one of the openest

...like French eu in peu, almost as in German LOcke" , which points

to a value such as [/?(:) ^jj[( :)J or the like, quite different from
Modern localised Edinburgh £y(:J. Open rounded forms are also found
in Zai (1942:87-92) - {©3 short/[C£:J long are the values given,

although each seems to extend over a wide range and includes (:)3
as well. However, in "younger people's speech", the usual values

are the unrounded / fe0 , e.g. moon = [WnJ » do = [de:"] , and by-
forms in tJ answering to the Southern reflex and with the same nucleus

as the KME /uu/ class also appear. Similar valjies ( Le( !)J » P^s
— *1

£u (:)_ by-forms) are given in Vettstein (1942:42). In my data,
Border Scots speakers used jj^ 8J short/ [e :3 long when reading "dialect",

so I assume these are the most localised realisations of (yy) in this
2 0

area at the present time. However, the great majority of the

variants are probably descendants of the fu(:) [ by-forms, as they arefr(0j
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also localised reflexes of NME /uu/ - these include /(: )J
by the way, sinoe these values are common to both (yy) and (uu)

classes. Sporadically, forms that seem to stem from /iu/ (cf. 3.9)

were also elicited. The full range of (yy) at Hawick and Yetholm

was [u(: )^ Y(:) -"/(:) *^©(:) ^ <£>(: )-*G>t*^ eK^ / Y lY U i S(:)

Localised Northumbrian also seems to have similar unrounded

reflexes corresponding to NME /yy/. According to Orton and Halliday

(1962sI.9.10;III.3.3;HI.4.11;III.6.7;III.8.4;III.13.18;IV.2.6;IV.6.15;

IX.5.1), Lowick has (i:J medially, [is^ei] finally (both = NME /ee
ZZ/) e.g. moon = jjni:n} , do = [d.6tj » although [i3 appear in
a few words (e.g. hook = ]^ikj ). At Vark, the usual result is

fo] medially (= NILE /aa/) ,[Is e J finally (= NME /ee£f/), e.g.

hoop = [h LBp^ » do = fdS C\ . Forms like these by the time of that

survey were already in the minority, and Cul] or reflexes

(possible (uu) forms and equivalent to the Southern ones for this

class) were most common. I found the front unrounded reflexes to be

quite frequent finally (especially in d£, too), but I only elicited

three examples of the original pre-consonantal forms, two of >

one of [t£-3 • The rest of the examples all stem from the {u:] hy-

forms, or /iu/. The full range of (yy) in Northumbrian is [u( :)■/■•
(:)-^CO(:)^e(:)^Y(:)^%vuiAJ> t.U j ti 6 i

tf-^Ci"]. (Again, as with (ee/ £.£) at Wooler, high reflexes are

phonetically short in short environments. "Words with Standard

English /cO / had short vowels in both towns).

With such a large range of (yy), it was not easy to devise a
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key scale that would he useful in studying it. In the end, I

decided on one based on backness and rounding of the variants. This

scale is the same for (yy) in all environments, but differs slightly

between Border Scots and Northumbrian. In all areas, a score of 000

was given to all front unrounded monophthongs and diphthongs, since

these seem to be the direct localised descendants of NME /yy/. If

only the V1 of a diphthong was non-back and unround, but the V2 was

round (i.e. /iu/ forms), it received a score of 100. For the Border

Scots scale, 200 was given to front rounded monophthongs, 300 to

central and back ones. For the Northumbrian scale, 200 went to all

front and central rounded monophthongs, 300 to back ones and

diphthongs where both elements are back. In ea,ch case, the most

Standard-like forms such as ^u(:)j got the top score. The differences
between the two scales were made because Border Scots [Y(0] and

Northumbrian(: )J seem to vary in a similar manner in respect to
several factors (i.e. style and age) while Border Scots (:)] varies

more like [u(:)J. The scales, with all values represented, are thus:

Key (yy): Border Scots:
(yy)-1 = Cu(0-"©(s)^tt(0^e(0l = 300.
(yy)-2 = Cy(0^/(:)^ = 200.
(yy)-3 = = ioo.
(yy)-4 = [fc>e(:)^ e(:)J = ooo.

Key (yy)s Northumbrian:
[yy 1-1 =)-1 = u(:) ^ti(:)-^ o(:V d(: y^u^isu^iwul = 300.
[yyj-2 = B*(:)^ ©(:)-^ Y(:)l = 200.(yy)-3-'J =100.
yy)-4 = fjL(:)^ = 000.

Before I present my data, I feel I should add a few notes on

matters not measureable by these key scales; the status of a

separate wood, good, book /CO/ class, and the height of other (yy)

reflexes. In Scotland, the wood, good type is always merged with
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other (yy), and at Bellingham, they are always separate. At Vooler,

the MC always shows £c>~] in these words, and they are therefore

separate, and younger speakers as well tend to make distinctions of

the wood/wooed type. Older WC speakers tend not to.

Otherwise, height of (yy) depends mostly on style throughout

the Border Area} all classes prefer fully-high forms in formal speech.

At Bellingham, lowered [j^; J is a WG characteristic form; class
dependence is not present in any other town. The sex variation

pattern follows that of style for the most part; women tend to use

fully-high (u(:)-"-u(:)] more than men do. (This also correlates

with the class factor at Bellingham, since these are MC typical forms).

At Hawick, Yetholm, and Vooler, younger speakers have a tendency

toward higher frequencies of lower variants, such as ["e( 3 )^ >io)j
and[u(:)| } no age dependency for (yy) height is found at Bellingham.

In the text that follows, although I am aware that height as

well as backness of (yy) is a variable in the Border Area, I use, say,

as a cover symbol for all back rounded monophthongal (yy)

realisations, and the same for (jt*(:)J (central) and[V(:)J (front
varieties), since what I am covering is (partially) the backness of

variants.
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3.5-1: HAWICK:

TABLE 3.5-1A: (yy) BY CLASS AND STYLE: HAWICK;

(yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS VLS

TJMC 280 295 249 293 277 270 279 300
LMC 291 295 239 298 278 264 273 300
U¥C 293 295 267 299 275 246 274 300
LWC 275 262 273 296 170 216 262 290

GRAPHS

(yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

TABLE 3.5-1B: FREQUENCY OE (yy) VARIANTS IN CS AND WLS BY CLASS: HAWICK:

CS (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

%{yy)~ 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

UMC 80 20 0 0 83 13 2 2
LMC 91 9 0 0 90 3 2 5
UMC 93 7 0 0 86 8 1 5
LWC 79 17 0 4 46 16 0 38

WLS (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

%(yy)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

UMC 93 7 0 0 100 0 0 0
LMC 98 2 0 0 100 0 0 0
TJWC 99 1 0 0 100 0 0 0
LWC 96 4 0 0 95 0 5 0
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(yy) short at Hawick does not seem to be dependent on class,

although there is some fluctuation in [y(s)] frequency. Some kind

of non-front rounded monophthong seems to be the rule in all styles

for all groups. While a similar pattern for (yy)-1 and -2 is found

in long environments, the LWC is characterised by the use of

(especially finally and before /r/) in CS to a significant extent,

and so there is class-tying for (yy) long. Unrounded localised

reflexes in short environments are only found in WC speech in any

style, although they are fairly rare. As /iu/ forms are also quite

rare (insignificant frequencies in long environments, no examples in

short), any class opposition that exists is between unrounded front

reflexes of (yy) (LWC characteristic) and rounded monophthongs (other

groups; pretty well all groups for (yy) short).^

As formality increases, so do scores, at least among groups that

have significant percentages of other forms than [tt"(:) -^u(: jj .

(yy)-1 is used nearly -universally in WLS; at least 935^ "the time in

short, and 95^ in long environments. This is the expected pattern,

as both the Standard Scots and English reflexes of this vowel class

are non-front.
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TABLE 5.5-1C: FREQUENCY OF (yy) VARIANTS BY SEX: HAWICK:

CLASS/SEX (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG
%(yy)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

UMC-M 92 7 0 1 82 16 2 0
UMC-F 75 24 0 1 72 27 0 1

LMC-M 100 0 0 0 100 0 0 0
LMC-F 92 8 0 0 81 13 2 4

UWC-M 92 7 0 1 84 12 0 4
UWC-F 95 4 0 1 90 6 0 4

LWC-M 79 20 0 1 50 37 2 11
LWC-F 98 2 0 0 79 13 2 6

TABLE 5.5-1B: FREQUENCY OF (yy) VARIANTS BY AGE: HAWICK:

AGE (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG
%(yy)- 1 2 5 4 1 2 3 4

39- 82 17 0 1 70 24 1 5
40-55 91 8 0 1 89 6 1 4
56+ 95 4 0 1 86 8 1 5

To take the age pattern first: younger speakers seem to prefer

front rounded (yy) forms in both environments. They are the only

group using them to a significant extent, although proportions are

fairly low. It might be significant that (yy)-2 is also the Central

Belt localised form, and could indicate influence from these dialects

on Hawick speech, either because the use of Central Scottish forms is

viewed as more prestigious, or because of the influx of people from

Edinburgh and Glasgow into the area in recent years (cf. Chapter 1).

The (yy) sex-tying pattern seems irregular , but differences
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occur where the sexes vary also in age. For instance, the UMC women

are all under 40, while the men have three speakers in this age

group, and two older ones. The LMC female group contains informants

of all ages, while the one LMC male is middle-aged. LWC females are

all over 40, hut the LWC male group includes people of all ages. It

seems that where preferences for (yy)-1 or -2 occur in the sex (and

class) tables, they are really due to the age factor more than

anything else. I conclude that sex is not an important factor in

(yy) variation at Hawick.

TABLE 3.5-1E: (yy) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: HAWICK;

FACTOR (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

CLASS 0 +

STYLE + +

SEX 0 0
AGE — —

CS MAJORITY FORMS: MC and UWC: [£>]/ . LMCs{&]/ Cfc: ] .
MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: r (:)-«(:) (finally, before /r/).
LVC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: X^(:j] (finally before /r/).
UNDER-40 CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: (in casual styles).
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5.5-2: YETHOLM;

TABLE 5.5-2A: (yy) BY CLASS AND STYLE: YETHOLM:

(yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC
WC

291
210

500
286

250* 297
265 284

255
180

267 264
217 261 VNVN0000

GRAPHS

(yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

TABLE 5.5-2B: FREQUENCY OF (yy) VARIANTS IN CS AND WLS BY CLASS: YETHOLK:

CS (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

#(yy)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 91 9 0 0 55 45 0 0
WC 75 25 0 2 43 25 0 32

WLS (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

#(yy)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 97 3 0 0 100 0 0 0
WC 92 6 2 0 100 0 0 0
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Whereas (yy) at Hawick only exhibited class-tying for (yy)

long, and no dependence on class for the backness of rounded monoph¬

thongs, at Yetholm, there seems to be a class opposition MC

WC iXj for (yy) short and MC [u:"V /WC [e:J for (yy) long.
Unrounded reflexes of this variable in either environment were only

supplied by WC speakers, as were any examples of /iu/ forms, which

are rare in any case, as was short (jE_J. The apparent MC preference

for (yy)-2 in long environments is only evident in styles where

is common for the WC, but not in RPS or WLS; in these styles, there

seems little difference between the classes in choice of reflex. It

is thus better to characterise the opposition in terms of MC rounded/

WC unrounded in these environments.

As formality increases, only one form is favoured: (yy)-1, which

is used by either class over 90/' of the time (all the time for (yy)

long) at the WLS end of the stylistic spectrum. Both classes,

therefore, exhibit conformity to local MC norms, and to those of

Standard English and Scots.

TABLE 5.5-2C: FREQUENCY OF (yy) VARIANTS BY SEX: YETHOLM:

CLASS/SEX (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG
fflyy)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

WC-M 81 17 1 1 69 22 1 8
WC-F 85 14 0 1 62 12 0 26
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TABLE 5.5-2D: FREQUENCY OF (yy) VARIANTS BY AGE: YETHOLM:

AGE (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG
^(yy)- 12 5 4 12 5 4

59- 78 20 1 1 65 18 1 18
40-55 89 9 1 1 78 17 1 4

As with (aa/ X>) and (ii), the large number of responses from

one atypical female speaker causes some distortion in the tables

above. Her (yy) short variant pattern conforms to the rest of her

sex or age group, but she uses about 78$ £e: J for (yy) long, a much

higher ratio than that given by any other speaker. With her data

excluded) revised (yy) long variant frequencies are:

WC-F (yy)-1, 75$; -2, 18$; -5, 0$; -4, 7$

39- (yy)-l, 71$; -2, 24$; -5, 0$; -4, 5$.

Using these revised frequencies, the differences between ratios of

variants between the sexes are at most in the 4-6$ range; sex does

not evidently play a role in the (yy) variation pattern. Neither

does age, for (yy) long, since there is at most a 7$ frequency

difference between age groups. However, the (yy) short figures seem

to indicate that, as at Hawick, it is the young who tend to use CyI
the most; in fact, the figure for the over-40 group is at borderline

significance. This again, may be due to Central Belt influence,

either due to prestige or migrational factors, as the same situation

regarding influx of people from Edinburgh and the Lothians generally

applies to Yetholm as much as to Hawick.
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TABLE 5.5-2B: (yy) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: YETHOLM:

FACTOR (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

CLASS + +

STYLE + +

SEX 0 0
AGE - 0

CS MAJORITY FORMS: MC ^VGaO . WC: foj/fbtsj or [e:J .
MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: :J (the fronter values in

casual styles).
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: Cy7 or ['tj/ [eij .

3.5-5: WOOLER;

TABLE 5.5-5A: (yy) BY CLASS AND STYLE; WOOLER:

(yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 265 269 253 300 300 243 261 293
UWC 283 295 289 297 198 250 258 293
LWC 279 293 291 300 113 181 266 300

GRAPHS

500

240

180

120

060

000

(yy) SHORT

CS FS RPS WLS

(yy) LONG

CS FS~ RPS VLS



TABLE 3.5-3B; FREQUENCY OF (yy) VARIANTS IN CS AMD WLS BY CLASS: WOOLER:

CS (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG
#(yy)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 65 35 0 0 100 0 0 0
UWC 83 17 0 0 43 33 0 23
LWC 79 21 0 0 27 17 0 56

WLS (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG
fo(yy)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 100 0 0 0 95 3 2 0
UWC 97 3 0 0 95 2 3 0
LWC 100 0 0 0 100 0 0 0

(yy) long at Wooler shows a similar variation pattern by class

as in the Scottish towns; once again, the use of unrounded front

variants ( here in final position) is a VC characteristic,

while the MC uses'xonly [u:^ in CS. In this style at least, Is
found only in VC speech, and so the class opposition is MC QisJ /WC
anything else. Short (yy) also seems to exhibit slight effects of

class in the graphs and frequency tables, but here fully back (yy)

realisations are more common among the WC generally. Although (u(:)J
is still the MC majority form, this class seems to prefer jjkU
(actually a backed variety,Q?J). The question is, why this form?

It is not the Standard English reflex of Southern ME /oo/, which

tends toward [tiff or diphthongal forms such as . The answer

may lie in the fact that most of the £uj forms recorded from WC

speakers are actually C^J, a quite perceptibly lowered variant.

Fully high [VJ frequencies show the same general trend as [ttj (which
is nearly always fully high); in CS, from 46$ used by the MC to 21^

by the LWC. The class-tying pattern of short (yy) has less to do

with the backness of the vowel than whether it is fully high or not.
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The "preference" for the central vowel appears simply because

lowered central varieties are rare (2> frequency at most).

/iu/ forms never occur in short environments, and were found

at less than 5$ frequency in long ones in any style. Only one

example of (yy)-4 (£c*] ) wa.s elicited for (yy) short, and this from
a UVC speaker born at Bedlington, where such forms may be more

common.^ (yy)-3 and -4 thus are not very important in the variation

pattern.

In formal styles, (yy)-1 is favoured for all (yy) at the expense

of all other variants for all groups; frequencies are virtually 100/^.

It should be noted that the majority of the WLS examples (among MC

and VC female speakers at least) are the fully-high variant, and thus

conformity with the Standard is evident.

TABLE 5.5-5C: FREQUENCY OF (yy) VARIANTS BY SEX: W00LER;

class/sex (yy) short (yy) long
$(yy)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

mc-m 93 7 0 0 88 3 9 0
mc-f 71 29 0 0 72 23 5 0

uwc-m 94 5 0 1 76 18 1 5
uwc-f 93 7 0 0 70 18 5 7

TABLE 3. 5-3D: FREQUENCY OF (yy) VARIANTS BY AGE: W00LER:

age (yy) short (yy) long
^(yy)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

39- 87 13 0 0 82 8 6 4
40-55 95 5 0 0 88 7 1 4
55+ 84 16 0 0 59 25 1 15
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Dependence on sex of (yy) is found among one class only, the

MC; here, the women have (yy)-2 about a quarter of the time, but the

men do not use it to a significant extent. Again, the opposition is

really more in terms of height than in backness, since the MC men

have about equal proportions of and [u^:)] , while the women
have 5 fully-high forms to every lowered one. The TJWC shows no

significant sex differences for (yy).

(yy) short does not seem to be dependent on age, as variant

frequencies are only 3apart, but (yy) long is: the oldest group is

set apart as the only ones having or localised [i: to any

significant degree. This is the expected pattern, as such forms are

also characteristic of WC speech in these environments, and the

young seem to follow more the local Standard (MC) pattern, in

preferring (yy)-1.

TABLE 3.5-5E: (yy) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: WOOLER:

FACTOR (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

CLASS -* +

STYLE + +

SEX -*(MC); 0 (WC) -*(MC); 0 (VC)
AGE 0 +

* = because (jfcfjis apparently preferred by the groups that usually
favour more prestigious variants; the real opposition seems more to

concern the height of (yy), and this does follow the expected pattern.

CS MAJORITY FORMS: MC: [©] / fu(:)] .
UWC: m/ W] • _

LWC:[ii(:)j / Ci: - B <3 .
MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: [ju-~tt/ (u:^ (backer forms preferred by males

and the young).
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: (s)J ; [i:y8i\.
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5.5-4: BELLINGHAJ-1:

TABLE 5.5-4A: (yy) BY CLASS AND STYLE: BEILINGHAK;

(yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 280 500* 500* 500 294 279 285 300
uvc 255 265 271 298 210 211 246 268
LVC 242 280 254 300 208 224 259 279

GRAPHS

TABLE 5.5-4B: FREQUENCY OF (yy) VARIANTS IN CS AND WLS BY CLASS:
BELLINGHAM:

CS (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

$(yy)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 80 20 0 0 94 6 0 0
UWC 55 45 0 0 40 44 2 14
LWC 42 58 0 0 42 39 5 14

WLS (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

#(yy)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 100 0 0 0 100 0 0 0
UWC 99 0 1 0 84 0 16 0
LWC 100 0 0 0 88 3 9 0
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A regular class-tying pattern is obtained at Bellingham for this

variable. Localised Ci: ^S(Tj forms (which occur almost exclusively

in long environments; only two examples, from WC speakers, appeared

for short (yy)^and [bt:] are WC characteristic forms, while the MC is
set apart from the other classes (whose variant choices are quite

similar) by preferring (yy)-1, the most Standard-like form.

The effect of formality of style on (yy) in both environments is

quite similar to that in the other towns. All groups show rises in

frequency of ju:J , as could be expected, to the point where it is

nearly consistently found for short (yy), and at least 84fc of the time

in long environments. However, another reflex of final (yy) is

sometimes found in WLS for WC speakers; this is [-fclfj, which is

otherwise rare. As it is never used to a significant extent in RPS,

it seems most likely that it is favoured (as isjuiuj , which is

included under (yy)-1^in lento speech, as is [jg ij = (ee/ ££ ), to

which it is parallel.

TABLE 5.5-4C: FREQUENCY OF (yy) VARIANTS BY SEX: BELLINGHAM:

CLASS/SEX (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG
^yyp 1234 1234

UWC-M 70 29 1 o 56 29 5 10
UWC-F 83 17 0 0 49 38 8 5

LWC-M 83 17 0 0 58 24 6 12
LWC-F 71 29 0 0 57 27 9 6
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TABLE 5.5-4D: FREQUENCY OF (yy) VARIANTS BY AGE; BELLINGHAM:

AGE/FEMALES (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

39- 74 26 0 0 48 35 11 6
40-55 85 17 0 0 58 28 9 5
55+ 70 30 0 0 74 20' 5 1

Again, treating age variation first: there seems to be a net

preference of younger speakers for non-back rounded (yy) variants,

although the tendency is shown for different sex groups for different

(yy) environments. In short environments, the under-40 males have

18/to more than the middle-aged group, while a 15^ increase is

shown over the age range by females for long (yy). Whether this

represents an actual sound change in progress is far from clear - it

may have to do with the avoidance of or [p1-] instead. If it

is, it is probably a native one, since Bellingham lies a little too

far from the Border to invoke Border Scots influence, although the

tendency is parallel to that found in Hawick and Yetholm.

The age distribution pattern has possibly produced the inconsistent

pattern by sex shown above, as the short (yy) cells with the lowest

(yy)-2 frequencies consist of middle-aged speakers only, while the

others do contain some younger people. Especially given the lack of

sex-tying of (yy) among the WC at Wooler, it seems unlikely that sex

is a factor in this case.
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TABLE 5.5-4E: (yy) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: BELLINGHAM:

FACTOR (yy) SHORT (yy) LONG

CLASS + +

STYLE + +

SEX 0 0
AGE — —

CS MAJORITY FORMS: MC: £&]/ Uii] . UVC: [.$ / [ti:~u ^ . LVC:
MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: [u:^uQ.
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: QfccJ, [tu],

5*5-5: CONCLUSIONS:

HAWICK:

1. Class variation:

a. None for short (yy)

b. In long environments, (mostly appearing finally and

before /r/) is an LWC characteristic form; the other classes

tend to use some kind of rounded monophthong.

c* D-u J (and the like) are rare, only found for long (yy).

2. Style variation: [u(: )^t*(:)] favoured at the expense of all other
forms in formal styles.

5* Sex variation: None.

4* Age variation: The young (59-) favour £y(:")1 » possibly because

of Central Belt influence, due to either prestige factors or

demographic movement.

YETHOIM:

1. Class variation:
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a. The MC tends to use pu~—t*] short/ [u: ^Yfjlong.
b. The WC uses significant percentages of jVf short/ [e:*]

long (at least, before /r/ and finally).

c. The latter group is also the only one to have any examples

of short or /iu/ forms,, though both are rare in my data.

2. Style variation; as for Hawick.

3. Sex variation: None.

4. Age variation: As for Hawick, but only in short environments.

WOOLER:

1. Class variation;

a. The MC prefers fully-high rounded short (yy), whether back

or central; and for long (yy).

b. WC groups favour lowered in short environments; and use

significant proportions of Ju:J and (finally only)
for long (yy).

c. /in/ forms never occur in over 5/ of "the cases for any group

in any style; only one unrounded form was elicited in short

environments (from a TJWC speaker).

2. Style variation: ju(:)"j used nearly exclusively in formal styles.
3. Sex variation:

a. None for the WC: MC women tend to use fully-high rounded

monophthongs instead of lowered ones, which are common in

men's speech generally.

4. Age variation:

a. None for short (yy).

b. Younger speakers prefer in l°ng environments; any

significant number of^ Q or [is^^lj forms is typical of

over-55 speakers' usage.
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BELLINGHAM:

1. Class variation:

a. The MC tends to use in either environment over 80^'

of the time in all styles.

"b. VC characteristic (yy) reflexes include [fr fj , []tul (mostly
finally) and J (only finally). The last is somewhat

less common than in the other towns,

c. /in/ forms are rare in short environments, and only two

examples of (yy)-4 occurred in such positions.

2. Style variation: As for Wooler, hut in lento styles, some JjLu^

diphthongs appear in final position for WC speakers, as well.

3. Sex variation; none.

4. Age variation: Younger speakers seem to prefer (jU:J ; I am not

sure if this represents a sound change or not, hut if it is, it

is prohahly native despite the parallelism to the Border Scots

developments - Bellingham is possibly too far from Scotland to

invoke influence from the North.
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5.6: THE VARIABLE (uu):

5.6-0: INTRODUCTION:

The (uu) class comprises words such as houset out, town, tower,

cow, now with NME /uu/. Along with front values for (aa/ 0>I>) and

(yy), monophthongs such as [u( : y(or diphthongs of the Uy

type are traditionally considered one of the main distinguishing
31

features of Northern British (including Scots) localised dialects.

Earlier studies of Border Scots have agreed on the monophthongal

nature of pre-consonantal /uu/ (Zai, 1942:92-107; Vettstein, 1942:43).

It is a back (slightly centralised) high rounded vowel jji(:)J in
these surveys, e.g. house = [htlsj , out = (/ttj , etc. As for final
(ee/£&), however, a diphthong appears in final position, [/©] > e.g.

cow = CkAcl . Orton and Halliday (1962:111.1.1;V.1.1) also give

similar values, £u:J and ju: ^cU'Jrespectively, at Lowick and Vark, Nhb.

I too found monophthongs in my data for all four towns,

extending over the whole range given for rounded monophthongal (yy)

reflexes, and within limits (since these are localised forms)

varying similarly, so that if monophthongs are used for (uu) and

rounded forms for (yy), they are always merged. Monophthongal (uu)

reflexes seemed fairly confined to closed syllables in all four towns.

Most speakers also used a wide rgnge of diphthongal reflexes,

extending from G?®! through a Standard-like to even

Possible V1*s for these included |V
and V2,s:[ci~©'/vX-/'Uj . This variable thus exhibits the widest
range of variants of any studied in this work.
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I have taken the contrasts monophthongal/diphthongal and hack/

non-hack V1 as primary in drawing up my key scale. The lowest score,

000,goesto monophthongs, since these represent the localised solution

for NME /uu/; 100 to diphthongs with hack V1's; 200 to those whose

V1's are central and non-low; and $00 to values where the V1 is

front, or if central, low. I included \^[^\ with the J00 point group
because its pattern of variation is more like £aoJ than jJSC)]] . It

will be noted that, once again, the Standard reflex of (uu) gets the

highest score. This key scale is used in all towns in all environments.

Key (uu): (uu)-1 = = J00.
(uu)-2 = J = 200.
(uu)—3 = ^ = 100.
(uu)-4 = V1V2, where V^=V2 = 000.

In the text, I shall use the form of the most frequent variant

having a specific score as a cover symbol for all values having that

score, as I did for (yy): Thus (uu)-1 will be referred to as "[a©jf ",

(uu)-2, "[jsco]"; (uu)-3, w ** f°r Border Scots, " " f°r

Northumbrian; and (uu)-4, " Ei*(sJ " in Hawick and Yetholm,
in Vooler and Bellingham.

The above scale only scores the V1, so that {afij^air^aY] all
get the same score. However, the V2 is also a variable, displaying

many similarities to (yy) in its variation pattern. For instance,

back vowels are found more often in formal than casual styles. The

backness of the V2 is not especially class-tied in the Scottish towns,

but a central form is a MC characteristic at Vooler and a WC one at

Bellingham, which compares well to (yy) = £_fct( t)] distribution in
these towns. Sex-tying is found in all towns but Hawick - in general

women use fronter V2's than men do. This probably is related to the
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preference for fronter V1's that women have (see below), since forms

such as V] never occurred - there seems to be a constraint that the

fronter the V1 is, the fronter the V2 will be as well. In

Northumberland, but not Scotland, is especially characteristic of

younger people's speech; this seems to also go hand in hand with a

preference for front V1's. The most common values are [®] in

Scotland, in Northumberland.

As with (yy) and (ee/££, ) reflexes, monophthongal (uu) variants

are phonetically short in short environments in Wooler, but not

Bellingham. Rounded V1's are always scored the same as their

unrounded counterparts, although they are rare, and nearly unknown in

Border Scots.

5.6-1; HAWICK*.

TABLE 5.6-1A; (uu) BY CLASS AND STYLE: HAWICK'

(uu) SHORT (uu) LONG

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

UMC 214 239 268 246 250* 271 285 213
LMC 213 219 288 270 200* 250* 280 275
UWC 136 181 232 166 163 228 225 168
LVC 129 169 161 151 100* 177 187 143

GRAPHS

300

240

180 0^
120

060

(uu) SHORT (uu) LONG
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TABLE 5.6-1B: FREQUENCY OF (uu) VARIANTS IN CS AND VLS BY CLASS; HAVICK;

CS ( uu) SHORT (uu) LONG

%(uu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

UMC 52 24 10 14 50 50 0 0
IMC 48 26 17 9 38 25 37 0
uvc 19 19 39 23 26 19 48 7
LVC 24 12 55 29 0 14 71 15

VLS (■uu) SHORT (uu) LONG

/»(uu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

UMC 58 21 21 0 47 20 33 0
LMC 70 50 0 0 83 8 9 0
TJVC 22 30 42 6 29 11 60 0
LVC 34 0 66 0 19 5 76 0

(uu) in both environments exhibits a considerable degree of

class-tying at Hawick. The MC uses Standard-like [acj forms in CS J8-

52% of the time, while these appear in VC speech only about half

that often. The VC, on the other hand, has a majority form of ,

and uses monophthongs in both environments (the LWC, to a significant

extent, even for long (uu) ) more often than the MC does; the basic

class opposition is thus of the type MC diphthongs with [-back] V1's/
VC diphthongs with {Vback] V1's or monophthongs.

Some effect of style is also noted, although not always of the

same kind for each group. Only the LMC shows the pattern that one

would expect, with greatly favoured in foimal speech, and all

forms with VW-fefcckvi *s used over 90% of the time in both environments.

The LVC shows some increase in [2^3 frequency as well, although not

to such a great extent. The fact that both these classes are largely

composed of over-40 women may have something to do with this, as this

is precisely the group that should be most likely to use [aoj anyway.
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In other cases, the form most likely to be favoured is [a©] ,

according to the table. Increases in this variant's frequency is

noted in both environments for the UMC and in one apiece for the VC

groups. The WC might be expected to correct to [ac6] , given their

preference for monophthongs, which are hardly ever used in formal

styles; (uu)-3 is at least diphthongal, and so probably viewed as

more prestigious than (uu)-4. As even the UKC uses some monophthongs

in CS, and this is the only variant that decreases significantly over

the stylistic range for short (uu), the same reasoning may hold here;

but it is hard to see why this class would favour [acjJ in long

environments, when no forms with back V1's were elicited in CS, nor

any (uu)-4. Perhaps j~AoJ is really their canonical norm, or

32
perhaps the wide range of use of this form in Central Belt dialects

lends it some added prestige, but it is hard to come to any firm

conclusions about the reasons for this pattern.

TABLE 5.6-1C: FREQUENCY OF (uu) VARIANTS BY SEX: HAWICK;

CLASS/SEX ( uu) SHORT (uu;) LONG
$(uu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

TJMC-M 58 30 10 2 88 0 12 0
TJMC-F 64 25 2 9 57 19 24 0

LMC-M 33 8 59 0 50 50 0 0
U4C-F 72 16 9 3 72 13 15 0

UWC-M 4 8 81 7 0 13 81 6
UVC-F 50 27 17 6 55 22 23 0

LWC-M 4 6 83 7 5 14 80 1
LVC-F 81 6 8 6 70 0 30 0
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TABLE 5.6-1D; FREQUENCY OF (uu) VARIANTS BY AGE: HAWICK:

AGE (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG
%(uu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

39- 36 12 46 8 34 12 54 3
40-55 57 22 17 4 66 15 19 0

55+ 37 19 36 8 43 15 40 2

(uu) is strongly dependent on sex, at least for non-UMC speakers.

This follows the usual pattern; the women prefer to use the Standard¬

like [a&J found frequently in MC speech (WC men hardly ever dc^,
while [agJ is marked strongly as a male characteristic form. The

BMC shows no sex-tying for (uu) short, hut there is a slight tendency

for women of this class to use in long environments. As

was pointed out with other variables, however, this group lies far

from the class dividing line, and a small percentage of non-Standard

forms may not be so important for them in establishing their social/

linguistic status. It will be noted that no significant differences

appear between the sexes in monophthong frequency.

There also seems to be some dependency on age for both short

and long (uu), although it is at the borderline of significance; the

under-40 groups use [ACcJ 10-11% more than the oldest group, and at

least for (uu) long, most of the increase happens at the expense of

This may be tied with the style variation pattern shown

above, as the differences are far more striking (16-18%) in the

reading than speaking stylesf I have noticed this same tendency to

use with younger Central Belt Standard Scots speakers; it

possibly may signal a change in the acceptability of this form in
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Standard Scots, (including varieties spoken in Hawick), but I would

need more data from other areas to make sure. Localised monophthongal

forms are neither preferred nor avoided by the young..

TABLE 5.5-1E: (uu) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: HAWICK:

FACTOR (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG

CLASS + +

STYLE +(LWC,UWC);-(UMC,UWC) +(LWC,UVC) ;-(tJMC,UWC)
SEX + +

AGE

CS MAJORITY FORMS: IMC [a©J; LMC £BO] ; TJWC t/VsJ ; LWC[acq] .

MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: + [A ©J (younger
speakers in formal styles).

V/C CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: u( s )~'>tt(sl(0^ 0

5.6-2: YETHOLM:

TABLE 5.6-2A: (uu) BY CLASS AND STYLE: YETHOIM:

CLASS (uu) SHORT
?S(uu)- CS FS RPS WLS

MC 257* 247 221 256*
VC 069 095 192 128

(uu) LONG
CS FS RPS WLS

200* 150* 100* 255*
119 131 180 158

GRAPHS

(uu) SHORT (uu) LONG

CS FS EPS WE

300

240

180

120

060

000

- —\

i
•

1

^C?C
/

\
< N,/ /
\ /

1

CS FS RPS WLS
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TABLE 5»6-2B: FREQUENCY OP (uu) VARIANTS IN CS AND WLS BY CLASS; YETHOLH:

CS (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG
°/o(uu)- 12 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 57 29 0 14 33 34 33 0
WC 6 9 33 52 6 6 88 0

WLS (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG
? v—' 1 12 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 67 22 11 0 50 33 17 0
WC 13 23 53 11 13 38 45 4

First of all, it must be noted that the conclusions about MC

speech here are tentative, as in CS and WLS (for short (uu), and all

styles for long (uu)),less than ten examples in a cell were obtained,

(hence, the rather unusual graphs). However, the variation pattern

by class and style is so similar to that at Hawick that the

likelihood of their being correct is a little bit more possible than

would otherwise be the case.

The distribution by class seems to be similar to that at Hawick;

the WC never use (uu)-1 and -2 to a significant degree, but these are

found to be the most common in MC speech, especially [acTj • The WC
are characterised by high frequencies of monophthongs for short (uu)

and for long (uu), and the latter form is also somewhat common

in short environments. The class opposition appears to be the same

as in Hawick: MC - diphthongs with Q-backj VI's/WC - monophthongs or

dijhthongs with [+backj V1's.

It is interesting that no examples of final jtrt(: )J or any other

monophthongal form were recorded in final position here, although the



parallel [jTxJ = (®e/ t-0 was not found. It is a Border Scots (and
East Gallovidian) trait to have both, while (non-Gallovidian) Central

Belt dialects have neither in their most localised form. This

illustrates the transitional position of Yetholm dialect in between

Border Scots proper and Berwickshire Central Belt Scots. In this

case, the [a©] was probably retained because it exists in some

(slightly-corrected) forms of Central Belt speech, while (ee/ef.) =

ted does not. It only occurs in words (disregarding the direct

descendants of NME /ou/) which have in Standard English, never

in words like you, in this town.

Turning to style variation: there seems to be a marked effect of

style on (uu) with a clearer pattern than that for Hawick. It can be

summed up in this way: if (a£Sj is already the majority form in CS

(cf. the MC) then it is even more likely to occur in formal styles.

If it is CagJ (WC for long (uu) ), both (uu)-1 and -2 will be

favoured; if Lw(:j] (WC for short (uu) ), then will increase

in frequency the most over the stylistic range. This is again as

expected, since in each case, the realisation used in WLS is

phonetically closer to the local Standard form (or if it ijs the local

Standard form, is more commonly used) than that used in CS.

TABLE 5.6-2C: FREQUENCY OF (uu) VARIANTS BY SEX: YETHOLM:

CLASS/SEX (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG
%(uu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

WC-M 14 11 65 11 12 15 72 1
VC-F 26 17 21 36 23 23 50 4
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TABLE 3.6-2D: FREQUENCY OF (uu) VARIANTS BY AGE: YETHOLM;

AGE (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG
j5fa)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

39- 21 13 46 20 15 20 62 3
40-55 29 24 30 17 19 18 61 2

At Yetholm, as at Hawick, women tend to use the most prestigious

variant, [acj , more than men do. The 11-12$ frequency difference,

at least for short (uu), would be even greater except for the same

female speaker, who had a majority of monophthongs (without her data,

differences in (uu)-4 frequency are insignificant, about 2$). The

predominant male form is again [XcoJ , as at Hawick, found about 20$
more (adjusted) in their speech than in women's.

(uu) seems not to be dependent on age in long environments; the

greatest difference in variant frequency is 4$• However, even when

the same woman mentioned above is excluded, younger people do seem to

use (uu)-3 a little more often than those over 40, in short

environments. The adjusted frequency difference is 23$» and the

older speakers'1 characteristic form seems to be . The same

reasons underlying the similar preference at Hawick may apply, or

maybe, there is an extension of [as] to all environments; it is

less frequent in short than long ones, indicating some speakers may

have an opposition of the type short/ [AOOjf long or the like.
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TABLE 3.6-2E: (uu) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: YETHOLM:

FACTOR (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG

CLASS + +

STYLE + +

SEX + +

AGE - 0

CS MAJORITY FORMS: MC ; WC Gtt(:)] (closed syllables)/ Ja^J(finally).
MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: fjio^SCO^J .
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: (V& : }^y( : )^ /(:) ~e(: )-n u( :)J,

(monophthongs not finally).

5.6-3; WOOLER:

TABLE 5.6-5A: (uu) BY CLASS AND STYLE: WOOLER:

(uu) SHORT (uu) LONG

CLASS CS FS HPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 220 233 243 239 125* 225* 256 253
TJWC 165 135 169 146 263* 139 175 163
LWC 038 091 100 083 085 089* 113 117*

GRAPHS

(uu) SHORT (uu) LONG
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As no male UWC responses were obtained, in CS for (uu) long

(hence the abnormally high score of 263)1 frequencies in such

environments in the following table will be based On FS instead.

Enough data was collected for (uu) short in CS for the figures to be

used, however.

TABLE 5.6-5B: FREQUENCY OF (uu) VARIANTS IN CS/FS Mb WLS BY CLASS/
WOOLER:

CS/FS (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG
%(uu)- 12 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 60 0 40 0 62 0 38 0
UWC 35 10 42 13 22 9 65 4
LWC 0 0 38 62 0 0 67 23

WLS (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG
%(uu)- 12 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 74 0 17 9 73 7 20 0
UWC 21 21 44 14 25 13 62 0
LWC 0 0 83 17 0 17 83 0

The class tying picture of (uu) at Wooler seems to be similar to

that in the Scottish towns. In all environments, a majority use of

£aG>]] , the most Standard-like variant, is found only among the MC,

while monophthong use increases as one goes down the social scale;

Cuco], in fact, is a majority form for short (uu) in LVC speech.

, in CS/FS, is used to about the same frequency by all groups

in short environments, but over half the time by only the WC for

long (uu). The class oppositions for this variable are thus somewhat

parallel to the ones examined at Hawick and Yetholm.

There is also some effect of style on (uu), but it is
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especially marked only where monophthongs are the most common.

(They are found very rarely in WLS, and never in long environments).

The LWC corrects to diphthongal forms with back V1's, as did the

Yetholm WC. The UVC shows some increase in [aG}] proportions over

the stylistic range as well, at the expense of, while the UWC

shows little effect of style; perhaps all that is important to them

in correction of (uu) is that monophthongs be avoided in styles such

as WLS.

Where an effect of style is noted, it is still toward greater

employment of more prestigious reflexes of (uu) than would be found

in CS.

TABLE 3.6-50: FREQUENCY OF (uu) VARIANTS BY SEX: WOOLBR:

CLASS/SEX (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG
%(uu)- 12 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC-M 17 0 77 6 12 0 88 0
MC-F 85 7 7 1 88 7 5 0

UWC-M 2 5 80 12 10 2 88 0
UWC-F 49 17 32 2 53 17 28 2

TABLE 3.6-5D: FREQUENCY OF (uu) VARIANTS BY AGE: WOOLER;

AGE (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG
jgfao- 1234 1234

39- 40 10 43 7 42 10 47 1
40-55 41 3 53 3 38 13 49 0
55+ 22 3 52 23 24 0 70 6
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The distribution of (uu) variants by sex is quite marked in

this town, and also conforms to the ideal pattern. (uu)-1 is

marked as a female characteristic; even MC males use it only rarely.

Even (uu)-2, which is not that common a variant, is found to a

significant degree among UVC females, but not in male speech of

this class. Men tend more toward (uu)-3 in all class groups, and,

for short (uu) in VC groups, (uu)-4» monophthongs, as well. If

anything, the effect of sex as revealed by differences in frequency,

is even greater than that of class for (uu) - up to 83/^ difference

in the use of any variant may occur.

The younger group also tends to favour the more prestigious

reflexes of this variable, the forms with non-back V1's, and [a®]
in particular; it is 18-19^ more common in the utterances of iunder-40

speakers than in those from over-55 informants. The oldest group is

the only generation to use monophthongs to a significant extent for

short (uu), and to have in long environments over two-thirds of

the time. Again, the expected pattern is in evidence.

TA33LE 3.6-3E: (uu) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: WOOLER:

FACTOR (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG

CLASS + +

STYLE + +

SEX + +

AGE + +

CS MAJORITY FORMS: MC / CAO] . TJVC . LVC W /[>©] .

MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS BfiO (females only),
VC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: [u(: ^aO>J (the last also MC males;

more common in long environments generally).
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3.6-4: BELLINGHAM:

TABLE 3.6-4A: (uu) BY CLASS AND STYLE: BELLINGHAM:

(uu) SHORT (uu) LONG

CLASS CS FS RPS VLS CS FS RPS VLS

MC 229 218 278* 300* 220* 300* 286* 300*
UVC 180 208 208 238 158 192 198 233
LVC 131 163 179 175 142 183 168 185

GRAPHS

(uu) SHORT (uu) LONG

CS PS RPS VLS CS FS RPS VLS

TABLE 3.6-4B: FREQUENCY OF (uu) VARIANTS IN CS AND VLS BY CLASS;
BELLINGHAM:

CS (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG
#(uu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 48 33 19 0 50 0 50 0
UVC • 31 14 54 1 11 37 52 0
LVC 10 10 80 0 16 11 73 o

VLS (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG
fo(uu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

KC 100 0 0 0 100 0 0 0
UVC 62 18 16 4 56 22 22 0
LVC 40 10 45 5 31 23 46 0
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As in the other towns, (uu) seems to display the normal pattern

of class-tying at Bellingham, although the role of monophthongs is

not so important - they were never found in significant frequencies

for any group in any style covered here, although what examples were

elicited came only from WC speakers. [~atrT[ , as elsewhere, has the

highest frequency among MC speakers (as does for (uu) short),

while [*gQ is most common with the VC, especially the LWC. The type

of class opposition for (uu) would thus appear to be the same as in

Hawick or Yetholm.

In more formal styles, all groups show substantial increases in

frequency at the expense of forms like . At the formal end

of the style spectrum, was recorded in all the examples, and

about a half and a third of the time in those from the UWC and LWC

respectively. Again, more Standard-like (uu) realisations are

favoured in formal contexts than would be found in casual discourse.

TABLE 5.6-4C; FREQUENCY OF (uu) VARIANTS BY SEX: BELLINGHAM:

CLASS/SEX (uu) SHORT (UU) LONG
fo(uu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

UWC-M 13 10 76 1 12 11 76 1
UWC-F 76 19 6 0 83 14 2 1

LWC-M 12. 9 79 o 0 4 94 2
LWC-F 39 26 35 0 47 22 31 o
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TABLE 5.6-4D: FREQUENCY OF (uu) VARIANTS BY AGE; EELLINGHAM;

age/males (uu) short (uu) long
^-9? 1 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

39- 15 13 70 2 13 11 75 1

40-55 4 8 86 2 11 7 72 0

age/females (uu) short (uu) long
%(uu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

39- 82 11 7 0 81 11 8 0

40-55 84 15 1 0 74 19 7 0

55+ 57 22 21 0 51 23 26 0

As in Wooler, (uu) seems to be very markedly sex-dependent at

Bellingham. For the most part, females (in this case, from the V/C

groups), prefer diphthongs with non-back V1's as the MC do (in all

environments) while the men have in a"t least three-quarters of

their responses. However, not enough monophthongal realisations were

elicited to show any effects of sex on their frequency.

The young, in general, especially younger females, also tend to

use instead of variants with higher and backer V1's. Even the

under-40 males show slight increases in the incidence of these forms

for short (uu), at least. This may illustrate yet again, the same

Standardisation tendencies in younger peoples' speech in this area.

TABLE 3.6-4E; (uu) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY; BELLINGHAM:

FACTOR (uu) SHORT (uu) LONG

CLASS + +

STYLE + +

SEX + +

AGE + +



CS MAJORITY FORMS: MC U&cq] . IJVC [As] . LVC Jjsq] .

MC CHARACTERISTIC FOHMSs[E©-*» +0^ for short (uu).
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: acs^u:J + fr®] for long (uu).

5.6-5: CONCLUSIONS:

HAVICK:

1. Class variation:

a. Forms with non-"back V1's axe MC characteristic forms;

Diphthongs with hack V1's/or monophthongs are typical of

VC usage.

b. Monophthongs are not found in final position, and so are more

common in short than long environments.

2. Style variation:

a. The LWC and LMC (both groups with a large contingent of

older women in my sample) favour in formal styles.

Monophthongs are avoided in styles such as WLS.

b. The other groups favour [a©J , perhaps because of a change

in acceptability in Standard Scots or because it is widely

used in (slightly corrected) Central Belt dialects.

3. Sex variation:

a. Non-UMC females favour [aii] » while J is more common in

male speech.

b. UMC females use more [acdJ than males of the same class (to

a slight degree), perhaps because it is not their majority

form, and a small percentage of such realisations of (uu)

would possibly not affect their linguistic status.

c. No sex-tying is noted for monophthong frequency.
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4. Age variation:

a. TaS] is slightly more common in younger peoples' speech,

perhaps for the same reasons mentioned above under style

variation.

YETHOLH:

1. Class variation: as for Hawick.

2. Style variation:

a. If [jl&J is the majority form, it is found even more commonly

in formal than casual styles.

b. If it is [a^O , both (uu)-1 and -2 are favoured under the

same circumstances.

c. If it is [#-(:}] , then JasJ is favoured.

3. Sex variation: as (a) for Hawick, with all classes.

4. Age variation: as for Hawick, but only for short (uu). Long (uu)

is not dependent on age.

WOOLER:

1. Class variation:

a. [2jG>] is characteristic of MC speech; monophthongs (which are

found especially in LWC utterances for short (uu) ), and, in

long environments, , are more likely to be elicited

from VC members.

2. Style variation:

a. MC speakers favour in formal styles, at the expense of

b. The LWC favours on instead of monophthongs.

c. No effect of style is present with UWC speakers.
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3. Sex variation;

a. Forms with non-back Vl's, especially faff] » tend to be
found nearly exclusively in female speech.

b. Men, even of the MC, favour- ; WC males also use

monophthong more frequently than women do.

4. Age variation;

a. Younger speakers tend to use diphthcngs with non-back V1's;

monophthong use is especially characteristic of the over-55

group.

BELLINGHAM:

1. Class variation; as for Vooler, except:

a. is also a VC form in long environments.

b. Monophthongs are quite rare and did not occur in the

stylistic range examined to a significant extent.

2. Style variation: £afoj is favoured in formal speech by all

groups.

3. Sex variation: as for Vooler.

4. Age variation: as for Wooler, but monophthongs are rare for any

age group, and the tendency to prefer in long environments

is only marked for women.
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5.7? THE VARIABLE (an):

5.7-0; INTRODUCTION:

This class is composed of words descending from NME /au/, which

in turn derives from various Old English, Old Norse, and Old French

sources (Orton, 1933;94—6)• However, there are differences between

Northern and Southern dialects in the makeup of this and the next,

the (ou), class. Some words, like law, draw, claw, all, ball show

forms implying /au/ in both groups; these are unquestionably members

of this class. But Northern localised dialects also have /au/

reflexes in words such as know, crow, blow (< 0E /aqw/) and old, cold

(< 0E / aid/, later /qQId/, which became / OOldJ in the South and

Midlands), and here, Standard Southern English and other Southern

and Midland dialects, plus other forms of the Standard, have forms

implying /ou/ or /03/. (Orton and Halliday, 1962:11.5.7>H.7*8;

II.9.35VI.13.17; Wettstein, 1942:44; Zai, 1942:107-09). Moreover,

there are a handful of words which show the reverse distribution -

NME /ou/ vs. SME /au/ - this includes thaw, and the old /oxt/ class,
55

bought, thought, daughter, etc. (see above references).

In this study, any word having Standard Southern English

SME /au/ or any similar realisations of items having [ecoj in

Standard Southern English are treated in this group. However, in the

latter case, the problem of class membership is treated under (ou).

In both Standard English and Scots, the vowel in this class of

words is (p(:)] . However, the earlier studies of Border Area
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dialects indicate a much lower, usually unrounded vowel as the

localised norm here, which agrees in quality (at least), with

whatever the short /a/ reflex is. Thus, one gets Morehattle j(l(sj]
(Zai, 1942:107-9) » Chirnside fo(:)j (Vettstein, 1942:44); and

Lowick and Wark » (Orton and Halliday, 1962:11.4.4;II*5«3»

III.1.2;III.11.4;TV.6.20;VT.9.7). At least a few instances of all

these values were found in this survey in most towns.

However, the range I elicited was more extensive: Jp(:)^ D(:)^
a(: )^ Q (:)^ 6 (:) ^ce(: )j . With the exception of the short variants,

which were only found in Scotland, and [c£,(:)J , which did not occur
at Yetholm, at least one example of each was found in all towns' data.

By analysing the variation patterns of the different types, however,

I saw that I had to develop separate key scales for this variable in

Border Scots and Northumbrian. In each, the Standard (au) reflex

got the highest score, and the most localised variety, a score of

000 or 100.

My Scots (au) scale gave 200 points to any half-open rounded
34

nucleus; 100 to any low back one, whether rounded or not, and 000

to other low unrounded variants. Thus:

Key scale (an) for Border Scots:
(au^-1 = [p(r) = 200 •
(au)-2 = = 100.
(au)-3 =^a(:)«^;)l = 000.

My Northumbrian scale gave 200 points to back rounded vowels of

any height; 100 to rounded variants that were front or central; and

000 to unrounded types, in this manner:
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Key scale (au) for Northumbrian:
= 200.^aul-1 = [3: / D:.

au )-2 = [e : ^ ££:
kau)-3 = 0*5 ^ a:

= 100.
= 000.

As examples of short (au) were rare, nearly all examples but

words like all, call, ball being for final (au), instances of both

environments were lumped together. I also decided to study towns

on the same side of the Border together, although separate charts

are, of course, made for each.

3.7-1: BORDER SCOTS:

TABLE 3.7-1A: (au) BY CLASS AND STYLE: HAWICK AND YETHOLM;

HAWICK

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS

UMC 174 189 146 179
LMC 161 173 136 154
IJWC 122 156 139 154
LWC 127 156 142 165

YETHOLM

CS FS RPS WLS

164 200* 167 189

109 159 168 139

GRAPHS

HAWICK

200

160

120

080

040

000

YETHOLM

CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS
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TABLE 5.7-1B: FREQUENCY OF (au) VARIANTS IN CS AND WLS BY CLASS;
HAWICK AND YETHOLM: '

CS

$(au)-

UMC
LMC
uwc
LWC

WLS

^y(au)-

DMC
LMC
UWC
LWC

HAWICK
1 2 3

74 26
61 39
30 62
27 73

0
0
8
0

HAWICK
1 2 3

79 21
54 46
57 40
65 35

0
0

3
0

YETHOIM
1 2 3

64 36 0

19 72 9

YETHOLM
1 2 3

89 11 0

59 41 0

Except in RPS, where all classes use ahout the same proportions

of variants (probably because I included "dialect passage" readers

who read it smoothly), (au) is a class-tied variable in both towns.

The characteristic MC form appears to be Q>(:)[] - in CS, only these

groups have it as a majority form. The equivalent WC variant is

then o(:j] , which was found to be the localised one in
previous surveys. Ca(:jj was comparatively rare in my Border Scots
data (9^4 maximum frequency for any group) but such examples as

occurred were elicited from WC members. The class opposition for

this variable is thus primarily based on height in this area: MC

half-open mid/WC low (and/or unrounded) vocalic nuclei.

The MC form is also favoured in formal styles by the WC at

Hawick, and both class groups at Yetholm. In WLB, every class has

Cpojl in most of their (au) instances, and proportions for the
Yetholm MC are 25/4 higher in WLS than CS. However, not much effect
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of style is shown for the Hawick MC groups; possibly, since they use

E?(o] most of the time, they do not notice how often (au)-2
appears (usually in a rounded form, I might add) as well, and so

stylistic pressures are not so strong for this variable as at Yetholm.

TABLE 5.7-1C: FREQUENCY OF (au) VARIANTS BY SEX: HAWICK AMD YETHOLM:

class/sex hawick yetholm

%(au)- 1 2 3 1 2 3

umc-m 80 20 0
umc-f 64 36 0

lmc-m 41 59 0
lmc-f 60 40 0

uwc-m 43 54 3 53 45 2
uwc-f 51 47 2 55 43 2

lwc-m 52 48 0
lwc-f 61 39 0

TABLE 5.7-1D: FREQUENCY OF (au) VARIANTS BY AGE: HAWICK AND YETHOLM:

age hawick yetholm

^(au)- 1 2 3 1 2 3

39- 54 45 1 64 34 2

40-55 65 35 0 48 49 3
55+ 50 50 0 — — —

Not much of a sex-tying pattern seems to be in evidence for

this variable in Border Scots. The only group where females use

the Standard reflex of (au) significantly more often than males of

the same class is the Hawick LMC, as one might expect from their

borderline social status position. Slightly higher [j)(0] frequencies
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appear for women in WC groups, but not enough to be significant. As

was true for other variables, Hawick IJMC women seem to favour less

prestigious variants for (au); however, they also have a majority of

[?(=)] responses, and their linguistic status may not be impaired,
especially as they are far from the social class borderline anyway.

Dependence on age is found only at Yetholm; here, in the usual

way, speakers under 40 have a marked preference for (au)-1, which

is not only the most Standard-like}but the localised Central Belt

form as well. Age does not make much difference in (au) variation

at Hawick; variant frequencies differ only by 5% between the extreme

age groups.

TABLE 5.7-1H: (au) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY; HAWICK AND YETHOLM:

FACTOR HAWICK YETHOLM

class + +

style +(wc); 0 (mc) +
sex +(lWc); 0 (otherwise) 0
age 0 +

CS MAJORITY FORMS: Hawick and Yetholm MC: [3(:jJ•
Hawick and Yetholm WC: [q( :) .

MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: £<:)] _
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: fp(:^^Q(0', a(:3*
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5.7-2: NORTHUMBRIAN:

TABLE 5.7-2A: (au) BY CLASS AND STYLE: WOOLER AND BELLINGHAM:

WOOLER BELLINGHAM

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 146 197 192 193 200 200 200 200
UWC 165 175 163 184 171 181 189 192
LWC 089 075* 146 138 179 138 168 184

GRAPHS

VOOLER BELLINGHAM

TABLE 5.7-2B: FREQUENCY OF (au) VARIANTS IN CS AND WLS BY CLASS:
WOOLER AND BELLINGHAM:

CS WOOLER BELLINGHAM

#(au)- 1 2 3 1 2 3

MC 65 16 19 100 0 0
UWC 81 3 16 76 19 5
LWC 44 0 56 86 7 7

WLS WOOLER BELLINGHAM

%(au)- 1 2 3 1 2 3

MC 97 0 3 100 0 0
UWC 85 5 10 94 4 2
LWC 57 23 20 84 16 0
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In general, (au) displays dependence on class in Northumbria;

however, there are crossovers, which may be due to my methods of

scoring. The 81% j] figure in CS for the Vooler UWC, for instance,

contains 20% [p:"] , which only appears about 5"/> °f the time in MC

speech; the Bellingham LWC also has a significant proportion (11/)

of forms.

At Wooler, in CS at any rate, the two groups at the top of the

social scale use rounded vowels of some type in the majority of cases;

most of these are the Standard-like [b:J , but even non-back variants
are favoured slightly by the MC. The LWC, on the other hand, is set

apart by their employment of a majority of [a:J forms. This

illustrates that the class opposition is between rounded/unrounded

variants, rather than any involving backness. At Bellingham, the

pattern is less evident, but only the MC has exclusive in all

styles; the WC groups do have examples of other forms, up to 26% of

the time. Car] seems to be a fairly rare variant in this community

(14% maximum frequency, for the LWC in FS), and and the like

seems to be a bit more common. Here, the opposition pattern seems

to be MC [*>rI /WC anything else.

Most Northumbrian class groups show some effect of style on (au)

as well. MC and LWC groups at Wooler show increases in \Oi~J
frequency over the stylistic range as formality rises, as does the

Bellingham UVC. The LWC groups also increase fell frequency. Most
of these changes occur at the expense of Q?.:j[ » which, as the
localised form, is apparently stigmatised in formal styles; having a

back rounded reflex seems only important for groups higher up on the
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class scale, where (a:J is not that common.

TABLE 3.7-2C: FREQUENCY OF (au) VARIANTS BY SEX: WOOLER AND BELLINGHAM;

class/sex wooler bellingham

$£(au)- 1 2 3 1 2 3

mc-m 83 10 7
mc-f 94 2 4

tjwc-m 68 7 25 83 15 2
uwc-f 96 4 0 89 8 3

lwc-m 74 16 10
lwc-f 71 29 o

TABLE 5.7-2D: FREQUENCY OF (au) VARIANTS BY AGE: WOOLER AMD BELLINGHAM:

AGE WOOLER BELLIHGHAM

/0(au)- 1 2 3 1 2 J

39- 88 7 5 87 11 2
40-55 91 1 8 81 13 6
55+ 56 7 37 83 16 1

(au) appears to be dependent on both sex and age at Vooler, with

females, even those of the TJWC, using the Standard-like in

nearly all cases. The men, on the other hand have low, but significant,

percentages of other forms - [fc.f] for the MC, [eu~J for the UWC. The
young and middle-aged in this town also have extremely high

frequencies for , while the over-55 group is set apart by being

the only one to have to a significant extent. As usual, women

and the young favour more Standard-like reflexes.

The normal pattern of sex-tying is shown at Bellingham only
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among LWC speakers. The reflex of (au) favoured by women of this

class is , which is not the Standard one, but agrees with it

in height and rounding, and is also favoured in formal speech for

this class. The men seem to use instead, although its

proportion to the whole is only 10;'. No effect of age is noted here,

even when the results are arranged separately by sex-differences

between the extreme age groups for (au) variants are in the 4-Sf.

range.

TABLE 5.7-2E; (au) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: WOOLER AND BELLINGHAM:

FACTOR WOOLER BELLINGHAM

CLASS + +

STYLE +(MC,LWC); 0 (UVC) +
SEX + 0 (UVC);+ (LVC)
AGE + 0

CS MAJORITY FORMS: WOOLER: MC,UWC [?:] ; LWC faj] .
BELLINGHAM: All classes: [p :J .

MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: WOOLER: Q?: ^ 0: (last also WC formal speech).
BELLINGHAM: {pi - oQ •

WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: WOOLER: [Q: ay .

BELLXNGHAM: jg: a: ^a£J .

3.7-5: CONCLUSIONS:

HAWICK:

1. Class variation:

a. In CS, the MC has a majority of fp(:) J forms and the WC

of fo(:) •» d(:3 .

b. {.(.)] never appears to any significant frequency, but what
examples j elicited were found in WC speech.



2. Style variation:

a* CK'll favoured in formal styles at the expense of
lower variants among WC speakers; no change iis found for

the MC, perhaps because this variant is already their

majority form.

3. Sex variation: only found with the LMC, where women favour [o(:)J
and the men|jp(:)]. None otherwise.

4. Age variation: none.

YETHOLM;

1. Class variation: as for Hawick.

2. Style variation: is favoured in formal speech by all

classes.

3. Sex variation: none.

4. Age variation: Younger speakers tend to prefer &■>)] instead of
other, less prestigious forms.

WOOLER:

1. Class variation:

a. Rounded half-open forms, especially back jj^sjjseem to be
favoured by the MC and TJWC; the equivalent form for the

LWC, in CS, is |~afj.
2. Style variation:

a. Hone for the UVC.

b. The MC showSincreased frequency of in formal speech;

the LV/C, of any half-open rounded monophthong.

3. Sex variation:

a. Female speech seems to be characterised by nearly exclusive
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employment of [p:] ; men do use other variants, especially

(in the UVC), [[a:] .
4. Age variation:

a. The young and middle-aged groups seem to favour f^tj at
the expense of all other forms. The over-55 group is the

only one using £a;J to a significant extent.

BELLINGHAM:

1. Class variation:

a. M is the only variant I found in MC speech.
b. Other forms, both [G0.:3 and [a] were elicited from WC

speakers, although their majority form is still ip:].
c. [as] is fairly rarely used by any group in this town, to a

1555- frequency.

2. Style variation:

a. is favoured by all groups in formal speech; [a;Q in

particular seems to be avoided in such styles.

3. Sex variation:

a. LWC females favour half-open rounded forms rather than faiJ
which was only found in male speech for this class.

4. Age variation: none.
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3.8: THE VARIABLE (on);

3.8-0: INTRODUCTION:

The words in this class stem from NME /ou/, as well as including some

items belonging to the (au) class here in localised speech, but showing

(ou) forms in more Standard varieties, as they do in Southern dialects.

Examples include bow (n.), grow, / low, plus those deriving from /olc/

or /ol#/ (colt, gold, roll, etc.) and, in localised dialectal

varieties, items such as chew, ewe, thaw etc. of differing origins.

If a word shows (ou) forms in Standard speech, but others in localised

varieties, the non-(ou) variants are scored as "original forms" under

this variable.

So, indeed, are the most localised solutions of ME /ou/.

Previous surveys have come up with diphthongal forms such as [AGDJ
in localised Border Scots, and in Northumbrian (zai,

1942:109-11; Wettstein, 1942:44; Orton and Halliday, 1962:111.2.11;

III.4.5;III.9.3;v.8.16;VI.13.13). Such forms were found about 5/ of

the time, and were confined to WC speech in CS and FS. They also

seem to have a greater tendency than the earlier surveys would

predict to conform to non-localised (uu) variants, and so, an

unrounded V1 is the rule in my data, even in Northumbrian. (au)

forms for the know, old classes are much more common, and make up the

clear majority of the "original forms".

Otherwise, (ou) variants are the same as rounded (aa/^O)

reflexes: the merger also takes place in the Standard dialects. The
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range of (ou.) is thus a wide one, including possible reflexes of
55

three other variables, (uu), (au), and (aa/o3).

I have used the (aa/ CO) key scales to measure (ou), the only

difference being that the "original forms" are as described above,

not je:^l£j[ . Only the V1 (aa/ oz>) scale has also been used for
Northumbrian (ou), although it has been modified by giving £oO effjj
a separate value, since the occurrence of \V] in diphthongal forms

varies the same way as it does for (aa/3^): My scales are thus:

Key (ou): Border Scots: (ou)-1 = [oQ-~esfj = 300.
ou)-2 = fo(j)^e(:]j = 200.
^u^-3 = [jo^-* = 100.kou)-4 = original

forms = 000.

Key (ou): Northumbrian: (ou)-1 = 500.
'ou|-2 =Co: v^oaj = 200.ou)-3 = 100.
,ou)-4 = original forms = 000.

As for (au), I have counted all instances of (ou) together in

scoring, in whatever environment, and have presented the analysis

for the two towns on each side of the Border together as well.
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5.8-1: BORDER SCOTS:

TABLE 5.8-1A: (ou) BY CLASS AMD STYLE: HAWICK AND YETHOLH;

HAWICK YETHOLM

CS FS RPS WLSCLASS CS FS RPS WLS

UMC 200 244 211 226
LMC 175 180 212 215
HWC 178 194 187 185
LWC 118 195 185 181

211* 209 200 200

158 195 188 184

GRAPHS

HAWICK

CS FS HPS WIS"

500

240

180

120

060

000

YETHOLM
—

|AC

CS FS EPS WIS

TABLE 5.8-1B: FREQUENCY OF (ou) VARIANTS IN CS AMP WLS BY CLASS;
HAWICK AMD YETHOLM:

CS HAWICK

ou)- 1 2 5 4

TJMC " 12 82 0 6
LMC 15 68 0 19
HWC 5 81 0 14
LWC 0 55 9 36
WLS

?g(ou)- 1 2 3 4

UMC 50 66 4 0
IMC 25 69 6 2
IJWC 5 78 14 3
LWC 6 72 18 4

YETHOLM
12 5 4

11 89 o 0

5 74 0 25

12 5 4

4 92 4 0

0 87 11 2
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In CS, the top social group in each town is distinguished by a

less than 10/ frequency of original forms; in fact, they are not

found at all in Yetholm MC speech. Their proportions rise as one

goes down the social scale, indicating that their use, and thus the

separation of (ou) and (aa/ _>d), is a WC characteristic. As for

(aa/OO), significant, although small, percentages of (ou)-1 occur

only among MC speakers; otherwise, the predominant form is [d(:)J.

As formality increases, the (ou) class seems more likely to

merge with (aa/ DD). At the WLS level, only 4/ original forms at

most are used by any group. The rest of the variants are common to

both, and their distribution is similar to (an/ Od) (differences in

(ou)-3 and. (aa/ Co)-3 seem to be caused by environmental factors;

most (ou) instances were found in other positions than pre-dental ones

which favour this form). ©g/J is used more frequently by

Hawick MC groups in WLS than in CS, while WC speakers, in general,

favour (at least in some positions) downgliding diphthongs.

TABLE 5.8-1C: FREQUENCY OF (ou) VARIANTS BY SEX: HAWICK AND YETHOLM:

class/sex hawick yetholm

fi(ou)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

ijmc-m 41 55 3 3
umc-f 16 80 4 0

lmc-m 6 82 6 6
lmc-f 25 62 5 8

uwc-m 5 72 11 14 4 83 8 5
uwc-f 8 80 8 4 3 81 8 8

lwc-m 0 78 15 7
lwc-f 27 59 8 6
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TABLE 5.8-1D: FREQUENCY OF (ou) VARIANTS BY AGE: HAV.'ICK AM) YETHOLM:

AGE HAWICK YETHOLM

%(ou)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

39- 5 74 12 9 2 82 9 7
40-55 25 65 6 4 7 88 4 1

55+ 11 76 6 7

(ou) does not appear to be dependent on age in either town, nor

on sex at Yetholm; differences in frequencies are under 10/ in each

case. However, there seems to be some sex-tying for this variable

at Hawick. Host of the differences seem to be shared with (aa/ro),

and involve the same variants; the non-TJMC women's preference for

[oO <zl , WC men's for (ou)-3, and the reverse pattern of sex-

tying among the TJMC as shown for other variables, are in evidence

here. However, one class, the UWC, just below the MC/WC borderline,

has differences in original form frequency between the sexes - the

men use them 10/ more than the women, who prefer possible (aa/ Dd)
forms after the style of the MC groups, and so tend to merge (ou)

with (aa/ OO) a little more often. This is the only example of any

sex-tying specific to the (ou) variable as opposed to a merged

"(aa/ 30/ou)".

TABLE 5.8-1E: (ou) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY:

FACTOR HAWICK YETHOIAI

CLASS + +

STYLE* + +

SEX + 0
AGE 0 0

* - see (aa/ 00 ).
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CS MAJORITY FORMS: Ca(:)l for 311 groups.
MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: any possible rounded (aa/ 00) variant

(also WC in formal styles, UWC women, etc.).
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: [akJ or any (au) variant in appropriate items.

5.8-2: NORTHUMBRIAN:

TABLE 5.8-2A: (ou) BY CLASS AMD STYLE: WOOLER AND BELLINGHAK:

VOOLER BELLINGHAM

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS

MC 158 138 216 252 217 222 250 242
HVC 112 178 156 155 141 152 157 186
LWC 052 050* 122 113 083 109 120 156

GRAPHS

VOOLER BELLINGHAM
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TABLE 3.8-2B: FREQUENCY OF (ou) VARIANTS IN CS AND WLS BY CLASS:
VOOLBR AND BELLINGHAM:

CS WOOLER BELLINGHAM

fo(ou)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 21 42 13 24 21 76 3 0
UWC 10 28 26 36 5 39 48 8
LWC 4 8 20 68 0 13 57 30

WLS WOOLER BELLINGHAM

°/'(ou)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 65 21 14 0 42 58 0 0
UWC 7 39 53 1 25 37 37 1
LWC 0 13 87 0 10 43 42 5

(ou) seems to be class- and style-tied in Northumbrian, as it
36is in Border Scots, and in somewhat the same way. Again, the use

of original forms is a WC (at Bellingham, LWC) characteristic, and

rises dramatically as one goes down the social scale. In fact, in

CS, (ou)-4 is the majority form among Wooler WC groups (here,

however, even the MC uses it a quarter of the time). The rest of the

class-tying pattern is shared by (aa/ Ob), in that MC speakers

prefer (ou)-1 or -2 to the non-back (ou)-3; any significant

proportion of is especially characteristic of MC speech.

In formal styles, this variable and (aa/3>) tend to merge nearly

completely, as original forms are found, at most, 5^ of the time in

any class's utterances. Otherwise, the same trends as for (aa/oj)

seem to be found: the MC groups (and all groups at Bellingham) use

more (ou)-1 in WLS than CS; some others, such as the Bellingham LWC

favour [o:j, and others use mostly (ou)-3 (the Wooler WC). In each

case, the form most used in WLS for (aa/36>) is favoured for (ou) as
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veil, indicating a merger in this style of discourse.

TABLE 3.8-2C; FREQUENCY OF (ou) VARIANTS BY SEX: WOOLER AND BELLINGHAM:

class/sex
%(ou)- 1

wooler
2 3 4 1

bellingham
2 3 4

kc-m
mc-e

3
56

27
39

47
4

23
1

uwc-m
uwc-f

1
14

26
59

62
22

11
5

2
26

14
63

77 7
10 1

lwc-m
lwc-f

2

7
7
53

65 26
40 0

TABLE 5.8-2D: FREQUENCY OF (ou) VARIANTS BY AGE: WOOLER AND BELLINGHAM:

AGE WOOLER BELLINGHAM- BELLINGHAM-
MALES FEMALES

#(ou)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

39- 19 36 37 8 2 19 69 9 8 78 10 4
40-55 11 63 24 2 2 6 74 18 33 55 11 1
55+ 16 16 47 21 27 55 17 1

Sex and age are also factors in the variation of (ou) in

Northumberland)exhibiting the normal pattern. The more prestigious

(ou)—1 and -2 seem more commonly used by females than males, at

least where they are found to a significant extent; (ou)-3, and the

original forms, are both favoured by males. In fact, original

(ou)-4 types are nearly confined to men's speech throughout as the

largest percentage used by women of any class is This reveals

that, while women of all classes merge (aa/OD) and (ou), the men

tend not to, at least in casual speech.
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(ou)-4 forms are also seen to be relic pronunciations: older

over-40 groups are the only ones to have a significant proportion

of them. The young tend to prefer which is also favoured for

(aa/ 03). This seems to be yet another example of greater

conformity to the Standard pattern among the young, as they make the

merger between the two classes more often than other speakers.

TABLE 3.8-2B: (ou) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: WOOLER AND BELLINGHAM:

FACTOR WOOLER BELLINGHAM

CLASS + +

STYLE + +

SEX + +

AGE + +

CS MAJORITY FORMS: WOOLER MC, BELLINGHAM MC AND UWC:
BELLINGHAM LWC :[©:],
WOOLER WC: (a:j or (jfcq] .

MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: ©--of] (also WC female).
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: (formal styles), or original forms

(casual styles),

5.8-5: CONCLUSIONS:

HAWICK:

1. Class variation: Original (ou) forms are a WC characteristic

form; other groups use nossible (aa/ oo) variants in CS.

Otherwise, like (aa/^D).

2. Style variation: In formal styles, (aa/ PD) and (ou) tend to

merge. See (aa/ 3D).

5. Sex variation: UWC men prefer original (ou) forms; women of this

class tend to merge (ou) with (aa/ D3). Otherwise like the
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latter variable.

4. Age variation; none.

YETHOLM:

1. Class variation: as Hawick.

2. Style variation: as Hawick.

3. Sex variation: none.

4. Age variation: none.

WOOLER:

1. Class variation: as Hawick, but original forms are more common.

2. Style variation; as Hawick.

3. Sex variation; Women of all classes tend to merge (ou) and (aa/oo);

original forms are nearly completely confined to male speech.

Otherwise, as (aa/^O).

4. Age variation; The over-55 group is set apart by being the only

ones to have significant proportions of original forms. The young

tend to make the (ou):(aa/ to) merger; otherwise the variation

patterns of both are similar.

BELLINGHAM:

1. Class variation: as Hawick, but the use of original forms seems

more to be an LWC characteristic.

2. Style variation; as Hawick.

3. Sex variation: as Wooler.

4. Age variation: as Wooler.
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3.9: THE VARIABLE (iu):

3.9-0: INTRODUCTION:

(iu) represents the vocalic nucleus in new, drew, threw, tune,

suit, rule etc., all of which stem from NKE / f,u/ or /iu/. In

Standard Southern English, it has become |(j)u;J , with the vocalic
element identical to that of the moon, spoon (my (yy) ) class, (yy)

and (iu) are in fact merged after /l r/ where the (jjJ does not

appear. The same is true with Central Belt Scots of either MC or

WC type, where (iu) = Cj ] glide^ (in most environments) + an (yy)

reflex.

This does not seem to have been the case in localised Border

Area speech, at least not originally. In Hurray's (1873:117) study

of Border Scots, the closed-syllable development is to a vowel

written uiw, indicating something perhaps like and, in open

syllables, iw is found (i assume this is 0-1iJ or something similar).

Later studies of the area (Zai, 1942:111-6; Wettstein, 1942:44) show

no trace of anything like the uiw vowel, and very little of {tun;
the usual medial (non hiatal ) development is the local (yy) reflex,

[e -*«(:)] , and the final one, usually Standard-like in both

surveys. The latter form appears as a by-form in all positions.

Orton and Ralliday (l962:V.1.l6;V.7.6;V.10.3;V.10.7}VI.1.5;VI.5.19i

VI.13.11}VI.14.2;VI.14.24) have mostly [(j)u:J , as a rule, in
Lowick and Vark; however, this form is possibly not original as (~j.u J
appears in Lowick sew, tune, spew, suit and Wark suet, tune, new.
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In modern Border Scots, t«3 can still be encountered, particularly
in the items used and confuse(d). One unrounded form even occurred in

my Vooler data - an = (yy) in use (vb.). Diphthongs of the j]iu3
type are found to some extent on both sides of the Border, and are

quite common in Northumberland. Ranges of such forms include

lY-^Yu] (Border Scots), ftu: — <Jx u:-^ i«: : - ii^: -"til (Northumbrian) -
they may be preceded by /j/ or not. The most common varieties,

however, consist of any rounded (yy) variant plus or minus a /j/
TO

glide before it. Thus, I use the same key scales that I did for

(yy) (treating the occurrence or absence of a /j/ as incidental),

since even the other forms are possible (yy) variants:

Key (iu), Border Scots: (iu)-1 =
,iu)-2 = W' = 300.

= 200.
(M)

iu)-3 = diphthongs with
rounded V2 +

preceding /j/ =100.
(iu)-4 = [(j)e(sjj = 000.

Key (iu), Northumbrian: (iu)-1 = (j(j)u: (j)u; /»
(j) u :] = 300.

(iu)-2 = ^(j)Y 0 = 200.
(iu)-3 = £0)3+ [iuj-like

forms = 100.

(iu)-4 = = 000.

In this section, I follow the format of J.1-6 presenting the

towns and environments separately, although (iu) short was not that

common. This was done so that any conditioning factor of length

could be studied.

In general, there seems to be some fronting associated with the

appearance of preceding /j/, for all groups in all towns, especially

for (iu) short. Most of the front rounded variants were preceded by

a glide.
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5.9-1: HAWICK;

TABLE 5.9-1A: (iu) BY CLASS AND STYLE: HAWICK:

(iu) short (iu ) long

class cs fs rps wls cs fs rps wls

imc 264 243 283 290 250 278 278* 279
imc 250* 300* 260* 267* 267 265 283* 292
uwc 278 278 289 295 289 269 289 289
lwc 260* 233* 250 293 278* 281 266 282

GRAPHS

300

240

180

120

060

000,

(iu) SHORT

S. l/X
-

■

\ /

r/- "

cs f3 Hps wls

300

240

180

120

060

000

(iu) LONG

FS RPS WLS

TABLE 5.9-1B: FREQUENCY OF (iu) VARIANTS IN CS AND MLS BY CLASS: HAWICK:

cs (iu) short (iu ) long
y^(iu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

umc 64 36 0 0 50 50 0 0
imc 50 50 0 0 75 17 8 0

tjwc 78 22 0 0 89 11 0 0
lwc 60 40 0 0 89 0 11 0

wls (iu) short (iu ) long
?S(iu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

ijmc 90 10 0 0 87 5 8 0
imc 78 11 11 0 94 3 3 0
uwc 95 5 0 0 89 4 7 0
lwc 93 7 0 0 89 4 7 0
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The class variation pattern for (iu) is somewhat hard to

interpret, especially as some cells contain fewer than ten instances.

It does appear that short (iu) is not really class-dependent, since

so much overlapping of scores and frequencies takes place over the

stylistic range. A case could be made for class-tying of (.iu) long,

in casual speech anyway, with the MC favouring fronter variants,

and the WC , but this pattern occurs in no other style,

and it appears that what is measured here is the presence of a

preceding glide (or palatal consonant) after dentals (cf. note 38),

and resulting assimulative vowel fronting, which the MC do tend to

have more often than the VC.

(iu) seems to be dependent on style, however, in a similar

manner to (yy); (iu)-1 proportions rise with increasing formality in

all cases but one (where it appears 8^5 of the time anyway in CS),

mostly at the expense of (iu)-2. This seems to indicate the normal

greater degree of conformity to the Standard in more formal styles.

Both (iu)-3 and -4 were rare variants at Hawick; [s(:)J was

elicited only once, and [jjuJ-forms appeared at most 1lf> of the time

for any group. Most of these occurred in WLS; this leads me to

believe that (iu)-3 is favoured somewhat in lento speech, rather than

any effect of formality being operative. In lento styles, the /j/

preceding may tend to develop a short "homorganic" vowel of the type

of[i] right after it.
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TABLE 5.9-1C: FREQUENCY OF (iu) VARIANTS BY SEX: HAWICK:

CLASS/SEX (iu) SHOfiT (iu) LONG
£(iu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

TJMC-M 64 36 0 0 82 18 0 0
UMC-F 73 27 0 0 73 20 7 0

LMC-M 100 0 0 0 100 0 0 0
LMC-F 73 31 6 0 78 18 4 0

UWC-M 83 17 0 0 87 7 6 0
IJWC-F 87 13 0 0 90 7 2 1

LWC-M 62 38 0 0 79 17 4 0
LWC-F 67 33 0 0 72 6 12 0

TABLE 5.9-1D: FREQUENCY OF (iu) VARIANTS BY AGE: HAWICK:

AGE (iu) SHORT (iu) LONG
%(iu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

39- 66 34 0 0 80 16 4 0

40-55 83 16 1 0 87 11 1 1

55+ 82 18 0 0 82 10 8 0

This variable shows a bewildering pattern of sex variation.

With most classes, all but the LMC, men's and women's variant

frequencies differ by too little to be significant. However, LMC

women seem to favour (iu)-2 relative to the men of this group, who

only have (iu)-1. This may be due to idiolectal peculiarities,

however, as there is only one male speaker in this group in my sample,

and certainly no other class group shows the same pattern. It is

perhaps safest to conclude that (iu) is not dependent on this factor

at Hawick.
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Although no significant difference in variant choice is

found "between a&e groups for (iu) long, in short environments

younger speakers seem to favour fronter (iu) nuclei. This is

parallel to their preference for jjf( :) w /( :)j for (yy), and localised
Central Belt influence may have a hand in this as well, as the

syllabic part of (iu) and (yy) are identical. It is interesting

that a difference in quality as well as quantity is shown by at least

some of these younger speakers between short and long (iu); the

older group tends to have (iu)-1 for both.

TABLE 5.9-1 E: (iu) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: HAWICK;

FACTOR (iu) SHORT (iu) LONG

CLASS* 0 0

STYLE** + +

SEX 0 0
AGE — 0

* - MC groups tend to use more /j/ glides for (iu) after dentals
than WC ones; this may lead to a fronter syllabic vowel.

**- forms of the [(j)tu:J type are slightly favoured in lento speech.

CS MAJORITY FORMS: )*(:)] for all classes.
UNDER-40 CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: C(j)Y ^(j)/Jfor (iu) short in casual

styles. |
FORMAL STYLE CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: [(j )u( : ) ^( j )«( : )J .
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5.9-2: YETHOLM:

TABLE 5.9-2A: (iu) BY CLASS AND STYLE: YETHOLM:

(iu) SHORT (iu) LONG

CLASS CS FS RPS V/LS CS FS RPS VLS

MC 225* 222* 200* 300* 257* 300* 243* 294
WC 250 244 246 281 253 220 274 284

GRAPHS

500

240

180

120

060

000

(iu) SHORT

WC-

f/VC

CSFSRPSVLS

(iu) LONG

OB FS RFS WIST

TABLE 3.9-2B: FREQUENCY OF (iu) VARIANTS IN CS AND V/LS BY CLASS: YETHOLM:

CS (iu) SHORT (iu) LONG

#(iu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 25 75 0 0 57 43 0 0
WC 50 50 0 0 67 27 0 6

VLS (iu) SHORT (iu) LONG
1•H 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 100 0 0 0 94 6 0 0
WC 81 19 0 0 84 16 0 0
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The class-tying pattern at Yetholm for (iu) in both short and

long environments resembles that found in long environments only at

Hawick; in CS, at least, there seems to be a preference of the MC

for (iu)-2 instead of the more Standard-like (iu)-1. However, the

after dentals applies here, and it appears that, with the resulting

fronting of the vowel, that is really being measured here.

Supporting this hypothesis, is the class variation pattern for (yy),

which is of the expected type, with the VC preferring fronter forms,

and the WLS pattern, which shows an MC preference for (iu)-1; in

this style, both classes use /j/ after dentals to the same (high)

extent.

The effect of increasing stylistic formality is the same as

that found for (yy), and for this variable at Hawick; ratios of

(OH:)] rise for both classes, and greater conformity with Standard
norms is in evidence. Most of the increase happens at the expense

of (iu)-2. (iu)-3 was never recorded at Yetholm, and only a few

same situation regarding the presence (or absence) of a /j/-glide

obtained, all in CS and PS from WC informants.

TABLE 5.9-2C: FREQUENCY OF (iu) VARIANTS BY SEX: YETHOLM;

CLASS/SEX
&iu)-

(iu) SHORT (iu) LONG
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

WC-M
WC-F

54 46 0 0 79 18 0 3
55 45 0 0 75 13 0 14
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TABLE 5.9-2D: FREQUENCY OF (iu) VARIANTS BY AGE: YETHOLM:

AGE (iu) SHORT
%(iu)- 1234
39- 43 57 0 0
40-55 62 38 0 0

(iu) LONG
12 3 4

77 15 0 8
78 18 0 4

(iu) does not seem to be dependent on sex at Yetholm. The

apparent preference for (ig)-4 among WG females is due to the same

speaker that used localised forms in FS for other variables; all the

examples are hers. Otherwise, frequencies differ only be at most 6%

between sex groups for any variant.

However, there is apparent age-tying for (iu) short (but not (iu)

long) as there was in Hawick. Younger speakers use 19% more (iu)-2

than the middle-aged group, indicating a preference for fronter

syllabic vowels in these positions. This tendency may also be due to

the influence of localised Central Belt dialects, as was possibly the

case for (yy^, which exhibits a similar pattern. The same tendency

of the young to use fronter nuclei in short than long environments

is illustrated here, as it was at Hawick.

TABLE 3.9-2E: (iu) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY; YETHOLM:

FACTOR (iu) SHORT (iu) LONG

CLASS* 0 0
STYLE + +

SEX 0 0
AGE 0

*- MC speakers tend to use more /^/-glides after dentals than the VC;
this may lead to fronter vov/els. Such unrounded forms as I
recorded, were taken from VC speakers.
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CS MAJORITY FORMS: [(j)Y for all classes.
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: ((o)8(:)] (in casual styles, rare).
UKDER-40 CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: l(j) V (j )^-l (for (iu) short in

casual styles).
FORMAL STYLE CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: [l(j)u(:)^(o)-fci(s)i .

5.9-3: WOOLER;

TABLE 5.9-5A: (iu) BY CLASS AMD STYLE; WOOLER;

(iu) SHORT (iu) LONG

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RFS WLS

MC
UWC
LWC

225*
256*
200*

250 238 267
243 217 225
229* 238* 150*

229*
229*
217*

259 284 275
224 246 262
272 300 282

GRAPHS

(iu) SHORT (iu) LONG

CS FS RPS VPS CS FS RPS WLS

As no group furnished more than nine examples of (iu) in CS,

FS frequencies are used in the following tahle:
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TABLE 5.6-5B: FREQUENCIES OF (iu) VARIANTS IN FS AND WLS BY CLASS:
WOOLER:

FS (iu ) SHORT (iu) LONG
/o(iu)- 1 2 5 4 1 2 5 4

MC 50 50 0 0 65 52 5 0
UWC 45 57 0 0 24 68 4 4
LWC 29 71 0 0 72 28 0 0

WLS (iu) SHORT (iu) LONG
i•H 1 2 5 4 1 2 5 4

MC 60 10 50 0 81 5 14 o
UWC 56 15 51 0 71 15 14 0
LWC 25 25 50 0 88 6 6 0

Due to scarcity of (iu) examples in this town, the pattern of

class and style variation is somewhat hard to define. It seems,

however, from the PS data, that (iu) short is class-dependent, but

(iu) long is not. In short environments, the frequency of (iu)-1

increases, and that of (iu)-2 decreases, as one goes up the social

scale. This would suggest a class opposition of the type MC

/WC (OOfcf-iJ , where the MC form is also the Standard English one.

In long environments in FS, only a patternless wide range of

frequencies for (iu)-1 and -2 is found, with the UWC favouring

(iu)-2. Such a distribution may indicate that other factors are

more important in this case.

When formality increases, (iu)-2 seems to become less frequent

generally; proportions drop to at most 25/£ of the total for any

class at the WLS level. In long environments, it seems to be

j)uPj , the Standard form, that seems favoured by all classes;

this is only shown for the top two groups for (iu) short. Instead,
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large proportions of (iu)-3 are found in these environments,

increasing with decreasing social status. {Cj)lu:Q is even slightly
more common in WLS than FS for (iu) long for some groups. However,

(iu)-3 only appears over 10of the time in VLS, not in RPS or FS,

and so seems to he favoured in lento speech; so long as speech

remains connected, only [(j)u:] is favoured, (jj) huTj , at least
in short environments, in fact, seems to be a VC characteristic (iu)

realisation in these styles. (iu)-4 is not an important reflex of

this variable at Wooler; only one instance was recorded (from a UWC

speaker).

TABLE 3.9-3C: FREQUENCY OF (iu) VARIANTS BY SEX: WOOLER:

SEX (iu) SHORT (iu) LONG
%(iu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC-M 10 81 9 0 66 29 5 0
MC-F 6o 29 11 0 77 13 10 0

UWC-M 50 43 7 o 62 28 9 1
UVC-F 32 55 13 0 50 40 10 0

TABLE 5.9-5B: FREQUENCY OF (iu) VARIANTS BY AGE; WOOLER:

AGE (iu) SHORT (iu) LONG
fo(iu) 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

39- 48 41 11 0 60 31 8 1

40-55 46 50 4 0 82 15 3 0

55+ 37 50 13 0 66 22 12 0

The picture of sex variation of (iu) at first sight seems

puzzling; while MO females tend to prefer (iu)-1 and the men,
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(iu)-2, the opposite prevails among UWC speakers. However, a,

parallel distribution was obtained for (yy), and this provides a

clue about what seems to be really happening; MC speakers of both

sexes tend to use fully-high forms, while UVC males use quite a few

back, but lowered varieties of the vocalic element of (iu), as they

did for (yy). The females of this group are thus conforming to the

Standard reflex as to its height more than the men, but the MC women

show conformity in backness as well. (Cf. 3«5)«

The age variation pattern is similar to that found in the

Scottish towns, but in the reverse direction. Whereas the young at

Hawick and Yetholm preferred fronter (iu) realisations in short

environments, the Wooler under-40 group use 11 fz more back vowels than

the over-55 speakers. Here, they seem to be conforming to the MC and

Standard English norms in the usual way, more than older speakers do.

Differences between age groups in (iu) long variants seem not to be

significant, however.

TABLE 5.9-3E: (iu) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY: WOOLER:

FACTOR (iu) SHORT (iu) LONG

CLASS + 0
STYLE* + +

SEX** + +

AGE •f 0

is favoured in lento styles, especially in short
environments by WC groups.

**- WC women use higher (but not necessarily backer) variants than
men of the same class; MC women show conformity with the Standard
as to backness as well.
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CS MAJORITY FORMS: MC UWC Ed)n:]; LWC £j)<[:],
MC CHARACTERISTIC FORT-IS: C(i)uU sh°r"t environments (in formal

styles, for all speakers; also favoured by
the young).

VC CHARACTERISTIC FORT-IS: for (iu) short. L(j)u.:J J t(i)cu:J
in lento speech.

5.9-4: BELLINGHAM:

TABLE 5.9-4A: (iu) BY CLASS AMD STYLE: BELLINGHAM:

(iu) SHORT (iu) LONG

CLASS CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS VLS

MC 275* 275* 500* 500* 267* 280* 260* 275*
UWC 242 240 254 285 255 251 251 200
LWC 253 273 219 229 231 277 240 248

GRAPHS

(iu) SHORT (iu) LONG

300

240

180

120

060

000

300

240

180

120

060

000

1

(

■—■

—. .—j

CS FS RPS WLS CS FS RPS WLS
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TABLE 5.9-4B; FREQUENCY OF (iu) VARIANTS IE CS AND VLS BY CLASS:

CS (iu) SHORT (iu) LONG
^o(iu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 75 25 0 0 67 33 0 0
uvc 42 58 0 0 60 33 7 0
LVC 35 67 0 0 43 44 14 0

VLS (iu) SHORT (iu) LONG
^(iu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MC 100 0 0 0 75 25 0 0
UV/C 72 17 11 0 16 68 16 0
LVC 57 0 43 0 72 3 25 0

In CS, at least, (in) does appear to be class-tied, although

other forms of variation may be more important, as some overlapping

of scores takes place. The MC characteristic form seems to be the

Standard-like (iu)-1, which is their majority form in both

environments. The V.'C tend toward higher frequencies of (iu)-2, and

in long environments, (iu)-3 as well, which is only used to a

significant extent by the LVC in this style. In addition, although

it does not show in my scale, the MC use mostly fully-high variants

of (iu), while many of the WC (iu)-1 instances were actually of

lowered varieties. No unrounded forms were recorded in this town in

any style.

(iu) short also shows the normal pattern of style variation;

all classes favour (iu)-1, the MC form, in more formal styles such

as WLS. This is only strictly true for the LVC for (iu) long; indeed,

the UWC seems to correct to (iu)-2. Here, as with the Wooler UV/C

women, the tendency is to use more prestigious reflexes in formal

styles only in so far as the height of these forms agrees with the
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Standard. As at Vooler, (iu)-3 is favoured by V/C groups in lento

speech; these forms never occur in any style but VLS in short

environments, and 10$ (or so) rises in frequency are observed between

RPS and WLS in long ones.

TABLE 3.9-4C: FREQUENCY OF (iu) VARIANTS BY SEX: BELLINGHAI-i:

CLASS/SEX (iu) SHORT (iu) LONG
%(iu)- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

UVC-M 36 64 0 0 50 36 14 0
UVC-F 54 42 4 0 65 24 11 0

LWC-M 50 47 3 0 59 24 17 0
LWC-F 25 58 17 0 67 12 21 0

TABLE 5.9-4P: FREQUENCY OF (iu) VARIANTS BY AGE; BBLLINGHAM;

AGE/MALES
^(iu)-

39-
40-55

(iu) SHORT
12 5 4

53 67 0 0
44 53 3 0

AGE/FEMALES (iu) SHORT
12 3 4

39-
40-55
55+

19 69 12 0
60 36 4 0
73 24 3 0

(iu) LONG
12 3 4

38 44 18 0
64 19 17 0

(iu) LONG
12 3 4

50 24 26 0
76 22 2 0
80 10 10 0

There seems to be a preference of younger speakers for ^(j)**: J
at Bellingham, parallel to the one observed for (yy), as (iu)-2 is

found anywhere from 14$ to 35$ more often among the under-40 group

than the oldest one recorded, in any case. Younger females also show

increased proportions of (iu)-3 relative to the older groups, which
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(i assume) would be found most often in lento styles. The movement

is plainly away from (iu)-1, even though this represents the Standard

form. A native sound change (cf. 3*5) may indicated here.

Long environment (iu) is dependent on sex in the usual way,

with (iu)-1 found 15-18^ more often in women's than men's speech,

while (iu)-2 is more typical of male usage. The pattern for (iu)

short is somewhat inconsistent, rather like the sex variation pattern

at Vooler. Although the same conditions apply as to the distribution

of lowered varieties of (iu) , I would tend to think that the age

factor is what is causing the irregularities. The cells containing

the highest (iu)-2 frequencies are precisely the ones with the most

younger speakers in them; the other two are composed of mostly middle-

aged people.

TABLE 5.9-4E: (iu) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY; BELLINGHAM:

FACTOR (iu) SHORT (iu) LONG

CLASS* + +

STYLE** + +(LVC);-(UWC); 0 (MC)
SEX 0 +

AGE — —

*- lowered forms are typical of VC speakers (males) in casual
speech; the UWC use fully-high but not necessarily back forms
in formal speech.

tot.] is favoured in lento styles, especially in short
environments, by VC groups.

CS MAJORITY FORKS: MC [(j)u:J ; VC G[j)tl:].
MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: ~(j)u:1,
VC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: r(jW:j (also younger speakers); ££j)t^:J 5

ij)(.ud (in lento styles).
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5.9-5: CONCLUSIONS;

HAWICK:

1. Class variation: none, strictly speaking.

a. MC groups use more forms with /^/-glides after dentals;

in most cases, this may result in fronter syllabic vowels,

owing to assimilation to the glide.

2. Style variation:

a. Backer (iu) reflexes are favoured in formal styles.

b. A few (iu)-3 forms appeared, mostly in lento styles such

as WLS.

3. Sex variation: none.

4. Age variation:

a. Fronter foims, as for (yy), are favoured in short

environments by younger speakers; this is leading to a

environments,

b. None for (iu) long.

YETHOLM;

1. Class variation: as Hawick. Unrounded forms are characteristic

of WC casual styles.

2. Style variation: As Hawick, but no (iu)-3 were recorded.

3. Sex variation: none

4. Age variation: as Hawick.

qualitative distinction between the
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WOOLER:

1. Class variation:

a. No consistent pattern for (iu) long.

b. Backer, but fully-high (iu) short forms are favoured by

the MC; the WC tends to use either fronter or lower ones,

and in lento styles, diphthongs.

2. Style variation:

a. Backer forms are favoured in more formal styles, so long

as the speech remains connected. Otherwise, particularly

for (iu) short with the WC, (iu)-3 may occur.

3. Sex variation:

a. MC women prefer (iu)-1 to the men's (iu)-2.

b. UWC women tend to use higher nuclei than men of the same

class, without regard to backness.

4. Age variation:

a. None in long environments.

b. For (iu) short, backer variants are more likely to be found

in younger, rather than older, speakers' utterances.

BELLINCHAM:

1. Class variation: As Wooler, except,

a. The pattern shown by (iu) short at Wooler is found here for

all (iu).

b. (iu)-3 is a WC characteristic form in long environments in

all styles.

2. Style variation; As V/ooler, except.

a. The regular pattern of style-tying for (iu) long is found

only with the LWC; the UWC correct to fully-high forms,

however front.
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Sex variation: none.

Age variation; Younger speakers prefer fronter values in any

position than older speakers do, as was observed for (yy),
and possibly due to the same reasons, (cf. 3*5)•
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3.10: THE VARIABLE (oi):

3.10-0: INTRODUCTION:

The (oi) class is composed of a small class- of words, stemming

from, in this area, NME /oi/ or /oi/^, e.g. oil, boil, voice, noise,

boy, etc. The earlier surveys give[tJ J / jtJ *ej (Morebattle) »\jl( *)e^j
(Chirnside), and^ot^i] (Lowick and Vark) for the value of (oi) in

this area (Wettstein, 1942:44? Zai,1942:117» Orton and Halliday,

1962:11.11.4;V.2.13;V.8.6;VI.5.17), the last being close to the

Standard English form. A few forms of the type occur as by—

forms; according to Zai (1942:117)» these represent an importation

of the localised Central Belt reflex^. If this is true, there is no

evidence that the V1 of this nucleus was ever natively unrounded in

this area.

In my data, the range of (oi) extended over a wider area than

previous surveys would suggest. In Northumbrian, any non-high rounded

vowel could serve as the V1 of (oi), and [j,-^ ej as the V2; the only
difference in the Border Scots range is that fj(J is not a possible
VI. One or two forms were elicited from older VC speakers in

casual styles at Hawick and Vooler, but the frequency was never significant,

(oi) distribution is somewhat similar to that of (ii), in that,

outside of Yetholm, there were mostly distinct forms used in short

and long environments; the basic pattern seems to be of the type of

short/ £~o *e^ '/• J long.

I have treated the aspect of (oi) variation that shows the clearest

class-tying pattern in my tables- the height of the V1 in Border
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Scots, and its backness in Northumbrian. However, these two aspects,
and the height of the V2, are all variables throughout the Border

Area, and I feel I should add some remarks on those not covered in

the main section, before laying out my key scales.

The value of the V2 of (oi) may be either UtJ or^e] . In

Northumberland, is extremely rare; the few examples in the corpus

came from VC speakers in casual styles, for final (oi). In Border

Scots, the lower variant is the most common in formal speech, even

though it is also a WC and male characteristic form at Hawick, as

opposed to the MC and female (and Standard English)C J . It must be

mentioned, hov/ever, that (1) much MC Central Belt Scots has something
like [o(')eJ positions; (2) Standard English has no

qualitative environmental distinction in (oi), and neither does

Border Scots in formal speech if H is used as a V2. It could be

that the speakers axe correcting to Standard Scots nomas here; this

may also provide a reason for the preference of younger Yetholm

speakers for H -41

The backness of the V1 does not vary much in Border Scots. The

usual value is a centralised back vowel; central and even front forms

occur occasionally with all groups, perhaps slightly more among the

WC, but not enough for firm conclusions about their distribution to

be drawn.

The height of the V1 in Northumbrian seems to be class-tied,
however. In long environments, V/C speakers are more likely to have

a half-close mid vowel ( [o-a^]} ) than the MC, who do not usually
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have an environmental distinction. VC women tend to level all (oi)
under the "long" one, Co lJ or the like; this seems more like the

Standard Scots norm than the Standard English one, but at least they

tend to use the same variant for all (oi). In formal speech, however,

half-open V1's become more common in both towns, according with MC

and Standard English usage. No age dependency seems to be present.

I have set up simple bipolar scales for (oi); the general rule

is, V1's closest to Standard English (TdJreceive 100 points, and those

of a different height (Border Scots, although Co3 is counted with J )
or backness (Northumbrian) score 000. Thus:

Key (oi), Border Scots: (oiVl = V1 = [d d?~] = 100.
(oi)-2 = V1 = [o^«3 = 000.

Key (oi), Northumbrian: (oiVl = V1 = = 100.(oi;-2 = V1 = 000.

As examples of (oi) were rather scarce, I had to alter my

format of analysis somewhat, to prevent the appearance of empty cells

outside of WLS. I have examined class and style separately; that is,

all examples given by a specific class, in any style, are scored

together in one table, and all examples in a specific style are

likewise counted together in another table. This of course, makes

class vs. style graphs of the type I have used impossible; however,

conclusions may be drawn from the appropriate table. Sex and age

variation are studied in the usual manner.

As there were no instances of (oi) in my reading passage, RPS

has been left out of ray style analysis. It should also be remembered

that (oi) was more common in my word list than it was in speech, and
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so, the class, sex, and age frequencies are heavily biased toward

this style. All conclusions must therefore be taken as tentative.

As with (au) and (ou), I analyse the data for towns on the same

side of the Border together, although, of course, I have not combined

their figures.

5.10-1; BORDER SCOTS:

TABLE 5.10-1A; (oi) BY CLASS: HAWICK AND YETHOLM:

CLASS HAWICK YETHOLM

UMC
LMC
WC
LVC

089
084
O46
035

053

056

TABLE 3.10-1B: (oi) BY STYLE; HAWICK AMD YETHOLM:

STYLE HAVICE YETHOLM

CS 080 085*
PS 073 063*
WLS 056 052

(oi) does seem class-tied in Hawick, but not in Yetholm. The

MC groups show high frequencies of forms with half-open mid (and to

about a 10% extent, low) V1's close to the Standard value, while the

WC prefers [oJ. At Yetholm, both variants are used about equally

by both groups.
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There is an effect of style as well in both towns, but not what

might be expected. As formality increases, higher V1's are found

more often (about JOfi more in WLS than CS). It seems that the "long"

form is found more often in all environments, given this and the V2

variation pattern. As stated before, many Standard Scots speakers

use £o(»)eJ for all (oi); perhaps the Border speakers are correcting
to this, rather than their own local Standard.

TABLE 5.10-1C; FREQUENCY OF (oi)-1 by SEX: HAWICK AM) YETHOLH:

class/sex
oi)-1

hawick yetholm

umc-m
hmc-f

94
84

lmc-m
lmc-f

90
82

hwc-m
uwc-f

22
62

55
61

lwc-m
lwc-f

27
55

TABLE 5.10-1D: FREQUENCY OF (oi)-1 BY AGE: HAWICK AMD YETHOLH;

AGE HAWICK YETHOLH

^[oi)-1

39- 60 50
40-55 81 61
55+ 45

There seems to be no dependency of (oi) on sex at Yetholm - WC

men and women have (oi)-1 frequencies (and so, those of (oi)-2 as
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well) differing by about 85', too low to be significant. The same

seems true for the Hawick MC, even the IMC; although a 1Op. frequency

difference is noted between the sexes of this group, the number of

responses supplied by women is low (nine) - and a 10p gap seems too

small to base any conclusions on. Kore data, would be needed to

determine this accurately, although it is noteworthy that the LMC

has no striking sex differentiation pattern. However, Hawick VC

females seem to favour (oi)-1, using this form 28-40^ of the time

more than men. Most of these forms came in short environments,

indicating that these speakers have something like [30/^oieJ as a

short/long distinction, while the men tend toward [oi]/ [o-ej or no

distinction ( Q> (.)eJ throughout). In this, the women seem to

conform more to MC norms, although not necessarily those of Standard

Scots.

At Hawick, the young also use more (oi)-1 than the oldest group.

Again, this may show Standardisation tendencies at work, with the

preferred form from either the local or English Standard. The

pattern at Yetholm, for the age groups surveyed, looks somewhat like

the Hawick pattern, with the (oi)-1 percentage highest among the

middle-aged; however, as no speakers over 55 were surveyed here,

this cannot be stated as certain. In the absence of this much needed

data, I leave the Yetholm age variation pattern as indeterminate, and

refrain from drawing any firm conclusions about it.
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TABLE 5.10-1B: (oi) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY; HAWICK AND YETHOLM:

FACTOR HAWICK YETHOLM

CLASS + 0
STYLE - -

SEX 0 (MC); + (WC) 0
AGE + V

CS MAJORITY FORMS: UMC ; LMC
^ Qxj]; VC [$ej (Hawick).

All classes: IpeJ (Yetholm).
MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: [po-^ivej at Hawick (at least the short reflex

also favoured by WC women and younger speakers).
WC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: pH^O-e^ or £e(;)ej. (The last also in formal

styles).

5.10-2: NORTHUMBRIAN;

TABLE 3.10-2A: (oi) BY CLASS: WOOLER AND BELLINGHAM:

CLASS WOOLER BELLINGHAM

MC 055 071*
UWC 015 050
LWC 007 014

TABLE 5.10-2B: (oi) BY STYLE: WOOLER AMD BELLINGHAM:

STYLE WOOLER BELLINGHAM

CS 000* 015*
FS 000* 040*
WLS 022 046

The normal pattern of class-tying seems to prevail in

Northumbrian for this variable; the higher up the social scale the
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speaker is, the more likely he is to use (oi) variants with Standard-

like back rather than non-back V1's. The class differences seem

especially marked at Bellingham, where the MC uses 57/' more (oi)-1

than the LVC. It is interesting to note that, at Vooler, even the

MC uses a majority of (oi)-2, however,

The style variation pattern appears also to be as expected. More

Standard-like forms appear in more formal styles, in general, in

both towns. Again, the Bellingham pattern is the clearer one ((oi)-1

being 53/= more common in WLS than CS, as compared to 22p for Vooler),

but it is interesting that no (oi)-1 appeared at all at Vooler in any

style but VLS, although the number of examples from other styles was

low.

TABLE 5.10-2C: FREQUENCY OF (oi)-1 BY SEX: VOOLER AM) BELLINGHAM;

CLASS/SEX VOOLER BELLINGHAM
%(oi)-i
MC-M 40
MC-P 53

TJVC-M 0 56
UVC-F 29 65

LVC-M 18
LVC-F 10

TABLE 5.10-2D: FREQUENCY OP (oi)-1 BY AGE: VOOLER AND BELLINGHAM;

AGE VOOLER BELLINGHAM

S°i)~
59- 20 56
40-55 47 27
55+ 0 61
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There seems to be only one class in Northumberland showing sex

variation for (oi); the TJVC, who seem to be most prone to it, due

to their borderline status. The women of this group, as with other

variables tend to use more prestigious forms characteristic of MC

speech for (oi): (oi)-1 appears 27-29^ more often in their discourse

than the men's, and its frequency approaches MC levels. UWC men, on

the other hand, use mostly non-back V1's in (oi) in both towns.

The normal pattern of age variation for (oi) appears here in

both towns, although the absence of women in the over-55 group at

Bellingham obscures this: younger groups tend to use backer V1's

(and so, more Standard-like forms) than older groups. Taking the

most extreme age groups where members of both sexes appear, under-40

speakers at V/ooler use 20^* more (oi)-1 than those over 55s at

Bellingham, (oi)-1 frequencies are 29/ higher among younger than

middle-aged informants.

TABLE 5.10-2E: (oi) VARIATION PATTERN SUMMARY; WOOLER AND BELLINGHAM:

FACTOR WOOLER BELLINGHAM

CLASS + +

STYLE + +

SEX 0 (MC); +(TJWC) +(UWC); 0 (LWC)
AGE + +

CS MAJORITY FORMS: WOOLER: MC WC /ej.
BELLINGHAM: MC, TJVC TBl] 5 LWC [&t] .

MC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: [otj in all environments (+ CsJ at Wooler).
(also younger speakers and UWC females).

VC CHARACTERISTIC FORMS: : £e>e.^^-ej in long environments.
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5.10-5: CONCLUSIONS:

HAWICK;

1. Class variation:

a. Half-open or low V1's are favoured, at least in short

environments, by MC speakers; the VC prefers half-close

ones in all positions.

b. High V2's are favoured for short (oi) by the MC; the VTC

tends toward £e^] in all positions.
c. The resulting class opposition is of the type of MC C^bJ /(p'G

WC f_0(-)ej.
2. Style variation;

a. In formal styles, the "long" form jtt(')e^is favoured in
all positions; this is characteristic of WC speech, but

also of some forms of Standard Central Belt Scots.

3. Sex variation:

a. None among the KC for the V1.

b. WC females prefer lower T1's than men of the same class,

thus conforming to the local Standard.

c. Females generally use more as a V2 in short environments

than men do.

4. Age variation;

a. Younger speakers tend to use lower V1's for short (oi), at

least, than older ones. None for the V2.

YETHOLM:

1. Class variation: none.

2. Style variation; as Hawick.
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3. Sex variation; none.

4. Age variation: Indeterminate for the Y1; however,ej is found
more commonly with the under-40 group than the older one.

WOOLER:

1. Class variation:

a. MC speakers are characterised by at least some use of back

V1's, although these are not majority forms. The VC tends

toward and the like.

b. WC speakers also tend to make an environmental distinction

by using half-close V1's for long (oi) in casual speech

alone.

c. Such (e~] as a V2 as was elicited came from VC speakers in

casual styles, mostly for long (oi).

d. Thus the class opposition seems to be: MC fpcv'8 CI J VC

^pe^ej.
2. Style variation:

a. CptJ is found more often in formal than casual styles, in

all positions.

3. Sex variation:

a. WC women tend to use backer Y1's than men of the same

class, and conform closely to MC norms. None for other

groups.

4. Age variation:

a. Younger speakers also tend to have higher frequencies of

back V1's than older ones.



BELLINGHAM;

1. Class variation: as Wooler,

2. Style variation: as Wooler.

5. Sex variation; as Wooler.

4. Aye variation: as Wooler.

298-

except L-I5J is more common.
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5.11; SUMMARY TABLES FOR THE NME LOHG VOWELS AMD DIPHTHONGS:

In this section, I summarise the synchronic data in tabular

form giving the majority forms for each class group in CS and VLS,

and also each sex and age group, for all variables throughout the

area.

TABLE 5.11-1: MAJORITY FORMS BY VARIATIONAL GROUP: HAWICK:

VARIABLE TJl-IC IMC

CS VLS

(aa/53) &(«S
(aar/ Oz)x) (o:r)
(aa/ai) £|(:)]
(aar/air) [esr3
(ee/EE) Q(:)J
(eer/ r)&:rD
(ii) M/fa-e]
(yy) t^]/TwO
(uu)

(au) C6 ( : 3
(ou) [8(!)1
(iu) pti(:)]
(oi) Cot]

CS

[«©] [>(:)]
[»:r] I [»:r]

l Cf(:)J
r?:rT | Uf:rH
&(«01 &<«£]
j7:rj [i:r7

W/Ctt0 I&]/(*:]
[a®]

(Ol1 [? (Oj
&(0j j
[oj J Cot]

uwc lv/c

VLS CS

&(oJ | C°(=hJ
G=r7 [^:rJ
Cf(ol

awj'M
Ui:rJ I Ci:J
[arf/(k>z] I (&J/M
&(:3 K]/[?3
[doJ I [A©]

C5(0jl U(:jl
Q>(:)] | [»(:))

VLS 1 CS vls

f?(.)7 'oco] fro
(»:r] j[»:r] [«:r
Cs(:)] | fr(j)] [?(:&:r3 I C?:r7 [f:T
H(')J I &(*)] Ci(:
jji.: rj' [i;r] (i: r
&J/Wl &J/M
C^/[u:]j [p($ CtO : )
M Ud>]

C?(0jjl°(:)] &(:)]
C»(Oli[y(:KA®~] &(:J

IDHJ/ Gfcfl '
O] < OJ M OO 07
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TABLE 5.11-1: MAJORITY FORMS BY VARIATIONAL GROUP: HAWICK:

VARIABLE UMC IMC UVC LWC

M M M M

(aa/DD) £»(:)! [>(:)] , Q»C03 [>(00 C^-)] {?(:)] C»(0} [>(:3
(aar/ o:>r) Jj):r jf [* o:rQ C0:r7 ^B:r J* (jf:rj \j5:rJ []0:r7
(aa/ai) [e(:)] |[e(:)J [e(:)] Cf(:)] CeL(:)J
(aar/air) [^(:)rj Q:r] T|:r] [e:r] If.rJ fe:rj l^esr] [ejjQ
(ee/£t) Q(sll Ci(:)7' &(:)7 [CM1!] D-(«D |0-(s)J G(07
(eer/^^r)^i:r7 Q:rj |[i:rj Ci:r7 C*:r7 Ci:r^ |f-i:r3 5:r7
(ii

(yy

(uu

(au

(ou

(iu

(°i

«3/M (lil/fa'?] Cfil/Ca^J
©J/Hi: nffil/fyr] Cft(:)J

CSO/M pj/gi.e]
&* (:3 r&J/(V :?(©)/c «d D*1/(W v

Qx^O G^J ^ [^Oj] [a©j l^<ij [aioj | [Ac=>J Ca®I
DcoH C?(:)llG(:)l (5c«0| C?co] C^i)7"p(«3 0^)7
C«(o3 C»(o] i r>(si3 &(o7j 0>(oj C*(--)3 j(«(o] C»(oj
0^<!)] O^<:0
C5eJ OQ ][Ptl | G>e7 L«eJ jC?€ 07



TABLE 5.11-1: MAJORITY FORMS BY VARIATIONAL GROUP; HAWICK:

VARIABLE 39- 40-55 55+

(aa/OD ) C»(o] [e(:j]
(aar/ 01?r) C» = rj Or3
(aa/ai) CtO Ct(>3 [?(=)]
(aar/air) CvrJ [f:r] Ctsr7
(ee/££ ) &(=)] &(')] Q(o3
(eer/££.r) Ci:rJ Ci:r] Ci=3
(ii) [&]/&'e] Cecifa- 0 iXHj' ej
(yy) DO* :1 na (°J DO/C?=7
W 0®} [jUT/
(au) Lo (=)] &(>3
(ou) &(=)] L»(07 [»(0]
(iu) UMOJ Qii(=0 5«>0
(°i) CK? £?<Q
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TABLE 3.11-2; MAJORITY FORMS BY VARIATIONAL GROUP; YETHOLM:

VARIABLE
MC

CS

&(0]

r®con

(aa/cO )

(aar/ :or)

(aa/ai)

(aar/QA r) []esr]
(ee/et) Q(Oj
(eer/C^r) Q:rJ
(ii

(yy

(uu

(au

(ou

(iu

(°i

VLS

C»c=jJ
M
Cf(=0
C,?:r3
Dcoj
Ci=J
[a]/M

[a©J
M DO)]
[»(:)] &(:3

Q Y_j^(WJ D*?/ J
c?o

vc

[&]/[*&]
Duo] [uo]
C»(oD D(o]

[>J
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TABLE 5.11-2: MAJORITY FORMS BY VARIATIONAL GROUP; YETHOLM:

VARIABLE VC

J

M ■ F 39- 40-55

(aafOo) r?c=a r«(:)} r?<o] [>(=)]
(aar/ ^Dr) &;r7 r»:V]
(aa/ai) G i(o] Cf( =3 0L(=)]
(aar/air) Ci:i'J Cf:rJ feir7 Cv-1
(ee/ ££ ) Ci(o] Q(=)] U>] [iUj]
(eer/?£ r) Ci:J Ci:rj Ci«3 CiirJ
(ii) C# Ca.e7 Q 'ej
(yy) [C-iA£t>:J OJ/[«-3 &<(:)]
(ua) CA®] (>Sj [d&]/f\G)]
(au) &(■■)] Co(o1
(ou) C»(:)J f>(:f| C»('L/ C-cD
(iu) Oco] 0<=)j (Vf'M D«(=L)
(°i) OJ OD OJ (V?
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TABLE 3*11-3: MAJORITY FORMS BY VARIATIONAL GROUP: V/OOLEIg

VARIABLE uvc

CS VLS

LVC

CS VLS

(eer/ ££ r) . £(,all ClJ
(ii

(yy

MC

CS VLS

(aa/co) [tte] [jlT] O53^15
(aar/cor) (jjs^ Cp!*7 Q> '•*] C?:*J
(aa) fyij Qc] Q:]
(ai) Cf:7
(aar/air) C?a] {j:J Ce?]
(®e/ee) D-<07 [i(:j] Ci(*)j Ci(07

U?J U^J
|Jtf/[aeJ fatj [jU/fe^JUj/SU ,

(jl(:)J Qi(:)j Ctl(:)J /fet] [fWfcJ
Qao] Qa^7 Qc^O (7^7 ]fe(0"&3 o7
C?«7 0s7 G>0 M fell C?-J
[>:] OcT) gj) fa>] [oj | O0/(i<3 (»fj

\jtto3 ;)71 Dlu-
- c«0 wj m' w po

LvJ fe-.J

Ci(:j? [i(:3
0,9*7 Q.o<7

(uu

(au

(ou

(iu

(°i

J 17

MC

M F

Ce:3 o;
fe-/J Cp'J
fed frj

ff5]
Ci(:7 [i(t
u^i ud:
l&J/fed fee
&(oj 6o

CpJ (7?sj
M c«c

fed OJ
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TABLE 5.11-5; MAJORITY FORMS BY VARIATIONAL GROUP: WOOLER:

VARIABLE UVC

M

(aa/05) Ce:-^
(aar/ rOr) [".p: * J
(aa) jj£ ]
(ai) fjZ.v- e:7
(aar/ air)

(ee/€£) Qi(:)J
(eer/££,r)

(ii) LSWl^J
(yy) C<b)J
(uu) C«tj
(au) 0
(ou) OJ
(iu) 0^3
(oi) oJ

F

C-.1
[>:*]
LvJ
LvJ
CeO
Ci(:)3

gC
(>(:£l
(m^2coJ
Cp-1
e>3
5«r«D
M

39-

01
to
CeO
0-~ tO
to
Ci(:jJ
M
»[aej
Cko]
[a

C°=7
Qn(')]
M

40-55

oO
bO
to
&0
[>(=)]
M

Csio]
b<0

56+

C«0

bO
ao
[t13*0
go>J

uj/jae
b(=0
o®7
0=0
bO

L^J
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TABLE 3.11-4: MAJORITY FORMS BY VARIATIONAL GROUP: BELLINGHAM;

VARIABLE

(aa/ oo)

(aar/ r)

(aa)

(ai)

(aar/air)

(ee/ EE )

(eer/ pX r)

(ii)

(yy)

(uu)

(au)

(ou)

(iu)

(oi)

MC wc

cs

Co:7 07/
c?0 DO
M Ltd
LfO CfO
DO C«0
Ci:7 ti-3
c01 DO
CaG/gA] [ai^]
DO

(Wj
do 00

[°°"J
0u(I QU:
DO C?

LV/C

VLS CS
'

c«o
DO
L?0
C?0 Ltd I
Cs-J DO [f<7
D-O Ci:"f0 0-0
[>// [D/ DO?
feO/DO
«0 C-ilO DO
ACd<r.dtoJ £aCdJ ([W]
0=] q>,J DO
DO C"0 I DO

do DO DO

DO C?C
Cv,

Cf'J DO/ Ce=:
w &•:
Ct-aO CmC

DO
DO t:-

^ _ .DO D-
C»OJDO 00
Q«0|0: ^j0 D;j
" " ~

DO
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TABLE 5,11-4: MAJORITY FORMS BY VARIATIONAL GROUP: BELLINGHAM;

VARIABLE LVG

es

OiO
c»«3
tO=]
D»J

WLS

(aa/oy) (30
(aar/O^r) 3>:*0
(aa)

(ai) 3^0
(aar/air) 0&'O)
(ee/ e£ ) £i:]
(eer/r£. r) 3
(ii

(yy

(uu

(au

(ou

(iu

(oi) [>]

D>
Ct
Ce
Is
Li

3

']
J

3

j£ij/|ai
&30

(jKD^ 9cfj
c=G
(0=3

on

39-

0=3
d>=*3
CtO
Ct=3
03
Li:9 _ —

O'sil Q'5'3
C^e] DOOO
[■"J
0°3

40-55

o=:
oe
C?=3
C?=3
jj-aO

03
0®3

C»G Ce0
30

OJ 00

56+

0=
0='
0=3
0=3
£:

6=
13

00
0=3

0=3
0=
03
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER 3:

1. I have in fact received Qprtkl (implying NME /i/) which may
result from a post-Vowel Shift shortening of the regular
development of NME /t£ /.

2. A point of theory: the assumption- I make about sound change is
that it is by and large regular but interruptible, either
internally (caused by some factor in the system itself) or
externally (by the effect of other dialects' prestige value, etc.).
Some changes never truly "get off the ground" and, instead of
diffusing through the lexicon, only affect a small number of
lexical items (or the converse: a regular change may fail with a
few lexical items. This in fact is what happened to break, great,
etc.) which stand out as "historical exceptions". Why this happens
probably varies from case to case, and is hard to define exactly.
For the externally caused interruptions of regular changes, see my
treatment of substitutions in Chapter 4»

3. If course, the frequencies of these forms will be lower than if
/aa/ were treated separately.

4. There is a striking example of one informant from the Hawick UMC but
of a VC background, who did most of the interview in typical Hawick
UMC speech, but shifted effortlessly to the most localised dialect
when speaking to family members. As far as I could tell, he could
be considered a fully bi-dialectal speaker.

5. I am currently working on a synchronic grammar for Border Area
dialects (that will cover all varieties), which I had originally
planned for this thesis. In actuality, the notion of what the
underlying vowels in the grammar are seems very close (to me) to
the classification of the variables I have made here, although the
values are probably different.

6. For the justification of this value for the OE /aa/ vowel (and
/aa/ for the NME one) cf. Lass (1976: Chapter 4).

7. Very roughly. Most younger speakers, in fact, use a variety with
an unrounded V1, about [£&] or so, and backer V1's may also occur
in some regional Standards. A true [eoj , in fact, sounds affected
to many British Standard speakers (if not foreign: Northern
Continentals when speaking English seem to favour it).

8. These communities are the nearest to Y/ooler and Bellingham
covered in Orton and Halliday.

9. This form is widespread to the Vest of Tynedale, cf. the above
examples for Longtown, Cumbria (2.1) in Orton and Halliday (1962).

10. There is some variance in what the offglide is, from region to
region. In Angus, it may be as low as D*] . (Montrose = (.men 'troa zj ,
from a native of the town). In the Central Belt, it is usually [Aj .
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11. Of course, it could be argued that more time would make for more
careful pronunciation and prevent the glide. However, this does
not seem to happen in this case for any Scottish speaker who has
this form. Indeed, it seems to be used as a mark of emphasis.

12. I have transcribed various Central Belt MC speakers and
monophthongs are still possible even in very formal styles.

13. I am aware this conclusion is tentative, since my charts show
distributions rather than trends. However, given standardisation
tendencies among the young due to longer time of education,
increased exposure to the Standard through the media, etc. and
that no such contrast exists in the English Standard, I conclude
that a move toward the loss of the / 3 r/: /wr/ contrast (which
implies a merger) is likely.

14« I have heard WC locals talkingamongst themselves in Bellingham
in a supposedly more casual style than an interview could produce,
and original /aa/ reflexes were quite frequent. It must always
be remembered that the interview situation, even in CS, may
distort the findings in a way favouring the more formal end of
the stylistic spectrum.

15« Such forms were usually dismissed as "Galashiels", "Kelso",
"Glasgow", etc. by my Hawick informants. However, one of my
supervisors, Dr. Hans Speitel, has heard it himself from natives
here (personal communication).

16. For instance, tail, chain, snail (all before dentals) haveQjs] ,
and crane, apron, C.eT] 7lCf. references given in the text.

17. Gf. Orton and Halliday (1962) for the above examples; in this
area, NME /aar/ is •

18. Another hypothesis is that this vowel may be lowering in
parallel to NMEJe/ reflexes; this vowel class similarly lowers
from ^(:)~£(:}J to fe(:j] ; the same speakers prefer the
higher varieties.

19. At least without the help of external influence from dialects
that never had the merger.

20. This does not mean that such forms are extinct in the Borders,
however. I heard several examples of in these two words
off tape.

21. Dr. Hans Speitel (personal communication) has informed me that
this diphthong also occurs for this class in Galloway Scots,
which is frequently grouped with the Central Belt dialects.

22. This diphthong was an and not C'a] , so it may be an
isolated incident rather than typical of Jedburgh usage. The
same speaker recognised final K.0J as being "older Jethart
(Jedburgh) dialect, or Hawick".
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23. Diphthongs such as LLlJ may occur in lento Standard-British
English varieties, and forms with V1's as low as letJ may be
found under the same conditions in my own dialect, Hudson Valley
American.

24. I am not sure of the historical genesis of this association.
If it is found in other forms of British English (which I think
it is), it may have to do with a reaction against the eighteenth
century change CfclJ to in Standard English, or a desire to
avoid localised South and Midland [<Xb/>Dl"OL] or both. I have
heard t£1-^3213 (uncentralised) as a localised form for both
Southern (in some environments) and northern Irish English
speakers, but I doubt Irish influence can be invoked!

25. which is quite distinct in phonetic effect to [A'P-J
because of the uvularisation, is also recognised as specifically
"Hawick" by Yetholm speakers, even though a few examples occurred
there.

26. I have heard this reflex myself as usual in Coldstream, Kelso,
and Berwick town, although some of the suburbs of Berwick
(Spittal in particular) seem to have |_3£-1« I do not know Berwick
well enough to know if this difference is a geographical or
class effect, however. I would guess that the variation pattern
in the other two towns is like that at Yetholm, as they are both
Tweeddale dialect communities.

27. I do not treat early shortenings such as brother, mother, flood,
blood as part of this class, as they usually show forms implying
NME7V. as they do in Standard English; theflrst two (and (yy)
words like foot, boot) may be realised as in Border Scots,
as well.

28. Most speakers using these forms have merged the short localised
form with the NME /i/ class; they remain contrasted as
in a few older people's speech in both towns. However, (30
(finally, and before /r/ at least) is always merged with the
(aa/ai) reflex. Ho examples of Ce*~J or other such localised
form were found before /v z/, but HME /iu/ may give
where the syllabic vowel/r(aa/ai) in these positions. Cf. 3*9«

P [coCS rwl
29. In 1 . .. such as Edinburgh, where ipj is not the localised

(yy) reflex, oppositions such as MC l>(s5L./^/c Ctcoj may occur
(cf. Yetholm). I suspect that if enough [Sj forms were
elicited, the true (yy) short class opposition here would turn
out to be MC and UWC rounded monophthongs/LWC front unrounded
vowels, as it is in long environments.

30. Cf. the examples above in Orton and Halliday (1962) for
Horthumbrian Coalfield communities such as Ellington (1.4) and.
Earsdon (1.6).

31. According to Orton and Halliday (1962:459) 1 "the line between
Northern and North Midland type (uu) realisations roughly follows
the old Lancashire/Cumberland-Westmoreland border in the Southern
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Lake District, then cutting east toward Sedburgh. It then
follows the mountain chain running from Baugh Fell (near Sedbengh)
between Wharfedale and Nidderdale, skirting the Greater Leeds
conurbation on its Northern side, then turning south between
Pontefract and Selby. From there to the sea, it seems to roughly
follow the modern Lincolnshire/Humberside boundary. This line
is traditionally called the hoose/house line. The Border Area
then lies well inside the hoose zone.

32. &VX>] or the like (impressionistically) appears to be the usual
VC formal style form, and is often also used by MC males,
especially younger ones, in the Central Belt. It seems to have
a similar distribution pattern in Aberdonian as well, from what
I can hear.

33 • reason that /oxt/ words (from OE /oxt ooxt/) are not
included here is that most of them showed variation similar to
short /o/ words in Border Scots, due to lack of diphthongisation
of joj before /x/ andw(in most cases) subsequent /x/ loss.
However, localised [acSJ forms also occur and these derive from
diphthongised /ouxt/; Hawick, in particular, lies on the "bocht/
bought" Borderline, and it is hard to tell which is the more
native form. Yetholm, and all Northumbrian towns have localised
reflexes showing diphthongisation; forms answer either to
Standard English, e.g. Cb 5: tU , orA,Central Belt (jbo(^)tj.
Thaw was never recorded in my data with (ou).

34. The "■unrounded" form is usually, it seems, slightly rounded or
"inner rounded", with the rounding taking place farther back in
the mouth. At times, it was hard to tell Cf*(:)l and Co(:)J
apart, especially because my own speech hasQg(:)] in words
like father and as the V1 of (ii) words before voiced consonants
or in open syllables. (This "feels like" an £o7j to me).

35. In the appropriate subclasses of (ou), of course.

36. The crossover in FS at Vooler may be because there was a
scarcity of responses in this style from UWC men. The variable
is strongly sex-tied (see below).

37« In this area, this glide may be present or absent after dentals;
it is usually present in MC speech, and its appearance is class-
tied. Some assimilation of the vowel to it, resulting in
fronter forms than would be found with (yy) may occur (see below).

38. I have analysed palatalised consonants, which may occur in words
like tune = [/tfX nJ as containing a /j/ glide (perhaps at an
underlying level) and so these, as well as forms with any kind
of devoiced or fricative /j/ are lumped in with those having
the Standard-like approximant /j/. (The fricative is especially
common in Scots VC speech, and sometimes in Northumbrian as well).
If the glide sounds more "vowel-like", it is counted as pant of
a diphthong, and would be scored as (iu)-3.
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39. Or the like. Whether there were two o_i's in the Borders seems
somewhat debatable, as SME /ui/ words like oil always take fji/
forms. Cf. pg. 337.

40. Although I have only come across such forms rarely (once or twice)
in Edinburgh, anyway. Impressionistically, they seem commoner
in localised Glaswegian and some forms of localised Midlothian
countrywide dialects.

41• There seems to be considerable vacillation in MC varieties of
Scots between £>«.■*of>oe3 for short (oi); the last is, however,
visual in long environments.
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CHAPTER 4?

THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF NME LONG VOV/ELS AND DIPHTHONGS IN BORDER
SCOTS AMD NORTHUMBRIAN:

4.0: INTRODUCTION, PROCEDURES AND THE FEATURE SYSTEM:

In this, my last full chapter, I attempt to trace the history of

the "bimoric vocalic segments found in Northern Kiddle English to their

modern descendant reflexes in Border Area dialects. The starting

point for this survey will he NKE of about the year 1250, or in any

case, after the French element of the vocabulary was assimilated and

short vowels were lengthened in open syllables, but before the

fronting of early NME /oo/J Rules for each subsequent native sound

change, which can be viewed as formalisations of events of sound

change, will be listed and discussed in clrronological order (or as

close as I can get to it), using a feature system described below for

succinct description. Related rules will be combined, if the

chronology allows; however, if different forms of a rule apply

to .different dialects, they will be written separately.

The first section will characterise, in terms of feature

oppositions, the "starting point" system; the next few will deal with

native developments that took place in roughly 200-year-long segments

of time, from 1250 to 1500; 1500 to I65O; 1650 to 1870; and 1870 to

the present, resulting in the modern localised reflexes of each vowel

class shown in my synchronic survey.

Similar types of historical description and the techniques

employed are not new at all. Linguists have long been interested in
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the historical background of dialect differences, and studies from

the nineteenth century onward have contained material on Northern

British dialects. Especially helpful in this regard are surveys such

as Jordan (1923) and- Luick (1914-40, repr. 1964), which deal with

many varieties of English; historical descriptions of Standard English

such as Wyld (1927) and Dobson (1957) have also touched on Northern

British traits. Most traditional dialectological works on Northern

varieties have covered some of the historical background as well,

e.g. Cowling (1925), Reaney (1927)» Dieth (1931)> Orton (1933)> and

Zai (1942). Orton even presents quite a bit of primary evidence for

sound changes, coming from medieval and later documents. A consensus

has evolved from these and other histories of English regarding

pathways of development of each vowel class, and the chronology of

the changes. In general, I accept this when other evidence does not

seem to contradict it.

Q

However, most hi stories of English have dealt with the Standard

rather than Northern dialects, and so, especially for the period

from, say. 1450 to 1870, direct evidence for Border Area sound

changes seems to be lacking or ambiguous, and so I have had to use

certain tools to attempt a reconstruction of the dialects of this

period.

One is the well-established comparative method, following the

example of Lass (1976: Chapter 3 and 4) in determining the shape of

the Great Vowel Shift in Dentdale and the value of Middle English

/a/ and /aa/.



The other is a set of assumptions also used as guidelines

(certainly not strict laws, more like a set of possible constraints)

by Lass (1976:94-9)» regarding the.probability of certain changes and

their outputs, and w&at constitutes a well-formed change. The basic

one underlying the rest is tlhat the best-attested changes and

outputs (attested somewhere, that is) are also the modt probable in

cases where there can be no direct observation.

To minimise the problem of typologies differing from language to

language, and dialect to dialect, I hold that the pathway or output

of a change attested in the most closely related and typologically

similar (e.g. in number of heights or degrees of backness) dialects

are the most probable to have happened in the Border Area, given its

possibility. Thus, of a set of possible pathways p^ jP^Py • «Pn
or output values ..V^, the probable one will be that (in
this case) shown in other Northern British dialects rather than

Southern or Midland ones, dialects of English rather than those of

other Germanic languages, Vest Germanic rather than North Germanic

dialects, Germanic in general tather than other Indo-European

languages, and so on. It would be even more probable if the attested

change affected the same group of words. The justification for this

is the very definition of "relatedness" in comparing two dialects;

typologies and development of two "near relatives" would be more

likely to show similarities than distant cojisin dialects.

I also make use of a set of possible constraints of "well-

formedness" in vocalic changes listed by Lass (1976:96) based on

his (and my own) experience of English vowel shifts, that, unless

there is strong evidence to the contrary:
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1. Yovel height changes may proceed only one step at a time, that is:

Le=l •-7 (iTj is well-formed in a way that [a J i-s not; this
last should be broken up, possibly to [a:]"7{32 ;

2. Back-to-front or vice versa changes are well-formed (cf.

Germanic i-umlaut ), even with no central value intervening.

3. Exceptions to these would include: identity assimilations (e.g.

[aj )» where one element of a nucleus takes on the feature
configuration of the other (see below);mutual assimilations, where

both elements adopt certain features of the other one, meeting

in a phonetically intermediate value (e.g. |auj (o:J ); and
dissimilations, where each element changes one feature independently

of the other (e.g. [y:J ^ jiu^j ). Otherwise only one feature at a

time may change.

It must be stressed that these guidelines are at best "educated

guesses" as to vowel change tendencies, and so axe any conclusions I

have drawn using them; and that I resort to them only when other

evidence is lacking, or the consensus view did not take into account

enough specifically Northern British evidence. If one makes the

analogy between my job as linguistic historian to that of a

detective, I make no guarantee that I have "caught the criminal",

only that I have found a "suspect" that seems likely, given the facts
3

of the case.

Once I have presented what seems to be the development of the

localised reflexes of the NME bimoric nuclei in my area to the

present, I list and discuss certain general change tendencies that

seem to be recurrent in the history of these dialects, and so seem
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(given the heuristic implicit in my guidelines) to be "favoured types

of change" for this area.

But the derivation of localised reflexes does not constitute the

whole of my historical survey. I have decided to keep parallelism

with my synchronic study and treat the genesis of all variants

elicited in my data, even when their origin is most likely non-

native. In the past, most historical grammars have dismissed such

forms as "borrowings" or "loan forms" and left them as that. I-iost

non-localised variants did come in from other dialects, most likely

the Standard or another high—prestige dialect, and their borrowing

does seem to cause a break in the history of the vowel class they

belong to; they are seemingly simply adopted without any step—by-step
derivation like a native form (see below).

Yet I do not think such outside adoptions should be ignored in

a historical grammar, at least, if non-localised forms are not in a.

synchronic study. The tv/o cases are parallel, and it seems in the

interest of completeness to extend a historical survey to include

even the derivations (or at least, the process of adoption) of

Standard-like variants. There are also cases where the regularly-

derived localised reflex has died out, and its place been taken by a

"borrowed form". To write a history of such sound classes,one must

mention this replacement process, and, if possible, how the new form

was taken in, what its dialect of origin is, and even in what form

it was introduced. Otherwise, the implicit assumption is that the

sound class covered ceases to have a history after the replacement

process - which, since the class of words still exists, seems to me
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to be false.

The procedure I use here to outline the history of these loans

is to show in what form they could have been introduced at first

(usually at the point of divergent development between the source

dialect and a Border Area one, in this case), and assume that the rule

internalising a loan, form develops over time as the reflexes in the

cmor and receiver dialects do. The basis of this may be lexical

borrowing (especially as not all words of a class take loan pronunciations

at the same time, cf. 3«"0» even that may produce a

mapping relation between the vowel classes involved. Take, for

instance, a word such as stone. In the Border Area, this develops

regularly to a vowel such as \efc)J or , rhyming with inane, stemming

from an IIIm /aa/. However, in non-localised varieties, it may take a

reflex proper to the corJ class, the group* stemming from ID-IE / 3D /.

In the ancestor KS dialect 01 Standard English and other Southern or

Midland dialects, both stone and cogft came from / 3D /. The borrowing

could have first taken place when the northern ana Southern dialects

diverged in development; before that, the two reflexes were

presumably identical.

Yet, it is ONLY the words having an / 03/ reflex in the Standard

that can take /«/ descendant forms in non-localised varieties; one

does not get them in words such as mane. Border Area speakers of the

present day, as well as of earlier times (cf. Orton, 1933553)» can

switch effortlessly from /aa/ to / 00/ descendant reflexes in the

stone class, as shown in, say, my style variation charts in the last

chapter. I postulate that in the synchronic grammar of such speakers,
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stone is listed in the lexicon in two wpys - one with a nucleus

shared with mane and the other with one snared with coat (whatever

the actual lexical FOKK may be) and these tv/o are mapped onto each

other by relationships 1 call pole-selection rules (I call the

alternative listings of the lexicon part of the localised and Standard
4

poles of a synchronic grammar). The justification for such a set-up

is that (l) the range of variants possible for the nucleic vowel in

stone depends both on the localised and Standard reflexes; (2)

effortless switching can be made, implying that the tv/o are somehow

in a relationship of one-to-one correspondence.

Nov/, returning to the historical view: the hypothetical first

Border Area borrov/er of stone with a reflex the iaOV OS. coat must

have had at least a passive knowledge of South or Midland English

(perhaps the Standard; in any case, the source dialect) as v/ell as his

native dialect, otherwise the connection that, say, [sta:nj and |stp:nj
were "the same word" referring to the same thing, could not have been

made. To make the connection, he must have used a mapping or

translation relation similar to that I postulate for modern bidialectal

speakers' synchronic grammar. In his synchronic grammar, it was a

pole-selection rule (cf. Section 4®7) 5 in terms of history, it

would be a substitution, a rule replacing a historically regular

localised reflex with a borrowed one. I cover these in my last

section of this chapter. Furthermore, substitutions must be viewed

as changing over time as their input (localised reflex) and output

(source dialect reflex, roughly) do. Otherwise, further generations

of speakers could not keep the connections active enough to switch

from pronunciations like [st^nj to jstonj, since neither form is the
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original nucleus that was mapped by the above hypothetical speaker.

This is a large difference between substitutions and native sound

changes, and implies that the constraints on the latter do not hold

for the former. In my treatment, I shall list only the original

mapping relation of the substitution; the "borrowed form" will then

be assumed to develop as if native (otherwise forms like Northumbrian

£st^:nj would not be possible) unless other substitutions apply, to

bring the pihonetic form closer to the Standard dialect reflex. A

conclusion to this may be drawn: the closer a borrowed reflex is to

that in the source dialect, the more substitutions it has undergone

in its history.

Before beginning my survey, I must mention the feature system

I use in my rules, as it is somewhat unorthodox. I had originally

planned to use a binary feature system, for both vowels and consonants,

with features such as ^hij, [±loJ as are found in Chomsky end Halle

(1968). However, I found problems with this approach, especially in

expressing feature configurations for vowels. For one: Chomsky and

Halle's approach assumes three vowel heights and two degrees of

defined by Chomsky and Halle seems to be a pseudo-feature for reasons

mentioned in Lass (1976:15>39~"50); reality seems to rest rather

on some a priori assumptions about vowel-pairing in English and other

languages that are not supported by any other evidence but the theory

itself, and is defined in terms of its own effects; the reasoning thus

seems to be circular. Most " tense " vowels seem to differ from their

so-called "lax correlates" by height or peripherality (cf. Lass, 1976:

backness, plus a feature In the first place,

45).
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So, to distinguish [ej / [f] , my feature system must take the

height differences into account. In my starting point system (see

next section), I seem to need at least four vowel heights, and to

distinguish modern Borcier Scots /1 f. 9 A at least four degrees

of backness. Of course, I could save the binary set-uji by using the

feature [mid], suggested by Kiparsky (1968) and Wang (19&9) as a way

to handle four-height vowel systems. Using that,(i would be (+hi,-
mid^j; Qe"]. [+hi,-midj ; [Vj, [j-hi,-Kaidj , etc, and probably a [^central]
feature could do the same for backness. But, a binary system should

express on/off relationships by their nature; something either is

[+featurej, or its not. Vowel height and backness are continua, and

vowels can easily shade into their neighbours. Besides, [midJ is not
the endpoint of any scale, the way [hi] and [l<] are.

Ladefoged (1971:73—7) also makes the objection that characterising

a vowel as ^-hi,-loJ does not capture the essential fa.ct that the

vowel lies in between high and low vowels; to me, an analysis using

\jii] and jjnidJ does not really truly capture the essential facts that

^aJ is below is below hiis below [i] either, simply because it

is using binary features to divide a continuum.

The other type of analysis that can be used here is an n-ary

one, where integral values are suggested for factors like vowel

height and backness, from (0,1,2..) to (n) as given in Ladefoged

(1971)« This seems to capture the positional layout of the vowel

grid, and the continuous nature of the features in the way a binary

system cannot; a higher vowel simply has a higher n in its feature

specification, Fnhil , than another vowel. It would mean having to
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use ranges of values in rules: for example, if (hypothetically) /#/
underwent a change that fx/ did not, the SI. would have tc have

height specified as either [0-1 hij or [j-hi] (where [l-j = "1 or 0"),
but I do not see any difficulty in this, save that it is odd in

appearance; in fact, it would capture the fact that any variety of

/a/ or /£./ that is not cardinal [~aj , [p.J would undergo the change.

There are, however, problems with the n-ary approach: (a) how

many degrees of height or backness in vowels should be specified?

(b) Should all features, including ones mainly applying to consonants,

be n-ary? (c) What would be the QiiJ or [bkj values for consonants?
(d) If the answer to (b) is no, what about the problems of

inconsistency? I shall deal with each question in turn.

As mentioned before, the history of Border English contains

systems with four heights. This agrees with the IPA phonetic chart,

which has vowels divided into close, half-close, half-open, and open

types, and also shows three degrees of backness; front, central, and

back. This suggests a four by three grid. But there are also "in-

bet\^een" vowels - QeQ is one, lying in between j^aj andjjQ; and. so
are centralised types such as[j-Y ^ all of which are common in

Border dialects, and show historical links with more peripheral

varieties. How should these be characterised?

First, fe] . Its backness is no problem; it is a fully-front

vowel. In modern Border Scots, it may occur in localised dialect as

the reflex of IMS /e/, and in other varieties of Border speech as (1)
the descendant of NME /a/ or (2) the V1 of diphthongs stemming from
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HUE /ii uu/. I know of no speaker in ray sample who has an fxi)/[a'j
contrast (without length differences) but there are a lev; I4C speakers

who contrast fckj and \Q . The diphthongs beginning with [~a?j also

vary, pretty much, the same as those with [aj. Historically, I have

come across no / j_a J contrasts in the period I am dealing with,

either, it seems safe to look at jWj as a "funny kind of faJ" in
this ca.se, although the two vowels are phonetically distinct, ana so,

technically, the problem is not resolve1 by assigning both vowels the

same feature configuration. Hoy,-ever, the fineness of my system must

be limited, especially in a historical survey like this one, where

fine distinctions are not recoverable.

Nov;, the centralised vowels. Added problems are manifest here,

because much modern Border Scots has an [tj / (fj contrast,(some
varieties, an [e(:)j / [s(:)J one as well); some spen ems at Ivooler
have contrasts of the ^jlJ/ jjJ type (beat/bit). It seems true, that
in stressed position, hov;ever, no truly central vov/els appear as

contrastive in modern Border speech, nor do they seem to have done

during the period 1250- (Northumbrian £e: u:J at the present day,
vary like front vov/els; Border Scots central vowels of this type like

back ones). There would thus be little difficulty in assigning the

centralised varieties the same feature configuration as central

vowels, as I gave [<&]that of £a^ , except that, historically, most of

them seem to derive from perii'heral varieties (e.g. HHE /i/ or /u/).

Still, an analysis of them as central vowels would capture all the

contrasts, whereas grouping them with //eripheral types could not,

and separating them wovild add problems of specification in earlier

forms of English, as peripherality is not often recoverable. I have
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three height and backness system of this type, similar to the IPA

vowel grid:

TABLE 4.0-1: fall AMD [illJ VALUE' ASSIGHKENTS:

QBK] -*• t° bkj U bk] [2
[hi]

Ci U «/*Vj [ui u]
[2 hi] /*] [r oj

w [f'-S G-oJ 0 dJ

L° V1 U—J ra [a o]

how: must all features be n-ary? I would answer this, no.

There are some features such as nasality or voice or rounding, and

most classificational features such as L°, which seem, at least

in English, to involve on/off relationships, that also make phonetic

sense - either the velum is down or itfe not, either the vocal cords

are vibrating or not, either the lips are rounded or not. Even

Ladefoged (1971:77) would agree with this. Therefore, for such

features, I propose only two values are possible, 1 (=+) and 0 (=-).

The difficulty comes with positional features, such as [hi] , [bkj ,

\jLoj, [antj, and so on, for consonants and semivowels. There are

two choices: to adopt a system of binary classificational oppositions,

either based on articulatory (Chomsky and Halle (1968)) or acoustic

(Jakobsfln, Fant and Halle (1951)) phonetics, or adopt the n-ary feature of

articulatory place, to keep consistency with the feature system for vowels,

and show relationships between certain groups of consonants and vowels. Which
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This raises the question of why one needs feature matrices at

all. The purpose seems, to me, to capture "natural classes" in a way

that makes phonetic sense. It seems to me that this, and the

demonstration of their operation in language, in terms of rules,

i.e. to develop generalisations about sound change, is the real goal

of historical descriptive phonology, rather than the establishment

of "universals" via a unique set of features, which may not be

phonetically based anyhow (cf. Lass, 1976:172), nor particularly

universal (cf. Ladefoged, 1971 f°r examples of contrasts involving

features not found for English in various other language groups). So

the question: "Which analysis is right?" could be rephrased as "Which

analysis captures the most and-most phonetically reascnable_

generalisations about sound change?"

The answer, to me, seems to be both: it just depends how you

look at the phonetics. There are some generalisations that the

Chomsky and Halle (1968) or JakobsOn, Pant, and Halle (1951) approach

are very good at capturing that the n-ary one can not. For instance,

dentals are characterised as [+ant,+cor] ; the first shows their

relatedness to other front consonantal sounds; the second, to palato-

alveolars. An n-ary approach would capture dentals as a separate

class by themselves, but the relations between dentals and other

typesof sounds would have to be expressed in ranges (of the type of

^4-6 art. posTj ). Where the classes are not contiguous, as with
labials and velars, even this becomes impossible, yet the (acoustic)

feature /gravel instantly groups them in a feature based on some kind
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of phonetic basis (fonnant structure).

Yet, the so-called class ^-ant,-cor] in binary terms is not a

good characterisation: it lumps together so many diverse types of

"sounds that would not be likely to go together in a rule, from

palatals to pharyngeals. Yet the concept of articulatory position

easily could break this non-class up into true articulatory classes.

I feel there is no reason, except for tradition and a certain

notion of "consistency", why I should not use both types of features,

depending on the situation, according to which one captures what is

happening better (and hopefully explains them to some extent) v/hile

making phonetic sense. Lass (1976: Chapter 7j especially 166-76;

205-7) gives many examples in language change where the adoption of

other feature systems besides the Chomsky and Halle one (in addition

to, rather than in place of, cf. his remarks on Hungarian inter¬

vocalic lenition and [antj, p.200) is advantageous, since one

interpretation may actually help explain the change where another can

not. What I am doing is extending the range of possible feature

systems one can use, to n-ary ones. (Cf. Lass, 1976:202 for a concise

statement supporting this argument).

I now turn to question (d) above in relation to what values to

[m! and C.bkJ should be given for consonants. Since 1 am using
only an n-ary scale for vowels, and they are my main concern

(consonants v/ill appear in the environments for my rules), I must

assign Qii^a^d. ^bk J values on this scale to the consonants as well,
so that, say, assimilations to a following consonant can be explained.
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Ladefoged (1971:77) points out that there is a need to express

similarity "between (a) front vowels and palatals; (b) high back

vowels and velars; (c) low back vowels and pharyngeals. Lass (1976:

177-82) gives changes (some of which are similar to ones I will cover)

suggesting links between dentals and front vowels. To which 1 will

add: I also see links between uvulars and vowels such as

evidence comes from Northumbrian and Standard German in the

vocalisation of uvular /r/ before C (not followed by a vowel) and

finally. In these dialects, unless the vowel before it is [0 hi],
the /r/ vocalises to a uvularisedll^^3^]. The vocalisation to this

value can be seen mostcl&ilij if a high vowel precedes. Instead of
£i:t^u:b]] , one finds [l-S^ d'3 _ or the like. I suggest that
uvulars should be linked somehow writh low-mid back vowels.

I suggest that palatals and dentals be specified as To bkj, as

^ ij is; velars as [2 bk] , as [u] is; pharyngeals as [o hi) , and
uvulars as , as [a] and [p] are, respectively. (hentals and

palatals could be differentiated by either []art posj values or

binary Qpitj values). Such a, characterisation would capture the
relationships between these consonant classes and their vocalic

congeners. But how would the first three classes be characterised

for height, and the last two for backness? And what about labials?

To answer the first question here, let us take a look at the

semivowels /j w/. These, in English, may occur as syllable onsets

as consonants do, but otherwise show characteristics similar to

/i u/ (from which they are frequently derived, cf. the development of

EKE /iu/, or can change to, cf. the early ME vocalisations).
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Phonetically, they seem .in some sense "higher" than high vowels;

high enough to he approximants, and in Border Area dialects, frequently

fricatives. I would suggest an even higher value of [hiJ than is

found for /i u /, that is, J4 hij . It v/ill be noted that once a

sound gets to this height, it ceases to be vocalic. 1 would then

suggest that "non-vocalicness" as long as the segment is produced

within the oral cavity (i.e. not labial, uvular or pharyngeal) could

be defined by £4 hij; "the differences between members of the class,
the consonants^and between consonants and semi-vowels could be taken

care of by other features (either n-ary or binary).

Now, consider what happens when one takes 3, vowel like [p] or

[a3 and backs it even more. What seems to happen is that its
realisation as vocalic becomes impossible, and what results is,

respectively, a uvular or pharyngeal fricative (in the case of [3] ,

a rounded [V] ), or at least a "strained" sounding vowel with the

fricative articulated at the same time. I would suggest that uvulars

and pharyngeals then are the sounds "backer than back vowels" and

would have the feature [3 bk]. This would define "non-vocalicness"
for sounds articulated in back of the oral cavity.

But what about labials (outside of /w/, in so far as it is one)?

They seem to have no vocalic congeners (possibly /u/ but I suspect

this is because of their gravity); they are fronter than dentals,

but I cannot think of any examples of changes linking them to front
i>

vowels , nor can I think of any where their influence

raises or lowers vowels. I would guess that [jiij and [hkj are simply
meaningless for this class of sounds; there can be no value (not
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even 0) assigned for these features, and I accordingly leave the

matrix blank for them.

To summarise my height and backness assignments (which of course

can be supplemented by articuiatory place or binary features) for

consonant classes:

CLASS

Labials
Dentals
Palatals
Velars
Uvulars

Pharyngeals

I have now outlined my feature system or systems that I will

use; an n-ary approach to height and backness, and either n-ary or

binary approaches to other features (if both are possible)

depending on which is the appropriate analysis in the situation ,

to help me capture and hopefully explain the facts of the case in

phonetically meaningful terms. Using this a proach, I proceed to

the characterisection of my "starting point" system, the bimoric

vowel nuclei of thirteenth-century northern Kiddle English.

n hij , n= fn bk] , n=

none none

4 0

4 0

4 2
1 5
0 5
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4.1: THE II'TJ Ux SYSTEM; BIKOFJC VOCALIC NUCLEI IE BOilDEA ARiA Sl'EBCH
OF THE J-HD-TillHTEEHTH CEHTUHY:

I wish here to give approximate phonetic values to the long

vowel and diphthong system of Border Area English of about 1250, and

characterise each nucleus in terms of features. This will serve as

a starting point for my survey. I say approximate, since the

evidence pointing to a particular value for any nucleus is bound to

be inexact; my arguments are based on (l) spelling evidence, which

seem to show ranges of possible values (e.g. an <. e 7 in 1250 could

show j$(:) ^e(:)j ), (2) values postulated for OE and other source
dialects; (3) postulated change patterns in later periods. All

conclusions, even if backed up by those of previous language

historians, should be taken as tentative throughout the survey;

however, I argue, to the best of my ability, for as specific a value

as I can - although it seems doubtful that certain fine distinctions

(e.g. peripherality of vowels) can be captured until modern-type

direct descriptions appear for nineteenth-century Border speech.

I start with the nuclei in the bite, time and house, out classes.

Despite the fact that medieval manuscripts give several possible

spellings for these classes (<i,y7 and <o,ou u/ respectively), their

values are fairly uncontroversial. Their OE sources are written

z . </) u) (yj 7
(respectively) <1, y> and yu> respectively, and their OH and OF

sources have fairly evident jjiyji °h"ten retained in the
descendant languages. If shortened in early ME, as in fifth, dust,

fist, filth (Luick, 1914-40:"they become /i u/, and not any lower

vowel. Furthermore, the values Ql:J, /ju:J are found in the equivalent
classes in many Germanic dialects: in Standard Norwegian, Swedish,
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and Danish, many Low and High German dialects, Eastern Dutch, and

Western Flemish; (^u:J in Standard Danish, Limburg Dutch, Schwyzer-

dtltsch, etc. as well as Northern English (including Border Area
6 7 —i

speech). This evidence seems to suggest the values QW , [ju:J ,

or at least similar monophthongal values. I characterise these

classes asi

EKE /ii/ - V1=V2= [3 hi, 0 bk, 0 rd] .
KME /uu/ = V1-V2= [3 hi, 2 bk, 1 rdj.

There are various vowels spelled<e? in thirteenth century

documents of the Border Area. These include the descendants of

HOE fee pfi eo ^ea/ and /e i/ lengthened in open syllables, as

well as foreign "close" and "open" e-soimas (hristensson, 1967:54-9,

61,68-70,145,156-72). Although all of these nuclei become

(isolatively [i(:)J in Modern Border speech, in modern Cumbrian and

Yorkshire dialects: OE /££- $a/, /e/ lengthened and foreign"open

= [pj, while OE /ee eo ///, /i/ lengthened, and "close e" sounds =

ti? ^ <9l] • A similar distinction ef" the type [e:J / CisJ
appears in earlier forms of the Standard (Dobson, 1957:618-39).

There seen,, thus to be two separate nuclei, with the distinction

concealed under one spelling, with the second group having a higher

nucleus than the first. When shortened, the first group goes mostly

to /e/ alone, (except before dentals or velars, which may be raising

environments), the second to /i e/ both (cf.(rose)hip <1EE Kepe

(Jordan, 15'74r:5S-60; Luick, 1914-40:^379,386}). If one assumes that
when lengthened in open syllables, short vowels stepped down a height

(Jordan, 19^4.58,62) or even if the mid vowel was already /£_ / and
did not (since 4a> spelling variants do not appear in the Forth:
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placement would be £e:J for the second group and for the first.

However, were there only two front mid vowels? luick (1914~40:£
J

399-400) points out that fourteenth century poets (from other areas)

never rhyme "/e/-lengthened" words with /&& /- class ones,

and that present-day Y/est Yorkshire and Central Lancashire dialects

still keep them apart. He suggests values of mid-front-wide and

low-front-narrow, or given Sweet's examples (1890:20) of these values

(men and air, in Received Pronunciation, presumably) would be either

[t :] / [f '•] or & :] / • Systems with three mid-heights, however,

are rare in Germanic; usually systems with more than two mid vowels

reduce to two heights + a peripherality distinction (cf. Border Scots

tJ/[c(:)j / Ce(*)J / (.€■(-Oj in some speakers, or East Jutland Danish

Ce(:)J / [«(:)]/[t (:)} )• If there was a distinction between three
peripheral mid vowels, I doubt if it lasted long, and so I take /e/

lengthened as in this area. 1 finish with characterisations for

two mid front vowels:

HME /ee/= V1=V2= £2 hi, 0 bk, 0 rdj.
EKE /si/= V1=V2= [j hi, 0 bk, 0 rdj.

The values spelled <0? seem also to fall into two never-rhyming

groups. They are still not merged in the modern dialects. There is

one group, stemming from 0E /00/ and various foreign "close _o" sounds,

plus 0E /u/ lengthened; the other comes from 0E /o/ lengthened and

foreign "open _o" sounds. As the sources are parallel to the <e> 's,

I suggest symmetrical values in the back vowel series for them: [o:J
and [p:J respectively.



NME /oo/ = V1=V2 = (i hi, 2 bk, 1 rdj .

NME /ZDJ = V1=V2 = (J hi, 2 bk, 1 rdj .

This leaves only the vowel speSled <a7 to characterise among

the monophthongs. Tftas spelling would presumably indicate a low

unround value (although is possible). But was it j^i] , das] >

or ? All three positions for the long low vowel are known in

Germanic: in Standard Danish, Dutch, and some (non-Standard) German

Varieties respectively. Tibe position of the vowel seems to have been

the same as ME /a/, which lengthens to it in open syllables; even if

a "step-down" rule was operative in this case, the vowel is already

low and cannot lower further. However, the value of /a/ is subject

to controversy, mostly resulting from ambiguous description of the

vowel in Ehrt (1569), who says it is pronounced "with wyde opening

of the mouth, as wheii a man yauneth" (presumably, /a/ was unshifted

in Hart's time). This may exclude raisedJ^gJ , but still leaves [a aj
as possible.

Authorities are divided on which one it was. Jesperson (1909)»

Ekwall (1956), and Chomsky and Halle (1968) favour a back value;

Dobson (1957S546), Jordan (l974r:50-4) ( possibly) and others, a

front one. Others are ambiguous. Wyld (l9JI4-:28) says that NME /a/

was "the same sound as in Italian or French", but is it French or

the (sometimes) back [ji(:)J that he means?'* Luick (1914-40: 482)
describes £ as a neighbouring sound, and says that in Early Modern

English it was fronted, but then uses the same symbol to describe

the present Northern English [^ajL
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Lass (1976:114-23) lists modern /a/ reflexes from Survey of

English Dialects material; isolatively, only front values of some

kind appear, except in one example, in England. Otherwise, back

values only appear when there seems to have been a lowering-and-

backing chain shift, HME /i £, /-">[.£ ®Oll as in Border Scots. This

suggests that /a/ was front, and therefore, /aa/ was as well.

Furthermore, as Dobson (1957s594)tas shown, ME /aa/ acts like a

front vowel (for all its sources in the llorth) in the Great Vowel

Shift, raising up the front vowel series. Had it been back, o:

^reflexes would have been expected, as appear in much

Continental Germanic.

I therefore posit a front Df] and characterise it as:

NME /aa/: V1=V2= [0 hi, 0 bk, 0 rdj.

The monophthongal long vowel system of Border Area speech was,

then, probably of this type:

ii uu

ee 00

£C 00

aa

I now''have to characterise the diphthongs. I cannot give the

values of the V2 in these Jvi Vu/ clusters, which could hs.ve been

either peripheral or non-peripheral. Although Border dialects of the

present day have, as a rule, upgliding diphthongs with non-peripheral

V2's, peripheral ones occur in some dialects of English, e.g. East
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Anglia, Shropshire, Southwestern Err land, and Vales. I cannot tell

whether tnis is a historical characteristic of South and Midlands

dialects only, or of all English. Enere fore, I reserve judgment

about this matter, although j write fx u/ (correct on the phonemic

level, presumably) in my characterisations below.

Most of the diphthongs present in my starting point system are

derived from OE /V W/ + /j combinations. The semi-vowel or

fricative was then vocalised in early ME, resulting in fx u/ (Luick,

1914-40:^572). Before changes datable to the late thirteenth century
simplifying the diphthong system, it might be expected that the /V Wf

underwent the sane development in affi Vu/ diphthong as it did

isolatively, as they derive from the same OE p-honeme (Lass and

Anderson, 1975:175)* Spellings arc found 'n <ai,ay/ , 4au,aw? ,

<!ei,ey? , <eu,ew/ , <rLw/ , and <ou,ow/ for these diphthongs; some of

them exhibit the same developments as the isolative V1 in a /W/

combination (for instance, the descendants of OE / 32aw/, OE fooxr oof-/).
They can thus be at least tentatively specified as:

<ai,ay/>= OE /35/ + /j/ = \aij.
<ei,ey? = OE /e f + /j/ = ME /? 1£/ + A/ = Or1]*

= OE feef + /j/ = MS feef + fx/ = j)eij .
<(au,avA = OE fa aa. f + fx;/, [g^J = ME /a aa/ + fuf = [auj.
<eu,ew7 = OE /xa_ / + /w/ = ME /ft. / + /u/ = (f. uj .

OE /eo/ + /w/ = ME /ee/ + /u/ = [euj.
<ou,ow7= OE /3 / -{- /w/, [Yj = ME / 3 / + fuf = [puj .

OE /oo/ + A'/, Of] = ME /oof + fuf = [ovj.
<(iw> = OE fix/ + fxrf = ME fxxf + fuf - £iu] .
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Similar values for some of these can be attested (1) in Laxly
/x 12

Modern Standard English, or (2) in some modern dialect.

Northumbrian speech for instance, retains the postulated values for

presumed ME /3 u iu/.

I give the feature <characterisation for these diphthongs.

NME /ai/ = V1 = Lo hi, 0 rd, 0 bkj. Y2 hi, 0 rd, 0 bkj.
EME /pi/ = V1 = C1 hi, 0 rd, 0 bk]. V2 hi, 0 rd, 0 bkj.
NME /el/ = V1 = [-2 hi, 0 rd, 0 bk]. V2 = b hi, 0 rd, 0 bk] .
NME /au/ = V1 = [o hi, 0 rd, 0 bkj. V2 = b hi, 1 rd, 2 bkj.
NME /lu/ = V1 = [i hi, 0 rd, 0 bkj. V2 = b hi, 1 rd, 2 bk].
NME /eu/ = V1 = [2 hi, 0 rd, 0 bkj. V2 =b hi, 1 rd, 2 bkj.
NME /iu/ = V1 = [5 hi, 0 rd, 0 bkj. V2 = D hi, 1 rd, 2 bkj.
NME /dm/ = V1 = [1 hi, 1 rd, 2 bkj. V2 = Cj hi, 1 rd, 2 bkj.
in® /ou/ = V1 = [2 hi, 1 rd, 2 bkj. V2 -o hi, 1 rd, 2 bkj.

There remain, only the questions of (1) how the diphthong or

diphthongs spelled <017 , which has/have no OE source, is/are

characterised; (2) the place of the nucleus stemming from OP /y/ in

this system.

It is usually stated that there were two diphthongs spelled <2oi

in ME, since the seventeenth century Standard has a distinction

between the nucleus in voice (=0F /j i/), and that in boil, oil (=0F

/oi yi/) (cf. Dobson, 1957:810) as / j]atj > with the second group
13

merging with the ME /ii/ class. The characterisation of the

second nucleus is said to be /ui/, since the V1 shares the development

of ME /u/ to some extent. However, the only reflexes of koi,?
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development of BH-IlJ /o/, which, I suppose would indicate a HUE value

of / Di/, the accepted postulation for the nucleus in the voice class

(Luick, 1914-40:^417)• So: were there really two <oi/- diphthongs in
this area?

I think there were. For one, a similar distinction to that

found in seventeenth century Standard appears in localised Central

Belt Scots, which is related. (This, by itself, does not prove anythin,

however). In Kiddle Scots manuscripts (including those of v/yntoun,

a Borderer), when a palatal follows the second (historical) koi7 ,

u spellings appear, cf. cunje, lunje = coin, loin; Cn^> = [jpj cf.
Luick, 1914-40:^*434®™^*5) • shortenings, such as cushi on , bushel
etc. the modern reflex is a possible /oo/ one, as in goodt throughout

the Border Area. Furthermore, fe/J or similar reflexes occur in

bright's (l905:|),5l(<l'3rHr^) survey for Peeblesshire in OF /oi/ words;
this suggests a previous //i/ ([)®b] appears for final /oo/ in the

same dialects). As OF / Oi/ forms are always spelled <oif , and

show the V1 = ME jof in the same dialects, this suggests that (1)

there were indeed two £i_'s in the Borders, and (2) the close tying of

the developments of OF /oi/ and HIE /oo/ in Scots indicates a likely

characterisation of the boil, oil nucleus as KME /oi/. I now list

the features for the two ^oi? diphthongs:

M\EE /oi/: V1 = [1 hi, 1 rd, 2 bkj. V2 = [3 hi, 0 rd, Obkj.
EME /oi/: V1 = [2 hi, 1 rd, 2 bkj. V2 = fj hi, 0 rd, 0 bkj.

These vowels could'have been merged laterbin ME times, in

this part of the Borders, under /2i/.
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likely had at t?iis point in time, for it is somewhat controversial.

The questions that arise are: (1) whether OF /y/ was taken into NME

as a monophthong or diphthong; (2) if a monophthong; whether the value

was [y:J 5 (3) if was, did it merge in tiiis area with the
reflex of HMS /oo/, once this had been fronted and raised in the late

IJth-early 14th century. I shall consider these questions in reverse

order.

Luick (1914-40:^406) would hold that OF /y/ was taken in as an

/yy/ which did merge with I3-iE /oo/ under [y*J • His evidence comes

from rhymes in the works of Richard Rolle (d.1349)» a Southern

Yorkshireman (from a district now Forth Midland speaking, between

York and honcaster).

However, the modern dialects' evidence does not support this

view. Whereas there is never any difference in any position between

OF /y/ words and those with NME /iu/ in the Borders, identity with

/oo/ is only found where /iu/ = /oo/ , as in Border Scots before

a consonant. One never finds final * [e l] or ik[e:J in any OF /y/
word, nor, in Northumberland, before a consonant, (i found

one example, but this may have been an idiolectal /iu/ pronunciation

Yet, had OF /y/ = NME /oo/, one would expect such values to be found.

Instead, diphthongs of the type appear, as if these words went
liL. -x—

back to an NME /iu/.

Of course, OF /y/ words could have been taken in with /yy/»
which became /iu/ before the fronting and raising of NKE /oo/. But,

given the vowel system at the time of assimilation of French words,
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in the eleventh century (Luick, 1y14-40:^287), and there were no

native front rounded vowels in the system until about 1J00. Except

for the /oi7 nuclei, which, given native /ei f.i/ and /j>u ou/, "fit

in" to the system well enough, no new vocalic phonemes had to be

created to take in OP words. An /yy/ at this time would have been

the only vowel of its kind. Insteah of /yy/ I postulate that early

speakers substituted a native vowel for OP /y/. Various possibilities

were available: /ii/ (agreement in backness), /uu/ (in rounding);

/iu/ (one element doing both), the same sounds likely to be

substituted by a "[yj-less" English speaker learning French or German.

In view of the modern evidence, it seems that if any substitution was

made, it was /iu/ that was selected. I thus count OP /y/ words as

merely a subset of the NEE /iu/ class in this area; no extra

characterisation is needed.

The starting-point system,

this:

MONOPHTHONGS

ii uu

ee oo

l€ DO
aa

and the feature characterisation

Laj (j-J [e] [i] [dJ [o]
Chil 0 1 2 5 1 2

thkJ 0 0 0 0 2 2

\>dJ 0 0 0 0 1 1

then, may have been something like

DIPHTHONGS

iu
ei oi eu ou

Li Oi tu Ou
ai au

of each possible element in it:

3
2
1

I will now list and describe changes affecting this system, up

to and including the first stages of the Great Vowel Shift, roughly

the period 1250 to 1500.
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4.2: LATE HIPPIE EIGL1SH CHAIJC.:- AUP Till; Gib JIT VP'/EL SHIFT: 1250-14^0:

At various periods in the history of English, certain tendencies

or types of sound change seem to be predominant. Many changes doing

approximately the same thing to a sound system appear in a specific

period or periods, but not in between these times. The xeriod 1 am

about to describe is a transitional one, with the first half dominated

by various changes simplifying the vowel system, continuing the Early

ME pattern (see below), the second half by large scale vowel shifts

mostly showing raising of the various vocalic nuclei. Throughout

this time, various changes that can be viewed as assimilation to a

following consonant also appear in the Border Area.

The tendencies toward systemic simplification seem to

characterise the previous several centuries, as -well as this period,

with mergers reducing the number of vocalic contrasts being common¬

place. I have already mentioned, for instance, the un-rounding of

the front rounded vowels /yy . Other changes got rid of diphthongs
1*4

with non-high V2's, such as /eo <£3./ by assimilating the V2 to the

V1 and merging them with /ee 3S3i/ = KNE /ee £?./ (Luiclc, 1914-40:

£355-58; Jordan, 19*14:108-14). Still others limited the number of

possible environments where length could contrast; long vowels were

shortened before most pairs of two consonants, and short ones

However, the vocalisation of semivowels

many diphthongs with high V2's, such as those described in the
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previous section (Luick, 1914-40:^372-3> 399-405). it is during the
Late Middle English period that the number of contrasts

was reduced by mergers between them or with other vowels. These will

be described below; most of them seem to date from the late 13th

century in this area.

The last part of this section will deal with the Great Vowel

Shift (henceforth GVS), which started in the 15th century in the

Borders. Although the tendency of vowels to shift is noticed in

earlier periods (e.g. the fronting of IMS /oo/ in the late thirteenth

century), the GVS is, as its name suggests, the largest one, system-

wide, and the start of a raising cycle that was to affect the vowels

in the system until the 17th century, each monophthong (roughly)

moving up a height, the high vowels diphthongising, and /aV/ diphthongs

monophthongising to create new low vowels.

In between the late 13th and mid-15th centuries, various

assimilatory changes apparently happened, and are discussed below:

these created new /Vu/ diphthongs from /V W/ before /x/, and later

A/, and changed /au/ to /aa/ before labial fricatives, and to /ai/

before certain palatal groups.

I begin with various changes evident in the Northern English

documents collected by Kristensson (19^7) 5 as "they date from about

1300, the developments in them are probably late 13th century changes.

These include:

(1) the simplification of the diphthongal system;

(2) diphthongisation before /x/ plus word-boundary or consonant;
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(3) and. the fronting (and, in some areas, raising) of HI-IE JooJ

(and in some areas, of diphthongs with jof as a V1).

The number of diphthongal contrasts in Border Area speech

appears to have been reduced by 1300 from the large number in the

input system. What seems to have happened is that the large number

of diphthongs with mid V11s (except /fu 3u/) merged with other

classes in various ways. For instance, <ei,ey/y spellings for HME

/ai/ and <~ew_7 for HI-IE /iu/ appear by 1309 in this area (Kristensson,

1967 :54-60; 174-5) • accepted interpretation is that these

spellings are inverted, showing that /ei/^/ai/, and /eu/ j/±\x/,

merging with HI-IE /ai iu/ ■under their values (Luick, 1944—401^413»433»
Jordan, 19^4:118,127). Although Jordan disagrees with the dating of

these changes, in view of the Kristensson evidence, these changes

must be viewed as belonging to the late 13th century.

But are the outputs the most reasonable? Coiild not, for

instance /ai tt/ merge under j&ij and /iu eu/ under [eu], and the

spellings reflect these facts? I would not think so, since nearby

dialects, such as Central Belt Scots monophthongise the combined

(i.e. EME /ai SLi/) diphthong to /aa/ in the next century (Luick,

1914:40:^434). This also affects other /Vi/ groups, and the value
of the resulting /W/ is that of the V1. This makes it likely that

HME /ai £i/ were [ai] at this time. Similarly, as shall be shown,

various high-mid + high diphthongs, such as /ei/ seem to have been

merged out of existence by this time; it seems highly unlikely that

one class would be added to (/eu/) by merging /iu/ with it.
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It might he added that the first sixteenth century descriptions

of (Southern) English appear with ME /ai £,i/ apparently at [a±J and

/eu iu/ at [iuJ (or other values where the V1 and V2 are both high)

(cf. Dobson, 1957:699-701>76s). Therefore, I conclude that the two

changes shown by the spellings in Kristensson (1967) were probably

NME /ci/ b'/ai/ and /eu/ -^/iu/.

Early NME /ei/<OE /eej/ as in eye, fly, die did not participate

in a similar change in this area, so far as 1 can make out. Instead.,

a development to /ee/ seems to be indicated, (Luick, 1914-40^+17)
perhaps completed even before 1250. Modern localised forms rhyme with

me, tree (Hawick DhJ 5 Yetholm [iTj , Northumbrian N> and imply an

earlier /ee/.

This leaves ,/oi ou/ to be dealt with, of diphthongs of the

high-mid V + high V type, /ou/ is rare; it occurs in old (originally)

inflected forms such as enow (= enough) < 0E genoge.. and sometimes

plough, and trough. Its regular development, as shown by medieval

spellings and modern surveys (Luick, 1914-40:^ 406; Orton and

Halliday, 1962:1.8.15 III.8.4;III.9»3«J Murray, 1875:149) seems to

be to Border Scots jiuj, Northumbrian [p^sD . The first development,

according to Luick, comes from /ou/, with the V1 sharing the

isolative development of /oo/, and later unrounding. It would seem

likely, in view of its backness, that this is indeed the case. If

so, the Northumbrian fori), which implies ME /lu/, must have been

lowered at this time, before /oo/-fronting, or Qi.u^j would have
resulted here as well, /ou/ thus seems to have merged with /o

in Northumberland.
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As, in the Border Area, front V1's do not result from the native

development of /oi/, and forms inplying /Oi/ are found, it seems

likely that there was a rule operative before /oo/-frouting,

lowering /oi/-^/Oi/ throughout this part of the Border Area parallel to

the postulated /ou/^/Du/ Northumbrian change.

The result of these changes clears the systems of most or all

high-mid V + high V diphthongs with:

/&i oi/ + /ou/ (Northumbrian)~^/ai hi Nu/-

/eu/ >/iu/.

As the changes do different things, being V1 raisings, V1

lowerings, and monophthongisation, they cannot be combined. I thus

write the various change types separately.

/ei/^/ee/.

First, /ei/-r/ee/:

RULE 4.2-1: /ei/ V2-ASSIMINATION:

SC: 1 1 .

1 2

DATING: 13"th century.

Then: /eu/ -^/iu/, which can be viewed as an assimilation, with

the V1 taking the height of the V2:

RULE 4.2-2: /eu/-RAISING:

1 2 1

DATING: late 13th century.
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The other changes involve lowering before a high vowel, and

are dissimilations. In Northumbrian, the remaining [2 hi] [3 hi]
clusters undergo it; this is only true in Border boots if the V2

is front. If the V1 is ]l hi], both elements must be front to
undergo this change.

RULE 4.3-3a: V1-LOWERING (BORDER SCOTS):
- r t r — V r~ " '■—1

SD: I n hi 3 hi SC: [_n-1 hij 2 .
0 bkj

1
-J

2 1
CONDITIONS: n / 3 n= 1 only if =■ 0.

RULE 4.3 - 3b. : V1 LOWERING: NORTHUMBRIAN:

SD: I X. •!n hi ~3^i SC: []i-1 hij 2
8k [3 bk •

. 1 2 1

CONDITIONS: n £ 3. n = 1 only if oc=IT> = 0.
DATING FOR BOTH: late 13th century.

The above group of changes left the diphthongal series as /ai au

£u iu mi 3a/ + Border Scots /ou/.

The next group of developments seems to have increased the

membership of words in the dix'hthongal classes by deriving /Vi Vu/

dipihthongs from certain /v/ or /w/ combinations before /x/ +

consonant or word-boundary. Which vowel is inserted depends on the

backness and rounding of the previous vowel (and, if Middle English
1 %had an ich/ach rule, on the quality of /x/ as well).™ The changes

are shown by <augh, eigh, ough'7 spellings from earlier /ax fx eex

oox bx/ in Kristensson's (19^7:87,174) Northumbrian documents,

although undiphthongised forms also appear. The changes must then

be in progress about 1300. They also must be ordered after the

previous group of changes as /eix oux/ in Korthurabrian resulting from
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(1914-40 407-0) agrees with the ordering, and the chronology.

The changes are, in a sense, assimilations; />:/ is a ("4 hi]
consonant, and the rule inserts the highest -possible vowel. ["3 hi]
/i w, in between the originally syllabic vowel and /x/. If an ich/
ach rule existed, there is baclaiess assimilation as well, as the

inserted vowel is front before the palatal [?] (both |o blc] ) and back

before the velar /x/ (both \^2 bkl ).

However, the possible inputs to the rule vary from dialect to

dialect (as modern evidence shows), and the picture has been confused

by loan forms from outside the Border Area replacing the original

reflexes. A discussion of the inputs is therefore necessary.

/ax(t)/ combinalions apparently went to /aux(t)/ in this area, as

Kristensson shows <aught> forms, and the modem dialects, the normal

reflex of /au/ (cf.3.7). This is true of the Standard as well (cf.

taught, slaughter = £tS :t] , |)slO;td] like draw £drO:] , all with [/>:]

Pinal /aax/, howevex*, does not seem to have diphthongised in the

Borders; Murray (1873!65) shows dough = [did x J (or the like) for
Border Scots, with the nucleus being the regular development of medial

/aa/. Similar forms appears in Northern England as well (cf. Orton and

Halliday, 1962:1V.1.6. for Dialects 6.3, 6.9-11). These developments

are not evident in my data, where Standard-like forms are the norm,

but no /au/ forms a.ppear.
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/ix(t)/ and /ux(t)/ words in the modern dialects (e.g. right.
\ 1 $

drought) show reflexes implying ME /ii uu/ in this area. As this

appears even when /x/ is retained, as in some Border Scots (Zai,

1942:46,55), the long vowels could not be due to compensatory

lengthening with loss of /x/. Instead, they probably arose from this

high-vowel insertion rule, after an already high vowel, which would

insert, in this case, an identical vowel to the preceding one. ME

/ax(t) ix(t) ux(t)/ are thus valid inputs to the rule throughout the

Border Area.

I now discuss the mid-vowel plus /x/ combinations, for these

seem to be somewhat problematic.

For /5x 'Sk/, spellings in <eigh,ough7 are found in Eristensson

(1967:87,154) for Northumbrian. The modern form bought = [jbA<X> t]
seems to confirm that diphthongisation took place in this dialect,

and the equivalent one for /£ x/ e.g. eight = tj may do, if the

diphthongisation is assumed to take place after /fn/i^/ai/. (The

, if retained until the sixteenth century, would presumably

merge with the development of /ii/). Northumbrian /eex/ also shows

forms = /ii/, e.g. high, thigh with ] ; the diphthongised /eix/

reflex (spelled <>igh7 ) probably became /iix/ rather quickly, as

<£igh> forms are already shown in the related Cumbrian by 1300 (cf.

the above Kristensson references^ Northumbrian /oox/, as in enough,

plough shows <hough/> spellings by 1300 (ibid.); the modern dialects

have only Standard-like forms for enough, but ["plutj = /uu/ for
plough (Orton and Kalliday, 1962:1.8.1;III.8.4.)• A parallel

development /oox/;>/oux/?* /uux/ to that of /eex/ seems to have
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occurred. In Northumbrian, therefore, all mid vowel plue /x/

combinations undergo high- vov/el insertion.

Some varieties of Border Scots, notably in the East, show

modern forms that indicate that/tX ox/ underwent high- vowel

insertion eight = [jL(-t| , bought = Q> Afp(x)tJ (cf.%8). These are

found in localised Yetholm dialect, and at Hawick alongside apparently

undiphthongised forms: Wg)t] , (bo(x)tj , where the nucleus = 1®®
/e o/. There is even a mixed form for eight =^32 LQ tj (Zai, 1942:52),
which may result from confusion of the two varieties. I postulate

that the diphthongised forms at Hawick are loans from Eastern Border

Scots, since they are more common there.

Border Scots /eex/ words, if not replaced by loans, show modem

Lh=)], e.g. Highland = thilrjit], neighbour = [nib£rj. As this is
the normal development of isolative ,/ee/, it probably means that high

vowel-insertion did not happen for this nucleus.

/oox/ words in this area are ambiguous. Although only Standard

forms were elicited in my data, the form of enough quoted in earlier

studies is {[aniuxj or the like (cf. Zai, 1942:92)-/iu/. This is the

regular development of /'ou/, but could also result from a fronted and

raised /yy/ <HTKE /oo/, as the front vowel may have dissim.ila.ted to

C iuj before the back /x/. Since no other /W/ group underwent high-

vowel insertion in this area, I think the second alternative is the

more likely.

I now give a table summarising my list of inputs to the high-
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vowel insertion rule:

TABLE 4.2-1: P&ttllSSIBLH INIUTE FOR HIGH VP", Eh lEutliTlOii BNEOR., /x/:

INPUT /a^a/ /aax/ /eex/ /ix/ /ox/ /oox/ /ux
BORDER SCOTS (EASTMAN) Yes -o Yoc ITo Yes Yes No Ye

BORDER SCOT'S (PESTERN) Yes i.o Ho Uo Yes No No Ye

NORTuIMBRlAN Yes ho Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Ye

The Northumbrian rule would have to state that any /Y W/ combination

undergoes high-vowel insertion unless the V2 i s /a/, whicli exclude s /aax/:

RULE 4.2-4a: LAB-/::/ HIGH V0L3L INSERTION: NORTilUKBAIAN:
x0 v

3 hi
<x biij.

V

oCbk
B&.•XbTd

id

4 hi
<* bk

CONDITION: D / 0

f.

*

r Seecs X

m e;:gh
i

Y /3 hi /
_oC bk_ •/

simply applies to JVr.j combinations only:

L INSERTION: EASTERN BORDER SCOT'S:

x. dk;

C
1 cont
$ ift&d
4 hi
o*s bk

Tlie bestern Border Scots rule would be the same as the above except for

an added condition excluding mid vowels:

CONDITION (VffiSTiSHN BORDER SCOT'S): fj/ 1,2 .

DATING FOR ALL: late 13th century.

An additional rule is needed to turn Northumbrian /eix oux/ to

/iix uux/. As this is not shown for this ai'ea in Kristensson but /oo/-

fronting is (see below), I assume that the V1 of /ou/ was not subject to

/oo/-fronting or Border Scots-like [iuj would result. The /x/ is not

needed in the environment if the rules 4.2-1 and -3b



have applied, as the input is the only (ei ouj in the system:
RULE 4.2-5: /ei ou/- RAISING: NORTHUMBRIAN:

[_2^iij ^ [5 hij / ^i] .
DATING: early 14th century (Luick, 1914-40:^407; Jordan, 1954:120).

Another change, mentioned before, that can be dated before 1300,

is the fronting of /oo/ (+ /'ou/ in Border Scots) and the Northern

English raising to/yy/ in Northern Britain. This is a sound shift

rather than a system simplification (since the number of phonemic

contrasts is not x*educed) or an assimilation (as it is unconditioned),

a very important one, as it affects the shape of the Great Vowel

Shift (see below). It is in evidence in all dialects North of Tees

by 1300 (Kristensson, 1967:95) as revealed by <u7 spellings, which

indicate a value close to Norman French /y/, and the forms extend to

Yorkshire and other Northern dia.lects. It is a characteristically

Northern change (but cf. Jordan, 19^4:66).

In Scotland, the V1 of /ou/ seemingly undergoes fronting (cf.

P.246) and subsequently seems to unround and raise within a very

short time, as <\ew7 spellings and rhymes with /iu/ words are found

in the early fifteenth century (Luick, 1914-40:£406). Luick suggests

a development //u/^/yu/n^/iu/. The /yu/ stage, in particular,

seems not likely typologically in English; I would rather suggest

that the stage after the (presumably unstable) ^ /u^j was jjsu^J, which
could take <(ew3> spellings, and the rhymes would indicate the raising

of £euj -^^jiuj , presumably by a rule such as 4»3—5 > operative about
1400.
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Even the presumed output of /oo/-fronting, ////» seems not to

have remained long in Northern English at least. An /yy/ value is

already indicated in the Rolle references mentioned above, about 1J25

Jordan (1974^:86). However, NME /oo/ may have stayed in this

part of Scotland, as: the modern unrounded forms are mid vowels in

all positions; and, Zai's values,and > could result from

similarly to the way {V* g] / [e sj (implying earlier :]] ) result
presumably from in localised Edinburgh dialect, by lowering in

-long environments at a later date.

The changes associated with /oo/-frouting appear to be:

(1) The fronting of /oo/ to[2/J and Border Scots in the

la.te 13th century.

(2) The unrounding of L/^I Pr°8ably in the 14th century.

(3) The raising of \j>i \ in Northern England (early 14th century)
and Jev^ ^[iuj in Sorder Scots (before |1400). I now write rules

for these processes.

Since the Northumbrian and Border Scots /oo/-fronting rules

have different domains, I write them separately:

RULE 4.2-6a: /00/-FRONTING: NORTHUMBRIAN:

SD: SC: 1 2 -7(0 bkj [0 bk].
12 12

RULE 4.2-6b: /00/-FRONTING: BORDER SCOTS:

SD

V

: QftiJ ^1^ ; SC: 1 2 vjo bk] [0 bkj.
1 2

DATING: late 13th century.
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//u/ in Border Scots was then changed to QeuJ, if my hypothesis
is correct; the output would have been raised by 1400 to [iuj by a

rule identical in form to 4.2-5-

RULE 4.27: //u/ V1-UNROUNDING:

[2 hi] -^"to rd|/ [5 hi] .
1

DATING: early 14th century.

In the period between the completion of /oo/-fronting in the

North and the beginnings of the Great Vowel Shift, several sound

changes affecting the /W/ system of late MAE apparently applied.

These changes are shown by spellings in Cursor Hundi (c.1400) and other

Border manuscripts of this time, and Luick (1914-40) has collected a

few examples of these. I therefore follow his chronology. These

changes were mostly assimilations to following consonants, and include:

(1) the monophthongisation of /au/ before labial fricatives;

(2) /au/'^'/ai/ before certain palatal clusters;

(5) the creation of new /Vu/ diphthongs from low or back vov/els

before &■

The first of these can be dated, from <. a> spellings presumably

showing [a:J = /aa/ in the early 14th century (Luick, 1914-40^-71) •

Words affected are only of French origin; this seems less due to their

origin, than the fact that the native sound /au/ did not occur in the

positions where monophthongisation took place, before /f v/, as in

safe., chafe, save. The modern dialects of the Borders show only

&J< IME /aa/.

In this area, the rule does not seem to affect /aum/ combinations
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as in palm, balm, where /au/ (or loaned /a/) reflexes are normal.

The Standard-like pronunciation of chamber, is probably a loan;

Chalmers (personal name) shows the older Scottish form = /au/.

/aumC/ forms such as sample, lamp have only <a/ spellings in the

North (Luick, 1914~40;j427); this may indicate either an early
direct shortening to /%/ or that these words were actually taken in

with /a/.

The monophthongisation rule can be written:

RULE 4.2-9 : /au/ MONOPHTHONGISATION BEFORE LABIAL FRICATIVES:

D> hH'

V

3 hi
1 rd

.V ■
0 hi

C
1 cont
1 ant
0 cor

DATING: early 14th century.

During the late 14th or early 15th century, <^ai,ay/ spellings

start appearing for earlier /au/ in words such as strange, change,

gage in the North, where the nucleus appeared before or nasal

+ [dj] (Luick, 1914-40^j477). This may indicate that the V2 of the
/au/ became /i/, assimilating to the palatal nature of the following

consonants. In my data, only forms stemming from /ai/ were elicited,

even when /aa/ / /ai/, as at Bellingham. There seems to be no need

to postulate an intervening /aa/ stage (which is more typical of

Southern speech, cf. the above Luick references), as the assimilation

is obvious.

Although a similar change is observed in V/estern English of the

time before LntfJ , as in branch, direct shortening to /a/ seems to
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be the rule in this position in this area (ibid.)

The rule for the assimilation (notice the palatal

specification in both output and environment) can be written as follows:

54hi
0 bk

RULE 4.2-10: /au/^/ai/ BEFORE VOICED PALATALS:
V 1 r n VI , n -]>.( II nasj )&&] -

C
1 vd

4 hi
0 bk
1 del rel

k

DATING: late 14th-early 15th century.

Soon after these changes were implemented, from about 1413>

<(au,ou? spellings appear coming from NME /a 0/ before /l/ + consonant

or word-boundary (Luick, 1914-40:^502). These seem to indicate some

kind of high-vowel insertion rule producing /aulj^Vul^ combinations
in these cases, and the modern vowels in e.g. wall, all, gold, etc.

give regular /au Du/ reflexes (Zai, 1942:29-33; Wettstein, 1942:44).

As words in original /ul^/ e.g. . coulj.er have modern (u;J— /uu/,
the high-vowel insertion seems to have happened after /u/ as well.

The change must have been completed by 1430 or so, since, another one

depending on it, the loss of the /l/ in these environments, appears

in evidence about this time (Orton, 1933?246).

The process can be understood better if one postulates that /l/

was a darkM in these environments, such as is found in many

English dialects (outside the North East, Ireland, and Wales). This

may be as old as the process of 0E breaking, since this

involved a similar high-vowel insertion rule (Lass and Anderson, 1975:

83-9).
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If one assumes (?J. the process is similar to the earlier high-

vowel insertion "before /x/, in that a velar

before a velar

RULE 4.2-11: PRE-

0. —

3 hi
2 bk

vowel is put in

consonant: the change would be assimilatory.

HIGH-VOWEL INSERTION
1 lat

4 hi
2 bk

DATING: early 15th century.

I now start my description of the Great Vowel Shift itself,

which seems to have transformed the late NME vowel system into one

more "modern" in shape. The input system would have been of this

type:

TABLE 4.2-2: THE BORDER AREA BIHORIC VOWEL SYSTEMS: ABOUT 1400;

BORDER SCOTS

ii uu iu

ee //

££ DD £u Di Da

23
aa au ai

NORTHUMBRIAN

ii yy uu iu

ee

EE 0D £u ji Da

aa au ai

The main substance of the GVS appears to be a unified, system-

wide raising cycle affecting all long monophthongs (with the

exception of the front rounded one) and diphthongisation of /ii/

(and /uu/ in the South and Midlands). Some diphthongs, e.g. /^u/
also seem to undergo it.

However, its cause and structure are matters for some debate.
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The first phase, chronologically, includes the raising of the high-

mid nuclei and the diphthongisation of the high ones, with documents

showing (perhaps) the raising slightly earlier (Wyld, 1956:206,223;

Jordan, 1934:238-9), but not by very much. Probably the two changes

were contemporaneous, and people noticed the raising first, when the

values of /ee ii/ = Q: iij were so close that <i? could represent
both.

But, in causal terms, which is primary? Did /ii uu/ (the last

outside the North) show a tendency to diphthongise, letting a

propensity of /ee 00/ to raise come to the fore, as Jesperson (1909:

231) maintains? Or was raising primary, with the movement of high-

mid nuclei causing a push chain which made /ii uu/ diphthongise,

since they could not raise further, as Luick (1914-40^479-80, 482-84)
holds? It is clear, since so many nuclei are involved, that the GVS

is part of some system-wide process, and both the above authorities

agree on that: the problems seem to be in (1) determining the order

of causality, and (2) formalising it.

Lass (1976:65-8) points out that Luick's order cannot be

handled in terms of strictly linear rule application expressing the

GVS: if /ee/-^/ii/ precedes the diphthongisation of /ii/ in any sense,

the /ii/ that results from raising would have to be marked by some

ad hoc feature such as [j-ruleJ to be separated from the HME /ii/
that diphthongise. The fault here, however, could lie with the theory

of linear rule application as there is indeed evidence (given in Lass

(1976) for Standard English, German, Norwegian, and Swedish) to show

that in this type of Germanic vowel shift, raising is primary.
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Consider the following table of examples from various Germanic

(English, Dutch and Low German) dialects (cf. note 1,0):

TABLE 4.2-3A: REFLEXES OF ISQLATIVE PRE-VOWEL SHIFT /ee ii oo uu/^
IN VARIOUS GERMANIC DIALECTS:

SOUTHERN ENGLISH & RELATIVES: /ee/ /ii/ /oo/ /uu/

Morristown, New Jersey fej] LLWXL] fed fed
Detroit DO [a l] fed fed
Toronto 0=3 fe 2i] fed [326]
Eagleshayle, Corn. DO &:] &:] fey
Stogursey, Soms. DO fel -Dl] Ctu] Ca^]
Kingston, Dors. l>J fe] M fee]
Hambledon, Hants. Ci=] fed W fed
London M Cai^o] fei: ^ttij
Outwood, Sur. 0-i] fed fe] 6so]
Staple, Kent M [Pi] fed fe]
Saffron Walden, Ess. [ei] M M feu]
Norwich DO Cm] C»:^t«] fey
Huntingdon 00 fed od fefe]
Aylesbury [o] fed Led!
Coleford, Gloucs. DO CDi] M [acdJ
MIDLAND ENGLISH:

Northampton

Manchester

Leeds

"J

let] Cdl] [h:J [&Y]
Leicester LeCl IIPO CLtt] fed
Birmingham CeQ fe LJ [jlcuJ Ife®]
Stretton, Salop. [JiJ fe-CJ Cud
Stoke Lgl] CpO JjA>]
Nottingham fed fe1] feuJ [a:J
Lincoln Ci:7 Lai] Cu:] CaCj]

fed Cat] CyO CeJ
fed Cafe Efe:] [W a

/cont.
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TABLE 4.2-5A: REFLEXES OF ISOLATIVE PRE-VOVEL SHIFT /ee ii oo uu/
IN VARIOUS GERMANIC DIALECTS (Cont.)

NORTHERN ENGLISH, SCOTS & ULSTER:

Middlesborough

Abbey Town, Cumb.

Bellingham
Hawick

Edinburgh
Aberdeen

Belfast

DUTCH:

Standard

Amsterdam

Breda

Maldegem, Belg.

Apeldoorn

Venlo

LOW GERMAN:

MUnster

Steimbke

Gelting

/ee/

[«.]
DO
00
D(<)J
Ci(=)3
U(:)]
Cbl]

/ii/

(Da:J
Tau]

[eu^ae^j
ej

(jOi^a.' ej

Wj D]
D: QBC]
u0 M
to 6 3
to U-Q
DO DC

DO DO
CD pd
CD DO

/oo/

Ltd]
[to]
C&J

Li(-3
fer]

/uu/

(Vu:J
Lu:3
to
t(:)]
ftotf
G»(«f]
trj

G>0 IcavJ
DO C
& u r«t.
to DO
L°0 Zy>3
DO Do

(oej M
CoG>_

* —

u:

c°o ■ [X

These Vest Germanic dialects show an interesting pattern, in that:

unless /ee 00/ go to /ii uu/, the original high vowels do not

diphthongise; in particular, where /oo/ was fronted before the GVS
1 ?

(in the Northern English and Scots examples) j/uu/ stays monophthongal.

The general pattern can be seen most clearly in the Dutch and Low

German examples, since there are no post-raising diphthongisations of

/ee 00/, as appear in English (cf. Luick, 1914-40:^571)• It seems to
indicate that the diphthongisation of the high vowels depends on the

raising of the high-mid ones (there can be no diphthongisation unless
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there is a vowel raising, below it), and thus that the raising impulse

is the primary one. The diphthongisation process seems to happen

since high-vowels cannot raise any further and remain vocalic;

diphthongisation appears to be "the next best thing".

Furthermore, to my knowledge, there is no localised English dialect

(at least), that shows collapse of the /ee ii/ or /oo uu/ classes (althou^
some Scottish speakers have /oo uu/ when unrounded forms are not used for

/oo/ ). There seems to be a constraint that this does not happen, at

least in Englisho So, a good description of the jfocess of the early

part of the GVS would be:

(1) The high-mid vowels started to raise toward /ii/ (and /uu/,
where ME /oo/ exis ted).

(2) At the same time, the high vowels diphthongised because:

(a) The shift was a chain, with the various values of the

nuclei linked to each other.

(b) However, the original /ii uu/ could not stay in the

original positions, due to a constraint preventing

mergers, so:

(c) As the high vowels could not raise, either, they

diphthongised instead, simultaneously with the raising

process.

It can also be stated, as support for the idea of raising being

primary, that in a "control situation" (i.e. no shift of these

vowels) such as Venlo dialect, lower vowels did shift, and did it by

raising alone,, e.g. WGer /aa/ = Venlo Qp> :J .

Before I formalise the GVS, I wish to talk about the second
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phase of the vowel shift, which affected the low-mid and low vowels,

/ru/, and, in some parts of the Borders, apparently /ai/. In each

case but (sometimes) that of /ai/ (see below), the nucleus moved up

a height, basically filling in the gaps left by Phase I of the GVS,

so that /aa €£. 3D <Lu/ ^/&£ ee oo eu/.

Phase I of the GVS can be dated in this area: by <i/> spellings
1 &

for NME /ee/ 7 and \ei,ey/ f°r /ii/ in "the early fifteenth century in

the North, about 75 years before they appear in the South (Orton,

1935:198,203; Dobson, 1957:2).

The Phase II changes can be dated to the late fifteenth century

in this area, and so are roughly contemporaneous with Phase I in the

South (Orton, 1933:211). At this time, spelling in^e/ , showing,

presumably (j£ Q, are found in NME /aa/ words. The change /££,/
can not be shown by spellings, but since NME /aa £t/ do not collapse

in the Border Area, must also be dated about this time; also, the

next stage in the development of /££/, QttJ is attested as early as

the mid-sixteenth century, which would imply a previous [e:J. Since

/eu/ -^/eu/ and / od/ -?/oo/ = seem to happen about the same

time as /E£./-^/ee/ in the South (Dobson, 1957:798; Luick, 1914-40:

and they all involve raising of low-mid vowels (or bimoric

nuclei), they too can probably be given the same dating. (in the

South, Phase II begins during the sixteenth century, but the results

are not fully established in the Standard until about 1650, cf.

Dobson, 1957:2-160).

There remains only the path of NME /ai/ to describe. As /aa ai/
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did. not merge in Border Scots or Western Northumbf-i (cf. 3.2;

Murray, "1873 s "104—5»144) » there was no early monophthongisation

/ai/^/aa/ as in Lothian dialects (Luick, 1914-40:^82-3). At Wooler,
the two classes are merged, but this area is surrounded by no-merger

areas; this probably indicates later monophthongisation. The (g :J
stage for /ai/ is attested by sixteenth century witnesses (Dobson,

1957:718)» but there are two pathways to it, namely:

(a) direct mutual assimilation: /ai/ ^"/£.£/.

(b) V1 raising, then assimilation: /ai/^/si/^ / e£/.

I choose the second pathway as most probable for Border Scots.

The main evidence for an /£ i/ sta^e here is that [&(J < NME /ai/
appears in final position in a few words like pay, way, etc. instead

of the expected [e/.J . Pinal /ai/>/g£/ (pre-GVS monophthongisation)

merging with original /£.£,/ would also lead to modern in this

environment (cf. 4»4) but since C'&i] forms are also found in Central

Belt Scots where final /££/ = Qi:Jjit seems most likely that they

derive from /£i/, which would presumably arise from /ai/ at the time

that NME /aa/ became Ce'J . (A similar development is attested in

some accounts of early seventeenth century London Standard, cf.

Luick, 1914-40.^516).

These forms are unknown in Northumbrian, so I would think that

direct assimilation to (j[, fj is more likely. In Vooler, it may well

have happened when /aa/ was at the stage as well, as /aa ai/

merge here; in Bellingham, it must have happened after /aa/ had

raised higher than (Cs^j as the NME /aa ai/ contrast is modern QfJ /
» with the /aa/ reflexes the higher. Either way, the direct
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monophthong!sation could not have happened until after Phase II was

completed (since NME /ai/ ^ NME /££/) and so does not belong to

this change cycle. It shall be discussed and dated in the next

section.

The GVS thus can be seen to consist of these two groups of

changesj

Phase I : /ee ii/~?/ii ei/'

Phase II: /aa EE DO Cu/—?/&£ ee oo eu/ + Border Scots /ai/-^/'Li./,

which can be summarised: All long monophthongs move up one height

(except front rounded ones), as do the V1's of diphthongs if they are

front (Border Scots; Northumbrian; non-low and front). No collapse

is allowed. If collapse is imminent, the higher vowel diphthongises

and the V1 lowers one height.

Such a process should be easily formulated as a unified process.

However, using orthodox binary features (and a four-height system)

it is not. If I used a binary system with the feature (+ midj, I
could write Phase I as:

1 2 1 2

And Phase II (very inelegantly), as:
V V -

SD: <- hi? <1 ? SC: i 2
r V ~f V

SD: <- hi? <1 ?

1 2 1 2

However, without a third disjunction (which obviously does not

capture the unity of the process), these rules cannot be combined.
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The problem is in the midness values of the V1. Whereas these svitch

in Phase I, they become positive in Phase II. One cannot use a

"Greek letter" convention to combine a fluctuating and a definite

value, only those which have a direct or inverse relationship between

themselves. The combination of the GVS rules in any other way but

another disjunction is therefore impossible using a binary feature

system.

Yet the generalisation can be captured with an n-ary one,

because the format permits rules such as ^n hij^fji+l hij to express
"raising a height". However, one needs to capture the implicational

relationship of the GVS as well; that the raising, in some sense,

causes diphthongisation of the high vowels. This can be shown by a

kind of structure called a metarule by Lass (1976:70-1), where (1)

not only is the rule expressed in abstract enough terms to capture

the generalisation (normal, in this case, for an n-ary approach to

features), but (2) the implication can be outlined in an if/then

format. Basically, I formalise the GVS (in words):

If the affected nuclei raise (except front rounded ones) and

there is no collapse at the high vowel level; if collapse is

threatened, then there is diphthongisation of high vowels. In

features, for Border Scots and Northumbrian respectively:

RULE 4.2-12A:

IP (a) SB:I n hi
\<P bk>

/GREAT-^VOWEL SHIFT: BORDER SCOTS:
V
n hi ; SO:
<3 hj?

[n+1 hiTj (ni+1 hij.

AND: (b) No collapse allowed.

(c) If 1,2 = f0 bkj, then also [o^
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THEN: If - (b)

SD: fn hJ ^hij; SC: (n-1 M/ a.
RULE 4.2-12B: Tgg (JREAT VOWEL SHIFT: NORTHUMBRIAN:

IF (a) SD:
V
n hi

3 hi
1 rd

SC: [n+1 hij f~n+1 hij,
1 2

AND: (t>) No collapse allowed.

THEN: If - (b)

SD: Qi hij [n hij. SC:
1 2

(n-1 hj.
1

The disjunctions in the input are necessary to specify which

diphthongs undergo the GVS.

Using a structure like this seems to express the generalisations

implicit in the structure of the GVS, and shows its unity.

In the next section, changes of the period 1500-165O (or,

roughly the time of phonemic length neutralisation in Scots) are

discussed; during this period, several raising cycles seem to be in

evidence in the Border Area, showing some similarities to the GVS,

especially Phase II, as well as certain assimilations and dissimilations.

I conclude with a layout of the likely values of nuclei in

Border Area vowel systems immediately after the GVS, about 1500.

TABLE 4.2-4: BORDER AREA VOWEL SYSTEMS: ABOUT 1500?

BORDER SCOTS

ii uu iu

ee «ziff 00 ei eu

?£ Si Oi ?u

au

NORTHUMBRIAN

ii yy uu iu

ee 00 ei eu

Oi S>u

ai au
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4.5: THE EARLY MODERN ENGLISH 1-BRTOD: 1450-1650:

During this period, the Border Area vowel system appears to

undergo developments that result in a recognisably "modern-looking"

system; the nuclei I postulate for the mid-seventeenth century can

all be attested somewhere in a present Northern British dialect for

the equivalent class of words. Direct evidence, however, with the

beginnings of spelling standardisation, becomes sparse, although I

determine my chronology from what orthographic evidence exists.

Some evidence is given also by remarks on "Northern" or "Scottish"

forms made by orthoepists of the period studied by Luick (1914-40)

and Dobson (1957). However, in this and the next section, any

conclusions I make should be taken as educated guesses at best.

This section deals with those changes that seem to be ordered

before length neutralisation in Scots (which is the last development

covered); I make an assumption , that (l)

unconditioned raisings similar to those in the GVS

precede (which is mostly supported by what spelling evidence

exists), and (2) for reasons covered in my discussion of length

neutralisation, changes applying to "short" or "long" environments

alone or those associated with the Border Scots short vowel shift

follow length neutralisation, and so are covered in the next section.

The main developments of this period seem to be continuations

of the system-wide tendency toward raising shown in the GVS,

especially in the front vowel series. Each element of the raising

cycles seems to be roughly contemporaneous with other elements of
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the same cycle, and they seem to be arranged in chains. However,

there are several differences between the raising chains of the

sixteenth century and the GVS, notably:

(1) mergers are permitted, at least at the high vowel level;

the nuclei from NME / 06 ee/ and / £u iu/ merge under [j.j[ ,

respectively;

(2) there seems to be some effect of environment on the outcome

of the raising cycle; e.g. a following /r/ seems to retard

or reverse raising, whereas dentals may favour it.

(3) in two cases, diphthongs are created in the Borders where

the V1 is higher than the V2. \ - , diphthongs hOi non-ln'^ V2.1
previously seem to have been unknown since Old English times

in this area, although they are quite common in modern

Northern English dialects (cf. 3»2).

I now discuss the raising cycles, which I collectively call the

Second Vowel Shift (SVS). Processes belonging to this include:

(1) monophthongisation of /aV/ diphthongs;

(2) raising of post-GVS [e: 0: euj to jji.: ef iuj.
(3) raising of post-(l) \j,:J to [_ef].
(4) raising of resulting [_e£ o:~] to .

(5) the continuing dissimilation of the [gill 6 NME /ii/ to^-4] .

The monophthongisation of NME /au/ is the first post-GVS change

to show up in Border records, and seems to be indicated by <a,aa>

spellings appearing about 1556 or so in this area (Orton, 1933s238).

These would point to a low unrounded monophthong which was either

\as] or [ii:j . But which of the two was it? Both are attested in the
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modern dialects; the first in Northumbrian, the second in Border

Scots. There is evidence for both values:

For a front value: in the Borders, the modern dialects have

reflexes of /au/ identical in quality (at least) with those for NME

/a/. "Where the /au/ reflex is back, /a/ is also, and can be shown

to have been derived from an earlier front vowel, due to the Border

Scots short vowel shift applying after this period (Lass, 1976:121).

If /au/ was qualitatively identical to /a/ in 1550» the monophthong-

isation must have been an identity-assimilation: /au/^ /aa/.

For a back value: (1) When /au/ monophthongised in the South,

it apparently did so to [q:^ since it is compared to Dutch /a/ =[pf]
and even to various /o >sounds (Dobson, 1957*788). (2) Many

dialects including Central Belt Scots and some forms of Western

Northumbrian, show modem \oy\ , which would presumably result from

raising of a back Such "baek-reflex-of-NME /au/" areas

completely surround the \a,i] area of Northumberland, Durham, and

Northern Cumberland, making it appear that £asj is in some sense an

innovation. (3) Most of the [a:] area is precisely where other
back vowels later front, e.g. NME /z> -23/ = /:] . An [a:~J could

have resulted from via the same (later) fronting as the mid-

back vowels apparently underwent. (4) The assumption that /au/ was

qualitatively identical to /a/ or any other short vowel is not

necessary; there do exist dialects where they are not, even when /au/

is low (cf. Orton and Barry, 1965: for Monmouthshire). (5) If /aV/

monophthongisation can be viewed as a "gap-filling"process,

replacing the lower vowels raised by the G7S, there is a bigger gap
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in the back than the front vowel series, with the two lowest heights

missing instead of just one.

As there seems to be more evidence for ^Q.:^ than [a{] , I
conclude that /au/>/aa./ by a mutual assimilation, with the V2 taking

the height and rounding value of the V1, and the V1 the backness of

the V2.

In the Vooler area, where NME /aa/ = /ai/, the monophthongisation

process could have affected both /aV/ diphthongs at this time, with

/au ai/ becoming : td » especially as <e.2 spellings for /ai/ are

not unknown here (Orton, 1933*200). If so, a combined /aV/-mono-

phthongisation rule would be needed. I formalise these changes as

follows:

RULE 4.3-1: /au/ MONOPHTHONGISATION (EXCEPT V00LER):

SD: /d ! SO: 1 2 ~?|2t*I hi].
RULE 4.3-1a: /aV/-M0N0PHTH0NGISATION: VOOLER:

SD: oThiir«bk' sc=1 ir«=o, is
~1 2 1 " 2 If « = 2, 13 = 0.

DATING: early 16th century.

I now treat the changes of the first raising cycle (Phase i) of

the SVS, listed under (2) 3as well as the

monophthongisation of /ai/ outside of Northern Northumberland.

Evidence for post GVS (ejj ji:~J in this area starts appearing about
1550 (Orton, 1933:195)t and about 1560, both <e7 spellings for /ai/

(possibly indicating (j^:J ) and <ea,eae> for NME /aa/ (indicating a

downgliding diphthong of the [e^J "tyPe) become numerous in this area
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(Orton, 1933s211—2; Luick, 1914-40^629). Evidence for NME / Lu/ =

H seems to be lacking in the Borders, but as the raising of post-
GVS /eu/ seems to precede that of /ee/ in the Standard (Dobson, 1957:

770) it probably did here as well, owing to the raising effect of

the fully-high V2. Otherwise, Phase I changes seem to be pretty

much contemporaneous. But which change provided the impulse? Was

the SVS a drag chain started by the tendency of /ee/ to raise to jjLsj ,
or was it a push chain started by one of the other changes?

I would not think that it was a drag chain. Had post-GVS /*G/

raised first, the below it would have simply raised to [jesTj to
take its place, instead of deflecting to jegj as it did. There must
have been still a vowel in the slot to produce this outcome.

Therefore, one of the other changes must have started the SVS.

Which one it might have been can be postulated from the history

of the Standard. NME /ai/ = :J seemingly is recognised by foreign
witnesses as a possible Standard variant from 1566 on (Dobson, 1957:

774). The £ef] stage for NME /aa/ is not a Standard form (but cf.
Cooper (1683)), but the raising to Je:J may be indicated in Gil's

comments on the Mopsae in 1621 (Dobson, 1957:147-8) and. only becomes

general toward the end of the seventeenth century. It seems that

the initiating step may have been the monophthongisation of /ai/ to

\j, :J, which seems to have pushed the reflex of NME /22/ upward.
The latter sound however could not go to (e:J (occupied by the NME

/£c / reflex; presumably a no-collapse constraint was still operative

for mid vowels), so only the V1 raised. Only after this did post-

GVS /ee eu/ become ji: iuj.
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Before I formalise these SVS changes, I wish to deal with

some of the "exceptions" due to environmental factors or lexical

conditioning.

A following /r/, for instance, seems to have prevented some

of the SVS changes. Murray (1873;146~7) gives examples of NME

/aar s£r/ words in Border Scots, which occur with nuclei equal to

the isolative developments of /ai aa/ resoectively, forms "one step

below" in the pre-SVS system. This seems to indicate that these

vowels, anyway, did not undergo the SVS pre-rhotically. There are

parallel developments in the history of London Standard (Dobson,1957*

730; Luick, 1914-40: £508).

In Northumbrian, /aar t£.r eer/ all develop to [l-0*] (of. 3.2);
this may go back to a neutralisation of /iir/zNME /?£ r eer/ : /i r/

< NME /aar/ constrast once (uvular) /r/ was vocalised. The only re¬

tarding effect of /r/ affects the next raising cycle in Western

Northumbrian, where = NME /ait/.

In Border Scots, some words showing /££/ + dental (seat, real,

reason, deal, and verbal nouni in -ceifpfc ; + labial (the related

verbs in -ceive ); or + velar (weak), show nuclei identical to

isolative /aa/ in Murray (1873*146) and later studies of Border

Scots, including mine. The accepted view is that raising of /&/

did not happen in these cases. In view of the fact that the post-

/££/ environment is so varied, I can not find any kind of non-lexical

conditioning factor which would prevent raising, although I find it

somewhat peculiar that so many of the words show /$X/ in pre-

dental position, which, historically in English, is a favoured

one.for raising (cf. Lass, 1976:177-84). Postulating raising, and

subsequent diphthongisation to [e^J , as happens in my modern day

data pre-dentally tfould accomplish the merger with /aa/, but I have
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no evidence for this, and neither would it account for receive or

weak. It is probably best to postulate that some sort of lexical

conditioning prevented the raising, as happened in Standard English

break, great, steak, etc. (Bobson, 1957 s •

The other exception to the SVS was mentioned before: words

like May, pay, hay, etc. with the reflex of NME /ai/ in final

position, do not show monophthongisation as modern dialects

have diphthongal j^£] in these cases.
Both the May, pay and real, seat classes seem to have

developed normally in Northumbrian (cf. 3.1-3)*

I now formalise the SVS for the different Border dialects. As

the domain of "exceptions" varies^between individual changes and

areas, I list the different stages of the SVS separately.

First, NME /ai/-=? [£ :j , (except in most words in Border Scots
in final position) where it was not already, and simultaneously [V-
<NME /aa/ was pushed into the [at] slot (except pre-rhotically in
Border Scots);

RULE 4.3-2: D0WNGL1DING DIPHTHONG PRODUCTION:

[? hQ V
1 hi

C

CONDITION FOR BORDER SCOTS: C /£ cons, 1 voc, 0 lat] .

RULE 4.3-3A: /ai/- MONOPHTHONGISATION: WESTERN NORTHUMBRIAN:

SD: rv ~~*Y SC: 1 2 -- hi] £hij
0 hi 3 hi •

t— J
1 2 1 - 2

RULE 4.3-3B: / i/- MONOPHTHONGISATION: BORDER SCOTS:

V

3 hi
b hi V

1 hi
0 bk

DATING: For all above, mid 16th century.
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Finally, /ee en/: iuJ» merging with the vowels already
at these positions, with the exceptions in Border Scots mentioned

above:

RULE 4.3-4 : /ee eu/- RAISING:

: 1 2 ^ [3 hi^/ [5 hi] .SD: V
2 hi

V

<2 bk?
SC:

0 rdX<V _

-"12 12

CONDITION BORDER SCOTS: Words mentioned above do not undergo
this rule.

DATING: mid- 16th century.

At about the same time, the 1560's, spellings in ai,ay

start appearing in various environments for NME /ii/, including

short environments, where modern Border dialects have j\lj(Orton,1933'
203). As in the localised dialects this area, the a stage

has never been reached in some positions, it is likely that

these spellings indicate a value close to a previous one for NME

/ai/, most probably somewhere around Jf.J.

However, at least in Border Scots, it could not be the same

value: as final NME /ai/; if it were, May, pay, etc. would merge
* -"k

with final NME /ii/ reflexes and produce modern [mC^-eJ jjP&*e] . If
one of the two nuclei were peripheral as to the V1, and the other

not, they could be kept apart. As values in Hart (15^9) in the South

(Roger Lass, personal communication) argue for an /ii/ diphthong

'with a peripheral V1 , andjjuj can be found in modern Northumbrian,

I postulate that final /ai/ becamefttj, while /ii/ was/&j, and became

once lowering of the V1 on long environments had occurred.
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RULE 4.3-5: /ei/- DEPERIPHERALISA2I0N: BORDER SCOTS:

0V ra
1 hi

3 "d [3li J-S" .

RULE 4.3-6: /ei/- LOWERING:

-=> 0 hi7

DATING: mid-16th century.

V
2 hi
0 rd

rv -7
3 hi

Three more raisings now need to "be discussed. These I would

title Phase II of the Second Vowel Shift, since the same tendencies

present in Phase I are continued. They include:

(1) the raising of < NME /ai/ to [e:l ,

(2) and of [e£. o fj ^ NME /aa 03 / to . Of these, the

second does not happen in Eastern Northumbrian, where modern

dialects have

It is quite difficult to date these changes. Certain other ones

dependent on those listed in (2) above are datable from about 1700

(see next section), and NME /ai/ = Le0 seemingly attested by-
Hume in the late sixteenth century (Dobson, 1957:779) but he came

from the ipothians , where /aa ai/ were merged; the raising there

would presumably be part of Phase I of the SV3.

However, it is quite possible that change (1) took place before

the neutralisation of length in Scots here, at least if the Border

Scots short vowel shift follows length neutralisation. The arguments

that it did run as follows:
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The reflexes of NME /i u/ do not undergo lengthening in long

environments. There must have been some property of these two vowels

had in common to exclude them, but not the reflexes of NME /e a o/

from undergoing this process. These could be either their height or

non-peripheral nature (if they were non-peripheral). There is

evidence that NME /i u/ were still fully high, and peripheral at

this period in the South from Hart (1569) (but cf. Dobson, 1957s5^9»

585). If this was true in the Borders (a big if), the property must

have been height, and furthermore, since they would not have been

lowered, HME /e a/ would remain unchanged, since the Border Scots

short vowel shift seems to be a push chain started by the. lowering

of /i/ (Lass, 1976:121).

At the time of length neutralisation, the reflex of /ai/ must

have been higher than that of /e/. Were they the same height

being in the same front unrounded series, they would have

been merged; were /e/ higher, they would be merged during the course

of the Border Scots Vowel shift, since the /e/ reflex would pass into

the range of the (hypothetically) lower /ai/ one.

NME /e/ before the short vowel shift at the time of length

neutralisation rmxst have been either [ej or (§]. That implies that

NME /ai/ at the same time must have been either (if HME /e/
= [ej) or [efj (if NME /e/ = ($] ). As the [i:J stage has never
been reached in this class of words in the Borders, only the second

alternative is possible, which in turn, dates the change [p. ij >£efj
before length neutralisation in the seventeenth century.
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I write the relevant rule for it in two forms, as in Western

Northumbrian, pre-rhotic position must be excluded (cf. p.37$)»

RULE 4. 3-7a: (s :] < NT-IE /ai/ RAISING: EASTERN NORTHUMBRIAN AND
BORDER SCOTS:

SD: \j hi] [l hi]. SC.' (2 hi] [2 hi].
12 12

RULE 4.3-7b: ^ NME /ai/ RAISING: WESTERN NORTHUMBRIAN:
SD: [l hij [l hi][£jsC: 1 \ [2 hij [2 h^ ;.
123 1 2 j

CONDITION: C / ^ voc, 1 cons, 0 latj.
DATING: late 16th or early 17th century.

The raising of ]ec] is impossible to date exactly, but as

it too belongs to a raising cycle, it probably belongs to a period

when raisings are frequent, i.e. before 1625 rather than after. It

is plain that the process is simply 71 raising. However, K<)cf) , or

something like it (cf. Murray, 1873s112) must have come from ^OiJ at
the same time. Was the pathway

[°!J or

to^o] ?

I think the first pathway is more likely than the second. For

one, the more modern change found in more modern

Border Scots is similar to j^o^-^Los] . For another, C09] is
attested in some nearby modern dialects (e.g. Southwestern Northumbrian,

cf. Orton and Halliday, 1962:17.4*5;VT.14-6; for dialect 1.9)» but

is not. The only thing that looks like it came from jcDo] is
the i>] found in words like coat, coal in some Cumbrian dialects

(Orton and Halliday, 1962: III.5.14;I7.8.5) and here the back 71 may have been

raised to because of the preceding |4 hi^J consonant. If this is
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Scots:

RULE 4.3-8: V2 CENTRALISATION: WESTERN NORTHUMBRIAN AND BORDER SCOTS:
V

2 hi
2 bk
1 rd

hi /£ hi"
11 bk / 2 bk
0 rd / 1 rd

v—

from the

DATING: late 16th early 17th century (?).

after which a V1-raising rule woiild apply to give [if CDdJ ,

downgliding diphthongs that existed:

RULE 4.3-9: DOUNGLIDING DIPHTHONG V1-RAISING:

SD: (n hiJ [n-1 hi]. SC: Yp+"' .
1 Q 1

DATING: between 1560 and 1700. Possibly toward the beginning of this

period.

One rule would cover all such raisings, even in dialects where

Rule 4.3-8 was not applied, such as Eastern Northumbrian.

With this, the raising cycles set in motion by the GVS appear to

come to a close.

Other developments that may be datable during this period affect

/iu/ and whatever the front rounded nucleus is, in preconsonantal

position. In Northumbrian outside the North-eastern part of the

county, the modern isolative reflex of NME pre-consonantal /yy/

(from earlier /oo/) is either [a] or [iv] . In the latter case,

the V2 is identical to the reflex of NME /u/; this argues for a

previous l>] stage, which could result from a simple dissimilation

of a non-peripheral (y:J . ( jjuJ is impossible in this area, since
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peripheral (y is well attested at the present day in many Central

Scots dialects, Kaucunian, etc.). The stage is in fact found

in modern Cumbrian (cf. 3«5)« 7 therefore propose that the /yy/ =

CY J W pre-consonantally. The upper limit of dating of this
change would be the sixteenth century, since some orthoepists

describe an /yy/ in Northern England about this time (Dobson, 1957i

683). The lower limit of dating would be that of the change of NKE

/u/ in the mid-seventeenth century (see next section).

Final /yy/ seems not to be affected by this change, nor is any

/yy/ in Northeastern Northumbrian; in both these cases, the modern

vowel is Geo] or a diphthong derived from it, and it seems likely
that these could have arisen by direct unrounding of /yy/.

To formalise this change, one needs two rules: a low-level

phonetic one deperipheralising /yy/ that could have happened at any

time between the 14th century and the time of dissimilation, and the

dissimilation itself. I write these a,s follows:

RULE 4.3-9a:/yy/ DEPERIPHERALISATION:

SD: | 0 bk ] fo bk) SC:
U rdj U rdj .

1 2

DATING: before the early 17th century.

RULE 4.3-10: [YQv DISSIMILATION: NORTHUMBRIAN:
ij bkj d bkj ~ ' ^ & rdj [2 bk] /_

C r~

1 bk] 1 bk

L2 hiJ 2 hi_

DATING: late 16th or early 17th century.
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There also seems to be development in Border Scots that is the

mirror-image of this process. In Modern localised forms, the pre-

consonantal reflex of /iu/ = NME /00/. This means that at some

point, /iu/ must have been monophthongised, and if so, it would

probably go to an^ys^Ysj that would have later merged with the (j^sj
from NME /oo/. The upper limit of dating of this process would be

the time of the SVS, since NME /f-u/ words undergo it. The lower

limit seems to be the time of length neutralisation, since reflexes

of both NME /iu 00/ obey this latter rule; had pre-consonantal /iu/

been still diphthongal, it might not since it is not a /Vi/ cluster.

This marks the change as belonging to the late 16th or early 17th

century, and the mirror-image similarity between it and the exactly

opposite Northumbrian /yy/ dissimilation may argue for simultaneity.

RULE 4.3-11: /iu/-ASSIMILATION: BORDER SCOTS:

[# bkj/ G.r V n
_ - 1

5 hi 3 hi
0 bk
\y U ^

DATING: about the time of Rule 4*3-10.

I now wish to discuss a low-level phonetic change that affected

/V W/ + /r/ clusters in Northumbrian - the creation of a glide vowel

(probably [V]) before the uvular /r/ = [pl (cf. Pahlsson, 1972:4).
Similar developments (before a front /r/) are shown by orthographic

evidence: Southern manuscripts as early as the late 1400's (Luick,

1914-40:^505) but only appear in this area during the course of the
1600's (Orton, 1933:257-8).

The part of the process dealing with /W/ clusters seems to be

as follows: if the preceding nucleus is a peripherally high or
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upgliding diphthong, the glide vowel seems to be simply inserted

after it (e.g. modern [iuj'J , [its"] , &os"J ) but in other cases,

the glide vowel is derived from the V2 of the nucleus (cf.

<[tl $d] + AY, [(3 or [l©] + /r/). This seems to
indicate that the process consists of (l) glide vowel insertion

after every /w/ nucleus, followed by (2) a V2 deletion rule in

cases likey These could be formalised as follows:

RULE 4.3-12a: PRE-RHOTICJSLIDE INSERTION:
V

0 . 1
1 bl!

rv1 voc

1 cons

0 lat
14 hi -

RULE 4.5-12b: PRE-RHOTIC V2 DELETION:

V. / \
V

1 hi
1 bky

CONDITION: : 'Vl 4 h, orV 6 .

DATING: 17th century.

Since post-GVS /iir/, /uur/ give modern J^L4 9 , and there
is no contrast between these and the results of / (X^ iC)r/f /&U r/,
there was presumably a low-level rule deperipheralising preceding

high vowels, before the glide vowel:

RULE 4.3-12c: HIGH VOWEL DEPERIPHERALISATION:

rT
l'M.

r\
t

r " / f VY
2 hi 2 hi / 1 hi
J bk_ U ™ 1 [l bk

The effect of this rule set seems to be to (l) assimilate the

preceding vowel to the nature of the following /r/ and (2)

in the case of preceding high nuclei, draw their position a little

closer to that of the inserted glide vowel. It thus seems to be a
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insertion rules discussed for HME before /x l/f only that the inserted

segment is different since the height of the following consonant is.

In Border Scots, a similar rule is present before alveolar

tapped /r/ if the preceding vowel is [2 hiJ or [3 4 , at the present
day. It is optional, however, since forms without the glide vowel

also may occur, and must be of recent origin, since Murray (1873:104)

can skill make a distinction between < HME /eer/ and jj^rJ<NME
/66, r/. Pre-rhotic glide insertion (without, however, a rule such

as 4.3-12c in localised dialects) in Border Scots can probably be

dated to the early 20th century.

The last change I discuss in this section is the neutralisation

of phonemic length in Scots, which seems to be one of the most

distinctive traits of this dialect group.

As Lass (1974) has pointed out, it is the logical extension of

a process limiting the positions in a word where length can contrast.

Over the period of English language history, the number of such

environments has been gradually whittled down. In Old English times,

long vowels were shortened before clusters of three consonants or

two plus a following syllable, and short vowels lengthened in clusters

of liquid or nasal + homorganic voiced consonants; in Early Middle

English, shortening of long vowels also applied before most clusters

of two consonants or one plus a following syllable, and short vowels

were lengthened in open syllables (Luick, 1914-40 :j203-7 jj590~397 ) •
However, with the shortening of geminate consonants and loss of final
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unstressed —e, new environments where length could contrast sprang

up. In the main" , no change in this situation is noticed in most

English dialects to the present day. However, in Scots, length was

made predictable, given the environment some time between the mono-

phthongisation of IMS /iu/ and the lowering of the high short vowels

(1640 or so. cf. Dobson, 1957:585), and a vowel system without

phonemic length contrasts resulted.

The dating of the change as before the lowering of IME /i u/
is established because these vowels stay short in all positions.

Had they been lower than they would probably have lengthened

in the same environments where 1ME /e 0/ do.

In general, a nucleus is long if (1) it is a steady state nucleus

or /Vi/ diphthong not descending from NME /i u/, and $2) occurs before

voiced fricatives (/ v $ z^/) , /r/, or word boundary. In all
other cases, short vowels result. Fy notion of lengthening before

word boundary would also include application of the rule in cases

like agreed, brewed, etc., where the present tense of the verb shows
21

a final vocalic nucleus. In this way, minimal pairs of the type

greed/agreed , brood/brewed, tide/tied were created, and were in

evidence in my data.

However, the length neutralisation rule appears to be one that I_

carmot'write .in its full form. I mentioned above that /Vi/ diphthongs

undergo this rule; in fact, they behave like short vowels in most

varieties of Border Scots at present; for NME /ii/, one obtains '"short"

By / "long" [j*»e^£*eJ . This presents problems of formalisation, as
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the long dipMhongs are not truly trimoric. Using my rule-writing

model, I could find no way to incorporate the addition of a half mora

of lengths therefore, I leaveH diphthongs out of this rule, when

writing it. It should be remembered, though, that a half mora of length

was added precisely in the environment where other vowels lengthen,
25

, although I have no way to formalise this.

The rest of the rule (applying to steady-state nuclei) could

be formalised as follows:

RULE 4.3-15s SCOTTISH VOWEL LENGTH NEUTRALISATION:

(V2) W1,1 v* / ([;dl
^ / \[S

CONDITIONS: fa) V.)
(t) = 3 hi only if V? = 3 hi .

DATING: between 1600 and about 1640.

The resulting configurations of Border Area vowel systems can

now be shown to have a distinctively modern shape. Throughout the

area, raising tendencies set in motion by the GVS, for the most part

have been played out, and in Scotland, there is the same phonetic

length structure as in present-day dialects. I list the possible

historical bimoric vocalic values present in Border Scots, North¬

eastern Northumbrian, and Western Northumbrian below.



TABLE 4.5-14: THE HISTORICALLY BIHORIC BORDER AREA VOWEL SYSTEMS;
ABOUT 16507

BORDER SCOTS

i(i) Y(V) ^iu u(u) &

e(e) M) et 30 Ml
dCd)

NORTHEASTER!! NORTHUMBRIAN

ii yy uu iu

ee oo

OA

WESTERN NORTHUMBRIAN

ii IX^yy uu (JH OB iu

k o(v 01ee

aa

I now deal with changes affecting these systems during the

period 1650-1870 (roughly the time of the earliest modern linguistic

surveys); most of these are localisable to one or the other part of

the Border Area, and many show recurrent tendencies of sound change

evident in earlier stages of Border English.
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4.4: THE MODERN PERIOD TO THE THIS OF THE HITRRAY AND ELLIS SURVEYS:
1650-1670:

Developments of this period, between the time of the major

vowel shifts and that of the oldest modern dialect surveys seem to

show differing tendencies. Some have been met with before in the

history of English, e.g. the unrounding of front rounded vowels and

the creation of new ones in Northumbrian or the diphthongisation of

high vowels; these seem to be recurrences of earlier changes on a

new group of input reflexes. Others seem to have links with the

last major vowel shift, that of the short vowels (especially /i u/)

since one element of the bimoric nuclei shares the development of

the equivalent short vowel, wholly or in part.

Dating the changes, however, is rather difficult. The second

type mentioned above, if my hypothesis of links with the development

of short vowels is correct, could probably be dated about the same

time as the short vowel shift in its appropriate stages. There is

also a little orthograjjhic evidence for some other changes completed

by 1700 in the documents collected by Orton (1933)• Otherwise, at

best, a relative ordering is possible; that is, if change B pre¬

supposes change A having been completed, A precedes B. I have thus

been purposely vague about the chronology of some developments

happening in this period.

I begin with several sound changes traceable to the late

seventeenth century. The first is a raising of [fl:)] < NME /au/ to

[?3 in Southwestern Northumbrian, which is probably revealed by
4oa,o> spellings (indicating some sort of mid-back, rounded vowel)
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in manuscripts dated from 1655 onward (Orton, 1933s243)• Such forms

may underlie the similarly mid and rounded forms observed

in my Bellingham data. Upper lynedale seems to be on the edge of

the area where this raising took place, while Ellis (1889:640) and

the Armstrong College Survey (1904» quoted by Orton, 1933s244) both

show rounded reflexes of NME /au/ this far north, Orton and Halliday

(1962:640) do not. The rule producing this change would be parallel

to a Standard one of the same form (Luick, 1964:^557) and would,
presumably, look like this:

RULE 4.4-1: [a(] -RAISING:

SD: [o\i] \o hil . SC: [1 hi] [1 hi] .
'2

DATING: mid 17th century.

As there is no [\:J in "the Border Area, presumably the

specification of rounding is handled by a redundancy rule of some

kind.

Another change (or series of changes) datable about this time

is a further lowering of the NME /ii/ reflex to [4(")J in final

position. This reflex is found in many Northern English dialects at

the present day, and seems to underlie (historically) both modern

Border Scots [}*>e ^ ■ e] and Central Belt [a ej. As, in this area, the

V1 is identical to whatever the value of NME /a/ is, even if this

has been shifted, it is datable before the Short Vowel Shift. On

the other hand, since it is found in all long environments in most

Scots, it is tied to length neutralisation, and must follow it, as

it shows an environment of a specific length.
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Like length neutralisation, this change seems to be an evolving

rule. The modern Border dialects extend [a-b ] and its descendants,
for the most part, to all long environments, although in the earliest

surveys, (Murray, 1873:114-5; Ellis, 1889:639) only final 1IME /ii/

seems to show this reflex. I give the rule in its "modern form" as

I did length neutralisation, but it should be borne in mind that

originally, it apparently applied only in final position.

RULE 4.4-2a:[>(J -LOWERING:
■ ^ 1

bk
1 hi

hi]/. .[3 hj )C
1 cons

1 cont

J SE¬
DATING: 17tn century. Extended in 20th century to 3 o-s shown.

Some time after this rule applied, the Border Scots reflex of

NME /ii/ in short environments, as in ride, time, white apparently

went from^pl] to\£t) . The following rule seems optional in

iNorthumbrian, as forms with a peripheral V1 were elicited (rarely)

in my data. A value equal to that in pay, way, etc. is already indicated

iin Murray (1873'114).

RULE 4.4-2b: [otj -DEPERIPHERALISATION:
nSiii ——-^[1 b^/ .
0 rd

-i

DATING: 17th, 18th, or early 19th century.

1 now turn to changes datable by spellin ;s in Orton's (1933)

material from about 1700. The first one apparently affected all

Border dialects, and spellings indicating its completion are found in

1712 (Orton, 1933:214). It is a conditioned change: initially or
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after /h/, throughout the area, and (C)3j in Border Scots

alone, become [jt^jv] and [waJ respectively. Forms showing the
output are evident in all Border dialect surveys, including my own:

home, one = Northumbrian ^hjtm] , [j g. n] ; Border Scots [hj£mj , (jCnJ ,

and in earlier surveys, hole = [hwAlfj (cf. Murray, 1873s104). This

seems to have been completely supplanted by loans with L°3 at

present). The vocalism shows that in Border Scots, the V2 apparently

moved back one place to merge with the reflexes of HME /i u/ once

these had become\_£ aJ . I thus write the relevant rules separately:

RULE 4.4-3a: SEMIVOWEL CREATION: NORTHUMBRIAN:
V 0 voc n

0 conq
0 vd J0J

& k).

RULE 4.4-38: SEMIVOWEL CREATION: BORDER SCOTS:
0 voc \

0 corn

0 vd 4}J_ iM
DATING: late 17th century.

RULE 4.4-3c: POST- /j w/ BACKING: BORDER SCOTS:

~^[n+1 bkV^I
DATING: 18th or early 19th century.

The difference between the iwo areas in regard to rule 4«4-3a,b

is that, Northumbrian applies it to the front series alone, while

Border Scots to both front and back vowels.

In Eastern Northumbrian of about 1700, final [i&] also seems to

have changed. Spelling in Cee7 appear in such words as no, _so

(Orton, 1933:212), indicating an [iQ value. Such |ji.fj forms or
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diphthongs derived from them appear in modern surveys (Orton and

Halliday, 1962:971) in Eastern Northumbrian: I found one or two in

my own Wooler data, besides Dd forms which seem to represent the

Western Northumbrian development. Konophthongisations of downgliding

diphthongs of this type are found in other periods of English,

notably the late OE smoothing processes (Luick, 1914-40:^355-8) -
this change thus illustrates one apparently recurrent tendency in

English: the rule expressing it can be formalised:

RULE 4.4-4: PINAL CU] M0N0PHTH0NGISATION: EASTERN NORTHUMBRIAN:

SB: C3 hij G- SC: 1 1^,
12 3

BATING: about 1700.

The £i:^j is thus merged with j^i:J < NEE /ee ££ / (and later, /oof)
and shares its subsequent development.

The next series of developments seems to have links with the

short vowel shift, particularly the lowering of NEE /i u/ to values

like [i a] or [^8 TfJ, and one element or the other of a nucleus seems to share 1jn

development of these or other shifting vowels. Most of these changes

are specific to Border Scots, where not only did the high vowels

lower, but their lowering started a push chain moving [hO a(0 X')J
around, in turn, to [.22(0 (\(:) o(:)j . The beginnings of this
shift (at least in respect to NHS /u/) seems to be indicated about

1640 (Bobson, 1957:58-61). However, it must have taken a long time

to complete, for (if Zai's (1942:39) interpretation of Murray's value

of NME /of is correct), the raising of NEE /o/ to happened

after 1873 (Murray, 1873:111)- It seems that each change in the

shift happened once the preceding one in the chain had been nearly
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carried through. If so, those charges I list parallel to the

isolative developments of short /i u/ were earliest, /fa/ are later,

and /of the most recent. The links/parallelism can be shown by-

modern variation patterns; the variation of the V1 of Modern Border

Scots /<*e/ and foe/ seems fairly similar to that of the HUE /a/ and

/of reflex, respectively.

I shall start by describing changes that seem linked with the

lowering of /i u/.

At some point, perhaps about the time of the unrounding of [aj
to , the Western Northumbrian /oof reflex} [1<^J >0] , one found

in my data for medial NME /oof and typical of Tyneside dialect. It

was also found (seemingly; if this is what palaeotype > means)

in Ellis' survey (1889:641). The dating is hard to arrive at, but

is probably fairly late in this area, as NME /u/ = [a TfJ only in a

small area in the East and Northeast of the county in 1889 (ibid:

639). The nule would be a fairly simple one:

RULE 4.4-6: WESTERN NORTHUMBRIAN V2-UNROUNDING:

u c2vhi] -—:)jo rij! rAu r.
DATING: late 18th or early 19th century (?).

The final reflexes in the Border Area of final fee ££./ (and

Northumbrian /aa 00/) = earlier [i tj and /uu/ = [u:J also seem to
have links with the development of /i u/: where /i u/ A& aJ in
the Borders, post-GVS final [i: u:] A©] ; where they are [e 'xJ,
Cec to] tend to result from the high vowels. This presupposes
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that /ii uu/ had to have diphthongised early in Border Scots (and

later in Northumbrian) to[u OOlQ because the reflexes of NT-IE /i w

were presumably (j. before the short vowel shift. In Border

Scots, this may have happened by 1640, but in Northumbrian, the

diphthongisation rule must be ordered after the unrounding of £y:J ^
NME /oo/, since the resulting [i :~J undergoes it. In fact, it seems

like a twentieth century change in the Southern Borders; Ellis (1889:

638-39) still gives monophthongs as usual in the Bellingham and V/ooler

areas. The rule would be the same in both areas; only the dating is

different:

RULE 4.4-7: V1-DEPERIPHERALISATION:

BATING: BORBSR SCOTS: 17th century.

NORTHUMBRIAN: early 20th century.

The change is identical in its structure to the diphthongisation

of NT-IE /ii uu/ in Phase I of the GVS (except that there was,

apparently, no raising to cause it), and so diphthongisation of high

vowels can also be called a recurrent tendency in the history of

Border English.

Similar lowerings seem to have affected the descendants of NME

/iu/ in Border Scots. Murray (1873:112-7, cf. 3*9) gives the pre-

consonantal reflex of /iu/ as something like 14, merged with the
reflex of NT-IE /oo/, and in hiatus, /iu/ becomes a nucleus he writes

Cuiw?; this would presumably represent a value = NT-IE //// + \j^J =

J . He however says that various values occur for this
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vowel, one of which is G?uJ ("aiw") and another ("iw"). The

last suggests a pathway by which earlier /iu/ could go to this [£q7
or [yep] . First, it may have lowered to ©J and then the V1

rounded. The last stage still seems to be in progress in 1873>

since both input and output forms are recorded. The development of

the V1 of /iu/, before its rounding, then would show a similarity to

the development of NME /i/, and would make a temporal connection

between the lowerings likely. That of [i Co] isolatively and as

the V1 of diphthongs would create an apparent asymmetry in the system

unless the \y^)i]< pre-consonantal /iu/ lowered at the same time.

Therefore, I postulated that it did - that some time in the late 17th

or 18th century, /iu/ in hiatus became , and (y(:)J~^
as well. In the nineteenth century, the V1 of the C&oJ could have

rounded to .

The rules for these changes could be written as follows:

RULE 4.4-8a: /iu/-LOWERING: BORDER SCOTS:

[3'hi? —¥2 hi]/
LO rd U bk I Jj/rd) V.

RULE 4.4-8b: m-LOWERING: BOEDER SCOTS:

SD: I 0Vbk) [~0):[0 O^bk"
rdj \_J rd

1 2

6 hi] [2
1 2

DATING: late 17th or 18th century (?).

C,SC:
3

RULE 4.4-8c: FRONT VI ROUNDING: BORDER SCOTS:
V n ^ r- r V

fo rd

\_1 bk
l] ^ [l rd] /_ .QV],

DATING: mid 19th century.
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At some point before Murray's survey, the [li ffiuj < post-GVS

Q.: u:J finally must have become [ft Afi)] . The likely pathway for
this is implied in modern Northumbrian, where the change seems still

in progress. In Northumbrian, the [/tfCll stage is found for final

/uu/; this means that the 71 must have unrounded first, and then

lowered. The sequence of rules may have been like this:

RULE 4.4-9a: 71 UNROUNDING:

dating: border scots: at the time of [©] > [Vj; 17th century (?)
northumbrian: 20th century.

rule 4.4-9b: V1 lowering:

dating: border scots: at the time when nme /i u/ became[& a] (?) 18th

or early 19th century (?)

NORTHUMBRIAN: In progress.

These rules again seem to mirror the development of nme /ii/ in
the g7s (cf. p.372). i can thus count lowering of non-peripheral 71's

as another historically recurrent sound change tendency in the

Borders.

Two more developments, each seemingly tied to the short vowel

shift, apparently applied in Border Scots before 1870. As mentioned

above, the modern ii/ in long

environments and ^0-c]</oi/ have 71's the same as NME /a o/

respectively. This would seem to argue for a close temporal

connection between the changes [a(0] >(a(:)l and [d(:)] ?fo(:)l
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isolatively and the shift of these V1's. Both values are found in the

Ellis (1889:661-94) survey, so they seemingly were completed by

the late nineteenth century. If the short vowel shift was indeed a

push chain as I suspect, [a(s)j probably shifted before(o(:)j did,
although no precise dating of these changes is available.

In Northumbrian, the shift [ae]^[c*e] seems to be in progress
I

at present, as shown by the favouring of th$soutput reflex by younger

speakers (cf. 3*4).

The relevant rules can be written:

RULE 4.4-10a: /ai/-BACKING:
V V\o hi] ^[2 bl]/ (3 hi).

DATING: BORDER SCOTS: before 1870.

NORTHUMBRIAN: In progress.

RULE 4.4-10b: /3i/-RAISING: BORDER SCOTS:

Li 4dl — ^[2 hi] / [3 "hi] .
DATING: before 1870.

I can now draw up the Border Scots historically bimoric vowel

system of the late nineteenth century:

TABLE 4.4-1: THE BORDER SCOTS HISTORICALLY BIMORIC VONEL SYSTEM: 1870:

i(i)

e(e)

u(u) cod

tt DCO 0,L fa

ttfe) at
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With the historical survey of Border Scots vowels completed to

the time of the first linguistic studies, I shall endeavour to do

the same for Northumbrian (or rather, for those changes in this

dialect not mentioned already). Once more, these developments are

hard to date; during this period, spellings in local documents seem

to have standardised. However, they are all in evidence in Ellis

(1889) to varying degrees, and so, must have been completed by the

late nineteenth century. They are probably eighteenth or early

nineteenth century changes.

I have traced the development of the medial reflex of Early NME

/oo/ from LfJ through [Iffi] to an [W] value reached (possibly)
during the course of the 17th or 18th centuries in Western

Northumbrian. Final Cy:J» (and [y:] in all positions in the North¬
eastern Northumbrian dialects) may have remained for a while after

these changes. However, at some point before the final

diphthongisation rule applied to these dialects, this [y:J unrounded
to (apparently) to merge with the [j-tJ fnom other sources. The
change is already confirmed by Ellis (1889:241) as completed in all

Northumberland but Wooler itself; yet it appears at Berwick, and this

makes me believe that his "Wooler" informant was really from the

Scottish side of the Border, as his speech shows other distinctively
2$-

Border Scots characteristics. I conclude that the unrounding was

completed even here by the mid-19th century, and the rule

representing it is written:

RULE 4.4-11: FRONT VOWEL UNROUNDING: NORTHUMBRIAN:

SD: [0 bk] [0 bkj. SC: [0 rd] (0 rd).
12 12

DATING: 18th or early 19th century.
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Front vowel unrounding is another seemingly recurrent sound

change type in Border English; development of the same type as the

above happened in late OE to derive ME /i e ii ee/ from NOE /j yy

HI.

A similar rule is also found in Border Scots and apparently

produces modern HME JooJ reflexes of the cO)e£j] type; it seems to

apply during the course of the 20th century (see next section).

It seems that, soon after Rule 4*4-11 applied, new front vowels,

including a new series of rounded ones, Vt£P6 created from the non-high

back vowels in Northumbrian: post-GVS [p: h(:) o: oi] (but not [p©J)
became modernja: (£•(:) (: eepj. Only low vowel fronting is attested
by Ellis (1889:638-41), but the other monophthongal values are found

in the Armstrong College Survey data quoted by Orton (1933:243), and.

U] fronting in my own data. The rule below is thus an "evolving"

rule, talcing a long time to complete in all its facets, but as the

type of change seems to be a unified process, I present it as one.

Fronting is prevented by following /r/, which is uvular in this

; only jp/J or [o'D^ are found here.area

The output of the rule can also result in central vowels, which

were quite numerous in my data. However, in this case, the central

values vary as if they were front, and so, probably are, on the

phonemic level. I write the rule as producing Q) bkj outputs, but

it should be remembered that 0 bkj is also possible.
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There are sporadic reflexes in Border Scots that seem to come

from the output of this rule; however, they are fairly rare, and are

not shown in any survey but my own, so far as I know.

RULE 4.4-12: NORTHUMBRIAN BACK VOWEL FRONTING:

CONSTRAINT: V f [5 h^ . C f [4 bk].
DATING: for low vowels, 19th century (?)

for mid monophthongs, late 19th century,

for (p<J j 20th century.

Unconditioned vowel fronting also seems to be recurrent in

Border English; a previous example would be NME /oo/-fronting (and

cf. p.40. ).

Only two more changes found in Ellis's material are needed to

bring my Northumbrian survey up to 1870. These seem to be relatively

minor ones, although one can cause a merger between the NME /aa oof

classes medially as well as finally. Most researchers dealing with

Western Northumbrian have found [j-Oj i°r hoth (Ellis, 1889:656-62;

Orton and Halliday, 1962:715*726); these forms occurred only

occasionally in my data, but are a possible option at Bellingham.

The change here implied is a centralisation of V2's where the V2 is

lower than the V1 to , and the rule can be written:

RULE 4.4-13: V2-CENTRALISATION: NORTHUMBRIAN (OPTIONAL):

SD:): £n hi^ Ln-X hi) • SC: | 2-7
1 2 I

DATING: 18th or 19th century (?)

1 bk
1 hi
~2

x 20.
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The second of these minor developments is a low-level assimilation

of the "glide vowel" {^d] before /r/ to [pj; this affects apparently
all original /Wr/ combinations. Its effect is to bring the Ql bkj

"to (j2 bkj to assimilate to the £5 following consonant.^
Forms with seem to be already in evidence by 1889: cf. Ellis (1889

656).

RULE 4.4-14: GLIDE-VOWEL BACKING AND ROUNDING:

bkj — bk / r ^
1 rd

DATING: 19th century (?)

The Northumbrian bimoric vowel system at the time of Ellis'

survey (or thereabouts) probably looked like this, for Northeastern

and Western varieties respectively:

TABLE 4.4-2: THE NORTHUMBRIAN BU-IORIC VOWEL SYSTEM: 1870:

NORTHEASTERN WESTERN

ii (fO^) uu(O'O^) '(£, iu ia6ob') UU fe'/) Lt (is)a £T> iu

ee 0BOV) 00 too*) £L xd ee(c^)
30 (p'.") Lt

aa Cat) CaO

I now proceed to developments in various surveys and, so, complete

my survey to the present day.
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4.5: THE RECENT PERIOD: 1870 TO THE PRESENT;

The last century or so is the best-documented period in the

history of Border Area dialects. Throughout it, traditional dialect

studies were made of Border speech, and the values of each nucleus

carefully described. It follows that changes occurring at this time

could be quite easy to spot by combining the findings of earlier

studies (e.g. Murray, Ellis) with later ones (e.g. Zai, Vettstein,

Orton and Halliday, etc.). Any sound changes occurring in between

the times of the two surveys would theoretically show up in differences

between results, allowing for interpretation of differing trans¬

criptional systems.

However, there do exist problems. Some apparent changes in

localised speech are seemingly of native origin, similar to the

changes I have so far been listing. However, especially during this

period, with the advent of increased communications in the last

century, loans from other dialects have influenced the outcome of

localised vocalic developments, and these must be carefully

distinguished from native sound changes. These substitutions are

discussed in Section 4«7j in a few cases, they have completely

supplanted the native reflex, as in the MME /aa 0D / classes in

have been replaced by Central Belt-like

[e(:) o(:)J .

In some situations, as when the source of outside influence is

a related VC dialect of a nearby city or cultural centre, the

difference between loans and native developments is especially hard
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to distinguish, as related dialects would show related sound change

tendencies. Also, if the wave theory of native sound change (cf.

Bailey (1968) etc.) is correct, such "loans" may actually indicate

the spread of developments from one to another dialect.

A further problem is that some sound changes take a long time to

play themselves out. I have already listed some, such as

diphthongisation of post-GYS final high bimoric nuclei, that were

completed by 1870 in Border Scots, but affect Northumbrian later.

Still others, such as Northumbrian back vowel fronting, affect more

and more segments as the conditions for input change, so that

different vowel classes obey a rule at different times. The first

case, especially, presents problems: is high vowel diphthongisation

in this case a Native Northumbrian sound change, or are the outputs

loans from Border Scots?

I have adopted the following rule of thumb. I consider the

change a native one: (1) if the tendency exhibited in it can be

shown to have applied before to earlier stages (and different

segments) in the history of the dialect, i.e. it is "natural" for

that dialect to undergo it, and (2) if it does not reverse any prior

developments. Thus, the modern Border Scots fronting of pre-

consonantal reflexes of NME /uu/ is native, since unconditioned

frontings have happened before (NME /oo/-fronting) and no previous

developments are erased. However, if final /uu/ is realised as

DrO. this would be due to a substitution, since the native

diphthongisation is reversed.
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I discuss developments of this type here, as well as those few

that appear in no other dialect. They are grouped chronologically;

those appearing in earlier studies (representing early 20th century-

changes) are separated from those first found in this one (mid 20th

century ones). Most of these do not affect the contrasts between

vowel classes (although some affect the shape of the system) being

apparently low-level phonetic rules. Most also show pre- and post-

change variants in my data; this would indicate that the transformation

is still in progress.

One of the earlier group of changes, affecting the Border Scots

vowel system and seems to have been completed, is the unrounding of

the V1 of /O u/ to [a©]. Until this happened, the value of this

diphthong seems to have been remarkedly constant over time, and

seems still to appear in Murray (1873:81)• The unrounding, however,

is in evidence by the time of Zai's and Wettstein's studies (cf. 3«8)

and [a©] is the usual value in my data. This change merges final

NME / 3 u/ and /uu/ reflexes, and produces a modern /A u/ phoneme,

as the value with unrounded V1 is extended to all positions. In

Northumbrian, the process seems to be in progress. The rule

expressing it is this one:

RULE 4.5-1: V1-UNROUNDING:

3 ^ii"7 SG: [P rdjz,
1 rdj. 1

DATING: BORDER SCOTS: early 20th century.

NORTHUMBRIAN: in progress.

Another major transformation from this period illustrates the

same tendency toward unrounding of front rounded vowels found in the

SD: 1 hi
2 bk
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previous period in Northumbrian. The /// phoneme (<! Early EME /oo/)

seems to appear still as [V(s)J Murray (1873:112-3), although if
Zai's evidence is correct, at least the allophone in short

environments was non-peripheral (1942:124). (His results are Ce^j
short/ [(&:] long).

I question his interpretation of the height of the long reflex.

Had it been , it would have unrounded presumably to [c , which

is unattested for it. Instead, Wettstein (1942:43) and I have

observed [?(=)] or ^8:3 . I conclude that the pre-change value would
have been [«(:)] or high-mid and non-peripheral, which would
be unrounded by the rule below:

RULE 4.5-2a: UNROUNDING OF FRONT VOWELS: BOEDER SCOTS:

SD: [l hk) R bk] . SO: • Co rd] [o rdl.
12 12

DATING: early 20th century.

The unrounding can be seen as still in progress in Zai (1942:95)

as the output values are typical of younger speakers' usage. Indeed,

several subsequent and dependent developments can also be seen; a

split so that the resulting short DO •»]£]. merging with the reflex

of NME /i/, and long [6:J "7{]e:[J to merge with that of NME /ai/.

At the present time, unrounding is usual if substitution

processes giving reflexes projjer to NME /uu/ do not interfere. The

lowering of short W seems completed at Hawick, and nearly so at

Yetholm; the peripheralisation of long is completed in both

towns in final position or before /r/; it is only found s ^radically

in other long environments, e.g. do = Tdesl, and floor = ifle:r7,
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reflex of HME /ai/ in Western Northumbrian which look like a

continuation of the Second Vowel Shift; in fact, NME /ai/ seems to

take the path that /aa/ did, for the most part.

The first stage is, seemingly, a diphthongisation of Ce:J to

[eg.] and a parallel one of This seems favoured by,
but not restricted to, pre-dental environments in Northumbrian.

However, in very recent times, the last generation or so, the same

tendency has spread to Border Scots ( [e(:] , > fro/]
respectively) but the Border Scots rule is (l) nearly restricted to

pre-dental position, (2) results in an uncentralised V2 in the back

series. Although the starting*points are high-mid, not low-mid

values, the result is similar to that of post-SVS /aa/. I write the

rule separately in the two dialects:

RULE 4.5-4a: DOVNGLIDING DIPHTHONG PRODUCTION B: NORTHUMBRIAN:

SD: [2"hi] Q>VhD. SC: [l hi/.
1 2 I 2

RUIE 4.5-^b.l DC^NGLIDING DIPHTHONG PRODUCTION B: BORDER SCOTS:
ant \ SC:

1 cor.

1 2 ^~~3 1 2 3

DATING: NORTHUMBRIAN: early 20th century.

BORDER SCOTS: mid 20th century.

In Northumbrian alone, the V1 of the [egj^ NME /ai/ resulting
from the previous change can now undergo the same raising process

that happened earlier to NME /aa/ reflexes, and so merge with /aa/

under « A few examples of this raising already appear in Orton

and Halliday (1962) (cf. 3.2) but it seems to be general among younger

speakers in localised varieties of Bellingham dialect. The raising
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reflex of NME /ai/ in Western Northumbrian which look like a

continuation of the Second Yowel Shift; in fact, NME /ai/ seems to

take the path that /aa/ did, for the most part.

The first stage is, seemingly, a diphthongisation of Ce:J to
and a parallel one of This seems favoured by,

but not restricted to, pre-dental environments in Northumbrian.

However, in very recent times, the last generation or so, the same

tendency has spread to Border Scots

respectively) but the Border Scots rule is (l) nearly restricted to

pre-dental position, (2) results in an uncentralised Y2 in the back

series. Although the starting points are high-mid, not low-mid

values, the result is similar to that of post-SVS /aa/. I write the

rule separately in the two dialects:

RULE 4.5-4a: DOWNGLIDING DIPHTHONG PRODUCTION B: NORTHUMBRIAN:

SD: (2 hi] [2 hij. SC: [l hi}.
1 2 f 2

RULE 4.5-4b: DOWNGLIDING DIPHTHONG PRODUCTION B: BORDER SCOTS:

[j hi] [2 hi]. SC: 2 h] / Pi ant]
(J corj.

2 3

DATING: NORTHUMBRIAN: early 20th century.

BORDER SCOTS: mid 20th century.

In Northumbrian alone, the V1 of the £=£J<4 NME /ai/ resulting
from the previous change can now undergo the same raising process

that happened earlier to NME /aa/ reflexes, and so merge with /aa/

under • A f"ew examples of this raising already appear in Orton

and Halliday (1962) (cf. 3*2) but it seems to be general among younger

speakers in localised varieties of Bellingham dialect. The raising
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rule can be formalised:

RULE 4.5-5: fed RAISING B:

12 12

BATING: in progress at Bellingham.

The merger of NME /aa ai/ in Eastern Northumbrian probably-

happened earlier (cf. 4.5). It may also happen in non-localised

varieties, due to the adoption of substitutions (cf. next section).

Only two more changes, mostly affecting Border Scots alone and

not attested in any other studies (so far as I know) need now to be

described. Both illustrate recurrent sound change; one, raising of

low vowels, and the other, unconditioned fronting of back ones.

At Hawick, one common WC variant of NME /ii/ in long environments

is (A •ej. This could, theoretically, have arisen in two ways: one,1/

by backing of 17th century J > f£>e] , without an [ct' ej
stage; the other by raising of (a ■ej . However, the latter value is

attested by Murray (1873:115)* whose survey dealt specifically with

Hawick and Teviotaale dialect. Also, Qv ejis common in my Hawick

data, whereas £a-iJ is not. I therefore conclude that the second

pathway is more likely to be correct, and that recently, (d * ej>' ej.
Certainly, vowel raising is found in many changes in this area

historically, whereas -unconditioned front-to-back retraction is rarer:

the raising rule would be this one:

RULE 4.5-7: V1 RAISING: HAWICK:

12 12
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DATING: mid 20th century.

The second and last transformation needed to bring the history

of Border Area sound change up to date is the fronting of to

or toward (V(:)J and an apparently connected one of /Vu/ clusters to
/Vy/ or /V«/. As mentioned above (cf. 3*5)» this fronting could be

due to Central Belt influence, and as more people from that area

move to the Borders, the fronter variants become more common. Yet,

it violates no principles of sound change in the area, and also can

be viewed as the outcome of a slow tendency of (jufj to front
observable over the past hundred years or so. Murray (1873s118)

describes the nucleus in out, house as equivalent to French ou =

probably fully-back [u(:)j. However, both Zai (1942:11) and Wettstein
(1942:3) seem to describe it as rather advanced or centralised = [u(:)j
In my own data, I have found most back vowels in Border Scots to be

centralised; perhaps there is a connection between this and the

periodic vowel frontings found throughout the history of the dialect.

High vowel fronting, even if it is not native, is at least in

accordance with Border Area sound change principles (cf. /oo/

fronting; Northumbrian back vowel fronting). The rule giving outputs

of high front rounded vowels would be:

RULE 4.5-8: HIGH VOWEL FRONTING: BORDER SCOTS:

SC: 1 2 -MO bkfc To bk].
(<V>J

1 2 12

DATING: mid 20th century.

Phonetically central (t *k] ) values may also occur as an

output. There is a weak, but appreciable, tendency for this rule to
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apply to Northumbrian as veil, it seems, as W or even [y :J forms
are not unknown; these values seem to be favoured if a palatal /j/

precedes. They are not very common at present, however.

I now come to the end of my historical survey of localised

Border Area sound change. In the next section, I will summarise

what tendencies are recurrent, and may be described as favoured sound

change tendencies in Border Scots and Northumbrian. An analysis of

these might provide information as to not only past, but also future

developments as well, since the same tendency is observed to apply

periodically over long intervals of time.

/
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4.6: GENERAL TRENDS IN BORDER AREA NATIVE SOUND CHANGE: A SUMMARY:

In the previous sections, I have listed attested or deduced

sound changes in localised Border Area dialects from about 1250 to

the present. The time has come to abstract from this list. It is

noticeable that certain changes seem to do approximately the same

thing to the systems of the time of application; for instance, both

the GVS and SVS raise front vowels, and the fronting of /oo/ to ////

occurs in the whole of Northern Britain in the thirteenth century,

and in Northumbrian in the nineteenth. The recurrence of a certain

change type over time seems very important; the more times it is

found in the history of a dialect, the more favoured it seems to be

as a possible change-type by that dialect, and the higher the likeli¬

hood (so far as historical reasoning goes) it should also occur in

the future, if the development of that dialect were unaffected by

external influence _ the more likely they are to reflect fundamental

sound change trends for that area. I now list a few tendencies which

may indicate such likely change-types.

One of the strongest tendencies observable seems to be the

raising of non-high nuclei. It seems to be a common element in

Germanic vocalic sound change, as nearly all dialects in this group

23
(so far as I can see) show some kind of large-scale sound shift

like the GVS or SYS based around raising. In some areas, e.g. East

Anglia or North Staffordshire, raising seems recurrent in both front

and back vowel series; in these areas, for instance, the ME /oD/

reflex has reached (Trudgill, 1974s65)• In "the Border Area, it
25

seems stronger in the front series than the back one , with the
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recent raising of NKE /ai/ reflexes being a case in point in

Northumbrian. However, some back vowel raising seems to have occurred

after the SVS as well in Border Scots and V/estern Northumbrian (cf.

post-SVS {jx(:)J ->£>:] in latter dialect;[jland
&(=)] ~7 feco] in the former). There seems to be no constraint in
this area about the V1 of a long vowel raising independently of the

V2 (cf. the various sources of [ieJ , C®^1); this seems to be one of

the mechanisms creating down- or ingliding diphthongs here.

Environment seems to play a part in facilitating (conditioned)

raising as well. Sporadic raisings of short vowels are found before

dentals (Luick, 1914-40:Jp379) and, at the present day, NKE /ai/ =Fx]
in Northumbrian is more common in this position than elsewhere. In

many English dialects, including American ones, dentals, and

sometimes palatals and velars seem to foster raising (Lass, 197&:

177-84); many of the examples listed in the reference seem to have

occurred in Border dialect history. The mechanism, in these cases,

seems to be assimilatory; "high" consonants like these seem to favour

higher vowels before them.

A related tendency to this conditioned raising (or, an

alternative) seems to be one toward, insertion of "glide" (or non-

syllabic) vowels before certain consonants. This can be seen in (1)

0E breaking 7 - ' 1 ; (2) ME pre-/x/ vowel insertion; (3)

pre-/l/ vowel insertion; (4) pre-/r/ vowel insertion; (5) vowel

insertion before dentals, in both Border Scots and Northumbrian,k
especially in modern forms of the dialects; (6) the
shift of the change etc. class from /au/ to /ai/. The generalisation
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here seems to be that a vowel somehow "homorganic" to the following

consonant is inserted, usually of the [u]- type before velars (which
are "high" and "back") or velarised consonants (such as dank [jtJ );
of the £il-type before palatals; and (in this area) an before

both dentals and uvulars. (The extension of insertion to pre-

dental position seems particularly North British, cf. Dieth (1931;70).
Combinations of low vowel + high consonant seem especially prone to

this, perhaps because the articulatory positions of the two segments

differ so much, that some kind of "transition" is needed. Since the

inserted vowel shares either height or backness features with the

following consonant, this tendency is assimilatory.

A third tendency observable here and seemingly more localisable

to the North is one towards fronting of back vowels; the above

mentioned ME /oo/ fronting is one example of this, but in later

periods, Northumbrian low and mid vowels front once more, and so do

Border Scots (and localised Central Belt high ones. This produces,, again

again, a series of front rounded vowels, in apparent contradiction

to the supposed "aversion" English has for such forms. As in other

English dialects, these tend to unround sooner or later (cf. late OE

and nineteenth-century examples listed above) but, usually, in this

area, a new fronting cycle seems to apply shortly after the

unrounding, creating new ones.

It seems that the farther North one goes within the North

British area, the higher are the favoured vowels for fronting. For

instance, several Northern English dialects well to the South of the

Border Area have ^ NME /au/ (Hedevind, 19^7:56) but no other
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mid vowels; Scots, in general, high or high-mid ones.

Another recurrent change type seems to be diphthongisation of

high vowels. In this area, not only does such a process happen as

part of the GVS, but in final position post-GVS /ii uu/ also

diphthongise, at a later period. This second diphthongisation is

not only found in the Border Area; many other dialects to the South

show it, as a look at my tables of ME fee ii oo uu/ reflexes will

confirm. In this area (cf. 3»3> 3»6), i"t is dependent on (1)

position in a word, (2) speech rate. The restriction to final

position could be related to its being favoured in lento styles since

in these cases, the vowel would be at its phonetic length maximum;

the tendency then seems strongest.

Closely related to this is a partially dependent change type,

the lowering of non-peripheral segments. This not only seems to

affect NME /i u/ which lower at least one, and possibly two, heights

in this area; but also the V1 of diphthongs created by the process

above (and others, cf. Border Scots /iu/ to [fcq] ) and in some cases

the V2 of diphthongs with [i CbJ (cf. Border Scots [a-i od] .

It may also be active in the early stages of /aV/ monophthongisation.

To some extent, many English dialects seem to exhibit this tendency;

to take an example, in my own dialect, I® /u/ is realised as a low-

mid central vowel, and the V2 of modern /Vi Vu/ diphthongs is phonetically

high-mid. However, the lowering of ME N seems to be primarily a

Scots characteristic, and of the V1 of /iu/ only a Border Scots one.

This mechanism may also create downgliding diphthongs; Western
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Northumbrian in boot seems to have evolved through an

stage, as mentioned before.

The final tendency to be discussed here is one toward limitation

of the syllable types where length can contrast. By various OE and ME

shortenings and lengthenings, found in all English dialects, the

possible environments where length can be contrastive seem to be

narrowed down. Scots seems to have taken this to its logical

conclusion, as length is predictable here, and has been since the

seventeenth century. Even in Northumbrian, the post-GVS /ii uu/

seem to shorten in "short environments", i.e. in the same positions

as in Scots. In this dialect, there is only one pair that I know of

(in localised speech) where length alone distinguishes words: the

NME /au/ class reflex = [«] or O] as opposed to the NME /a/ or /O /
class = [aj or [d] (as in hawk/hack or hawk/hock). It seems that
even here, quality of a vocalic nucleus plays more of a role than

quantity in defining vowel contrasts.

To sum up all these tendencies, and their effects, together:

the favoured position for peripheral nuclei in the Border Area seems

to be toward the front and top of the vowel chart. Front rounded

vowels are prone to unroundT g, but if they do, back vowels seem to

front soon afterwards and create a new series. Diphthongs of both

the up- and downgliding types are created from other nuclei by

dissimilation, or various vowel insertion mechanisms before

consonants. If one of the elements becomes non-peripheral, it will

tend to lower, and new low monophthongs may even result. In Border

Scots, length has become predictable - the culmination of a general
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English tendency. As all these change types are apparently iterative,

they might be more likely to occur in the future than other types of

change.

I have now completed my discussion of native sound change in

the Borders. Yet, these underlie (historically) only a small fraction

of the variants I elicited in my synchronic survey. To extend my

analysis to cover all the data, historically as well as synchronically,

it seems necessary to cover variants of the non-localised type,

borrowed from other dialects, and to look at the process of borrowing

itself, historically. This is the subject of the next, and final,

section of this chapter.
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4.7: BORROWINGS AND SUBSTITUTIONS IN THE BOEDER AREA:

This section deals with the historical genesis of the non-

localised forms elicited in my data, and I attempt to derive (though

in a slightly different sense :see below) these variants in it, as

I did for the localised forms. However, several questions arise from

this task, notably (l) how did these forms, which seem to come from

outside the Borders, get into Border speech? and (2) how could one

formalise this process? Finding the answer to questions like these

necessitates a look at how variation patterns such as those analysed

in Chapter 3 came about, historically, and at the interplay between

local dialects and Standard ones (from which most of these forms

apparently stem).

No dialect exists in a vacuum. Since there are bound to be

connections and linguistic intercourse between dialect areas (eVen

in an early medieval type society) by means of trade, migration, and

cultural contact, these would be expected to influence the linguistic

situation. People coming into an area would tend to bring their

native vocabulary, syntax, and pronunciation with them, as well as

their goods. If some of these forms were adopted by natives of the

area they moved into, the result would be an admixture of lexical,

syntactic and phonological elements from different sources in later

stages of the dialect.^

As the society becomes more divided into towns and rural areas,

the town speech patterns may be viewed as having higher prestige, and

so, would most likely influence the rural subdialects around it. In

a medieval town, for instance, people from both the town and its

hinterland would mix for occasions involving, for example, the market
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speech intelligible to both populations would be necessary for these

occasions, and so some kind of mixture of forms might be present in

the rural dialect, especially. As some towns grew into cities and/or

cultural centres, the prestige of their dialects might grow, and

their influence spread correspondingly over a wide zone, perhaps

including several market towns. Cultural terms, which in medieval

times were probably spread by the church as much as by any other

section of the community, might bear the signs of stemming from other

dialects, probably those of the great ecclesiastical centres.

An example of this is the word soul (but cf. Dieth,1931*58)-
This word in OE was /s^wol/, which by regular sound change should

give NME * /saul/ and modern Border * [sa:1 n sCilJ (cf . 3»7—8). Instead,
in this area, these forms are absent, and all reflexes seem to stem

from NKE /soul/, which presupposes the Southumbrian changes /q.(kw/?

/oDw/ The word thus bears signs of Southern or Midland origin.

If a literary medium grows, as it did in late medieval times, a

Standard dialect, perhaps one (as is rougftly true for English, at least)

based on the speech of the capital or largest cultural centre will soon

be used for it. This would influence at least the speech of the

literate population (such as churchmen and 6ourt officials); if

literacy spreads as well, the Standard would be used as the medium of

30cultured conversation, ana of nearly all books and documents • In

Britain, the spread of literacy via the invention of printing coincided

with the centralisation of the English and Scottish states, and the

respective Standards, roughly based on the dialects of the capitals,

spread widely in use ,* hardly any records are in any local dialect
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and education, and sinceij at the time, only the higher-class groups

could afford further education, with social prestige as veil. Other

forms of speech soon became stigmatised as "vulgar"- in the case of

London, this can be seen by the end of the 17th century (Dobson,1957*54).

Such stigmatisation of localised speech patterns may have happened

later in areas (such as Northumberland) far away from the capital, but

with the Standard being employed for all literary and governmental

records, the process was probably already complete by the 19th century

(but see note

As the class structure, in recent centuries, became more fluid,

and as educational opportunities were extended to more and more classes,

and communications between areas improved, the process of Standardisation

to avoid stigmatised speech patterns seems to have spread throughout

the class system. People tended, in formal styles at least,mto adopt

more or less "corrected" or Standard-like pronunciations, and borrowed

forms thus entered even VC speech, as my synchronic study suggests.

Gradually, with increased exposure to some form of Standard among the

population, such pronunciations appear to have spread to most, or in

some cases,all words of a given vowel class, with the process farthest

advanced with the group of people who have the most exposure to the

Standard, the MC. If the borrowed pronunciations are used for all

words of a given vowel class, and by all speakers, the native reflex

simply becomes extinct. The greater exposure of the whole community

to the Standard through the media in recent years would (up to a podnt)
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be expected to accelerate the process.

I have thus provided a view of the factors in a society that

would influence the borrowing of forms from other (usually Standard,

or at least high-prestige) dialects, and how and why they spread

through (1) the community of speakers, and (2) the lexicon, from

a historical standpoint. To arrive at a method for formalising

borrowings, I postulate the effect of borrowing on the synchronic

grammar of a Border speaker, and then, its historical effects over

time on the development of vocalic nuclei in this area.

Take, for example, a hypothetical bidialectal Northumbrian of

late medieval times, perhaps a Court official, cleric, or the like ,

who would have opportunity to make use of the ancestorbdialect of the

Standard as well as his native one. If he is bidialectal, he would

know that a rock-like object referred to by other Northerners as a (sta
is the same thing as referred to by Southerners as a^stlsnj. Let us

say, for purposes of the argument, that, depending on the context,

he can use either pronunciation. Whatever the structure of levels

and rule content of his synchronic grammar may be, he would presumably

have a mapping between f sta:nj and [jst^nJ at the lexical level, since
the variants refer to the same thing, and are, in a sense, "the same

word". The mapping rule would be (in words, rather than other formali

something of this kind:

There are words with La] that Southerners &ave with &D. To
speak Southern (or morevSouthern—like), substitute your reflex in

coat etc. for fa:] .
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There would presumably be similar mappings between his /yy/ and

Southern /oo/, between (in some items) his /au/ and Southern /3u/

(and in others, vice versa); in short, mappings occur wherever there

exist differences between Northumbrian and Siuthern rejisations, in

the English of his time.

Since the speaker is bidialectal, 'toe can effortlessly switch

between the two dialects by means of these correspondences. His

synchronic grammar must consist of lexical sets for both dialects,

together with whatever rules are needed to transform the lexical

realisations to phonetic ones, connected by mappings of the sort

mentioned above: in other words, a localised pole (a synchronic

grammar of localised Northumbrian in this case) and a Southern pole

(which, given my assumptions ip note J2.» I take as equivalent to a

Standard pole: one of a high-prestige Southern ME dialect here) mapped

onto each other.

Now I take the example of a hypothetical modern bidialectal

Northumbrian speaker (of which I interviewed several). Like his

medieval counterpart, he knows that a jstunj and a [st^:n -^sto:n
steonj refer to the same thing, and the word is thus the same as well.

If he can switch effortlessly between pronunciations, he must have a

similar grammar to that postulated above, with a similar bi-polar

structure and mappings. But what are his mappings like? If his

more "Standard-like realisation of stone is ^st/:nj, the mapping
rule would be:

There are words with jcf] that in the Standard have [»CqJ .

Stone and coat belong to the same class in the Standard. Substitute

your reflex in coat for fl£J .^
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The important last sentence could be rewritten: substitute the

nucleus regularly resulting from NME /OO/ for that resulting from

NME /aa/. In other words, the substitution rule, the mapping, is

the same one as the Medieval speaker had, although the input and

output values are different due to the change in both localised and

Standard dialects in the interval. The substitution then evolves

over time as the input and output values do, but the class of words

connected seems to remain constant, and so does the mapping

relationship. The point where the mapping vtfufcfpie^'kbljarise is where
34

the localised and Standard diverge in development,"" and the mapping

seems active from then on.

But what if this speaker's form is not £st/:n] but [stosnj or
even Jj3te©n]? These could be derived by a sequence of substitutions:

for instance, after the rule above has applied, others acting on

presumably higher levels of the grammar (since the system of contrasts

is not affected, merely phonetic realisations) could apply, such as:

(3) Substitute jo:J for in words where the Standard has [eg>].

But why ? After all, this is not the Standard Southern

reflex. Why not substitute [•©] alone? The answer seems to be that
at one time, r?:] was indeed the Standard reflex, and the substitution

process (3) above could have entered grammars (and I think, did)

during the period when it was, in this case, at the point when

Northumbrian fronted its o\vn (corresponding, in the case of NME /"DO/

words)

that shown in (1).

substitution is of more recent origin than
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If my view that substi tutioro or borrowings of Standard origin are

tafcGh into the language at the point of divergent development is

correct, an interesting pattern emerges. Take my variable class

(aa/DD): in Northumbrian, variants in increasing order of prestige

are, for words descended from NHS /aa/: jjjc] , [/:J , [o:J , [offi^©©]
Now let us list the earliest forms and earliest periods of

application (i.e. points of divergent development) that the
substitution or borrowing could have come into the language:

M : no substitutions.

: Substitute HME // class reflex for /aa/ class. Earliest

period: 12th century.

As for above, then: substitute [o:3 for [/:J»
Earliest period: early 19th century.

As for j~o:] above, then: substitute [ecs^J for [o:J . Earliest

period: mid 19th century, when Standard £0:J> joG>] 2^6)].

It seems that: the higher prestige a reflex has, the more

substitutions have gone into its derivation, and, more recent sub¬

stitutions produce higher prestige reflexes than older ones, looking

at the process historically. Furthermore, each substitution seems to

be related to a sound change in the history of the localised or

Standard dialect not found in the other one of the pair, in such a

way that:

(1) If the change is in the localised dialect but not in the Standard,

substitutions will tend to reverse it (cf. the derivation of [o:j ,

where Northumbrian mid-vowel fronting is reversed).

(2) If the change is in the Standard dialect but not in the localised

ones, substitutions will tend to insert it: (cf. the derivation
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of
, where the Southern change /aa/^7j~X)/ is inserted and

recapitulated).

The substitution process thus is a way of incorporating alien

reflexes into the system. However, over time, as new substitutions

arise as the Standard dialect undergoes its own sound changes, the

process seems to incorporate, in some sense, the alien histories of

borrowed segments as well.

In formalising substitutions, I use an if/then format of the

sort: "If Standard (or Source Dialect) has[xyj, and localised dialect

in the same set of words, then jjCYj^^YZ^ where the symbol
means corresponds to, or here, can be substituted for. ^ The

rule is written in the theoretically earliest form it could have

taken, at the point of divergent development, so that I do not have

to recapitulate the history of the source dialect reflexes: after this,

the input and output of the substitution rule are assumed to evolve

regularly unless further substitutions apply. Thus, the stane 4*5

stone relationship mentioned earlier would start in a rule stating

\jland develop into Modern Border Scots

Northumbriane^c*

The order of application of substitutions, as stated above,

usually follows the first possible dating system; older rules apply

first, followed by more recent ones. Where a different situation is

obtained, it is because all substitutions are optional to begin with,

and because some items of a class take them more often than others;

they may, at first, only be used by some speakers in a community. Others

may not employ a given substitution, but may use others
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he a Northumbrian pronunciation of stone = [ste:nj where a reflex

proper to the NME foO/ class is not substituted but rules reversing

the development resulting inGxJhave applied ( see pg. 423).

I start my survey with rules affecting the NME /aa/ group; there

are two of them which together have, in fact, completely replaced all

but the initial-environment development in localised Border Scots and

underlie mergers of /aa ai/ where this does not happen in localised

Border dialect natively.

The first substitution underlies MC reflexes of NME /aa/ words

(the home, stone class), and, in fact, applies completely to many of

these items in all present-day Border Area speech. It replaces the

native NME /aa/ reflexes by ones belonging to NME /O'j/1 resulting in

high-mid rounded monophthongal nuclei, or diphthongs where the V1 is

of this type. For some items, at least, this substitution must be a

very old one in this area; i_Lbtok 09^344^369) gsafss eSwSgtes

spellings for /aa/ words already in the ME period. By the time of

the early linguistic surveys, it has determined localised reflexes of

the vocalic nuclei of only, road, oats (Zai, 1942:67 ; Wettstein, 1942:

42) and other items, so that they only show forms stemming from /Oi>/.

Of course, the output of this rule has developed either as a localised

/X>/ reflex , or is subject to other substitutions proper to / OD/,
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The change reflects the Southumbrian raising and rounding of OE

/ DD/ already in evidence in the 13th century (Luick, 1914-40:^369)•
Its source is therefore a Southern or Midland dialect, and quite

likely the Standard or its ancestor. In Scots, the Standard adopts

it as well. I write the rule in its earliest form - it affects all

OE /o.Q/ words, regardless of what the exact modern reflex is:

RULE 5.7-1: For the same class of words, if:

Southumbrian reflex = [p:J , and localised = [aij , then: £a:j^[D:] •

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: 13th century.

The second rule is needed where NME /aa/ / /ai/ in localised

dialect, as (historically) in Border Scots and Western Northumbrian.

It may have several sources. Both MC and WC varieties of Lothian SQots

the two classes under Ce(;)] at present; this has its historical
roots in a 14th century monophthongisation of /ai/-^/aa/. The

resulting output then raised through the GVS and SVS to (jJ:J and

Ce: 1 • Standard English also merges the two classes; however, the

collapse of the distinction seems to have come later, in the Early

Modern period. It is already in evidence in the 16th century in

certain positions, and becomes general by the mid-17th (Luick, 1914—

40:^516; Dobson, 1957:777).

As the result of the substitution was the replacement of /aa/

reflexes by /ai/ ones, not the reverse, it cannot directly reflect

the Central Belt mergers. However, if the localised /ai/ reflexes

were the same as the merged /ai aa/ ones in a Standard dialect, it

could take place. The Standard Scots reflex is already je(s)l "by
the 16th century (Dobson, 1957:777); at the same time, Border
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dialects had HKE /aa/ = \eZ\ and /ai/ = [ei] . At the same time, the
Standard English /ai/ form, if monophthongised at all was [£:J . It
could not have been the source form for this substitution; I take

Standard Scots as the donor dialect and date the rule to the close

of the 16th century.

In Border Scots, the substitution affects all KME /aa/ words

even in localised speech, except in initial of* post-/h/ position.

As far as it is present in Northumbrian, the same seems to be true,

although native developments of /ai/ may restore the [j&] value.

Both OE /6a/ and /Q./-lengthened classes may be affected by the rules:

forms like Ci1© *j |_he!m] were elicited, assonating with (netmJ(one =

n| was not, however.) There must also be a constraint that
where present-day Standard English has [eo] , this is the last
substitution to apply as jet] reflexes do not appear in OE /OA/
words. I write the rule, which inserts the development Ije&J to [e:J
this way:

RULE 4.7-2: If Standard Scots = £e:j and localised = (ecj , jegj
CONSTRAINT: Last substitution if Rule 4.7-1 may apply.

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: late 16th century.

The NME /ai/ class seems to undergo only one substitution

affecting the system of phonetic contrasts: this would extend medial

/ai/ reflexes in Border Scots to those words such as Hay, nay with

localised \&l/] , resulting in ]mejj [pe:J etc. The source of the rule

cannot be WC Central Belt Scots, as|(ya-e] forms occur in this dialect

as well. However, in more Standard-like varieties, Hay and main

share the same nucleus. In this area, the MC shows reflexes coming
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from this substitution, so the source is probably Standard Scots or

English. It shows signs of extending to all Hawick VC speech as well,

at least over the style range I recorded.

The earliest possible dating is that of the monophthongisation

of ME /ai/ in Standard English - the 17th century - as immediately

before this both Border Scots and the Standard shared a diphthongal

value. The rule would substitute for \X l]
RULE 4.7-3: If Standard Scots = &»] and localised = ^£,q] , then:

[ej = [e:J •

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: 17th century.

Other substitutions applying to the NME /ai/ class or /aa/ words

that have undergone Rule 4«7-2 only result in a replacement of the

phonetic reflex. Northumbrian (e:J •CNME /ai/ need not be analysed

as being due to external influence, as the sound changes producing

let] and are still in progress, apparently. Howevejr, the jelj
forms where Standard English has them (and the equivalent H)
certainly are of external origin. Such diphthongs are not generally

found stemming from high-mid vowels in this area, historically; this

type of diphthongisation is more typical of the South and Midlands.

Even Standard Scots allows monophthongs, and, in fact, they are a

majority form among Border Scots MC speakers in all styles. This,

combined with the greater M. C°®1 frequencies in Northumbrian,

probably assures that their source is Standard English alone. Even

in this dialect, the development producing them is rather recent,

first attested in the late 18th century (Luick, 1914-40:^741). I

write the rule as a replacement of since the
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input vowels were the normal reflexes of NME /ai/ and /^O/

respectively at that time.

RULE 4»7-4: If Standard English = and localised

dialect = E(0] (p(:)] , then: &(«)]» Q(0] = (JlJ , [o®] .

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: late 18th century.

This rule, of course, also deals with the NME /DI?/ class in so

far as the replacement process results in parallel outputs to those

for /ai/; however, there seem to he other substitutions active in

this area. One which has completely succeeded in replacing the

normally developed / LO/ reflex in Border Scots, and nearly done so

in Western Northumbrian, substitutes \o(:)J for [©sj . In order for
the forms observed to be derived, its earliest possible appearance

must be (l) before the later Northumbrian fronting of /oo/, since

fronted forms are common in Bellingham, and (2) before the later down-

and ingliding diphthong production rules operative before dentals,

as these also take place normally. As it also applies before the

special developments in initial position giving £(h)w/\J in Border
Scots, but after the GYS changed M </ DZ)/ to L°:] in the South,

it must belong to the late 17th century. The form of the substitution

would be:

RULE 4.7-5: If Standard English = £o:J and Standard Scots = t

and localised dialect = JCD0], then: [odj = (o(:}] .

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: late 17th century.

Another substitution, which seems to apply later in time,

reverses the late Northumbrian fronting of [o:J -?[/:] . Since
reflexes like \o^ occur, it must be ordered before the development
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of ingliding diphthongs before dentals and also Rule 4.7-4. Thus

it would date from a time when the Standard dialect in both countries

still had k>0» which combined with the chronology of the native
rules, makes this substitution first possible about 1800. It would

be written:

RULE 4.7-6: If Standard English or Scots = Lo: ] and localised
dialect = |j4:] then: = lcfijj.

There seem to be two other substitutions applicable to this word

class. One reverses the ingliding diphthongisation process of

4o sj before dentals, whether the preceding rule

has applied or not. No Standard dialect (and few Southern or Midland

ones, outside of Wales) has separate allophones of the NME /E>L>/

reflex in this position. The effect of the rule would thus be to

restore the Standard pattern of allophones, so that the isolative

form appears in all positions. If the source, however, is Standard

Southern English, the outcome is a bit hard to explain - a monophthong

and not an upgliding diphthong. I suggest that the borrowing is from

a nearby local Standard, whether Northern English or Scots, and the

earliest dating would be at the point of divergent development, in

the early 20th century.

RULE 4.7-7s If Northern British Standard = £o(:)^] a-nh localised
dialect = {o(:f-o3]/ ^ , then: [o(: o = [oj

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: early to mid 20th century.

The other substitution reflects a recent sound change in the

Standard language, and seems only to take effect if Rule 4.7-4 has

already done so. The result is a replacement of I (from Rule



4.7-4) by [edj] . As Luick does not mention when the V1 of [o6)[
fronted in Standard English, I cannot date the entrance of this

substitution exactly; it is probably fairly recent, and the output

seems mainly to occur in MC female speech in this area:

RULE 4.7-8: If Standard English = je£h] , and Rule 4»7-4 bas applied,
then: M = |W).

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: late 19th - early 20th century (?).

There are comparatively few differences between the Standard

and localised developments of HME fee €,£./ in this area. The usual

pre-consonantal isolative reflex is (qualitatively) identical - &(=)]
However, no form of Northumbrian or Scots standard nor WC Central

Belt Scots has diphthongised fee ?,£,/ in final position. The

occurrences of monophthongs or diphthongs with high-mid V1's (e.g.

can be explained in two ways. Either the diphthongisation

and/or Y1 lowering processes are optional, or there are

substitutions reversing the developments. A good case can be made

for the former answer holding true for Northumbrian, since all

possible variants occur in what is supposed to be localised dialect

in Orton and Halliday (1962:600) and the diphthongisation is

comparatively recent. However, what about Border Scots, where the

earlier traditional dialect surveys give only \tLj ?

The complete reversal of diphthongisation is by far the easiest

process to characterise, as it would create a reflex the same as in

Standard Scots, This substitution's earliest date of

appearance seems probably when the native change it reverses began,

since even at this point, Central Belt Scots had £>]< both NME /ee/
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and /tz/ (Luick, 1914-40:^479-81, 492-97). r4he rule would be simply:

RULE 4.7-9: If Standard Scots = (3-0 a1^ localised dialect = jltt] ,

then: = (iij .

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: 18th century.

But how about the "Compromise forms" and [cij? They do

not correspond to a Standard reflex, and the only neighbouring

dialects which have them are Northern English ones, which in general

do not seem to influence Border Scots very much. This suggests that

the forms may result from recent rule change within Border Scots

itself. Evidence for this comes from informants' illustrations of

localised dialect, where at times such reflexes were given instead of

. Evidently the very diphthongal nature of the reflex is used to

signal "localised dialect" rather than a specific quality of the 71.

Given this, the amount of lowering is optional; it is the

diphthongisation that would be important, and the only substitution

needed is one reversing it completely.
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The HK3 /ii/ class reflexes include a number derived from,

apparently, a battery of substitutions. In this group of words, the

phonetic value is not only moved closer to Standard English QLJ b(j
substitutions, but the phonetic distance between the short and long

^environment reflexes is made less, as Standard dialects (or English

ones, at least) do not possess such a distinction. Both localised

short and long /ii/ reflexes throughout the Border Area seem open to

substitution, as they are not identical to the Standard 0.()j .

One comparatively rare one merges the long into the short

reflex; this underlies the rare [jit-* ait] forms in long environments,

especially final position, elicited in my data. It probably would

have entered the language as soon as there was a qualitative short/

long distinction, shortly after the loss of phonemic length in Scots,

but at a time when the Standard English /ii/ reflex was still close

to Cu] or (i.e. close to the localised short environment

form) in all positions. This would put the earliest possible dating

in the mid 17th century, before the Standard, -brtolish ~
J -J

(Dobson, 1957:661).

Forms implying this substitution, at present, are used by a, few

WC speakers throughout the Borders; those of the MC employ reflexes

of /ii/ derived by one of the other substitutions listed below. The

rule's 'form would be as follows:
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RULE 4»7-11: If Standard English = and localised dialect

= Cu'l]> then: .

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: mid 17th century.

More commonly, non-localised reflexes of long /ii/ are of the

[a-t-' a>ej type. In Border Scots, these forms entail substitutions

reversing of the backing (and at Hawick, the subsequent raising of

the Vl) and perhaps the lowering of the V2 as well. Either Standard

Scots, where the long /ii/ reflex is (aiej or Standard English [a(fj
could serve as a source for any substitutions changing the V1 (as,

for that matter, could VC East Central Belt Scots, which has [a' ej ).
One rule is needed to reverse the backing of the V1; its earliest

possible date would be that of the Border Scots Short Vowel Shift,

which produces the backing. In Northumbrian, no substitution is

necessary, as pie) v [o.e] is still in progress.

RULE 4.7-12: If Standard Scots = [a*ej and localised dialect =

then (a■ e^j = (a• e] .
EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: early 19th century.

In addition, in Hawick, there would be also a substitution of

later origin historically underlying the (ft'e^ variants, since

earliere} > in this area. Its output is found mostly in

VC varieties. The date must be the same as that of the sound change

it reverses (20th century) and its source must be a dialect where

long /ii/ = e\ as in Eastern Border Scots (cf. Yetholm) or

another closely related variety.

RULE 4.7-13: If Eastern Border Scots = and localised dialect

= Gj;,e3> then: • e] = ja-e].
EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: mid 20th century.

1
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There seems but one more substitution rule affecting long /ii/

reflexes, which, if applied, usually appears in concert with

Rule 4*7-12 above. It raises the V2 of the diphthongal /ii/ reflex

to £V| , and forms implying it are found both in Border Scots and

Northumbrian. This rule generalises the Y2 of short /ii/ to all /ii/,

and produces a pattern conforming with the Standard English one,

where a /Vi/:/Ve/ distinction does not exist. Its earliest

possible appearance would be dated to the time of V2 lowering, in

the early 20th century. Since the reflexes of NME Joi oi/ are also

possible inputs, I make no specification of the V1 in writing this

rule:

RULE 4*7-14: If Standard English = (VtJ, a*1*! localised dialect = [ye],
then: [je] = [vt] .

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: early 20th century.

The short /ii/ reflexes may also be affected by substitutions.

As the localised long environment V1's are not found in short

environments, no direct merger under the long reflex as in Rule 4*7-9

is possible. Instead, the V1 of the normal diphthong is apparently

lowered toward the long environment reflexes, and merger of both

reflexes takes place only if all rules applying to the V1 (and V2)

are applied to both, (if no rules are applied to the V2, it results

in the characteristic alternation of Standard Scots 5-0 / (f-ej).
The source of all rules lowering the V1 to [ail or Ca) seems most

probably to be Standard English as soon as these values appeared in

that dialect (the point of divergency) - dating the entrance of the

rule to the period around 1800). In Northumbrian, the neighbouring

Cumbrian, which also has developed (cf. 3*4) also could have
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played a role, as forms with low V1's are slightly more common in the

West of the county than toward the East. The substitution would

presumably be of this forms

RULE 4.7-15: If Standard English and/or Cumbrian = (aiJ and localised

dialect » then: (£(2 = \a\} .

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: late 18th- early 19th century.

Some MC speakers, especially in Border Scots, have [yel reflexes
in short environments, so that the V2 of the long environment form is

extended to all /ii/. This would seem to imply a, substitution rule

doing exactly the converse of Rule 4»7-14»above. However, a

substitution implies a borrowing from a source dialect, and in these

positions no Standard or nearby localised one seems to have fee] in
these environments. ^Phis suggests that the extension of M to all
environments in originally /Vi/ diphthongs is of native, not borrowed

origin, and if so, it would presumably result from the extension of

the V2-lowering rule to cover all /ii/, a native rule change,

similar to that observed, say, in the gradual evolution of possible

long environments in the length neutralisation rule. I conclude

that Rules 4*7-11-15 are all that are needed to derive borrowed /ii/

reflexes in the Borders.

The NME //// (< earlier /oo/) class may undergo one of two

substitutions; reflexes implying their outputs appear to have nearly

supplanted native reflexes except in a very few common words. The

more frequently used substitution replaces native forms by ones

proper to the /uu/ class, and would underlie all modern high rounded

monophthongal realisations, as well as those diphthongal ones where
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where both elements are rounded. Like the /aa/-^/oj/ substitution
it appears to be very old; the change it reverses belongs to the NME

period. There are also a number of words that never show any other

nucleic reflex in traditional studies (Zai, 1942:88,90; Vettstein,

1942:43) - this list would include relatively modern borrowings such

as balloon, pontoon, etc.

There seem to be two possible forms and datings for this

substitution. If it first appeared in ME, the original form would

have been //// =T ]oo/, reversing the Northern fronting. As the /oo/

of the output became /uu/ in the Standard during the GVS, and after

as well as before the GVS this spot was occupied by the reflex of

NME /uu/, it would have resulted in a substitution giving /uu/ forms.

If it were of post-GVS origin, the substitiition would be presumably

of /uu/ for /// yy/ directly.

I lean toward the first possibility, although early spellings

could not show it, as <o y in the ME period could imply //// as well

as /oo/ (Luick, 1914-40: ^393anm.1). ®ie form seems reasonable, as

there is a later Northumbrian substitution involving the same values

(cf. p.29 7), At the time of fronting, Southern dialects still could

have had an //// of different origin (< 0E /eo/) (Jordan, 1974s"174;

Luick, 1914-40:%57) and the Northern and Southern sounds could be

confused when speakers from different areas conversed; use of a

substitution by the Northeners would eliminate this. Certainly, I

would imagine that /oo/-fronting could have been noticed by

Southerners of the Middle Ages, as it is and was one of the most

individual features of Northern British. I therefore suggest that
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the rule substituted /oo/ for //// (the source being: a Southern or

Midland dialect, possibly that of London or a similar cultural centre)

and can be dated about the time of /oo/ froutings:

RULE 4.7-17: If SMS and localised NME = CP]. then:
= L°3 •

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: about 1300.

CONDITION: Last substitution rule.

The condition is necessary to keep forms derived from /uu/ by

other substitutions from applying; otherwise, * ja.G)J or other

diphthongs would result in ////-class words.

A much less common substitution is the replacement of NME ////

forms by those proper to MME /iu/, such as . Especially

in final position, these occur in Northumbrian, and a few in Hawick

speech as well. In every case, the products of the substitution

were more common in the West of the Border Area. The result is that

a pair like true/through can rhyme under 0-u3 • The source of this

can not be a Standard dialect, but can be a nearby one where NME

/oo/ = 6-3 or [ud] in localised speech. The distribution of
occurrence of the output seems to indicate a Westerly source, and,

indeed, Cumbrian has [up] <f NME //// (cf. 3«5)« This makes it
likely that the substitution entered the language when final /yy/

-a®: in Cumbrian, but before unrounding of this /yy/ in
Northumbrian; at earliest, this would be in the seventeenth century.

As with the preceding rule, it has to be the last substitution

rule that can apply; otherwise * [ju:j would appear (see below):
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RULE 5#8-18: If Cumbrian = and localised dialect =

then: S1 (jf/j .

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: 17th century.

CONDITION: Last substitution rule.

The substitutions affecting NME /uu/ reflexes seem much like

those applying to short /ii/: they extend innovative tendencies to

the conservative Border dialects, which retain monophthongs in their

localised varieties. There seems to be a series of rules producing

the diphthongal reflexes I elicited in my data. With at least two,

the rules producing or [aft] , the usual present MC reflexes,

it seems quite likely that their sources are Standard English at

various dates, since these are stages in the develojmient of ME /uu/

in the South (Dobson, 1957s684; Luick, 1914-40:^483). Their dating
would be from the times where the output reflexes appeared in the

Standard: the 17th century for and the 18th for [aft].

However, if the Border V7C reflex is not monophthongal at

present, it is a diphthong with a back V1, identical to the localised

reflex in final position - usually M in Border Scots, in

Northumbrian. These are probably stages in the development of the

Standard reflex (Dobson, 1957s684), so that they could be derived by

substitutions older than those producing other diphthongs used for

/uu/. However, they also could be derived from the extension of the

final diphthongisation rule to all positions, another case of a

native "evolving" rule. If the first hypothesis is correct, the

earliest possible dating would be the 16th century (when diphthongs

with back V1's were present in the Standard); if the second, at the
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time of diphthongisation of /uu/ natively, in the 18th century.

My own hypothesis is mainly the first alternative, although

when the process of final /uu/ diphthong!sation took place, there

may have been a favouring of rules generalising of this value to all

positions. I base this on what happens in Edinburgh dialect. Here,

there is no native diphthongisation of /uu/ in any position, yet

occurs as a non-localised form. It is also, however, the

regular descendant of NME /o u/. It does seem unlikely, though, that

if /uu/ never merged with /3u/ at any point in the history of the

Standard, that a substitution of /g»u/ for /uu/ would take place.

The only alternative would be that the [nd] would be derived by

early substitutions. I write the series of substitutions in this

manner:

RULE 4.7-19: If Standard English = and localised dialect =

[u:J , then: [u:J = [-tfGbf .

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: late 16th century.

RULE 4*7-20: If Standard English = {ag/J and localised dialect =

[\lH , then: (u:J = {/Vd] .

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: early 17th century.

RULE 4*7-21: If Standard English = jj9fc] and localised dialect =

Cu:J, then: [iu:J = [3©] .

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: late 17th century.

RULE 4.7-22: If Standard English = [a(z>] and localised dialect =

[u/| , then: [ufj = [affi] .

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: 18th century.

The NME /au/ and / qu/ classes have a few similar substitutions,
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so I treat them, to some extent, together. Owing to the rounding of

OS /m/ in "the South, the ultimate reflexes of OE /c\<tw/ words (e.g.

know, blow) belong to the /au/ class in this area, but the /Du/

class in the Standard. The opposite situation is found with other

items such as bought, brought etc. The next two substitutions

reshuffle the class allotment <bf these subclasses so that the output

coincides with the Standard pattern. The time of introduction of

the two rules varies: for /au/ to /Ou/, the point of divergent

development dates from ME times, in the 13th century; whereas the

Standard production of b'-%< fextJ apparently dates from the 17th.

I present the rules:

RULE 4.7-23: If SME = 3Xi(i NME — ^8/Ujy "fchsn* [auj = bj.
EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: 13th century.

RULE 4.7-24: If Standard. English = and localised dialect =

0>u] , then: £}u] = jp:'] •

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: early 17th century.

Other words ma,y also have reflexes derived by the substitutional

process. For NME /au/, the usual MC Border Area reflex, like the

Standard one, is DxoJ. In the South, this seems due to a late

raising and backing in evidence by the early 18th century (Luick,

1914-40:^557-8), and a similar change prevailed in Cumbrian, Central
Belt Scots, and Western Northumbrian. The introduction of the

substitution producing it would date from this time (the point of

divergent development, as usual), and its source is probably a

combination of the Standard and neighbouring dialects. There also

seem to be a few "compromise forms" such as [bo )| throughout this
section of the Borders and in Northumbrian. They are more
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typical of nearby areas; the first is found in Berwickshire Scots

(Wettstein, 1942:44); the second, in Border Scots. These forms may

have been borrowed in adjacent areas because they share more features

with the Standard form than the usual localised development does.

I do not count the occurrence of bQ at Bellingham as being

due to a substitution, as its fronting to fed seems still in
progress.

The rules producing [oti] , &(:)] respectively would
be:

RULE 4.7-25: If Border Scots = and localised Northumbrian

= Qi:] , then: jjJ:] "= {ja.7j .
EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: 18th century (the time of /(XQ/-fronting in

Northumbrian).

RULE 4.7-26: If Berwickshire Scots ^JjXO] localised dialect
= &(;!. then: Cd(')] ~= (3C:3 -

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: 20th century (?)

RULE 4.7-27: If Standard English = (3 0 and localised dialect =

[a(:)^aj], then: [p(:)^al] = [30 •

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: early 18th century.

The NMB /Ou/ group, too, has undergone special developments in

the Standard. During the seventeenth century, /ou/ was monophthongised

and merged into the 1MB / DO/ class, later developing into modern

£•»] with it. The merger is inflected in the use of forms proper
to the / 00/ class in /qu/ words in all but the most localised

varieties of Border Area speech. As, at the time of the Standard
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merger, the HKE /DO / reflex must have been already tsO (after all
stages of the GV8 had applied), the substitution causing the merger

must have been originally /DvlJ 7T J00/ at the point of divergent

development. The output of this rule can be subject to all the

substitutions proper to iME // mentioned above. I formulate it:

RULE 4.7-28: If Standard English = [0/] and localised dialect =

then: G)u] £ [oQ.
EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: mid 17th century.

The ME /iu/ class seems also open to substitutions, as the

Standard dialect has developed realisations composed of a /j/

(dropped after liquids) plus a reflex identical to that of SME /00/.

The resulting form, [£j)u:J dates, in part, back to the seventeenth

century (Eobson, 1957:709) becoming more frequent over time. In

Seventeenth Century Standard, there seem to be several pronunciations

current: \ju: iu^ J and possibly fjY:J, all due to different
optional paths of development (Luick, 1914-40:Jk89-91)• This is the
same era as the monophthongisation of pre-consonantal /iu/ in 3order

Scots, and the lowering of the V1 in hiatus. There presumably would

have been a tendency to align the native and Standard reflexes under

for Border Scots (it is also the native Northumbrian form) and

Lj.u:3 throughout the area - the Standard variants not appearing in
localised speech. QuJ is a fairly rare Scottish solution at the

present day, but it seems to have been more common formerly (Zai,

1942:112).

The substitutions needed are: one replacing both and

and then one deriving pju:J from this form. I date
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the introduction of the rules from the points of divergency in the

17th century:

First, for fed] and being replaced by
RULE 4.7-29: If Standard English = 6J. and localised dialect =

Ok. then; [>co^Y(:)] = (in].
EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: 17th century.

RULE 4.7-30: If Standard English = and Border Area dialect =

[iuj, then: [iuj = [juT]
EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: late 17th century.

The resulting to in the nucleus, of course, may be affected by
subsequent native rules, such as high-vowel fronting.

The NME /?i/ and /oi/ classes are merged at present in both

localised Border and Standard dialects. However, the V1 of the

resulting diphthong has undergone changes shared with NME hi in the

Borders, becoming [oj in Border Scots and [*] in Northumbrian, whereas
CO remains in the Standard, and is found in current MC speech in the

Borders. The seems to be restored by two substitutions reversing

the raisings and frontings found in localised varieties, probably

introduced at the time of the native changes.

RULE 4.7-31a: If Standard English = |xj, and localised dialect =

[o0t] , then: jo(y,] = GlJ.
EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: 18th or 19th centuries.

RULE 4.7—34"b: If Standard English = [pi] and localised dialect =

then:

The first rule above would usually apply to Border Scots, the
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second to Northumbrian.

Some Border Scots speakers show a split development of NME

as short/ [o-e] long. Historically, this would .indicate that a

possible type of development is to restrict the occurrence of

Rule 4.7-31a to short environments, producing a pattern of variant

distribution parallel to that of /ii/ reflexes. Speakers showing

this split often realise NME /o/ as short [p] / long [o7j as well.
The same rules affecting the V2 may apply as for short /ii/.

The last group of substitutions I will discuss are those not so

much associated with any particular vowel class as /Wr/ combinations

in general. In pre-rhotic environments many substitutions,

especially those of older origin (e.g. ME /aa/ = /X>/ and //// = /oof

may apply as usual. These would produce the (o^:rJ[u:r| reflexes I
frequently observed. However, there seem to be additional

substitutions producing an even more Standard like /Wr/ pattern,

especially by replacing regular developments of originally low and

low-mid nuclei by lower modern reflexes. These tendencies are much

stronger in Northumbrian than in Border Scots; even Standard Scots

usually has a contrast between for/four = [f^ir]/ (fo:rJ, while
English dialects tend to have syllabic [?0 in both.

The lowering tendencies may even be applied to vowel classes

that isolatively produce high vowels. In some words with ME /s£r/,

such as pear, wear, there etc. the raising process got only as far as

the stage in the Standard, while in certain /oor/ items, e.g.

door, floor, lowering soon set in to recreate [o;r] (Luick, 1914-40:^32)
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during the course of the seventeenth century. However in the Borders,

/E£r oor/ developed normally to [e: rj in Border Scots, and

(for both) in Northumbrian. If the substitution rules /aa/ =

/ai/ ( since is the isolative ME /aa/ reflex) and //// = /oof

apply, the results are Border Scots [ejr'uir], Northumbrian .

Lowering to high-mid level would be accomplished in the front series,

but another substitution is needed to account for the parallel

lowering for back vowels. This, reflecting the 17th century Standard

lowering of |ju:rj^ (o:rJ would presumably have the form:
RULE 4.7-31: If Standard English = and Border Area = (u:2^0yj,

then: [j-i:r^G>'3tj| = fojrJ.
EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: late 17th century.

However, the Standard lowering did not stop here; the resulting

high-mid nuclei lowered another step to low-mid level, giving, after

/r/ vocalisation and (Luick, 1914-40:^568). This is
presumably a rather late change as the high-mid forms were apparently

still found in some 19th century Standard varieties. At least in

Northumbrian, the same thing has tended to happen: = NME

/air aar/ with many speakers, and the same for \o\*] = 1#® / or ZOr

oor/. In Scots, a few Hawick MC speakers show back vowel reflexes

derived via this lowering substitution, but there is no support in

this from most other varieties of Standard Scots. The rule would

presumably be written:

RULE 4.7-32: If Standard English = JVaJ /psj and Border Area =

, joO^Oir] then: (e O^J, [o>o: rj
C&]+/r/,31 05]+/r/.

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: 19th century.
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There also seem to he substitution rules affecting the /r/

itself. In positions between vowel and consonant or word boundary,

the localised Border Scots form is usually an alveolar flap of trill;

some MC speakers, however, use a frictionless continuant. In

Northumbrian, the /r/ is vocalised in these environments, appearing

as til or in localised dialect, but Standard-like non-

uvularised in non-localised varieties. These probably result

from a substitution rule of Standard origin, since the borrowed

reflex is taken in.

If this substitution takes place, there is another one that must

do so if the preceding vowel is low, and may do if it is low-mid.

It is an assimilation rule, found in the recent history of the

Standard, replacing DD to £a: ■3: (the last optionally).

It dates from the 19th century. (Luick, 1914-40:§566). This rule

would be written:

RULE 4.7-35: If Standard English = Ja: D: 'csj and Border Area =

Q© 03 , then: {§,: s: f/j = [aS D9 £S] .

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATING: late 19th century.

I now conclude my survey of the non-native part of historical

development in the Borders. In it, I have listed the reflexes

borro\/ed from other dialects now current in Border speech. These

seem to be introduced when the Standard or other dialect diverges

in development from the localised form, and sets of equivalences

between each are set up, which enables the replacement of the native

reflexes by the equivalent non-native ones in the same lexical items.

At first, the substitution is found only in words felt to be
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unfamiliar, but the set of words that may undergo substitution seems

to increase over time, and so does the set of speakers using the non-

native forms. If all speakers use a form derived by substitution in

all the possible items it could apply to, the native reflex dies out.

A substitution rule, unlike most sound changes, shows change

over time in both input and output, as the original input and output

develop in the receptor and donor dialects respectively. Thus, a

rule stating that /t)I>/ may replace /aa/ in certain lexical items may

lead to a substitution of £o:J for in the same items in later

stages of the language, yet it remains the same substitution for the

same set of words is affected. If my theory about bipolar structures

of synchronic grammar is correct, the Standard pole is connected to

the localised one by pole-selection rules (a type of mapping rule)

composed of all the substitutions active at the particular time - a

sort of synchronic cross-section of the diachronic process of borrowing,

just as the localised pole is a sort of synchronic cross-section of

historical processes of native development.

It might indeed be a useful task to perform sjrnchronic socio-

linguistic studies of a specific dialect at say 30-year intervals so

that the processes of native change and borrowing could be monitored

over time; to observe how these processes spread through the lexicon,

and which are adopted by which group of speakers first. In this way,

one might gain some insight on the mechanism by which development of

a language proceeds.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 4:

1. Luick (1914=40) seems to date the full assimilation of the French
element in the vocabulary after /oo/-fronting. The rwason seems
to be so he can explain rhymes of OF /y/ and NME /oo/. These do
not occur in the Border Area, nor can the classes be merged here
(cf. p. 237-8). I therefore assume that all my early borrowings
from Norman French are completed by the start of my survey.

2. In so far as this could be considered a fronting, and not a vowel^
harmony rule.

3. This tentativeness of my conclusions should be borne in mind,
even when, for simplicity's sake, I use language implying greater
probability that the change happened. In general, the most
controversial developments occur in the period between the Great
Vowel Shift (when spellings begin to standardise) and the first
modern-style surveys of the 19th century.

4. I am indebted to various studies for this sort of approach;
notably Hill (1958)» Gregg (1963)» a-nh Speitel (1 969a-) > ell of
whom mention the interplay between the localised dialect and some
kind of Standard, or at least an Umgangsprache close to it.

5. /3/ occurs only in unst-ressed position, however. The other
three are the modern ' isolative reflexes of stressed
NME / e i u/ respectively.

6. Although perhaps to rounded vowels. There are examples of labials
facilitating or keeping rounding; cf. the Southern English failure
of /u/ >/a / in pull, wool, bull, etc.

7. Length marking in OE seems to be optional.

8. Data for these and other non-English Germanic dialects comes
from various sources:

The various Reeks Bederlandsche Dialectatlassen publications for
Dutch and Flemish generally.
Roger Lass and Lachlan Mackenzie (personal communication) for
Scandinavian and Schwyzerdtitsch respectively.
And various native speakers, including:
Lene S^rensen (standard and Vejle Danish), Maria Jessen (Gelting
Low German), Christine Buhlmann (steimbke and Mtlnster Low German),
and Marja Groenewoud (Standard and Venlo Dutch).

9. Dobson (1957:592) asserts that Wyld could not tell the difference
between the two.

10. For instance, most non-Holland Dutch, and Steimbke, Gelting, and
Mttnster Low German, among other dialects.

11. For the meaning of /X/, cf. Lass and Anderson (1975'Chapter 5).
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13

14

15

16

17

18,

19

20,

21

22,

23.

24.

/ai/ appears as such, for instance, in much Southwestern English;
/f.u/ in parts of Lancashire, and. so on. Data from Orton et al.
(1962,1964,1967,1969).

And later being restored to /^i/ probably due to the spelling,
cf. Luick (l914-40:/545).

In this area, since ('e^ occurs for both (Luick, 1 914-40 :pl 27),
more likely values are of the type of [is -esj.

In view of the existence of such a rule in Border Scots and some

other Scots dialects at present, and in Early Modern English
(Dobson,19575667-8), I think it likely that ME did have such a rule.

For right,(Vi it"] also occurs; however, this seems to be a loan
from Tyneside dialect (Orton and Halliday,1962sVI.7.1 3).

Included in this table are these English dialects covered in
the English Dialect Surveys

Eagleshayle, Cornwall (36.3)
Stogursey, Somerset (31.6)
Kingston, Dorset (38.5)
Hambledon, Hampshire (39.5)
Outwood, Surrey (34.4)
Staple, Kent (35*3)
Stretton, Shropshire (11.7)
Abbey Town, Cumberland ( 2.2)

Reflexes were taken for a number of words of each class; the
most common was selected.
Data from other communities are taken from forms I have heard
myself.

/ViZ! forms outside the North seem to be post-GVS (Luick, 191 4-40 $
5>5J1 Anm. 1). Most /Vi/ and /Vu/ diphthongs derive from earlier
|isj7[usj (ibid.)
If these do not represent shortenings to /i/.

■ Unfortunately, this formalisation is a bit ad hoc; I can not
see any other way of excluding these lexically determined items
besides the use of a [[-rule 4. 3~4j feature.
In this case, the morpheme boundary functions as a word boundary.

Although I have not taken any spectrograms of this,
impressionistically seems about 1-1 morae in,length, [h.*ej
2 or so^ Better transcriptions of the "long" diphthongs would
be (j> eJ , [o •6j.
In practice, I have merely treated the V1 lowering below and
not mentioned change of length. Alternatives would be to j^reat
[V(J as monomoric, but "gliding" (cf. Pike, 1945: ) ori(X*ej as
truly trimoric. These raise typological questions, however.

E.g. retention of /x/, back values for NME /a au/, part of
the Border Scots short vowel shift.
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25. And possibly to itd rounding; rounded uvular was elicited,
and seems to be quite common in some parts of Northumberland.

26. i.e. substitutions produce a reflex identical with (or coming
from one identical with) that found in earlier stages of
Border Area speech for the same vowel class.

27. The input values seem to be derived by substitutions, and are
loans from some type of Central Belt dialect (Zai,1942:57,93)•

28. Even if the high- and high-mid vowels are not affected; cf.
the Venlo examples on page 357.

29. Actually, the movement of people into an area would not
affect speech that much unless there was a great influx; I
do not mean that a few incomers from, say, London into Tynedale
would produce a Cockney speaking enclave therej

30. Although it is somewhat possible that only the written
language had a Standard when the spoken language was still
in the process of developing one, i.e. a Northerner ipay
haVe written fstone^ but would pronounce it (ste£nj. If
so, this casts doubt on the whole idea of using spelling
evidence to deduce sound changes.

31. This treatment is roughly true for England; the Scottish
situation may have been different. There may have been a
"Standard Scots" (i.e. liierary Middle Scots) in the 15th-l6th
century that is not the direct ancestor of the present
Standard, which is basically modified Standard English (cf.
Speitel,1969a: Chapter 1). If so, soipe of the older sub¬
stitutions I treat in the following section may have entered
in a very different form and at a very different time (perhaps
late 17th century onward?) than I suggest.

32. I emphasise that my speaker is hypothetical; a real speaker
of this class might have communicated with Southerners in
Latin or French at this period. Also, I make the assumption
that since London was the largest cultural centre of England,
London speech would have more prestige than Northumbrian. This
may not have been the case.

33« I do not mean to imply that this speaker would knew that stone
is an /aa/ word and coat, an /lO/ word. But he probably would
notice whether the vowels in the two were the same or not.

34. Theoretically. But cf. note 31 above with reference to the
linguistic situation in Scotland.

35. Since all substitutions are, in the beginning, optional,
idiolects might apply the first and third substitutions here,
say, but not the second. This kind of thing might explain
some of my sporadic variants (which did include )
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CHAPTER 5:

CONCLUSIONS:

In this work, I have attempted to study the reflexes of the NME

bimoric vowel classes in Border A.rea (Border Scots and Northumbrian)

dialects, represented by the speech of the communities of Hawick,

Yetholm, v/ooler, and Bellingham. The analysis was done from both the

synchronic and historical points of view, all the while with an eye

open to linguistic variation within each community. I have come to

the following (rather general) conclusions:

1. Border Area speech exhibits many of the same variational

pa.tterns as other forms of (usually urban) English which have

previously been covered in sociolinguistic studies. In the Borders,

as in Detroit, New York, or Norwich, a heterogeneous speech community

exists, with at least part of the variation dependent on factors of

class, sex and age of the speaker, and formality of discourse. In

general, the higher the speaker's social prestige, or the more formal

the context, the closer the vowel system he uses will conform to a

Standard-like structure, both in the system of oppositions used, and

in the phonetic value of each vowel in it. Women, all other things

being equal, will also use more Standard-like forms than men. The

same tendencies as in other studies have again been borne out.

However close in structure the Border Scots and Northumbrian

dialects are, though, there seem to be two basic differences

affecting the variation patterns: (1) Forms used by the MC in

Scotland may not conform completely to Standard English norms, and
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certain values present in Standard Southern British will not he

found; instead, conformity will probably be to a local Standard

based on the MC speech of Central Belt conurbations, showing a few

distinctively Scottish traits. More conformity with that type of

Standard usually called Received Pronunciation will be found in

Standard varieties of Northumbrian, although the two are not usually

identical even here.

(2) Localised Scots reflexes, if shared with Central Belt dialects,

are neither increasing nor decreasing in use; Northumbrian ones,

unless reinforced by Tyneside influence, are dying out, especially

when the phonemic structure can be made more Standard-like by their

loss. They are also sex-tied, whereas Scots ones do not seem to be<fs often
Many Northern British characteristics have a good chance of becoming

distinctively Scottish ones in the future.

2. In my historical analysis, I have found that certain types of

native vocalic round change recur, especially (l) vowel raising; (2)

diphthongisation of high vowels by lowering of the V1, or of mid-

vowels by raising of the V1 or lowering of the V2; (3) unconditioned

vowel fronting; (4) lowering of non-peripheral vowels; (5)

assimilatory insertions before certain classes of consonants; and (6)

in Scots, tendencies leading to the predictability of phonetic length.

These might be favoured trends prone to recur in the future as they

have done in the past.

As a corollary to my synchronic study of the speech of the total

community, I have emphasised the importance of borrowed developments,
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or substitution^ in the history of Border Area speech. In some cases,

these must be taken into account, as the native reflex is already

extinct. The substitution process begins when a equivalence is set

up between a localised and an alien realisation (usually of Standard

origin) in the same lexical items at the point of divergent

development, so that the non-localised reflex may replace the native

one; the replacement over time then may affect other words in the

same sound class, and be used by larger and larger groups of speakers.

Whereas native sound changes usually are active for a relatively short

period of time, the linking between forms in a substitution seem to

stay constant for hundreds of years, producing a bipolar structure in

bidialectal speakers' synchronic grammars.

Historically, as synchronically, I have viewed study of the

total community's speech as the most important criterion when setting

forth the data.

No linguistic work, perhaps, may be of value unless further

questions and topics for future study are raised by it. Here are a

few resulting from this one:

1. Do other rural areas exhibit speech variation patterns like this

one? Do specific variables depend on the same factors over large

areas, and the factors in turn, on dialect relationship? Studies

like this one, over a, period of time, could be made for other rural

communities and the results compared with those for urban areas

speaking related dialects.
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2. To what extent do sociopolitical factors, such as national or

regional pride, have to do with retention of localised speech forms?

I have noted that Border Scots is keeping many of its typically

Scottish characteristics in localised speech. Could this be true of

other areas with strong national or regional cultural indentities?

A correlation of linguistic variables with political attitudes towards

one's area might prove very useful.

3. What exactly determines what type of rules would be favoured for

sound change in a particular area? Why do some sounds occur again and

again while others are excluded? Does this have anything to do with

articulatory setting, phonological spatial factors, or both?

Attention could be drawn to native sound change in progress to see if

the process is a variation of a historically recurrent theme. The

articulatory setting of the modern dialect should be somehow

systematically exhibited and excludes other types of changes. The

phonological spatial layout of the system at all periods could also

be studied to determine the role of structural pressure and the drive

toward symmetry. Attention could also be drawn to recurrent

configurations of the system.

4. Could sound change be studied over time while in progress? If an

analysis of a particular sound change were made at periodic intervals,

it might prove invaluable for describing the mechanism of sound

change itself.

With these and other questions yet to be answered, it seems that

there is a great future for dialectology, so long as all speakers in

all places at all times in every context do not speak exactly the same way.
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APPENDIX B: TH5 QDESTIONHAIRE:

PART I: GENERAL INFORMATION:

First of all, I'd like to ask you a few questions about your

background.

1. (off tape) How old are you?

2. Where, in your time, have you lived, in or outside of this area,

and how long in each place?

3. Where did your parents come from? and your wife/husband?

4. What job do you (and/or your husband) do now?

5. Have you had any other jobs previously? What?

6. What is/was your father's (last) job?

7. Which schools did you go to?

8. How old were you when you left school?

9. Do you have any O-Level/Grade or A-Level/High passes?

10. Have you had any further night school, college or university

education?



PART II: WORD LIST SHEET:

Could you please read these words on the sheets at normal speed,

as naturally as you can.

1. ewe

2. teeth

3. bought

4. grow

5. who

6. time

7. fool

8. mouse

9. over

10. year

11. right

12. away

13. place

14. Tuesday

15. moon

16. daughter

17. sheep

18. make

19. raise

20. mine

21. brewery

22. stone

23. snow

24. care

25. flour

26. field

27. mile

28. join

29. same

30. saw

31• pie

32. wild

33* throw

34. joke

35. head

36. town

37. book

38. thought

39• more

40. eight

41. break

42. hour

43. boot

44• hlue

45• need

46. straw

47. sure

48. road

49 • he

50. tore

51. train

52. drive

53. neighbour

54. few

55« out

56. eve

57. see

58. where

59. door

60. mean

61. (town)
62. through

63. oil
64. every

65. because

66. cow

67. draw

68. broad

69. like
70. do

71. blow

72. near

73. sea

74. play

75. enough

76. beer

77. use

78. tree

79. strain

80. count

81. food

82. white

83. day

84. dry

85. point
86. twice

87. four

88. coal

89. moor

90. boy

91. key

92. foot

93. law

94. east

95. change

96. own

97. bear

98. keep

99. gate
100. fair

101. board

102. awful

103. main

104. here

105. nail

106. suit

107. sick

108. fire

109. hair

110. none

111. no

112. nose

113. easy

114. only

115. alone

116. juice

117. meat

118. home

119. mind

120. new
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FART III; VOCABULARY:

Here are some questions about a few local words.

1. Do you know what a is?

(BORDER SCOTS: to gump, scodgie, poke. NORTHUMBRIAN: cuddy, to

pioat, spelk).

2. Have you e/er heard anyone use this word?

3. Would you use it yourself?

4. Do you know any other local words?

PART IV; READING PASSAGE:

Here is a letter I got out of a Hawick newspaper. Could you read it

as naturally as you can, not like you were in school, but just

naturally, if you could, please.

(adapted from a "Betty Whutson's letter" in the Hawick News, by

Richard Scott).

Dear Mr. Editor,

After hearing from some of my neighbours about the mass re¬
housing of the families that used to live in the Lothian and Garfield
Street areas, Janet and I took, the chance one good day to have a walk
up that way. We'd already seen in the papers that most of the
buildings there have to be demolished, and the ground used for a great
car park. Before it was too late, we had to go and pay our last
respects to another familiar scene that has to disappear in the name
of that mysterious word, progress.

I've always been a bit confused about Lothian Street since it
seej>p to have three sides, while Garfield Street, just the one along
the side of the old railway. I suppose the best known, Lothian, was
the street of tenements just behrnd the High Street. I understand
that only the great blocks of houses in the middle of Lyle and Scott's
old factory down to the bottom of the hill are to come down, while the
row at the back is reprieved.

I don't think it's generally known that Lothian Street celebrates
its centenary this year. It was only in 1875 that housing development
was started up there on part of St. Mary's Church glebe ground. Bits
were rented by the church, and the income went to boost the minister's



salary. Indeed, I understand that the small rents on at least some of
the dwelling houses are still being paid, but not directly to the
parish minister. The small income goes instead to the Church of
Scotland Trustees in Edinburgh.

The street was named after the Marquis of Lothian, who was married
to a daughter of the Duke of Buccleuch. The Marquis was a well-known
public figure and had already stood for a seat in Parliament as a Tory.
Later on, he became Deputy Lieutenant of the county.

The building of Lothian Street came at a time when housing was
much needed in a fast growing town. They were put up by private
enterprise, and the blocks bought as investments by shopkeepers, traders,
and family trusts. Marshall the builder put up a lot of the tenements,
and there was no end of applicants as would-be tenants to the landlords.

Going over to the railway side of the street was like wandering
through a ghost town. Rows of empty, derelict houses and not a soul
to be seen. A few cars parked by the gutter was about the only sign
of activity where once the plane was alive with playing children.

Although not so old as Lothian Street, Garfield Street is less
than a hundred years old. It was only built in 1882, and supplied
sixty-six families with homes.

PART 7: OTHER QUESTIONS:

1. What do you third: of (town) as a place to live?

2. What do/don't you like about it?

3. Since you can remember, has it changed very much? How?

4. Do you take an interest in football/rugby at all?

5. Do you ever follow or go to see Newcastle United/Berwick Rangers/

Hawick/Kelso at all?

6. Do you ever go down/up to Newcastle/Edinburgh at all?

7. What do you think of it?

8. Has it changed very much since you can remember?

9. If a tourist were to come to this area, what sights could you

point out for him to see?

10. Have you ever been in a situation, recently or some time ago,

where you had a good laugh, or saw something funny happen to

someone, or it happened to you?

11. Could you just say the days of the week and count from 1 to 20?
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PART VI: PAIRS TEST;

There's just one more bit of reading to do, and that's the lot.

Could you read these down in pairs, as naturally as you can?

1. boot/bit 16. moon/moan 51. moor/more
2. days/daze 17. day/do 32. nose/knows
5. no/know 18. loose/louse 33. flair/floor
4. face/fierce 19. brewed/brood 34. mane/moon
5. pie/pea 20. fir/fur 35. walk/work
6. road/rowed 21. buy/boy 36. bear/beer
7. pair/pear 22. tea/tee 37. fair/fear
8. owe/awe 23. hard/hold 38. sole/soul
9. men/main 24. heed/head 39, all/awe
10. tie/tea 25. lane/loan 40. fire/fair
11. pea/pay 26. pull/pool 41. thaw/thought
12. low/law 27. two/too 42. me/my
15. tail/tale 28. do/die 43. stain/stone
14. turn/torn 29. pay/pie 44. pine/pea
15. too/tea 30. cot/coat 45- stray/straw
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